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ABSTRACT 

The ultimate objective of this project was to link psychclinguistic theories of 

sentence production to the study of L2 acquisition. To achieve this goal, two steps were 

taken: first, some of the specifics of the grammatical encoding processes that occur 

during L1 Japanese sentence production were investigated; second, L2 Japanese learners' 

sentence production processes were examined. Because any L2 data that we can observe 

is necessarily the product of both speakers' underlying knowledge and their capacity to 

process a language, it is important to investigate language processes in order to ftilly 

understand L2 development. 

I studied two processes of both LI and L2 speakers; (1) lexical retrieval processes 

for adjectives and adjectival nouns (both of which roughly correspond to English 

adjectives, but differ from each other in their morphosyntax), by using tip-of-the-tongue 

(TOT) experiments; and (2) case particle selection, by examining speech errors (e.g., LI 

and L2 errors that occurred during picture description experiments, in addition to 

naturally occurring LI errors). L2 Japanese speakers also participated in several other 

tasks, including tasks that assessed their knowledge of adjectives/adjectival nouns and 

case particles. 

It was found that both LI and L2 speakers of Japanese had access to the word 

category information of a target adjective or adjectival noun during TOT states. Also, L2 

learners' error patterns in a picture description task roughly matched their knowledge of 
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the morphosyntax of adjectives and adjectival nouns. Thus, most of the morphosyntactic 

errors of adjectives and adjectival nouns were attributed to L2 learners' knowledge, rather 

than their lexical retrieval processes or processing strategies. However, L2 speakers' self-

repairs and verbal reports indicated that some morphosyntactic errors occurred due to 

processing factors. 

The examination of L1 case particle errors indicated that L1 speakers may use 

certain sentence processing strategies, two of which involve use of the nominative marker 

ga (as default), and the selection of a prototypical case particle for a semantic role of an 

NP. L2 speech errors revealed that L2 Japanese speakers employ word order based 

processing strategies during sentence production, and that they may also use prototypical 

particles for NPs having given semantic roles. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. THE OBJECTIVES 

The ultimate and encompassing objective of this dissertation project is to link 

psycholinguistic theories of sentence production to the study of second language 

acquisition. To achieve this goal, two steps are taken: first, some of the specifics of the 

grammatical encoding processes that occur during Japanese sentence production among 

native speakers of Japanese are investigated; second, Japanese learners' sentence 

production processes are examined. 

Although the processing of languages remains relatively little studied, researchers 

are becoming increasingly aware of its significance for purposes of understanding 

language acquisition. Any performance data that we can observe, regardless of whether it 

is first language (LI) or second language (L2), is necessarily the product both of 

speakers' underlying knowledge and of their capacity to process a language. 

I will first investigate what constitutes the psychological processes through which 

LI Japanese speakers produce sentences, and then use the findings from my LI study in 

the examination of L2 Japanese speakers' development of knowledge and production 

processes in Japanese. 
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1.2. NEED FOR RESEARCH ON L 1 AND L2 JAPANESE SENTENCE PRODUCTION PROCESSES 

1.2.1 • Studies of Sentence Production. 

Speaking undoubtedly involves extremely rapid and efficient processes, with the 

speaker exploiting an extensive grammatical knowledge base; however, many aspects of 

these remarkable processes remain unknown. Not many linguists focus on real-time 

processing, as they tend to consider the time and memory dependent aspects of 

performance as being irrelevant to core language competence (e.g., Chomsky, 1965). 

Linguists who consider the study of language processing as a valuable source of evidence 

are in the minority (e.g., Bresnan & Kaplan, 1982). 

By contrast, the field of psycholinguistics focuses directly on such language 

processing mechanisms, with the aim of developing a coordinated competence theory of 

real time performance mechanisms. Many psycholinguists have considered such 

performance systems as being related to grammar. They maintain that the interplay of 

theories of processing and theories of linguistics will benefit both fields (e.g., Fodor and 

Garrett, 1966; Carlson and Tanenhaus, 1989). Although comprehension studies have so 

far played a more substantial role in informing competence theory. Bock (1995) 

maintains that "production data merit comparable weight in developing theories of 

linguistic knowledge" (p.206). 

Despite the importance of research on language processing, in sentence production 

in particular, developments in the investigation of these psychological processes has been 

relatively slow compared to the investigation of sentence comprehension. This is due to 
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the difficulty of cotttrolling experimental stimuli, such as concepts or messages to be 

conveyed, for the investigation of psychological processes. Fortunately, such 

methodological barriers have been overcome to a large extent recently. 

A favored method in studies of language production has been analyzing native 

speakers' speech errors and tip-of-the tongue (TOT) states (i.e., the states in which 

speakers feel that they know the target words that they want to use, but fail to retrieve 

them). Such data come from both naturally occurring and experimentally elicited 

instances of errors and TOT states. Recently, a number of TOT experiments have shed 

light on word retrieval processes in such languages as English, German, Spanish and 

Italian. Based on both types of data, models of sentence production have been 

hypothesized (e.g., Fromkin, 1971; Garrett, 1975; Levelt, 1989). These models have been 

extended and elaborated in more recent experimental approaches (See Bock and Levelt, 

1994, and Levelt, Roelof and Meyer, 1999, for reviews). 

I.2.2. Scarcity of Studies in Non-Indo-European Languages. 

Although new experimental approaches have facilitated sentence production 

research, most data used in previous research in this endeavor has been limited to the 

Indo-European languages, with an emphasis on English. Research in languages that 

substantially differ from the Indo-European languages is therefore valuable. Such cross-

linguistic research can test the generalizabiI ity of hypothesized models, and bring a 

greater understanding of the features common to human languages. 
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The Japanese language has characteristics that sharply diverge from English (e.g., 

opposite branching direction, a distinctive word order with the verb being the final 

element, and overt realization of morphological case). Hence, data derived from the 

Japanese language can be exceptionally informative. 

1.2.3. Sentence Production Processes and Language Development 

As mentioned in Section 1.1, the study of sentence production can also make a 

significant contribution to the study of both LI and L2 development. It helps LI and L2 

researchers to appropriately analyze LI and L2 learners' utterances for the examination of 

the development of language knowledge. In previous studies, however, language learners' 

production has often been treated as if it directly reflects the learners' knowledge 

representation (e.g.. Hamburger & Grain, 1984, 1987; McKee, 1994; Cook, 1993). 

1.2.4. Sentence Production Processes in L2. 

The relevance of language processing as it pertains to L2 research has gained 

recognition over the past two decades. One key concept that has been emphasized in L2 

literature since the early 1980's is automaticity in language processing (e.g., McLaughlin, 

1987). Furthermore, some L2 researchers have noted that L2 acquisition involves the 

acquisition of both language knowledge and real-time processing (e.g., Bialystok & 

Sharwood Smith, 1985; Sharwood Smith, 1986; Mdhle & Raupach, 1987; Bialystok, 

1994). It appears, however, that the study of L2 language production has lagged behind 

that of L2 language comprehension, much as is the case in L1 research. 
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With recent developments of theory and experimental techniques in LI sentence 

production research, L2 production has become a promising area of work, as pointed out 

by Crookes (1991). While a number of L2 studies have used sentence production models 

from psycholinguistics (see Poulisse, 1997; 1999 for reviews), most L2 studies have 

focused on lexical processing; little work seems to have been done on L2 sentence 

production processes. While it appears evident that fluency in language production 

requires automatization of sub-skills, the mechanisms that need to be automatized in 

order to produce spoken sentences have not yet been made explicit. 

As discussed earlier, speech errors have been a primary source of data for research 

on LI production processes. L2 errors, however, are rarely examined for the purpose of 

studying L2 production processes. Instead, L2 errors are often regarded as reflections of 

the state of an L2 learner's language knowledge. The same type of problem was pointed 

out about LI acquisition research as discussed in Section 1.2.3; L2 research apparently 

has not escaped this same dilemma. Noting this phenomenon, Ellis (1994) expresses 

puzzlement, saying that "it is somewhat surprising that the L2 researchers who developed 

and made use of error analysis techniques made so little reference to work on LI 

production" (p.71). 

Obviously, not all L2 learners' errors are so-called 'speech errors' or slips of the 

tongue, and many errors may well be attributed to the state of a L2 learner's knowledge. 

In his seminal paper on the significance of L2 learners' errors, Corder (1967) 
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distinguished between these two different types of errors: errors as resulting from a lack 

of knowledge, and mistakes as L2 learners' failure to perform despite their competence. 

Although Corder considered errors, rather than mistakes, to be the primary focus of 

investigation, L2 learners' mistakes may not be random performance failures. Instead, 

such data may reflect L2 learners' sentence production processes, just as LI speakers' 

speech errors have revealed LI sentence production processes. Therefore, the present 

research examines both L2 errors and mistakes, and addresses the problems of errors in 

L2 language development with reference to LI language production research. In what 

follows, the term "errors" will be used as a cover term to refer to both types of deviances; 

those that are due to a lack of knowledge, and those that are due to performance failures. 

The goal is to understand what types of deviations are the most susceptible to 

performance failure, and combine that with assessments of L2 learners' developing 

knowledge. 

There have been important studies on L2; however, specific aspects of sentence 

production processes remain unexplored. As Levelt (1978) states, in order to understand 

language acquisition, the structure of the task of speaking first needs to be understood. 

The present research on L2 Japanese sentence production processes uses theories 

and methods in psycholinguistics in order to uncover the specific mechanisms that need 

to be automatized in an L2. When the structure of a target language that L2 learners are 

studying (i.e., Japanese) fiindamentally differs form that of their LI (i.e., English), 
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positive LI transfer to L2 processing may be minimal. Thus, identifying 

mechanisms/skills that are involved in speaking becomes all the more important. 

1.3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

1.31. Sentence Production Models. 

Current models of sentence production are based on both naturalistic speech errors 

and experimental data. I use a model shown in Figure 1.1 that incorporates both Levelt's 

model (1989) and Garrett's (1975, 1984) insights as theoretical fi-ameworks. Both of their 

models incorporate serial top-down processes, incremental encoding, and concurrency. 

CONCEPTUAUZER 

Lexicon 

Grammatical Encoding 
FORMUL.ATOR^ 

Functional -/ Lemma 

Lexeme 
(word form) 

Positional 

Phonological Encoding 

ARTtCULATOR 

Figure 1.1: Levelf s and Garrett's models inteerated. 
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Levelt's model has three major structure processing components: the 

Conceptualizer, the Formulator, and the Articulator. These processes all call upon a 

lexical data base. The messages to be conveyed are first generated in the Conceptualizer 

in a preverbal form, then fed to the Formulator for grammatical and phonological 

encoding, and subsequently sent to the Articulator for articulation. One important 

assumption in this model is the distinction between two components within each lexical 

entry; the lemma contains the syntactic and semantic properties of the word, while the 

lexeme (or word form) specifies the word's morpho-phonological forms. The syntactic 

information that the lemma contains includes the grammatical category of a word (e.g., 

noun, verb, etc.), as well as the grammatical function it can serve (e.g., subject, object, 

etc.). In this model, it is proposed that lemmas are selected before lexemes are retrieved. 

The Formulator includes grammatical encoding and phonological encoding. Within 

a stage that roughly corresponds to Levelt's grammatical encoding, Garrett (1975, 1984) 

postulates two levels on the basis of speech error data; the Functional level and the 

Positional level. At the Functional level, lemmas appropriate for the intended messages 

are selected, and their Functional assignments (i.e., hierarchical relations) are computed. 

At the Positional level, word order is determined and phonological forms of the words 

(i.e., lexemes) are retrieved and inserted into a frame, which is a hierarchically structured, 

ordered set of word and morpheme slots. Vigliocco and Nicol (1998) provided 

independent experimental evidence for these two processing stages. 
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Levelfs and Garrett's models, as well as various other current sentence production 

models (e.g., Kempen & Hoenkamp, 1987), assume both incrementality and the centrality 

of the syntactic information of verbs (or predicates). Incrementality refers to the 

generation of a surface structure from left to right as the fragments of a message become 

successively available. Verbs are central to sentence generation because each verb entry 

in the mental lexicon contains syntactic information that is assumed to guide the 

construction of the sentence. 

1.3.2. Closed Class Elements vs. Open Class Elements in Sentence Production. 

Another vocabulary distinction important to production models is the distinction 

between open and closed class elements. Many recent studies in sentence production 

have focused on the processing of the closed class elements that primarily play syntactic 

roles. An e.xample of such an element is the third person singular -s, for subject-verb 

agreement in English. While such elements do not carry substantial meaning, they do 

play essential roles in determining the syntax and semantics of whole sentences. These 

elements are important structural reflexes of the real time processing system, as has been 

revealed in speech error research. 

Processing for the insertion of these closed class elements has been argued to 

involve mechanisms that are not directly controlled by the message to be conveyed (e.g., 

Levelt 1989), although the exact operation of such mechanisms is not ftilly understood 

and requires further research. Garrett (1975) proposes that closed class elements are 
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intrinsic features of hierarchical frames. Frames are structures that are larger than 

individual words, but smaller than full clauses; they may be similar to phrase structures, 

and are assumed to be the basic units in sentence production processes. 

Lapointe and Dell (1989), on the other hand, propose a mixed model that 

distinguishes between two types of closed class elements; affixes, such as inflection; and 

freestanding function words, such as English determiners. They propose that affixes are 

frame features, while freestanding function words are inserted by an additional operation. 

Lapointe and Dell's model differs from Garrett's in its details, but both models treat 

closed class elements as having a character in the processing system that is distinct from 

open class elements such as verbs, nouns and adjectives. 

Examining the behavior of closed class elements in Japanese may reveal the 

processes of closed class elements that might not have been made apparent to researchers 

by the study of sentence production in Indo-European languages. 

Another reason to focus on closed class elements is that their study is most 

revealing in the research of LI and L2 language development. During language 

development, both L1 and L2 learners tend to be less accurate in their use of closed class 

elements in performance than their use of open class elements (e.g., McKee, 1994). 

1.3.3. Two Processes under Investigation. 

Based on the above framework, two processes were chosen for the present research 

on grammatical encoding; one involving open class elements, and the other focusing on 
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closed class elements. These two processes are related to the two primary ways in which 

grammatical encoding is accomplished. 

The study of the former involves the retrieval of lemmas (e.g., word category 

information) of adjectives and adjectival nouns. The word category information 

determines the morphosyntactic requirements of the clauses; thus, the encoding of 

morphosyntactic requirements (which includes the selection of closed class elements) is 

dependent on the retrieval of the word category information of selected lemmas of 

adjectives and adjectival nouns (i.e., open class elements). 

The study of closed class elements involves the selection of case particles. Case 

particles may be determined by the retrieved grammatical information of open class 

elements (i.e., verbs, in this case), and by the general sentence procedures that are based 

on certain sentence properties (such as that every sentence has an overt or covert subject), 

or by other factors such as the semantic roles of NPs. 

The investigation of the retrieval of the grammatical information of adjectives and 

adjectival nouns examines the proposal that lemmas are accessed before lexemes. The 

investigation of the selection of case particles examines the interaction of incrementality 

and the central ity of the syntactic information of verbs (or predicates) in Japanese. 
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1.4. OVERVIEW OF THE CURRENT STUDY 

The present project first examines how LI Japanese speakers generate sentences 

utilizing the psycholinguistic sentence production model, then considers data collected 

from L2 Japanese speakers. By examining the Japanese data using psycholinguistic 

models that are largely based on Indo-European languages, this project uncovers both the 

aspects of sentence production that are potentially universal, and those that are potentially 

language-specific. 

Research on LI sentence production is also indispensable for the study of the 

development of L2 Japanese sentence production processes. Studies addressing the 

problem areas addressed here have not been previously conducted, and are therefore part 

of the basic research design used in this thesis. Cairns (1999) stresses the importance of 

including LI control in L2 studies, as a major shortcoming in LI studies was often the 

failure to include adult controls. 

It is also worth noting that the distinctive contrasts between Japanese and English 

renders the study of L2 Japanese sentence production processes among L1 speakers of 

English very useful, since the L1 processing mechanisms for English may not be readily 

transferred to the processing of L2 Japanese. Hence, the data obtained in this research can 

provide a clearer picture of the development of the L2 sentence generation processes that 

must heavily rely on the "new" L2 language structure. 
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The L2 studies in this project attempt to pull apart the development of grammatical 

knowledge and that of processing mechanisms. The former may be related to innate 

knowledge or Universal Grammar, while the latter represents a more habitual aspect of 

language, the acquisition of which may be more akin to skill acquisition (e.g.. Bock 

1995). The results could provide useful implications for the improvement of foreign 

language instruction. 

1.5. L1 AND L2 PROCESSES OF ADJECTIVES AND ADJECTIVAL NOUNS 

1.5.1 • L1 Retrieval of Grammatical Information of Adiectives/Adjectival Nouns. 

The Japanese language has two types of descriptive words that resemble English 

adjectives: adjectives and adjectival nouns. The lexical retrieval processes of these words 

among L1 and L2 speakers of Japanese were investigated in the project reported here. 

Vigliocco, Antonini, and Garrett (1997) have provided experimental evidence for a 

two-stage retrieval process of words, as mentioned above (i.e., (Dlemma [grammatical 

information] and ©lexeme [phonological information]). They examined the partial 

information of target words that became available to subjects during experimentally 

elicited TOT states. They found that even if the phonological forms of the words were not 

yet available, the syntactic information (e.g., grammatical gender of the Italian target 

words) was still retrieved. These findings were complimented and extended by work with 

picture naming tasks. (See, for example, Levelt, Roelofs & Meyer, 1999) 
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Japanese adjectives and adjectival nouns share meanings which are similar to 

English adjectives, but they differ morphosyntactically'. Examples^ (1.1-1.3) show the 

ways in which Japanese adjectives, adjectival nouns, and nouns are used in pre-nominal 

modification. 

(1.1) Adjective in pre-nominal modification 
utukusi-i kesiki 
beautiful-NONPAST scenery^ 
' beautiful scenery/ scenery that is beautifuF 

(1.2) Adjectival noun in pre-nominal modification 
kiree na ^ kesild 
pretty COP scenery 
'pretty scenery / scenery that is pretty' 

(1.3) Noun in pre-nominal modification 
tokuyuu no kesiki 
peculiar GEN/COP scenery 
'the peculiar scenery/ the scenery that is peculiar' 

These examples show that the grammatical categories of the open class elements chosen 

for an intended message affect the requirements for closed class elements. While 

adjectives are inflected with the inflection element -/ for tense/aspect, such as shown in 

'The exact nature of the differences has been debated (Mizutani, 1951; Kageyama, 1993; Sells, 1996; 
Nishiyama, 1999). 

" There are different ways to romanize Japanese, two primary methods being Hepburn and Kunrei Systems. 

In this thesis, Kunrei system is adopted. 
^ The following abbreviations are used in glosses; 

N'OM: nominative. ACC: accusative, DAT: dative, GEN: genitive, TOP; topic marker. 
GER: gerund, COP. copula, INSTR; instrumental, AGR; agreement seeker. 

Linguists may differ in their classification of the grammatical status of na as well as no in pre-nominal 

modification, especially because Japanese pre-nominal modincation is always ambiguous between simple 
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(1.1), adjectival nouns and nouns require the insertion of na and no, respectively. It has 

been suggested that the difference between adjectival nouns such as in (1.2), and nouns as 

such as in (1.3) are derived from a difference in semantics, in that attributes expressed by 

adjectival nouns are gradable, while those expressed by nouns are not. (e.g., Uehara, 

1996). For example, in (1.2) the kesiki 'scenery' can have different degrees of'pretty'-

ness, while in (1.3) tokuyuu 'peculiar* cannot be referred to in degrees. Besides the 

difference between na and no, the morphosyntactic rules applicable to nouns and 

adjectival nouns are basically the same. 

The differences between the adjectives as in (1.1) and the adjectival nouns as in 

(1.2) are not attributed to the difference in the meanings of these words. It is the 

grammatical information contained in each lexical entry that determines the 

morphosyntactic realization of a given sentence. 

This part of the project examines how the grammatical information of each lexical 

entry (i.e., lemma) is retrieved by using TOT experiments. Specifically, I intend to 

answer the research questions stated in (1.4). 

(1.4) Research questions for L1 Adjective/adjectival processes: 

a. Is the grammatical information of adjectives and adjectival nouns (i.e., whether 
the word to be retrieved is an adjective or adjectival noun) available during TOT 
states? 

NP analysis and relative clausc analysis, as the English equivalents in (1.1-1.3) illustrate. The element no is 

either glossed as a genitive marker or copula, or it is regarded as a complementizer (e.g., Murasugi. 1991). 
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b. Is such information available even in the absence of partial retrieval of the sound 
forms (i.e., lexemes) of the target words? 

1.5.2. L2 Acquisition and Lexical Retrieval of Adjectives/Adiectival Nouns. 

Both LI and L2 Japanese learners have been reported to have more difficulty 

acquiring the morphosyntactic formations that involve adjectives than those involving 

nouns. For example, both types of learners overgenerate NO^ in pre-nominal 

modification when they are using adjectives (Murasugi, 1991; Yokoyama, 1990; 

Shirahata, 1993a, 1993b). This error is exemplified in (1.5). 

(1.5) suppa-i NO juusu 'sourjuice' 
sour (adjective) juice 
Target: 'suppai juusu' 

Such overgenerations of NO, in addition to other difficulties involving the 

morphology of adjectives and adjectival nouns, have been attributed to difficulties with 

acquiring the grammar of a language. The present study on L2 lexical retrieval, however, 

examines another explanation of such errors: L2 speakers' not-fully-developed retrieval 

processes. The automatic early retrieval of syntactic information for adjectives and 

adjectival nouns may be indispensable for the accurate insertion of closed class elements, 

since the choice of closed class elements largely depends on the syntactic properties of 

le.\ical entries. McKee and Iwasaki (in press) and Iwasaki (1997) suggest the inefficient 

retrieval of the grammatical information of each word as a possible source of errors, and 
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the proposed study experimentally investigates this idea. If L2 learners demonstrate an 

adequate knowledge of morphosyntactic rules, but cannot press this knowledge into use 

in their speech, then their performance in word recall tasks may reveal that they do not 

always retrieve the grammatical information of the desired words early enough to utilize 

it. Or f)erhaps, at some developmental stages, L2 Japanese learners may recall the 

grammatical information of words only at the time that the word form becomes available. 

In investigation of the L2 morphosyntactic processes of adjectives and adjectival 

nouns, the following research questions in (1.6) are to be answered: 

(1.6) Research questions for L2 Adjective/Adjectival Noun processes; 

Is the L2 non-target formation of adjectives and adjectival nouns related to; 

a. L2 learners' lack of or non-target knowledge of the morphosyntactic rules of 
adjectives and adjectival nouns (as observed in tasks such as written 
assessment, sentence judgment, and explicit articulation of grammatical 
rules)? 

b. the non-target or indeterminate grammatical classification of certain lexical 
items (i.e., non-target specification or lack of specification of grammatical 
categories in certain lemma entries)? 

c. non-automatic retrieval of grammatical information (i.e., the inability to 
retrieve lemmas before the retrieval of the sound forms of the target words)? 

^ Cases of overgenerated 'no' are capitalized in this thesis. This is to indicate that an element under 
discussion is an overgenerated item (i.e, error) and that it is not precisely a Japanese element whose 
linguistic property is known (e.g., whether it is a case particle or pronoun, etc.). 
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1.6. L1 AND L2 SELECTION OF CASE PARTICLES 

1.6.1 • LI Selection of Case Particles. 

Three characteristics of the Japanese language make it useful for studying the 

properties of sentence production; (1) its canonical word order being Subject-Object-

Verb, (2) a relative freedom of word order, and (3) the morphological realization of Case 

utilizing case particles. Example (1.7) shows the nominative, accusative and dative case 

particles in a canonical word order sentence. 

(1.7) Ken ga Naomi ni pen o age-ta. 
NOM DAT pen ACC give-PAST 

'Ken gave a pen to Naomi.' 

Referring again to Levelt's model, incrementality would favor the processing (i.e., 

retrieval, morphological specification, etc.) of the initial NP in an utterance as soon as the 

partial message generated in the Conceptualizer is fed to the Formulator. According to 

Levelt (1989), by "Wundt's principle" (Wundt, 1896, 1900) the word that expresses the 

first conceptual fi:agment that becomes available ends up in the sentence-initial position. 

If this is the case, then a language with a free word order allows incremental processing 

to a fuller extent, because NPs of any semantic roles can be the first NPs. 

However, such a drive to generate a sentence incrementally may encounter a 

potential conflict with verb centrality. Verb lemmas play an essential role in generating 

sentences, as illustrated in Levelfs (1989) description of how a sentence is generated by 

use of the information specified in the lemma of the verb give (p. 189-192). However, the 
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first conceptual fragment available to a speaker may not necessarily be a concept that 

matches a verb. Instead, it may be a concept that would be translated into a noun. This 

potential conflict may become particularly evident in the sentence production of a 

language having a free word order. 

Because Japanese allows for a relatively firee ordering of noun phrases, an NP of 

any grammatical function (e.g., subject, object, oblique) that is relevant to the intended 

message can be the sentence-initial NP without any risk of word order error. 

However, for the NPs to be marked by appropriate case particles, the availability of the 

syntactic information of the verbs (or predicates) that are last uttered in the sentence is 

essential. The examples in (1.8) below illustrate this point; these Japanese sentences have 

a non-canonical word order that diverges fi-om the canonical Subject-Object-Verb order. 

The Japanese case particles, ga (nominative marker^, ni (dative markery and o (accusative 

marker) are used in these examples. While all of these sentences could express 

approximately the same message (i.e., a statement about a Japanese sport team which is 

scheduled for a match with an American team), the case particle required for the first NP 

varies in accordance with the different verb choices. The argument structure of the verb 

or the predicate that appears in the sentence-final position determines the case particle 

that should follow the sentence-initial NP in these examples. 

(1.8) a. Amerika tiimu to nihon tiimu-ga araso-u. 
America team-with Japan team NOM compete-NONPAST 
'Japan will compete with the American team.' 
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b. Amerika tiimu ni nihon tiimu-ga idom-u. 
America team DAT Japan team NOM challenge-NONPAsr 
'Japan vvill challenge the American team.' 

c. Amerika tiimu o nihon tiimu ga seme-ru. 
American team ACC Japan team NOM attack-NONPAST 
'Japan will attack the American team.' 

The fact that native speakers of Japanese produce grammatically correct sentences 

most of the time indicates that the verb lemma is successfully selected before the first NP 

is uttered. This is to be expected if the partial units of messages that are fed to the 

grammatical encoder are always propositions that are compatible with 'clauses' (i.e., 

including the concept that will specify the verb lemma). 

However, incrementality may occasionally allow less complete message fragments 

to be fed to the grammatical encoder. In fact, Lindsley (1975) and Schriefers, Teruel, and 

Meinshausen (1998), in their experiments in English and in German, respectively, show 

that a verb has not been necessarily selected yet at the time a speaker starts articulating a 

sentence. There may be mechanisms or strategies that also allow speakers of left-

branching languages to generate sentences incrementally to the highest degree, yet be 

correct most of the time. 

There are at least two possible strategic mechanisms for selecting particles even if a 

verb lemma is not yet selected, and both of these are examined in this project. One is a 

mechanism that uses conceptual information from the Conceptualizer for the tentative 

choice of case particles, and the other strategy is to utilize a particular particle as a default 

particle. The probability of either of these strategic mechanisms leading to the selection 
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of accurate case particles would be quite high, yet neither would always lead to an 

accurate selection of case particles. 

The first possibility, the use of conceptual information, could utilize the 

probabilistic association between a certain semantic role and certain case particles. In the 

sentence production model described above, the Conceptualizer and the Grammatical 

Encoder are strictly separated, and thus the effect of conceptual factors is assumed to be 

minimal. However, in cases where the desired processes do not succeed (i.e., the details 

of the sentence plans are indeterminate, or verb lemmas are not selected yet), semantic 

factors such as animacy and semantic roles (e.g., agent, theme, location) may affect 

grammatical encoding. 

The nominative ga has been regarded as a 'default' case particle by some linguists 

(Fukui & Takano, 1998; Inoue, 1997), and there have been some suggestions in the 

previous literature that Japanese speakers may select the nominative ga for the first NP as 

a default case particle (Terao, 1995a; Ishihara, 1985, cited in Hashimoto Ishihara, 1991). 

Indeed, there may be a mechanism that provisionally selects the nominative ga as the 

default particle; however, this hypothesis has not been substantiated. 

By investigating the patterns of case particle errors, this project sheds light on L1 

Japanese speakers' processing strategies for generation of a sentence when the choice of 

sentence-final predicates may not yet be fully planned. 

To be specific, the following research questions are examined: 
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(1.9) (a) What are the general patterns of errors observed in naturally occurring 
case particle errors? What are the processes that these error patterns 
indicate? 

(b) What are the strategic mechanisms that native speakers employ to 
maximally achieve incrementality? 

(bl) Do semantic roles (e.g., agent, theme, goal) play a role in the 
selection of case particles? 

(b2) Does animacy play a role? 
Is there an indication that Japanese L1 speakers tend to assign; 

• the grammatical subject to the animate participant in an event? 
• the dative object to an animate object?^ 

(c) Does a default case particle selection exist? If so, when is a default 
case particle selected? 

1 •6.2. L2 Acquisition and Selection of Case Particles. 

Previous studies have revealed that the particle ga is the most frequently overused 

particle among LI children and adults (e.g., Clancy, 1985; Terao, 1995a). It is also 

thought to be one of the most difficult particles to acquire among L2 learners of Japanese 

(e.g., Tomita, 1995; Doi & Yoshioka, 1987, 1990; Yagi, 1992). However, the conclusion 

that ga is a difficult particle may have been drawn from a somewhat misleading analysis 

of case particles. As Noda (1999) pointed out, two contrasts of a different linguistic 

nature, 'thematic vs. non-thematic' and 'case relations,' as shown in Table 1.1 below, were 

often confounded in the previous literature. 

It has been suggested that dative marking is more related than accusative marking to the entity having 
higher degree of control, including animate entities, across many languages, (e.g., Comrie, 1989). 
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Table 1.1. Syudai to syukaku no kankei ftheme vs. nominativel (Noda, 1996). 
f ' . ' 

i 
j 

ga 
nominative 

a 
accusative 

ni 
dative, locative 

de 

i non-thematic -ga -o -ni -de 
! thematic -wa -wa - ni wa -de wa 

Noda stated that L2 acquisition researchers should be concerned with either of these 

two contrasts, the contrast between thematic vs. non-thematic (e.g., ga vs. wa), or the 

contrast among nominative, accusative, dative, oblique, etc. (e.g., ga vs. o), without 

confusing the two. For example, the particle wa is not a case particle. Even so, some 

studies of case particles have included wa in comparisons of the error frequencies of 

particles such as ga and o. The present research focuses on the L2 acquisition of particles 

which express case relation (e.g., ga, o, ni, de), and leaves the issue of the acquisition of 

thematic vs. non-thematic contrast to other studies. 

In this project, the interaction of knowledge development and processing strategies 

is investigated by examining the errors of Japanese L2 learners of different proficiency 

levels. This part of the project examines whether and to what extent L2 errors can be 

explained by processing mechanisms or strategies, and to what extent L2 errors can be 

accounted for by L2 learners' (lack of) grammatical knowledge. 

The L2 Japanese speakers who participated in this project are native speakers of 

English, a language which may require significantly different processing mechanisms 

from those that Japanese requires. Therefore, their LI would not readily facilitate their 
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development of the processing capacity of the L2; that is, there is no positive transfer of 

their L1 processing mechanisms to L2 processing. 

The types of errors that L2 learners make are compared with their own knowledge 

of case particles, as revealed by other tasks. This comparison helps to determine whether 

the errors of L2 Japanese speakers should be more often attributed to their lack of 

knowledge or to a difficulty with processing particles, as well as to discern which types 

of errors are more likely to be associated with either of these two factors. 

The investigation of L2 knowledge and use of case particles seeks to answer the 

research questions in (1.10). 

(1.10) Research Questions for L2 Case Particle Use and Knowledge. 

a. Is L2 non-target use of case particles in spoken data related to a lack of, or non-
target knowledge of Japanese case particles? 

b. What kinds of processing mechanisms or strategies does the L2 non-target use 
of case particles (when L2 learners do have target-like knowledge of certain case 
particles) reveal? 

(bl) Do L2 learners basically select case particles in a similar manner to 
LI speakers? (i.e.. Do the patterns of non-target use by L2 learners who 
display target-like knowledge of certain case particles resemble LI speech 
error patterns?) 

(b2) Do L2 learners employ certain strategic mechanisms that LI speakers 
do not? (i.e., what does the non-target use of case particles that are 
different from L1 speakers' speech error patterns show?) 
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1.7. SUMMARY 

The underlying assumption of this project is that there are two major aspects to 

language acquisition; the acquisition of knowledge, and the development of processing 

skills by which to implement this knowledge. Thus, both linguistic analyses (structures) 

and psycholinguistic models of sentence production (processes, skills) need to be 

considered in order to understand language acquisition. 

The current project investigates L2 Japanese acquisition from this perspective. In 

order to investigate L2 Japanese processing, the relevant properties of LI Japanese 

processing are first determined. 

Specifically, two aspects of grammatical encoding are examined; one involves open 

class elements (i.e., adjectives and adjectival nouns), and the other involves closed class 

elements (i.e., case particles). 

Perhaps, the disassociation of two aspects of language acquisition (i.e., knowledge 

vs. processing/skills) helps to reveal an aspect of the nature of language acquisition that 

would not otherwise be uncovered. Thus, the current project provides useful insights that 

one would utilize to develop effective foreign language instruction. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1. OVERVIEW 

Because the scope of this project extends over multiple disciplines, the literature 

review necessarily covers diverse areas of studies such as psycholinguistics, Japanese 

linguistics, and second language acquisition from a variety of sources. 

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2.1 overviews the development of 

the sentence production models and psychological processes that are assumed in these 

models. The foci of this overview are the generation of sentences and grammatical 

encoding; thus, work on phonological encoding is not reviewed. Naturally occurring 

speech errors have played essential roles in theory development, and they play an 

important role in this dissertation project as well. Speech error studies are thus well 

represented in the review. 

One of the most important assumptions in most sentence production models is the 

two-stage retrieval of lexical items. The evidence for this claim comes from speech error 

studies, TOT studies, and other experimental studies. Some of the most influential of 

these are reviewed, with a focus on TOT studies. 

Another important array of studies that are relevant to this thesis are the studies on 

closed class elements in sentence production. Closed class elements generally behave 
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differently from open class elements, but not all the closed class elements behave in the 

same way in sentence production processes. 

Next, L2 production studies are reviewed. There have been some important works 

on L2 language production, but few have incorporated psycholinguistic theoiy and 

methodology. Literature that has given attention to the importance of language processing 

is reviewed first. 

After reviewing both LI and L2 production studies, two aspects of Japanese 

grammar that are important for this project are discussed: namely, the distinction between 

adjectives and adjectival nouns, and the properties of case particles. Because English 

does not have elements that correspond to these features of Japanese, a brief description 

of these elements provides basic background and addresses some unresolved issues in 

their analysis. It should be noted that the enclosed studies on case particles include very 

little on discourse level phenomena since the focus of the current project is syntactic 

fimctions of case particles. 

The description of grammatical aspects of adjectives/adjectival nouns and case 

particles is followed by a review of psycholinguistic studies involving these elements, in 

particular studies of the acquisition in L1 and L2. 
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2.2. LI SENTENCE PRODUCTION 

2.2.1. Speech Errors and Sentence Production Models 

Seminal works by Fromkin (1971) and Garrett (1975) proposed language 

production models based on naturally occurring speech errors as a window to processes 

in sentence production. An important observation that underlies the use of speech errors 

is that they are not random. Instead, these lapses observe certain linguistic constraints that 

reflect the mental mechanisms during speech. Several types of errors have provided 

evidence of discrete stages in the process of sentence production. 

Fromkin (1971) noted the "accommodation errors" such as the ones shown in (2.1). 

Note that whenever examples of errors are given in this thesis, what is on the left of the 

arrow represents the intended utterance, and what follows the arrow is the actual error. 

(2.1.) a. T: tab stops -• E: tap [stabz] 

b. T: an easy marathon ^ E; a meeting arathon (Fromkin, 1971) 

When these occur, linguistic environments such as the plural morpheme and the 

determiner are accommodated to suit the segmental errors. In both examples, the 

segmental errors need to have taken place prior to the selection of the contextually 

appropriate [z] or the determiner a. This type of error was considered to be robust 

evidence of discrete ordered stages (e.g., Garrett, 1975; 1980a). 
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Garrett (1975) elaborated this idea in terms of two distinctive stages of syntactic 

processing in sentence production that he labeled the Functional level and the Positional 

level, as shown in Figure 2.1. 

MESSAGE SOURCE 

T 

MI, M->, M3,„„M„ 

I 
Functional Level of Representation 

Positional Level of Representation 

I 
Sound level of representations 

I 

Instruction to articulators 

i 

ARTICULATORY SYSTEM 

Figure 2.1. Garrett's proposal of level of representation. 

This proposal was based primarily on the patterns of exchange errors (i.e., errors in which 

two elements are exchanged and occur in unintended positions). Exchange errors provide 

strong evidence that there are two simultaneous processes underway when these errors 

occur; lexical selection and phrase building. That is, both the exchanged elements 

themselves (e.g., words) and the structural sequences that contain them (e.g., phrases) 

Semantic* factors pick le-xical 

rormatives and grammatical 
relations. 

Syntactic factors pick positional frames 
with their attendant grammatical 
formatives; 

phonemically specified lexical 
formatives are inserted in frames. 

Phonetic detail of both lexical and 
grammatical formatives specified 
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need to be computed simultaneously for exchanges to occur. There were three types of 

exchanges; sound exchanges, stem exchanges (combined exchanges of stem morphemes 

and words), and word exchanges; (2.2)-(2.4) show examples of each, respectively. 

(2.2) a. So while you do the cooking. Bill shovels snow, does he? 
^ snovels show 

b. Children interfere with your night life... ^ nife lite 

(2.3) a. Fancy getting your nose remodeled... -• model renosed 

b. It just started to sound. ...sounded to start 

(2.4) a. Although suicide is a form of murder,... 
murder is a form of suicide.. 

b. I've got to go home and give my back a hot bath. 
-*• ...my bath a hot back. 

Garrett made several observations regarding such errors. First, the interacting elements in 

sound exchanges such as in (2.2) and in combined exchanges such as in (2.3) were almost 

exclusively members of the same surface clauses, and usually occurred in the same 

phrases. However, the interacting elements in word exchanges such as in (2.4) often 

belonged to different phrases, or sometimes even to different clauses. Second, the 

interacting elements in word exchanges preserve grammatical category, while combined 

exchanges do not. From these observations, Garrett proposed that the locus of word 

exchanges is different from that of sound and stem exchanges; word exchanges occur at 

an earlier stage than the stage where sound or stem exchanges would take place. He 

named the fomier stage the Functional level and the latter stage the Positional level. He 
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proposed that the grammatical fimctions of elements in the sentences are determined at 

the Functional level, whereas the serial order of elements, as well as the phonological 

features of clauses, are determined at the Positional level. 

Garrett (1984, 1988) subsequently elaborated his model into the one shown in 

Figure 2.2 on the next page, which clarifies certain processing aspects of the information. 

For example, stages of the determination of f\uctional structures and lexical selection are 

clarified. 

This model assumes that sentence production processes are modular, in that the 

interaction between each of the sub-components is restricted to feed-forwarding 

information from adjacent components. 

Garretf s proposal that sentence production involves two discrete levels of syntactic 

processing was widely accepted and corroborated by many researchers (e.g.. Bock 1986a, 

1986b; Levelt, 1989; Kempen and Huijbers, 1983). Garrett's Functional level is 

associated with Levelt's (1989) grammatical encoding (i.e., assignment of grammatical 

function), and Garrett's Positional level with granmiatical encoding and/or phonological 

encoding (i.e., linear ordering, morphological and phonological realization). Figure 2.3 

on page 45 illustrates Bock and Levelfs (1994) sunmiary of the sentence production 

model, which incorporates the Functional and Positional levels. 
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Figure 2.2: Garretf model of sentence production. 
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Figure 2.3: Bock and Levelt's illustration of sentence production model. 

Vigliocco and Nicol (1998) provided experimental evidence for two stages of 

syntactic processing; a stage in which syntactic relations are determined, and a stage in 

which linear word order is determined. They conducted two experiments to elicit subject-

verb agreement errors, and found that subject-verb agreement errors such as shown in 

(2.5) were sensitive to grammatical relation, rather than proximity in linear order. The 
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plural noun flights, shown in both (2.5a) and (2.5b), had a similar effect on the 

occurrence of agreement errors in both structures. 

(2.5) a. The helicopter for the flights ^ safe. 

b. Are the helicopter for the flights safe? 

Bock, Loebell, and Morey (1992) conducted experiments using a syntactic priming 

paradigm, and provided data that resulted from error-free normal processes rather than 

speech errors that support two separate syntactic processes. In their experiments, they 

presented a sentence for a subject to repeat, followed by a picture for the subject to 

describe. They manipulated the animacy of the sentence subjects and the voice (i.e., 

active vs. passive) of the sentences to be repeated. The experimental pictures contained 

both an animate entity and inanimate entity (e.g., 'an alarm clock wakening a boy'). These 

pictures could be described either by a sentence with an animate subject or by a sentence 

with an inanimate subject Additionally, they could be described either by an active or a 

passive sentence (e.g., "The alarm clock wakened the boy" vs. "The boy was wakened by 

the alarm clock"). Both of the two mam'pulations, animacy of subjects and the voice of 

sentences, affected how the subjects described the pictures. Speakers were more likely to 

generate sentences with inanimate subjects after repeating inanimate subject sentences, 

and they were also more likely to produce passive sentences after repeating passive 

sentences. These effects did not interact. Thus, on one hand, the effect of animacy could 

be interpreted as a priming effect at the Functional level; that is, subjects tended to use 

the function assignment of the sentences (i.e., the mapping of inanimate entity to 
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grammatical subjects) that they had just repeated. On the other hand, the effect of the 

syntax of the priming sentences could be interpreted as a priming effect at the Positional 

level; there was a tendency for speakers to use the constituent assembly of the sentences 

that they had just produced. 

Garrett's model, as well as other models including Bock and Levelt (1994) in 

Figure 2.3 above, incorporates the assumption that sentence generation processes are 

incremental or piecemeal (e.g., Kempen & Hoenkamp, 1987; De Smedt & Kempen, 

1987). That is, sentence generation proceeds in the manner described in Figure 2-4b, 

rather than the one described in 2-4a, according to Kempen and Hoenkamp (1987: p.203). 

C 
F 
A 

Conceptualizing 
Formulating 
Articulating 

a. Non-incremental processing; 
C semantic 

sMicliirel 
F ! • syntactic 

structure 
A p phonetic 

structure 

b. Incremental processing; 

C cfl cf2 cB 

F 

ufl uG uf3 iff 
Figiire 2.4: Kempen and Hoenkamp's illustration of incremental processing, 
(cf = conceptual fragment, uf = utterance fragment) 
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Figure 2-4b illustrates that as soon as a fragment of conceptual content becomes 

available, the information is fed down to the Formulator. Although the Formulator 

attempts to match the availability of the conceptual fragments to the utterance fragments, 

the match is not always a successful one. 

Questions arise as to what the units of incremental fragments are. Garrett (1975) 

suggested that the higher processes (i.e., mapping from the message to the Functional 

level) may handle two clauses, while the units for lower processing are smaller. Bock and 

Cutting's (1992) findings indicate that clauses are essential units for grammatical 

encoding. They foimd that subject-verb number agreement errors were less likely to 

occur if the mismatch of numbers in the subject NPs was between a singular head and a 

plural noun within a clause modifier as in (2.6a), rather than a plural noun in a 

prepositional modifier such as in (2.6b). 

(2.6) a. clause modifier: 
The editor who rejected the books... 

b. prepositional modifier: 
The e^tor of the history books... 

Using a picture description experiment, Lindsley (1975) found that the latency for a 

'subject verb' utterance (e.g., 'The man is greeting') was longer than an 'actor* description 

(e.g., 'the man'). He attributed the longer latencies of'subject-verb' utterances to the verb 

selection that occurs prior to initiating the utterance, which would indicate that speakers 

planned clauses. However, he also found that, when the actor was already known, the 

latencies for 'subject-verb' utterances were shorter than for 'verb' utterances (e.g.. 
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'greeting'). This indicates the verb selection was not necessarily performed before the 

initiation of the subject-verb utterances. 

Likewise, Schriefers, Teruel and Meinshausen (1998), in their study of German 

sentence production, found that units of grammatical planning do not automatically and 

obligatorily contain a verb. Although clause units may be the major encoding chunks, 

verb selection may be delayed. That is, not having selected a specific verb does not 

necessarily prevent a speaker from initiating a sentence. 

The models described so far assume no feedback interaction between structural sub

components of the production system. Some researchers (Stemberger, 1985; Dell, 1986) 

proposed models that adopted interactive activation. Dell and Reich (1981) and Dell 

(1986) allowed for an interactive network within the lexicon, while retaining the general 

architecture described so far. Dell assumed three levels of representation: syntactic, 

morphological and phonological. A representation consists of a collection of order tags 

that are attached to nodes in a lexical network; the tagged nodes that are at a higher 

representation level activate the nodes that may be used for lower level representation via 

spreading-activation mechanisms. By allowing for interactive activation among nodes of 

networks within a lexicon (e.g., phonemes, morphemes), Dell provided accounts for 

patterns of errors such as lexical bias, sound errors and mixed errors (semantic and form 

related errors). 
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2.2.2 Two Stage Retrieval of Lexical Items: Lemma and Lexeme. 

According to Garrett (1975, 1980a, 1980b) and Levelt (1989), language production 

processes include two major types of processes; vocabulary selection and phrasal 

integration. The generation of sentence structures proceeds hand in hand with lexical 

selection. In other words, the Formulator needs to know the specific syntactic and 

morphological requirements of the lexical items (e.g., verbs, nouns) selected for the 

message to generate sentences. 

A number of researchers supported the view that lexical selection proceeds in two 

steps during language production (e.g., Butterworth, 1989; Kempen and Huijbers, 1983; 

Levelt and Massen, 1981; Garrett, 1993; Levelt, 1989). That is, an abstract lexical item 

containing a set of syntactic features is first retrieved based on the meaning to be 

expressed; these syntactic features enable the lexical item to be assigned the appropriate 

grammatical role. Then, the phonological and morphological information of the word is 

retrieved. The former item is called a 'lemma,'' and the latter item is called a 'lexeme.' 

Researchers differ as to whether these two steps of lexical retrieval are discrete (i.e., 

a lexeme is accessed only after lemma access is completed, and there are no overlapping 

stages). Proponents of interactive activation models consider these processes continuous 

rather than discrete. Dell and O'Seaghodha (1992), for example, support the two-stage 

retrieval model, while maintaining the necessity of some degree of local interaction 

^ Levelt et al. (1999) further divided lemma to its lexical concept and a bundle of syntactic features; thus, it 
should be noted that the concept of lemma' is not uniforai across researchers. 
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between lenima and phonological access, to account for certain data such as mixed 

semantic-phonological errors. 

Evidence for two stage lexical retrieval processes comes both from observational 

data involving speech errors and TOT states, and from experimental data involving 

picture naming and induced TOT states. 

2.2.2.I. Substitution Errors. The primary evidence for the two-stage lexical retrieval 

hypothesis derives from speech errors in spontaneous speech (Fay & Cutler, 1977; 

Garrett 1980b, 1984). A class of speech errors called substitutions consists of two types: 

substitutions based on semantic similarity between the target word and the intruding 

word, and substitutions based on form (phonological) similarity between the target and 

the intruding word. Fay and Cutler's analysis of the contrast between these two types 

gave a detailed description of the phonological relations that hold between form related 

errors ("malapropisms"), but do not hold for semantically related pairs. Examples of both 

types of substitution errors from Garrett (1980b) are given in (2.6) and (2.7). 

(2.7) Semantic substitutions 

a. He rode his bike to school yesterday. 
^ rode his bike to school tomorrow 

b. You go brush your hair. -* wash your hair. 

(2.8) Phonological substitutions 

a. Because I've got an appointment.now. an apartment 

b. They haven't been measured with the precision.. 

they haven't been married ..uh measured with... 
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In terms of the model indicated above, Garrett (1980b) assigned meaning related 

word substitution errors to the first lexical selection process (i.e., lemma retrieval), during 

the construction of the fimctional level representation with reference to conceptual 

information from the intended message. On the other hand, sound related errors are 

assumed to occur during word form selection (i.e., lexeme selection) while the selected 

word is inserted to the frame based on its fit to the frame (that contains inflectional 

constraints and stress). 

While Garrett (1975, 1980b) found that substitutions related in both meaning and 

form are relatively uncommon, some researchers have argued that phonological similarity 

nevertheless affects semantic substitutions (e.g., Dell & Reich, 1981). Current evidence 

supports some degree of such effect (Dell, Schwartz, Martin, Saffian, & Gagnon, 1997). 

However, the separation of semantic information and phonological information is 

preserved in the two-stage models with feedback. Lexical selection processes even in 

Dell et al.'s model are discrete for semantic and phonological descriptions. 

22.2.2. Lexical retrieval and TOT studies. A TOT state is a state in which a 

speaker has determined that within his/her mental lexicon there exists a word that 

matches a certain concept that s/he wants to express, and yet s/he fails to retrieve the 

sound form of that word. The existence of such states is taken as an indication that there 

are two parts to a word (i.e., the semantic part vs. the formXe.g., Garrett, 1988, 1993; 

Bock & Griffin, 1999). A TOT state can be described as a stage when a speaker has 

selected a lemma, but has not yet succeeded in retrieving the corresponding lexeme. 
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TOT states have been examined extensively for the purpose of revealing how 

lexical entries are stored and retrieved (e.g.. Brown & McNeill, 1966; Reason and Lucas 

1984; Burke, Worthley, & Martin, 1988; Kohn, et al., 1987; see Brown, 1991 for a 

review). 

Badecker, Miozzo, and Zanuttini (199S) studied an Italian-speaking aphasic patient 

with word retrieval difficulties. They found that he could correctly report grammatical 

gender of the word that he could not name; their results supported a two-stage lexical 

retrieval model. Using a TOT experiment paradigm, Vigliocco, Antonini and Garrett 

(1997) extended the investigation to non-impaired Italian speakers, and provided further 

evidence for two-stage lexical retrieval. They examined whether Italian speakers had 

access to the grammatical gender of their target words while they were in TOT states. 

Italian speakers in TOT states reported the grammatical gender of the targets correctly 

80% of the time, even if they did not have any partial information concerning the word 

forms. 

Vigliocco, Vinson, Martin and Garrett (1999) extended this investigation of lemma 

retrieval to English. They examined whether English speakers could correctly guess a 

different grammatical property of their target words during TOT states. They found that 

English speakers guessed whether their target would be a "count noun" (e.g., an opinion) 

or "mass noun" (e.g., some knowledge) significantly more accurately in positive TOT 

states than in the control, especially for "count noun" targets. 
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Furthermore, Ecke (1996) examined TOT states in English, Russian and Spanish, 

using retrospective reports, diaries, and experiments. He found that TOTs in these 

languages shared similar characteristics; his results also supported a two-stage model of 

lexical production. The subjects who were in TOT states for nouns in Russian or Spam'sh 

usually accurately guessed the grammatical gender of their target word (e.g., 81.2% 

accuracy in L1 Russian and 82.8% in LI Spanish in the diary study). 

Caramazza and Miozzo (1997), however, reinterpreted Vigliocco et al.'s (1997) 

findings, and argued that Vigliocco et al. merely established that a word's syntax is 

represented independently of its phonology, but not that a two-stage retrieval is 

necessary. Caramazza and Mizzo noted that the two-stage model accesses lemmas before 

lexemes and that, therefore, a speaker's retrieval of phonological information should 

follow his/her retrieval of syntactic information of the same lexical item. However, the 

accuracy of Italian speakers' recall of the initial phonemes of their target words during 

TOT states did not correlate with the accuracy of the recall of the granunatical gender of 

target words. Caramazza and Miozzo concluded from this discrepancy that Italian 

speakers could retrieve the sound information of the target word independently, without 

having retrieved the grammatical gender information first. They interpret this finding as 

evidence for a single lexical representation, and this undermines the need for a discrete 

two-stage lexical retrieval model. 

Vinson and Vigliocco (1999) responded to Caramazza and Mizzo (1997) and 

Caramaza (1997) with a computer simulation of a sequential two-stage model. Their 
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simulation demonstrated that even if the retrieval of a word's sound form is dependent on 

the retrieval of its lemma, the availability of the phonological information does not 

necessarily correlate with the availability of syntactic information. They argued from this 

demonstration that the lack of correlation between two types of information is not 

relevant to the sequentiality of two stages in a two-stage lexical retrieval hypothesis, and 

that it is not a relevant criticism of this model. 

While there remains the problem of sufRcient evidence for sequentiality, sufficient 

cross-linguistic data show that the grammatical information of a lemma becomes 

available early during the lexical retrieval processes. However, no TOT studies have 

investigated two-stage lexical retrieval process in non-Indo-European languages. To the 

author's knowledge, Iwasaki, Vigliocco and Garrett's (1998) study on TOTs in Japanese 

was the only work that focussed on this process. While there has been some work on 

TOTs in Japanese (e.g., Murakami, 1980; Naito & Komatsu, 1989), their objects of 

investigation (e.g., units of memory) were different from that of the current project. 

2.2.2.3• Picture-word interference experiments. Another set of evidence for the 

two-stage lexical retrieval model comes fh)m a series of experiments that use the 

interference effects of auditory presented words during picture naming (e.g., Levelt & 

Schriefers, 1987; Schriefers, et al. 1990; Levelt et al., 1991; Levelt et al., 1999). In these 

experiments, subjects named pictures while also making lexical decisions to the auditory 

presented words. The variables manipulated in such experiments were the types of 

distracter words (i.e., either semantically related or phonologically related words) and the 
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timing of the presentation (i.e., stimulus-onset asynchronies) of the distracters. 

Semantically related words were found to affect the latencies of lexical decision task 

when they were presented earlier while the effect of phonological ly related words were 

found to affect the latencies of lexical decision task when they were presented later. 

2.2.3. Closed Class Elements in Sentence Production. 

Garrett (1975) made a set of observations concerning the distinctive behaviors of 

open vs. closed class elements. First, he found that the occurrence of sound exchanges 

and combined exchanges is restricted to open class elements (primarily to nouns, verbs, 

and adjectives); closed class elements are virtually immune to sound errors. Second, 

closed class elements remain intact in combined exchanges; that is, syntactically active 

morphemes such as -ed, and -ing and fimction words (e.g., determiners) become stranded 

as in examples (2.3) above and (2.9) below. 

(2.9) a. I am not in the mood for reading. -»• ..read for mooding 

b. She's already packed two trunks. -*• truncked two packs. 

Third, closed class elements do not themselves exchange. From these observations, 

Garrett proposed that syntactically active closed class elements are intrinsic to "frames" 

that are generated at the Positional level. This is because the attachment of syntactic 

morphemes to relevant lexical items reflects a mapping from the functional level to the 

positional level of sentence planning. Lexical items that have been selected are inserted 

into serially ordered "frames" constructed at the Positional level. 
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Garrett also noted that it was predominantly syntactically active closed class 

elements that participated in errors called "shifts" (i.e., errors in which an element moves 

to an unintended position) such shown as in (2.10). 

(2.10) a. He gets it done. ..get its done. 

b. they get weirder every day ^ ..weird everier 

These shifts, which are errors of placement of closed class elements, could not take place 

at the same level where stranding errors occur, instead, shifts must have occurred 

posterior to the locus of stranding errors. Garrett attributed this type of error to a stage 

where the closed class elements are phonetically realized (i.e., after the Positional level). 

Positional frames have also been investigated by other researchers. Lapointe and 

Dell (1989) extended Garretfs proposal, with some modifications. While Garrett (1975, 

1980a, 1980b) suggested that both bound and free morphemes are intrinsic features 

specified in frames, Lapointe and Dell suggested that only affixes are intrinsic to frames. 

Functional words such as the and a, on the other hand, are treated as fragments that will 

be attached to the phrase structures that contain the markers for necessary fragments. 

Unlike phrase fragments, which require the insertion of selected open class elements, 

function word fragments already contain their content Lapointe and Dell illustrated this 

mechanism schematically, as shown in Figure 2.5. A corresponding illustration of how 

Garrett's model explains the phrase used in Lapointe and Dell's example is shown in 

Figure 2.6. In Garrett's proposal, the features of closed class elements have already been 

introduced at the Functional level. 
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b. Aux 

was 

tng 

Figure 1.5. Lapointe and EtelFs positional frames. 

[aux, past, singlar] V inglarlV NF 

V® Af Det 

[progressive..] 
[det, definite r 

N 

Figxire 2.6. An illustration of Garrett's accounts of positional frames. 

In Levelfs (1989) sentence production model, closed class elements were assigned 

by "functional procedures." He illustrated these processes using, for example, a message 

regarding an event in which a child gave a cat to a mother. When the leimna of the first 

fragment of the message, child, is retrieved, it calls up the categorical procedure NP. 

Subsequently, this categorical procedure calls up the fimctional procedure DET, which 

calls up the lemma for the. By Wundts principle, the word that expresses the first 
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conceptual fragment that becomes available (e.g., the child, in this case) ends up in the 

sentence-initial position. After that, higher-order categorical procedures determine the 

grammatical function of the NP the child. Because the default destination for the output 

of the NP procedure is 'subject of S(sentence),' the NP acquires the case feature 

"nominative." The higher order categorial procedure S, then, calls up the functional 

procedure to construct a predicate, and this in turn, calls up the VP categorial procedure. 

Then the VP procedure initiates the insertion of the verb give. 

From an experimentally grounded perspective. Bock and Loebell (1990) and Bock 

(1989) support Lapointe and Dell's proposal. They found that, when describing a picture 

afiter repeating a priming sentence, English speakers tended to use the same syntactic 

structure as that of the priming sentences. That is, a priming sentence containing a 

prepositional phrase induced a sentence like (2.11a), whereas a dative control prime 

induced a sentence like (2.11b). This was the case regardless of which closed class 

elements were in the priming sentences (e.g., to vs. for), and regardless of the thematic 

roles expressed by the preposition (i.e., locative by vs. agent by). 

(2.11) a. The girl is handing a paintbrush to a boy. 

b. The girl is handing the boy a paintbrush. 

Bock et al. interpreted these results as indicating that free morphemes such as 

English prepositions are not intrinsic to Positional fnmies; instead, more abstract 

representations of closed class elements may reside in Positional fhunes, and there may 

not be a one-to-many relationship between frames and closed class elements. Moreover, 
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they showed that conceptual structures do not directly affect the selection of the 

Positional frames. They concluded that their results support Lapotnte and Dell's (1989) 

proposal. 

Nevertheless, the behavior of closed class elements unarguably diverges from that 

of open class elements. This was also found to be true for prepositions whose functions 

alternate between being more or less like an open class element or a closed class element, 

depending on the linguistic context. Friederici (1982, 1985) examined German 

prepositions such as auf. The preposition auf is clearly a preposition that bears some 

semantic information when used in a sentence like (2.12a), but it is an obUgatory 

grammatical element subcategorized by a verb in a sentence like (2.12b). 

(2.12) a. Peter steht auf dem Stuhl (Peter stands on the chair). 

b. Peter achtet ajrf das Feure (Peter watches e the fire). 

Friederici (1982, 1985) found a disassociation between the performance among 

aphasic patients, depending on the function of the preposition. For example, Broca's 

aphasics failed to produce syntactically based prepositions as in (2.12b). 

Behaviors of closed class elements that are different from open class elements were 

also observed in intrasentential code-switching between English and Japanese. Azimia 

and Meier (1997) elicited code-switched sentences by instructing Japanese-dominant 

bilinguals to imitate stimulus sentences. These Japanese/English bilinguals imitated three 

types of stimuli: a sentence entirely in Japanese, a sentence in Japanese with a noun 
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switched to English, and a sentence in Japanese with a postposition^ switched to English, 

as shown in (2.13). They found that the switching of postpositions caused a significantly 

longer response time and higher error rate than did the switching of nouns. 

(2.13) a. no switching 
Kanhnin wa hinpanni yatte kuru hoomon-kyaku ni kununa de ko-nai yoo 
manage TOP often come visitor to car by come-NEG 
tanon-da. 
ask-past 
'The manager asked frequent visitors not to come by car.' 

b. Noun-switching 
Kanrinin wa hinpanni yatte kuru hoomon-kyaku ni car de ko-nai yoo 
tanon-da. 

c. postposition-switching 
Kanrinin wa hinpanni yatte kuru hoomon-kyaku ni kuruma ^ ko-nai yoo 
tanon-da. 

According to Garrett (1975), much as open class elements, prepositions are 

relatively frequently involved in word exchange errors, as seen in (2.14). Apparently, for 

words to participate in an exchange error they must constitute a similar structural role to 

that of each other, and must each be the head of a phrase. 

(2.14) a which was parallel in a certain sense, to an experience... 
to a certain sense, in an experience (Ganett, 1975) 

b. How much can I buy it from you for? 
buy it ^ you from (Garrett, 1980b) 

The Japanese closed class elements in their stimuli were the postpositiofis ni 'at'/'foi'/^y'/'with'/'on'/'about'. 
de. Trom'/Tjy'/'in'/'with', kara 'from', made 'till' and e 'to', all of which are a subset of case particles. 
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Because prepositions participate in word exchanges, at the Functional level they appear 

to be processed on a par with open class elements. As is the case with exchanges of open 

class elements, preposition exchanges strictly observe the form class constraint; that is, a 

preposition only interacts with another preposition, and not with tfie other elements 

within its NP argument or in other NPs (Garrett, 1980b, 1984; Garrett & Kean, 1980). 

However, prepositions are much like other closed class elements in that they do not 

enter into sound exchanges at all; they are processed as closed class elements where 

phonology is computed. Based on these observations, Garrett and Kean (1980) and 

Garrett (1984) suggested that prepositions behave like open class elements at the 

Functional level, and like closed class elements at the Positional level. 

These studies showed that prepositions behave like open class elements in some 

respects and like closed class elements in other respects. Such observations regarding 

prepositions are especially noteworthy, since prepositions roughly correspond to some of 

the Japanese case particles that are being investigated in the current project. As discussed 

in Section 2.5 in this chapter, case particles are either considered to be postpositions (i.e., 

equivalents of prepositions in English), or to be the morphological realization of 

structural Case. 
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2.3. L2 SENTENCE PRODUCTION 

2.3.1. L2 Competence. Performance, and Processing. 

To many L2 researchers, the goal of research has been to uncover the acquisition of 

L2 knowledge (or competence, to borrow Chomsky's, (e.g., 1986) widely accepted term). 

One important notion in the study of L2 is "interlanguage," a language constituting a 

system independent from both the L2 speaker's LI and from their target L2 (Selinker, 

1972). This notion, often abbreviated as IL, has been widely accepted; however, as Cook 

(1993) pointed out, it is often ambiguous as to whether the term "interlanguage" refers to 

L2 competence or L2 performance. This is largely due to a common methodology that 

has been used in L2 research where L2 performance data has been used to describe L2 

competence, with little attention to processing systems that implement it. 

This paradoxical relation between many L2 researchers' choice of data (i.e., 

performance data) and their claims about L2 competence is also observed in research on 

the effects of processibility of structures on order of acquisition (e.g., Meisel, Clahsen, & 

Pienemann, 1981; Pienemann, 1984).' Put briefly, based on corpora of spoken data, 

these researchers claim that language acquisition depends on the processibility of 

structures; that is, L2 learners acquire the structures that are more easily processed (e.g., 

canonical word order) before they acquire structures that are more difficult to process. 

The theoretical basis for this research is derived from psycholinguistic work by Slobin 

9 
Similar research exists in LI acquisition (see Lebeaux 1988, for example). 
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and Bever (1982). Apparently, these researchers' underlying assumption is that what L2 

learners produce directly reflects what they have acquired. Due to this incompatibility 

between these researchers' claims and data. White (1991) contends that the processing 

strategies proposed by these researchers do not explain L2 acquisition (e.g., the order in 

which certain grammars are internalized). 

Processing factors are now recognized as important considerations in L2 

competence research (e.g., Klein, 1999). One such consideration is that processing of 

language input (e.g., language comprehension, or parsing) is critical to L2 acquisition, 

and thus processing difficulties affect what L2 learners can acquire, evidently because 

learners work with the input that they receive during the development of their L2 (e.g., 

Fernandez, 1999). Another consideration is that certain processing factors affect the L2 

data that researchers examine (in different degrees and in varying ways, depending on the 

type of data); hence, processing factors should not be ignored when interpreting data. 

These two considerations have one thing in common; that is, language processing factors 

are considered as obstacles. They are seen as obstacles to the acquisition of the target 

language, and as obstacles to researchers seeking to observe L2 learners' competence. 

However, some researchers have maintained that language processing is itself an 

essential skill that L2 learners have to master in order to be able to use an L2. In this 

regard, L2 processing can become an object of investigation. For example, McLaughlin 

and his colleagues (e.g., McLaughlin, Rossman, & McLeod, 1983) brought the notion of 
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controlled vs. automatic processing from information-processing theory to L2 research, 

adopting the theories of such psychologists as Levelt (1978) and Anderson (1982, 1983). 

Levelt (1978) sketched out a skill and attention theory relevant to the use and 

acquisition of language. According to him, tasks such as speaking have a hierarchical 

structure. Because a speaker's capacity for attention (i.e., memory) is limited when using 

an L2, the creation of low-level plans during speaking needs to be kept to a minimum. 

For this reason, the storing of plans in long-term memory and automating them is 

essential to skill acquisition. It is only after the earlier use of controlled processes that 

language skills become automatic as the result of practice. 

McLaughlin et al.'s sigiuficant contribution was to bring the notions of automaticity 

and restructuring (i.e., routinized formulas are gradually unpacked and re-analyzed) to L2 

researchers' attention. The notion of controlled vs. automatic processes, as well as the 

related notions of declarative and procedural knowledge, have become important 

constructs for L2 researchers (e.g., Johnson, 1996; Towell & Hawkins, 1994). However, 

research on the processes involved in the tasks that are to be automatized has not received 

much attention. Levelt (1978), for example, stated that "In order to understand the 

structure and acquisition of skill, one has to understand the structure of the tasks (i.e., of 

speaking, writing, etc)" (p. 56). 

Apparently, some researchers seek to identify a single theory to explain L2 

acquisition. Other researchers consider L2 acquisition to be comprised of at least two 

components; linguistic knowledge, and the skills for the real-time processing of that 
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knowledge. For these researchers, different theories may account for the different aspects 

of language acquisition (e.g., Bialystok, 1994; Bialystok & Sharwood Smith, 1985; 

Sharwood Smith & Kellerman, 1989; Mdhle and Raupach, 1987; Towell and Hawkins, 

1994; see also Schmidt, 1992, for a review of studies on psychological mechanisms and 

fluency). Bialystock and Sharwood Smith used differential terms (EL system and IL 

production) in order to distinguish the two components of interlanguage. These two 

components should be taken into account when examining phenomena like L1 transfer. 

If L2 acquisition involves the development of two aspects of language, explicit 

grammar instruction may facilitate L2 development of explicit knowledge. Krashen's 

(1982) suggestion that explicit knowledge does not facilitate L2 acquisition was widely 

accepted for years. However, Hulstijn and Hulstijn (1984) showed that L2 Dutch learners 

who could explicitly state the Dutch grammatical rules under investigation were more 

accurate in their performance when retelling stories, than those who could not. Also, 

when they were instructed to focus their attention on forms, their accuracy in story 

retelling increased, regardless of whether these L2 learners were able to explicitly state 

the grammatical rules or not. The latter effect was taken as evidence that it was the 

processing constraints that hindered the L2 learners' accuracy. 

Processing mechanisms must be related to competence in some manner and the 

processing strategies or processing patterns observed in L2 performance will reflect L2 

competence in some ways (e.g., Juffs & Harrington, 1995), and it is an empirical task to 

sort out what these ways are. From this point of view, L2 processing is not merely an 
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obstacle to L2 research; instead, studies of L2 processing can also inform linguistic 

analysis. 

2.3.2. Temporal Variables and L2 Sentence Production. 

A series of important works on L2 speech production comes from a project by the 

Kassel Psycho- and Pragmalinguistic Research Group (KAPPA). Their research has been 

reported in various places, such as Dechert and Raubach (1980), Dechert, Mohle, and 

Raupach (1984), and Dechert and Raupach (1987). These researchers analyzed the 

temporal variables in data that was largely obtained by L1 and/or L2 speakers' re-telling 

of stories depicted by cartoons. The variables include speaking rate, length of pauses, 

length of runs (length between two pauses), self-repairs, and hesitation. Some speech 

errors were also briefly noted. This body of work has shed light on several aspects of L2 

acquisition, such as the development of fluency (e.g., Sajavaara, 1987) and utterance 

planning (e.g., Seliger, 1980). 

Many of KAPPA's studies found that LI and L2 speech production is similar. For 

example, Dechert (1983) suggested that there is competition of utterance plans on all 

levels in LI and L2, and because of such competition, errors like blends are bound to 

occur. Wiese (1984) concluded that L2 speech production is not qualitatively different 

from LI speech production, and that the difference between LI performance and L2 

performance lies only in the automatization of existing abilities. 
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While many of these studies have pointed out some interesting aspects of sentence 

production, their generalizability may be rather limited. For example, many of the studies 

only analyzed the utterances of a small number of individual learners. Also, the 

participants' LI and L2 were usually closely related (i.e., Indo-European languages) in 

these studies. 

2.3.3. L2 Language Production and Psvcholinguistic Theory. 

Although a number of previous L2 researchers have referred to LI production 

studies, de Bot's work (1992) has probably most explicitly applied a psycholinguistic 

theory to a L2 study. De Bot adapted Levelts (1989) production model, and explored the 

additional requirements that a production model needs to meet in order to accommodate 

bilingual processing. He suggested that a bilingual speaker must have a separate 

formulator for each language, while lexical items are selected from one common lexicon 

within which items are connected by networks. He also proposed two characteristics for 

bilingual lemmas and lexemes, characteristics that are distinct from those of lemmas and 

lexemes of monolingual speakers: ® the relationship between the lemma and the lexeme 

is not one to one, ® semantic and syntactic information in lemmas may not be 

inextricably linked. 

De Bot's focus was on lexical processing, rather than syntactic processing. Other 

studies that utilize Levelfs model investigates lexical processing (e.g., Poulisse and 

Bongarts, 1994), focussing on concept-to-lemma mapping and lemma-to-form mapping. 
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2.3.4. L2 Error Analysis. 

As mentioned in chapter 1, analysis of learners' errors has been a common method 

of investigation for L2 researchers, especially since Corder's (1967) work. One of 

Corder's contributions was to raise awareness that L2 learners' errors provide a way to 

examine their learning processes; before his work, errors were often ignored. 

He distinguished between errors, which he defined as deviances due to L2 learners' 

knowledge, and mistakes, which he defined as performance errors. Because he was 

interested in the development of knowledge, he was not interested in mistakes. However, 

Johnson (1988) argued that mistakes representing a lack of processing ability were also 

important from a pedagogical perspective. 

Very few error analyses for examination of IL production systems have been 

conducted. An exception is Jordens's (1986) study, which is particularly relevant to the 

case particle study in the current project. He examined L2 German errors among LI 

Dutch speakers. He explained both LI Dutch errors and L2 German errors by the relative 

independence of the sentence fragments that are processed. Incremental processing forces 

each fragment to be processed relatively independently from the rest of the sentence. He 

found L2 German errors that correspond to LI Dutch errors; for example, sentence-initial 

indirect objects were erroneously marked by nominative case, and the subjects of passive 

sentences were erroneously marked by accusative case in L2 German, as shovm in (2.15). 

(2.15) a.  Dem Linksau^en (lOiDAT) gelang ein herrliches Tor (SUBJ) 

The left-winger succeeded a magnificient goal 
'The left-winger succeeded in scoring a magnificent goal.' 
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-• Der Linksau^en (•NOM) gelang ein herrlinches Tor (SUBJ) 

b. Es wurde ein Fall (NOM) erwahnt 
There was a case mentioned. 'A case was mentioned.' 

-• Es wurde einen Fall (*ACC) erwShnt 

According to Jordens, L1 processes of incremental sentence production (in Dutch) 

are responsible for specific types of case errors in L2 German, and the errors in his data 

can be explained by an 'interlanguage production system,' better than by any particular 

underlying rule system. 

Poulisse (1999) conducted an extensive investigation of L2 slips-of-the-tongue. 

Poulisse examined a corpus of L2 English by Dutch speakers in order to determine if the 

regularity observed in prior L1 studies would also be observed in an L2, and found both 

similarities and differences between L2 and LI speech error patterns. An example of 

similarity was that most of the L2 speech lexical substitutions were phonologically and/or 

semantical ly related words. But unlike a clear difference between open class and closed 

class words in their involvement in phonological errors reported in LI studies, the 

difference between these two classes of words affected by phonological errors was 

smaller in L2 errors. There was also substantial LI influence in L2 slips (i.e., 30% of the 

L2 slips). Poulisse proposed that both LI and L2 lemmas and LI and L2 word forms may 

be activated simultaneously. 
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2.3.5. Role of Production/Output in L2 Learning/Acquisition. 

In previous studies (e.g., Krashen, 1982; Van Patten, 1993), it was proposed that the 

quality and quantity of input affects L2 acquisition, but output (i.e., speaking the target 

language) does not. But this conclusion has been challenged. Swain (1993) and Swain 

and Laplin (1995) proposed an "output hypothesis" that suggests that when a L2 learner 

notices a linguistic problem while producing the L2, such noticing pushes the learner to 

modify his/lier output They claimed that syntactic processing is needed for production, 

whereas semantic processing is prevalent in comprehension. 

In relating Swain's "output hypothesis" to Levelts model of language production, de 

Bot (1996) suggested that output facilitates the transition of declarative to procedural 

knowledge. During speaking, lemma-specific information activates certain procedures; 

the connection between the lemma and those procedures is strengthened if this 

connection is repeatedly made. Swain's noticing occurs when what is produced does not 

match the learner's internal norm. According to de Bot, output also plays a role in the 

acquisition of declarative knowledge "by triggering input that the learner can use for the 

generation of new declarative knowledge" (p.553). 

DeKeyser (1997) also emphasized the importance of output practice. Using an 

artificially created language, he provided experimental evidence that the effects of 

practice on the acquisition of morphosyntactic rules were skill-specific. Output practice 

was more effective in assisting the subjects to leam to perform output tasks automatically 

than input practice, and vise versa. 
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2.4. ADJECTIVES AND ADJECTIVAL NOUNS IN JAPANESE 

LI and L2 lexical retrieval of adjectives and adjectival nouns and L2 acquisition of 

morphosyntax of these classes of words are investigated in this thesis project. Because 

the investigation of lexical retrieval focuses on access to the lemma (i.e., the grammatical 

components of the lexical items), the grammatical properties of these classes of words are 

reviewed first. Then, studies on the acquisition of the morphosyntax of these words in L1 

and L2 are reviewed. 

2.4.1 • Linguistic Analvsis. 

Adjectives in English generally correspond to two different types of words in 

Japanese; adjectives and adjectival nouns. The latter class of words are traditionally 

known as keiyoodoosi (literally, adjectival verbs), and are variably referred to as 

adjectival verbs, nominal adjectives, adjectival nouns, or «a-adjectives. I will use the 

term "adjectival noun" following such authors as Martin (1975) and Tsujimura (1996). 

The fact that there are two classes of descriptive words has a historical origin. The 

latter class of words originated from the sequence of an adverbial ending with -ni + 

existential verb ari. Unlike adjectives that required -/ endings for the purpose of 

conjugation, there was less constraint for an adjectival noua Thus, this class of words 

developed freely to make up for the lack of sufficient development of the class of 

adjectives (e.g., inconsistent conjugation, insufficient number of entries), and to 
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accommodate words borrowed from Chinese (e.g. Yamaguchi, 1981; Nishio, 1982; 

Mizutani, 1951). 

There is no straightforward way to distinguish the two word classes on the basis of 

the semantics of the words alone, although there is a tendency for adjectives to describe 

emotions and basic attributes such as 'big' and 'long'. The morphosyntax of the two word 

types, however, differs as shown in (2.16)-(2.18). 

(2.16) (Examples (1.1 )-(l .3) repeated) 

a. Adjective in pre-nominal modification 
utukusi-i kesiki ' beautiful scenery/ scenery that is beautiful' 

beautiful-NONPAST scenery 

b. Adjectival noun in pre-nominal modification 
kiree na_ kesiki 'pretty scenery / scenery that is pretty' 
pretty COP scenery 

c. Noun in pre-nominal modification 
tokuyuu no kesiki 'the peculiar scenery/ the scenery that is peculiar' 
peculiar GEN/COP scenery 

(2.17) a. Adjective in negation 
utukusi-ku nai ' (it) isn't beautiful' 
beautifiil-NEG 

b. Adjectival noun in negation 
kiree zva {de wa) nai '(it) isn't pretty' 
pretty COPULA NEG 

c. Noun in negation 
tokuyuu zva (dc wa) nai '(it) isn't peculiar' 
peculiar COPULA MEG 

(2.18) a. Adiective in an embedded clause 
utukusi-i to omo-u. ' (I) think (it) is beautiful' 
beautifiil-NONPAST COMP think-NONPAST 
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b. Adjectival noun in an embedded clause 
Idree ^ to omo-u. '(0 think (it) is pretty' 
pretty COPULA-NONPAST COM? think-NONPAST 

c. Noun in an embedded clause 
tokuyuu ^ to omo-u. '(I) think (it) is peculiar.' 
peculiar COPULA-NONPAST COMP think-NONPAST 

Adjectival nouns have characteristics both of adjectives and of nouns; their 

semantic properties are similar to adjectives, but their morphosyntax more closely 

resembles that of nouns. The categorical status of adjectival nouns, however, is 

controversial. They have been alternatively classified as a subset of nouns (e.g., Mizutani, 

1951), a subset of adjectives (e.g., Muraki, 1998; Nishiyama, 1999), and as an 

independent category. Miyagawa (1987) and Kageyama (1993) argued for an 

independent category, and they specify the syntactic features of adjectival nouns as in 

(2.19a) and in (2.19b) respectively. 

(2.19) Categorical features of adjectives and adjectival nouns. 

a. Miyagawa'° Adjectives: [+V] Adjectival Nouns: [+V, -f-N] 

b. Kageyama Adjectives: [+A, +N] Adjectival Nouns: [+A, -N] 

Whether the distinctions between the two word types are syntactic (i.e., categorical) 

or morphological in nature, the type must be specified in each lemma. Furthermore, it is 

not possible to predict whether a word would be an adjective or an adjectival noun from 
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the meaning of these words. These characteristics of adjectives and adjectival nouns 

make them good candidates for the items by which to examine two-stage word retrieval 

processes. 

2.4.2. L1 Acquisition of Morphosvntax of Adjectives and Adjectival Nouns. 

No studies have specifically examined the acquisition of Japanese adjectival nouns 

in both LI and L2 learners. However, there have been some notable works on children's 

acquisition of adjectives. These focus on the formation of pre-nominai modification. 

Some children overgenerate NO In pre-nominal modification as shown in (2.20a); 

the form in (2.20b) is the target adult form. 

(2.20) a. ao-i NO kuruma 
blue car 

b. ao-i kuruma 
blue car 
'a/the blue car* or 'a car that is blue' 

As shown in the two English translations of example (2.20b), it can be analyzed as either 

'adjective + Noun' or 'relative clause + Noun.' Some researchers consider these dual 

analyses to be a source of errors such as (2.20a), as will be discussed later in this section. 

Studies on the acquisition of the usage of adjectives can hardly avoid addressing the 

linguistic identification of the overgeneration of the element NO in pre-nominal 

modifications, as NO can be any of the elements in (2.21a-e). 

According to Miyagawa (1987), the Japanese category that corresponds to adjectives in English is 
adjectival nouns rather than.adjectives. In his analysis, Japanese adjectives are more like English verbs than 
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(2.21) a. Genitive marker 
John no pen 
John GEN pen 'John's cup' 

b. Genitive marker in relative clause (interchangeable with nominative ga) 
John no kat-ta pen 
John GEN buy-PAST pen 'a pen that John bought' 

c.Pronoun 'one' 
akai no (o katta) 
red one (ACC buy-past) '(he) bought a red one' 

d. Extended predicate 
taka-kat-ta no? 
expensive-past extended predicate '(is it that) (it) was expensive?' 

e. Complementizer no 
pen o kat-ta no wa John da. 
pen ACC buy-PAST TOP John copula 'It is John who bought the pen.' 

Many researchers (e.g., Iwabuchi & Muraishi, 1968 cited in Yokoyama 1990; 

Clancy, 1985; Yokoyama, 1990) have regarded the overgenerated NO as a genitive case 

particle. For example, Clancy (1985) considered it as the genitive no which appears early 

in the L1 Japanese acquisition in the grammatical sequence. Noun + no "It's Ns, as shown 

in (2.22), taken from Miyahara (1974) cited in Clancy (1985). 

(2.22) Noriko-chan no. 
'It's Noriko's (=mine).' 

English adjectives. 
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Clancy noted that a child who she observed produced the correct adjective pre-nominal 

modification as shown in (2.23) first, at the time she omitted the genitive marker required 

for the noun modifier as shown in (2.24). 

(2.23) akai buubuu 
red car ' a red car* 

(2.24) *neechan buubuu (correct form; neechan no buubuu) 
older sister car 'old sister's car* 

However, as this child began to use no as the genitive marker in 'Noun + GEN +Noun" 

contexts, she also overgenerated NO in adjective modifiers, such as shown in (2.25). 

(2.25) "^aoi NO buubuu 
blue car 'blue car* 

According to Clancy, this pattern of reorganization is also observed in other researchers' 

data. To explain this, she appealed to Slobin's (1985) operating principles. One of these 

states that children prefer to use a single form (e.g., no) to a single function (e.g., pre-

nominal modification). Clancy also pointed out that the choice of overtly using no, rather 

than the zero-marking, conformed to the operating principle that proposed that underlying 

semantic relations should be marked overtly and clearly. 

Yokoyama (1990) also provided data to support the view that overgenerated NO is 

a genitive case particle, rather than a pronoun as was claimed by Nagano (1960). Prior to 

(or around the same time as) the occurrence of the overgenerated NO, children used the 

genitive no in 'Noun + no + Noun' sequences productively and correctly. Yokoyama also 

found that children went through stages of acquisition. Two children he studied first 
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started using the correct sequence 'adjective + 0 + noun' at the ages of 1;7 (years; 

months) and 1;9, and subsequently started using the incorrect sequence 'adjective + no + 

noun' as well. While both children used the correct sequences most of the time, they also 

continued to use the incorrect sequence as well for at least a year. From these 

observations, Yokoyama hypothesized the four stages in (2.26). 

(2.26) Stages of acquisition of adjectives in pre-nominal modification 

First stage; correct use 
(perhaps due to rote mechanical leaming of some sequences) 

Second stage: use of both correct and incorrect sequences 
period of generalizing, hypothesizing rules. 

Third stage: self-correction 
monitoring the performance based on the correct knowledge 
acquired 

Fourth stage: correct use 

Murasugi's (1991) analysis and approach diverged from the other studies. She 

proposed that children assume that Japanese adjectives used in pre-nominal modification 

are relative clauses because they have tense inflection in pre-nominal modifications. She 

also proposed that relative clauses in Japanese constitute IPs rather than CPs, unlike 

English whose relative clauses are generally considered CPs. According to her, children 

generate the Complementizer no for adjective phrases used for pre-nominal modifications 

because they initially hypothesize that relative clauses are CPs. 

Nishigauchi (1993) challenged Murasugi's analysis, arguing that overgenerated NO 

is a case particle, which is assigned as default Case in DP, following Fukui and 
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Nishigauchi (1992). Also, Clancy's (1985) and Yokoyama's (1990) observations that the 

use of correct sequences 'adjectives + 0 + nouns' precedes the overgeration of NO are 

difficult to account for by Murasugi's theory unless evidence is provided that such correct 

use of adjectives is solely due to rote memorization of those sequences. 

In terms of the acquisition of negative formation, Clancy (1985) summarized that 

inflectional errors often occur in forming negatives of both adjectives and copula. Based 

on the available data, Clancy hypothesized a sequence of development of adjective 

inflections as in (2.27). 

(2.27) Clancy's sequence of development of adjective negation: e.g. atu-ku nai 

® adding -nai to the non-past inflection; *'atui nai' 
hot NEC 'not hot' 

(D adding -ku nai to the non-past inflection; *'atui KU nai' 

(3) extracting the root form, and changing -/ to -ku: 'atu-ku nai' 

Clancy also suggested that, children in the first stage negate adjectival nouns by adding -

nai without an obligatory form copula zya or de. When children reach the third stage, 

they may incorrectly negate an adjectival noun which happens to end with the vowel [i] 

as an adjective. 

Besides the above discussion of Clancy's, there appear to be no other studies that 

specifically examine negative formations or other morphosyntactic aspects of adjectives 

and adjectival noun phrases. 

It is evident that the patterns of acquisition of adjectives/adjectival nouns revesiled 

in these studies cannot be sufficiently explained by knowledge development In 
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particular, Yokoyama's (1990) finding that there was a stage of self-correction following 

the inconsistent overgeneration of NO suggests children's errors at some point may be 

attributed to the processing constraints. 

2.4.3. L2 Acquisition of Morphosvntax of Adjectives and Adjectival Nouns. 

There are even fewer studies on L2 acquisition of adjectives and adjectival nouns; 

the areas of investigations so far are similar to those of LI studies: namely, pre-nominal 

modification and negation. 

Shirahata (1993a, 1993b) found that both adults and a child learning Japanese as 

their L2 overgenerate NO in pre-nominal modification of adjectives. This was despite the 

fact that his three subjects were native speakers of languages that do not require any 

grammatical elements between a noun and an adjective that modifies the noun. 

Shirahata (1993b) reported that the Korean child started producing 'adjective + NO 

+ noun' sequence around the same time he started producing the correct 'noun + no + 

noun' sequences. Based on this observation, coupled with the observation that clauses 

with complementizer no or 'noun, adjective + pronoun no' was never produced, Shirahata 

concluded that L2 learners whose Lis were Thai and Malaysian overgeneralize the 

genitive case particle no (as in 'noun no noun') to adjective pre-nominal modification. 

Kaplan (1993) investigated the L2 acquisition of various structures containing CPs, 

including an adjective pre-nominal modification, which can be a relative clause. In her 

analysis, relative clauses are CPs (not IPs as proposed by Murasugi, 1991). She 
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administered grammatical judgment and elicited imitation tasks to a group of L2 Japanese 

learners whose LI was English over a year. She found that L2 learners tended to judge 

both the ungrammatical sequences 'relative clause + NO + noun' and 'adjective + NO + 

noun' as grammatical sequences throughout the year (to a lesser degree for the 'adjective 

+ NO noun' sequence). There was also a tendency to incorrectly insert NO when 

imitating adjective + noun sequence. She concluded that the course of L2 development of 

CPs parallels that of L1. 

Based on the processibility theory," Huter (1996) interviewed a group of ten L2 

Japanese learners, and determined the stages of acquisition of L2 Japanese, according to 

which 'noun + no + noun' is acquired before 'adjective + noun.' She regarded the 

overgenerated NO in 'adjective + NO + noun' as a developmental error, which is a clever 

solution of L2 learners who can produce 'noun + no noun' form but cannot yet produce 

the correct form 'adjective + noun.' However, because she determined the stages of 

acquisition vdth the assumption that what was produced directly reflected what has been 

acquired, her proposal begs a question. 

Kanagy (1994) studied a group of L2 Japanese learners in order to determine 

whether the developmental sequence of L2 Japanese negatives is the same as the L1 

developmental sequence that had been reported by Clancy (1985). She found that the 

negative formation of adjectives was acquired the last among the negation of three 

'' This was proposed by Pienemann (e.g., 1984). See Section 2.3.1. 
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predicate types; verb, nominal and adjective negation, and that the developmental 

sequence was very similar to that of L1. 

Similar to what has been observed with LI acquisition, studies of L2 acquisition of 

both pre-nominal modification and negative formations involving adjectives indicated 

that (morphosyntax of) adjectives are more difficult for L2 learners to acquire. But, how 

the acquisition of adjectives interacts with that of adjectival nouns is not clear. 

2.5. JAPANESE CASE PARTICLES 

2.5.1. Linguistic Analvsis. 

The Japanese language has a whole array of elements called particles, or zyosi. 

These include elements of diverse fimctions. A subset of these are case particles, and 

these include elements that roughly correspond to morphological case in other languages 

such as German and Russian; nominative, accusative, dative, ablative, allative, etc. 

It is critical to understand the linguistic nature of the case particles when 

investigating their selection processes for two reasons. First, the ways in which case 

particles are processed during sentence production must depend on the linguistic 

properties of each particle. Second, the understanding of the linguistic properties of 

Japanese case particles helps to make references to studies in other languages, by 

identifying the closest equivalents of case particles in those languages. 
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However, the lingwstic status of Japanese case particles is not entirely clear. They 

have been variably treated as quasi-independent words, a peculiar set of affixes, and 

elements distinct from both affixes and words. Vance (1993) briefly reviewed previous 

studies on the status of case particles, and examined the possibility that Japanese particles 

could be considered clitics. He applied some tests for clitics proposed by Zwicky and 

Pullum (1983)'" and Zwicky (1985) to Japanese particles but found that Japanese case 

particles could not straightforwardly be classified as clitics either. 

2.5.1 • 1 • A case-marker or postposition? In generative linguistics, each Japanese case 

particle is classified either as a postposition or as a case-marker, depending on its 

properties. Particles such as the nominative ga, the accusative o, and the dative ni as in 

(2.28) have been analyzed as case-markers. 

(2.28) Maya ga Erika ni banana o age-ta. 
NOM DAT ACC give-past 

'Maya gave a banana to Erika.' 

It is generally assumed that these case particles are the morphological realization of 

abstract Case with some exceptions (e.g., Kuroda, 1992; Saito, 1983, 1985; Takezawa, 

1987). I will use the term "case particles" to cover both case-markers and postpositions, 

but when a distinction should be made, I will use the terms "case-marker" and 

"postposition" following the convention adopted by many linguistics in generative 

linguistics. 

I 
• For example, Zwicky and Pullum applied their criteria (e.g., selectivity test) to test English -'s, and 
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The distinction between a case-marker and a postposition has a potential bearing on 

the ways these particles are processed during the sentence production. While 

postpositions have non-negligible meaning and thus are likely to be selected by their 

meaning in an intended message, much like the way open class elements are selected, 

structural case particles are likely to be features intrinsic to frames. 

Discrepancies between the morphological case and the apparent grammatical role of 

the NP that the case particle is attached to are observed in various constructions. For 

example, Shibatam" (1977) pointed out that the NP marked with the dative marker ni as 

shown in (2.29) is a grammatical subject When tests for graimnatical subjects such as 

Reflexivization, shown in (2.29b), and Subject Honorification, shown in (2.29c), are 

applied, the dative-marked NP sensei-ni is shown to be a grammatical subject The 

honorific form, 'o verb ni nar-u' and the reflexive zibun 'self can only refer to the 

subject. In (2.29b), sensei can trigger Subject Honorification, and in (2.29c) zibun 'self 

can refer to sensei. 

(2.29) a. Sensei ni (wa) eigo ga wakar-u. 
teacher DAT English NOM understand NONPAST 
'The teacher understands English.' 

b. Sensei ni (wa) zibun ga wakar-ana-i. 
teacher DAT self NOM understant-NEG-NONPAST 

concluded that it exhibits the property of clitics. 
The construction 'Subject-DAT Object-NOM verb' in (2.29a-c) is observed cross-linguistically. Its analysis 

led some linguists (e.g., Harley, 1995) to suggest that licensing of an NP "subject" is a more abstract notion 
than previously assumed, and that its movement is motivated by Extended Projection Principle, rather than 
checking case features. 
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'The teacher cannot understand himself 

c. Sensei ni eigo ga owakarini nar-u. 
teacher DAT English NOM understand NONPAST(HONORinc) 

'The teacher understands English.' 

Putting such exceptional cases as (2.29a-c) aside, a less problematic sentence like 

(2.30) has been considered to have a configuration such as shown in Figure 2.7. 

This sentence contains the nominative ga, which is unarguably regarded as a case-marker 

among Generative linguists, and ni, which is typically regarded as a postposition when 

used with the verb ik-u 'go.' 

(2.30) Naomi-ga Florida-ni it-ta. "Naomi went to Florida.' 
NOM 'to'/DAT 

r 

-ta 

Naomi-ga PP 

NP 1 ik-

Florida 

Figure 2 .7: A structure of a sentence containing a case-marker and a postposition. 
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In Figure 2.7, the nominative case-marker ga is cliticized onto the NP and does not 

project its own node (e.g. Miyagawa, 1989).'"* This contrasts with a postposition's 

structure which projects to the maximal node PP, in the same manner that a preposition is 

treated in English. In other words, an NP followed by a case-marker is usually an 

argument, while an NP followed by a postposition is an adjunct. 

Figure 2.7 shows that the identification of a case particle, either as a case-marker or 

as a postposition, has a significant consequence in the configuration of the phrase. 

Miyagawa (1989: p. 34) suggested the generalization in (2.31). 

(2.31) If a particle assigns a thematic role to the NP, the particle has a projection 
(postposition); if the NP-particle receives its thematic role from an external 
source, the particle has no projection but instead cliticizes onto the NP (case-
marking). 

However, determining which case particles are case-markers is not an easy task. 

The most confusing case particle is ni which has a number of functions such as shown in 

examples (2.32). 

(2.32) a. Ken ga pen o Naomi ni watasi-ta. 
NOM pen ACC DAT/allative pass-PAST 

'Ken passed a pen to Naomi.' 

b. Ken ga pen ni sawat-ta. 
NOM pen DAT/allative touch-PAST 

'Ken touched a pen.' 

14 
Some linguists alternatively propose that case-markers do project and make a KP (i.e., Kase phrase). 
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These examples suggest thematic roles (i.e., recipient, goal/theme) could be assigned by 

the element ni. But, it is also clear, solely from the semantics of the verbs, that NP 

marked with ni should be a goal/receipient. Hence, the syntactic status of ni's in these 

examples is not clear. 

A number of syntactic tests have been applied to m to determine its status. For 

example, Sadakane and Koizumi (1995) used three tests, the numeral quantifier float, 

following Miyagawa (1989), 'clefting with nt and 'clefting without ni as tests. In (2.33a), 

a numeral quantifier can float, and so ni is a case-marker, while ni in (2.33b) is not. 

(2.33) a. Kanta wa yuuenti de uma-ni 3-too not-ta. 
Kanta TOP amusement park-at house-[ni] 3-CL ride-past 
'Kanta rode three horses at the amusement park.' 

b.*Mika-wa sensee-ni 3-nin inu o home-rare-ta 
Mika top prof-[ni] 3-CL dog-ACC praise-PASS-PAST 
'Mika was affected by three teachers' complimenting her dog.' 

When clefting with ni is not acceptable as in (2.34a), ni is most likely a case-marker, 

otherwise, it may a postposition as in (2.34b). When clefting without ni is acceptable as 

in (2.35a), ni is most likely a case-marker, otherwise, it may be a postposition (2.35b). 

(2.34) a. ??Kanta ga yuuenti de not-ta no wa uma-ni da. 
Kanta NOM amusement park-at ride-past TOP horse [ni] COP 
'If s a horse that Kanta rode at the amusement park.' 

b. Mika-ga inu o home-rare-ta no wa sensee-ni da. 
Mika tOP dog-ACC praise-pASS-PAST TOP prof.-[ni] COP 
'Mika was affected by three teachers' complimenting her dog.' 

(2.35) a. Kanta ga yuuenti de not-ta no wa uma da. 
Kanta NOM amusement park-at ride-PAST TOP horse COP 
'Its a horse that Kanta rode at the amusement park.' 
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b.*Mika-ga inu o home-rare-ta no wa sensee da. 
Mika top dog-ACC praise-PASS-PAST TOP prof COP 
'Mika was affected by three teachers' complimenting her dog.' 

Urushibara (1991) used a different set of tests, 'case-marker drop,' 'case-stacking,' 

conjunction,' in addition to the numeral quantifier float to support her claim that Japanese 

ni is a case-marker (while ey eykey in Korean is a postposition). (Urushibara, p.430). 

(2.36) a. kimi, dare(-ni) hon(-o) age-ta no? 
you, who(-DAT) book(-ACC) give-past-Q 

'Who did you give a book to?' 

b. John-no Mary-e/*ni-no tegami 
John-GEN Mary-to/"* DAT-GEN letter 
'John's letter to Mary.' 

c. John ga [Mary(*-ni)-to-Sue] ni omiyage-o age-ta. 
NOM and DAT souvenir ACC give-past 

John gave souvenirs to Sue and (to) Mary.' 

According to Urushibara, when a particle can be dropped, it is a case-marker; thus 

both m and o in (2.36a) are case-markers. Only postposition can be stacked, or used in 

conjunction. Because ni cannot be stacked to no as shown in (2.36b), and cannot be used 

in conjunction as in (2.36c), ni is a case marker. 

Sadakane and Koizumi (1995) classified the functions of ni that were listed in 

Martin (1975) into the four categories (2.37a-d). They also concluded that ni used with 

some verbs such as i-ku 'go' is either a case-marker or a postposition, depending on the 

degree of afTectedness that is imposed on the NP followed by ni in a given sentence. 
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Sadakane and Koizumi's attempt was quite extensive; yet, their classification does not 

seem to provide definitive answers. 

(2.37) a. the case-marker ni 
b. postposition, 
c. ni of ni insertion in causative construction and in 'indirect subject' of 
stative verbs (e.g., the underlying agent, causee, of a causative) 

e.g., Kanta-wa Emi-ni butai-no ue-de odor-ase-ta. 
TOP NI stage-GEN top-on dance-CAUSAxrvE-PAST 

'Kanta had Emi dance on the stage.' 

d. copula ni. 
Mika-wa heya-o kiree-ni katazuke-ta. 

TOP room ACC beautiful-NI clean-up-PAST 

'Mika cleaned up her room beautifully.' 

Moreover, what appears to be a more straightforward case-marker, the accusative o, 

may also be problematic. The accusative o has a function that is called traversal as in 

(2.38), and o with this f\mction is either analyzed as an accusative case-marker, or it is 

sometimes treated as a postposition. 

(2.38) Maya ga miti o hasit-ta. 
NOM road ACC run-PAST 

'Maya ran along/on the road.' 

Inoue (1998) pointed out that both types of o, what she calls structural case particle o and 

inherent case particle o, have multiple thematic roles (semantic roles) and that there is no 

hard and fast line between them. 

Inoue's distinction between structural and inherent comes from Chomsky (e.g., 

1986). Structural case assignment depends solely on structural relation (i.e., government). 
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while inherent case assignment depends on government and theta role assignment. 

Apparently, the distinction between these two types of Case roughly corresponds to the 

distinction between case-markers and postpositions. Fukui and Takano (1998), using the 

Minimalist Framework, also proposed that the accusative o is an inherent Case (i.e., 

postposition). Inoue (1997) agrees with Fukui and Takano that case assignment o in 

Japanese is inherent She claims that Japanese particles other than ga are inherent Case 

bearers and that features such as [+Goal] and [+Patient], rather than Case, license NPs. 

The above discussion shows that, while the linguistic status of a case particle (i.e., a 

case-marker vs. postposition) has a direct consequence in the structures of phrases, the 

identification of a case particle's status is rather problematic. It seems almost as if a case 

particle could be more or less like a structural case-marker than a postposition rather than 

dichotomous categories; that is, such status may be a matter of degree. As mentioned 

earlier in this section, the distinction between a case-marker and a postposition has a 

potential bearing on the ways these particles are processed during the sentence 

production. However, the studies reviewed here showed that it is difficult to determine 

which case particle, and in which environment, a given case particle is a case-marker as 

opposed to a postposition. Thus, determining the loci of case particle selection during the 

sentence production would not be easy. 

2.5.1.2. "Default" Case? In the Govenmient and Binding framework, the 

nominative Case is generally assigned by INFL. However, Saito (1983) suggested that 

because the Japanese language lacks the subject-verb agreement phenomenon, INFL does 
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not assign abstract nominative Case to NPs. He proposed that ga is a default Case 

assigned "structurally" to an NP which occupies the position immediately dominated by S 

as shown in (2.39). 

(2.39) S 

NP-ga VP/S 

Fukui (1986) extended Saito's analysis. He proposed that both ga and no are 

"default" Cases, and inserted by the rules in (2.40) when an NP is not Case-marked. 

(2.40) a. ga-marking: Insert ga in env. ["'"V]' (=V or A') 

b. «o-marking: Insert no in env. 

Under the system of Case-marking introduced by Fukui and Nishigauchi (1992), ga 

and no are also default realizations of unmarked Case. In their system, the functional 

categories in Japanese (i.e., D, I) assign Case-indices by government, and these indices in 

turn license the realization of "default Cases" on unmarked phrases. Likewise, with a 

different motivation, Inoue (1997) also assumes thatga is a default case-marker, which is 

a morphological realization of the feature without a unique theta feature. 

Kuroda's (1978) proposal of "hnear case marking" rules basically assign ga to the 

first "bare" noun phrase, and assign o to the remaining "bare" noun phrases. The particle 

ga was not the only case particle that was proposed to be a "default" marker, however. 

Iwahata (1998) also concluded that ni is the default Case-marker and that it is assigned by 

a structure-based assignment rule. Takezawa's (1987) analysis of ni also suggests that 
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some usage of ni is a default case particle. He analyzed the occurrence of ni in sentences 

such as shown in (2.41), and proposed a ni insertion rule stated in (2.42). In his analysis, 

ni is a postposition rather than a case-marker, and ga is assigned by INFL. 

(2.41) a. John wa [s'[s Mary-ni susui-o tabe]]-sase-ta. 
TOP DAT SUShi-ACC eat-CAUSATTVE-PAST 

'John made Mary eat sushi.' 

b. John wa [s*[s Mary-ni syukudai-o tetudat-te]]-morat-ta. 
TOP DAT homework-ACC help-receive-PAST 

'(lit.) John received Mary's helping (his) homework.' 

c. John wa [s [s Mary-m kodomo-o sika]]-rare-ta. 
TOP DAT child-ACC SCOld-PASS-PAST 

'John had (his) child scolded by Mary.' 

(2.42) Ni is assigned to the subject if it is not governed by Infl [+tense]. 

The above brief review indicates that case particles such as ga, no, and sometimes 

ni are treated as "default" case. The "default-ness" revealed in the linguistic analysis, as 

well as the other properties of each case particle, may be related to the behavior of case 

particles observed in psycholinguistic data as discussed in Section 2.5.2. 

2.5.1.3. Functions of particles. Many Japanese particles have multiple functions. 

The analysis of them that is most widely accepted as standard is perhaps Kuno's (1973a). 

Kuno listed four functions of ga, taking discourse factors into consideration: exhaustive 

listing (e.g., "X and only X...", "it is X that...") as in (2.43a), neutral description of actions 

or temporary states as in (2.43b), object of stative predicates as in (2.43c), and subject in 

subordinate clauses as in (2.43d). 
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(2.43) a. John ga gakusei des-u. 
NOM student COP-NONPAST 

'(of all the people under discussion) John (and only John) is a 
student Tit is John who is a student.' 

b. Ame ga hut-te i-mas-u. 
rain NOM falling IS-NONPAST 'it's raining.' 

c. Watasi wa Mary ga suki da. 
I fond-of COP 'I like Mary.' 

d. Taroo wa [Hanako ga kaita] tegami o yon-da. 
TOP NOM write-past letter ACC read-past 

'Taro read a letter that Hanako wrote.' 

The particle ga is often also associated with and used for a new piece of 

information, while wa is associated with a given, old piece of information. 

As mentioned in Section 2.5.1.1, besides the function of marking the direct object, 

the accusative o marks an NP denoting a place or path, which is often regarded as a 

postposition. Kuno discussed three case particles for "places"; ga, o, «/, which can occur 

with a same verb, but with different meanings as shown in (2.44). Kuno's examples with 

English equivalents are shown in (2.44). 

(2.44) a. miti o aruk-u 
street ACC walk-NONPAST 

'to walk along the street' 

b. miti ni aruk-u. 
street to walk-NONPAST 

'to walk to the street 

c. miti de aruk-u. 
street at^on walk-NONPAST 

'to walk on the street (probably back and forth, and cross) 
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While an NP denoting a location of activity usually requires de, an NP for location 

of existence requires ni as in (2.45). 

(2.45) a. Ken ga heya ni i-mas-u. 
NOM room in exist-NONPAST 

'Ken is in the room.' 

The choice of certain case particles is sometimes idiosyncratic. For an NP that 

would be a grammatical object in English, different particles may be used as in (2.46). 

All the English equivalents are object NPs; however, Japanese counterparts of these NPs 

are marked by the accusative o, the dative ni, and the comittative to 'with.' For this 

reason, the distinction between intransitive verbs and transitive verbs has been treated 

differently by linguists. 

(2.46) a. Ken ga Emi to kekkon si-ta. 
NOM with marry-past 

'Ken married Emi.' 

b. Ken ga Emi ni/to at-ta. 
NOM DAT/with meet-PAST 

'Ken met Emi.' 

c. Ken ga Emi o koros-ita. 
NOM ACC kill-PAST 

'Ken killed Emi.' 

The choice of case particles shown in (2.46) is not entirely idiosyncratic. Some 

semantic factors such as affectedness of object NPs and transitivity are involved in the 

choice of these case particles according to some linguists (e.g., Teramura, 1982). 

Although many of the studies reviewed above treated case-markers as morphological 

realization of formal features that do not carry any semantic content, some linguists 
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counter that these markers have substantial functional and semantic content (e.g., Fujii & 

Ono, 1998 for o; Kabata & Rice, 1997 for n/; Ono, Thompson & Suzuki, 2000 for ga; 

Watanabe, 1984 forga vs. o). 

2.5.1.4. Summary of the analvsis of case particles. The studies reviewed above 

indicate that the nature of the case particles is not straightforward. They appear to be free 

morphemes; from a syntactic point of view, some are better characterized as case-

markers, and others are better characterized as postposition. Moreover, this difficulty of 

distinguishing between case-markers and postposition is related to the fact that even the 

case particles that are often regarded as meaningless formal features may have semantic 

content. This was exemplified by Sadakane & Koizumi's (1995) finding that ni used with 

some verbs behaves like a case marker, or a postposition depending of the degree of 

affectedness on the NP marked with ni. 

2.5.2. Case Particle Errors among Native Speakers. 

2.5.2.1. Case particles in aphasic patients. Sasamuma, Kamio and Kubota (1990) 

noted a marked omission of case particles in the utterances of two lef^-hemisphere 

aphasic patients; these two patients omitted case particles, both structural case-markers 

such ga, o, and no and postpositions such as de, most notably the nominative ga (or the 

topic-marker wa). This showed a sharp contrast with a well-preserved element -te as in 
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osie-te (which they classified as a 'particle').'^ In contrast, a patient diagnosed as having 

crossed agrammatism sometimes overused case particles such as the nominative ga and 

the genitive marker no as in (2.47). 

(2.47) a. O-too-san [ga/wa] tabako ni hi GA tuke-te.. 
father [omission of NOM or TOP] tobacco DAT fire 'NOM put 
'My father lighted the cigarette...' 

b. Zyuusu GA non-de i-mas-u. 
juice *NOM drink-GER is 

'(someone) is drinking juice' 

c. Donburako donburako to momo GA mituke-te.. 
peach NOM flnd-GER 

'(she) found a peach (which was floating and drifting in the river..)* 

This patient made a total of eleven substitution errors in his narration tasks, and seven of 

them were the overuse of ga replacing the target particles o, e, and wa. 

2.5.2.2. Case particle errors among non-impaired LI speakers. The nominative ga is 

also overused by non-impaired LI Japanese speakers. Miyaji (1955) collected naturally 

occurring speech errors and observed that ga was by far the most frequently overused 

particle, followed by no, o, and ni. Thus, she focused on the descriptions and possible 

causation of the ga errors. She provided three causes of the ga error shown in (2.48) and 

schematically illustrated them as in (2.49). She did not regard these three types of causes 

as mutually exclusive. 

(2.48) Target; sore o omosiro-ku kanzi-ru. 
that ACC interesting-GER feel "I find that interesting.' 

' This element, -te, was well preserved in the patients' utterances. It is perhaps more accurate to classify -
te as an inflectional element along with such elements as tense markers -la and -ru. and its behavior may be 
largely due to the fact it is a bound aflix. 
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Actual utterance; sore GA omosiro-ku kanzi -ru. 
NOM 

(2.49) a. Contamination of sentence plans 

sore ga kanzi-rare-ru (spontaneous form of'feel') 
sore o lomosirokul kanzi-ru 

b. Contamination in memory 

sore ga omosir»lgi_. 
kanzi-ru 

c. Versatility of ga 

sore ga'"^-:^ omosiroku kanzi-ru. 

The interpretation (2.49a) shows that two sentence plans {wasen Bil in Miyaji's 

term) get blended. (2.49b) shows a drift of association of the case particle ga and a 

predicate due to analogy. Most of the latter cases were either of two types. One involved 

re-interpretation of transitive activity predicates (e.g., ut-te iru 'is selling something') as 

intransitive stative predicates (e.g., something in a state of being sold; it is available at a 

store). The other type involved predicates that were in semantic contrasts such as the 

pairs, active voice vs. passive voice, and verbs of receiving (mora-u, itadak-u) vs. verbs 

of giving (i.e., age-ru, yar-u, sasiage-ru). The active voice and verbs of giving take ga 

for the agent, the passive and verbs of receiving take ni for the agent 
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She attributed the cause of the drifts by analogy to the versatility of ga as indicated 

in (2 .49c); the overuse of ga may be an extreme manifestation of the primary function of 

ga, which is connecting an NP to (any) predicate. This can be re-interpreted as the effect 

of default-ness of ga. 

Hashimoto Ishihara (1991) suggested that ga errors in Japanese were related to 

grammatical constraints (in particular, default-ness of ga) as suggested by Saito (1983, 

1985) and by Fukui (1986). Saito proposed the constraint in (2.50), which states that ga 

should be selected for the NP in the structural position shown in (2.39) above; otherwise, 

it is ungrammatical. Hashimoto Ishihara earlier proposed a strategy as shown in (2.51), 

but found that ga-marking as a default process strategy better accounts for the overuse of 

g"-

(2.50) *NP-ga unless the NP is [NP, S] (Saito (1985)) 

(2.51)ga-strategy 
Whenever you encounter the first noun phrase in a clause or the first sentential 
noun phrase in a sentence, maiic it by the particle ga. 
(Ishihara (1985) cited in Hashimoto Ishihara (1991), p. 99) 

Terao's (1987, 1995a) study of speech errors revealed similar results. He indicated a 

number of interesting observations. Terao (1987) found 185 case particle errors in his 

corpus of 2700 speech errors, and classified these case particles into the three types 

shown in (2.52), following Sasanuma, Kamio and Kubota (1986). 

(2.52) A; structural: ga, o, ni, no, wa 
B; case particles that are subcategorized or semantic; to, ni, de, kara 
C; not influenced by predicates or structure; ka, mo, locative ni and de. 
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He found that type A case particles constituted 94% of the errors. He attributed this trend 

to the derivational assignment of these case particles, in contrast to case particles that are 

specified in a deeper level. Some particles such as kara 'from' and de 'in/af are in the 

deep structure and some others such as the nominative ga and the accusative o are 

inserted by transformations (Kuno, 1973a). 

Terao (1987) also found that 1/4 of the errors were "copy errors" (anticipation and 

perseveration errors) as shown in (2.53) in which an erroneous case particle appears, 

either because that particle has already occurred in the same utterance or it is expected to 

appear in the utterance. Erroneously used particles are capitalized in what follows. 

(2.53) a. [target] kayoo ni boku ni denpoo ga kita. 
Tuesday-on me-to telegram-NOM come-PAST. 
'A telegram came to me on Tuesday.' 

-*• b. [error] kayoo ni boku ni denpoo NI kita. 

He suggested that, in these errors, verb lemma pre-selects some candidate particles 

to be used, and one of these particles replaces another particle in the same clause. He took 

this as evidence that the phonological, lexical and syntactic processing must proceed in 

parallel, and claims that his data support Stemberger's (1985) Interactive Activation 

Model, rather than serial sentence production models discussed earlier (e.g., Levelt 1989, 

Garrett 1975, 1988). 

Terao (1995a) adopted the lingiustic analysis of case particles within the generative 

linguistic framework, and re-analyzed case particle errors with a larger set of data (373 

errors). This time he focused on the overuse of ga as seen in (2.54). 
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(2.54) a. sassoku hagaki o yon-de mi-ta-i to omoi-mas-u. 
promptly postcard ACC read-GER try-want-NONPAST COMP think-NONPAST 

'1 would like to read postcards now.' 

sassoku hagaki GA yon-de mi-ta-i to omoi-mas-u. 

b. Yukari no hon ga de-masi-te.. 
GEN book NO.M come-out-GER 

' Yukari's book has just come out.' 

Yukari GA, Yukari no hon ga de-masi-te.. 

Terao examined a hypothesis that non-subject NPs were erroneously marked with 

ga when they were the first NP in the sentences, and found that only 42 / 87 erroneous ga 

followed the first NPs. He also speculated other possible causes of the overuse of ga, 

such as shown in (2.55). 

(2.55) Possible causes of overuse of ga suggested by Terao (1995a). 

a. When the subject NP is phonologically null, ga is attached to the overt non-
subject NP. (Terao found that 51 out of 86 utterances containing overuse of ga did 
not have overt subject NPs) 

b. Semantic roles may be erroneously interpreted (i.e., interpreting a patient as an 
agent) 

c. Relationship among case particles is hierarchical due to the constraint imposed 
by Extended I^ojection Principle. 

He also made other observations as shown in (2.56). 

(2.56) a. structural case-markers participated in errors most frequently, 
especially ga and o substituted for each other more frequently than any 
other pairs of case particles (81 errors), 

b. substitution errors occurred between two case particles that were 
required by the predicate 57.1% of the time. 
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c. ni behaved like a case-marker (i.e., it substituted with such particles as 
ga and o). 

Terao's speculative suggestions in (2.55) may be difficult to evaluate. The eflFect of 

(2.55a) seems very difficult to distinguish from the effect of "first NP - ga strategy" when 

considering the characteristics of spontaneous Japanese speech. Because non-canonical 

word order sentences (discussed in the next Section) are very rare,'® the subject NP in 

Japanese is usually overtly expressed in the sentence initial position, or it is 

phono logically null. Thus, there are very few possible contexts in which a speaker's 

choice of ga would be an error when the subject NP is overtly expressed elsewhere in the 

came clause. The hypothesis in (2.55c) seems to be a re-statement of the default-ness of 

ga, because what EPP requires is the subject 

2.5.2.3. Summary of case particle errors among native speakers. Non-impaired L1 

Japanese speakers, as well as LI Japanese aphasic patients, were found to make case 

particle errors. In particular, the overuse of ga was oflen observed. The fact that LI 

Japanese speakers make case particle errors that are most likely to reflect their processing 

mechanisms/strategies suggests that in-depth observation of case particle errors will 

reveal specifics of such mechanisms/strategies. It also suggests that it is important to 

For example. One and Sadler (1999, and personal communication) found only 1 instance of O-o S-ga V 
sentence out of4000 clauses in recorded conversations. Likewise, in her text analysis, Yamashita (in press) 
found that only 0.72% of sentences in the text were scrambled sentences, including all types of scrambled 
sentences (e.g., S DO lO V; OSV, etc.). 
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consider LI Japanese speakers' error types and their processing strategies in the 

examination of L2 Japanese errors. 

2.5.3. LI Case Particle Acquisition. 

Children have no difficulty acquiring case particles, ga usually emerges first at 

around age 1;8 to 2;6, followed by o and then ni (e.g., Clancy, 1985; Miyahara, 1974; 

Miyahara & Miyahara 1978; Matsuoka 1998). 

2.5.3.1. LI case particle errors. It is not possible to determine the order of 

acquisition among different case particles; ga, which emerges earliest is persistently 

overused (e.g., Ito, 1990; Yokoyama, 1989, 1991). 

A number of researchers proposed explanations for the children's errors. Ito (1991) 

proposed that children have a hypothesis that the first NP is marked with ga. Clancy 

(1985) suggests that another hypothesis children might be using is that the animate first 

NP is marked with go. 

Nishigauchi (1993) notes that Fukui and Nishigauchi's (1992) analysis of the 

assignment of ga as a default marker is compatible with the observation that ga is a 

frequently overused particle among children. He suggested that children assign ga when 

lexical entries of the verbs they are using do not fully specify the case gnds. Miyata 

(1993a) found that the time at which ga and no first appeared in a child's utterances 

corresponded to the time past tense marker was produced. She took this production of the 

tense marker as the indication of the acquisition of the functional category INFL. She 
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suggested that Determiner and Infl license the overuse of ga and no default markers. 

Similarly, Matsuoka (1998) proposed that ga is used as the default Case for a DP whose 

marking children's grammar cannot yet determine. 

Studies on L1 acquisition of case particles concentrate on ga, o and overgeneration 

of no: few studies focus on the acquisition of other particles. An exception, Morii (1993) 

examined the acquisition of the particle ni. She examined corpora of spontaneous 

utterances and data elicited by a picture description task, using the classification by 

Sadakane (1992). She found that children started producing ni around the age 1;9. They 

tended to omit case-marker ni more often than postposition ni. She attributed this to the 

recoverability of case-marker ni, and concluded that children acquired case-marker ni 

before postposition ni. 

Although the omission of case particles is predominant at first, the frequency of 

case particle use then increases to mirror the distribution in the parental input (e.g., 

Morikawa, 1989; Mayes & Ono, 1990). It has also been noted that the omission of case 

particles among young children aged 2 to 3 years old indeed observes the constraints 

imposed on grammatical case-marker drop (e.g., Miyata 1993b, Miyamoto, Wexler, 

Aikawa & Miyagawa 1999). 

2.5.3.2. Case particles and word order among LI children. It is evident that the 

acquisition of case particles needs to be studied along with that of word order since the 

overt morphological case and relative freedom of word order are not independent from 

each other. The sentence in (2.57a) exemplifies the canonical word order. Subject-
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Object-Verb, and (2.57b) exemplifies the non-canonical word order, Object-Subject-

Verb. 

(2.57) a. Canonical word order (SOVI 
Maya-ga banana-o tabe-ta. 

NOM ACC eat-PAST 

'Maya ate a banana.' 

b. Non-canonical word order (OSV: i.e.. scrambled sentence) 
Banana-o Maya-ga tabe-ta. 

ACC NOM eat-PAST 

'Maya ate a banana.' 

There are several discrepancies as to when scrambling becomes operative among 

LI Japanese children. While many comprehension studies suggest that children do not 

master scrambling until the age of 5 years or older (e.g., Hayashibe, 1975; Sano, 1977), a 

few studies indicate that children acquire the scrambling operation earlier (e.g., Otsu 

1993, 1994). 

Most of the experiments employed to study Japanese acquisition of case particles 

have tested comprehension of case particles in sentences with different word orders. In a 

pioneering work, Hayashibe (1975) conducted two act-out experiments to test 30 3;0 to 

5;11 year old children's comprehension of active SOV and OSV sentences. He found that 

there was a stage at which children heavily relied on word order, before they reliably 

used case particle information. The children largely interpreted the first NP of Noun-

Noun sequences as the agent of the action regardless of the presence or absence of the 

particles ga or o, until around age 5. 
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Iwatate (1980) confirmed Hayashibe's findings by giving two tasks to children aged 

around 3;3-4;4; a picture matching and an act-out task. In the former task he used 

sentences shown in (2.58) and in the latter he used the sentences in (5.59) that are similar 

to the ones used by Hayashibe (1975). 

(2.58) Stimuli for the act-out task 
a. N-ga V 
b. N-o V 

(2.59) Stimuli for the act-out task ('o' indicates non-use of particle) 
a. SOV order: N-ga N-o V; N-ga N-0 V; N-o N-o V 
a. OSV order N-o N-ga V; N-o N-ga V; N-o N-o V 
c. N-o N-0 V 

He found that children first learn to rely on word order to interpret sentences around 3 .5-4 

years old, and begin to use the case particle information at around age 4 in the act-out 

experiment. In addition, his data from the picture matching task suggested that between 

these two stages, there was a stage at which children interpret the first NP as the agent of 

the action regardless of whether the NP was marked with ga or o. But this preference of 

interpreting the first NP as the agent might just be another manifestation of word order 

dependence. That is, children must rely on the absolute order, not on the relative order of 

two NPs. 

Likewise, Sano (1977) also found that 80 children aged 3:3 to 6:8 had ability to 

comprehend and imitate SOV sentences, but not OSV sentences, by administering an act-

out task and an imitation task. In the imitation task, children tended to change particles 

when imitating OSV sentences so that the resulting sentences were SOV. It is worth 
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noting that children had a strong tendency to insert o into the position following the 

second NP when imitating sentences with missing particles in this position such as 'N-o 

N-0 V,' 'S-ga O-0 V and 'O-o S-o V.' 

Bias towards a match between the NP position and case particle was more 

extensively found in Hakuta's (1982) study. He conducted four experiments including 

both comprehension and production experiments. He gave an act-out comprehension task 

to 48 children aged 2;3 to 6;2, presenting stimuli shown in (2.60). The results indicated 

that the children did not rely on word order alone; instead, they were biased to a match 

between the first NP position and ga. Only NPs marked with ga were reliably interpreted 

as an agent of the action. 

(2.60) Types of stimuli used in Experiment 1 in Hakuta (1982). 

a. Active SOV AGENT-ga PATIENT-O VERB-active 

b. Active OSV PATIENT-O AGENT-ga VERB-active. 
c. Passive SOV PATiENT-ga AGENT-ni VERB-passive. 
d. Passive OSV AGENT-ni PATiENT-ga VERB-passive. 

Children' s performance was considerably more accurate for the comprehension of 

active SOV sentences as in (2.60a) than all the other sentences. When NPs were left 

unmarked in sequences NNV, NVN, and VNN in another experiment, children no longer 

showed a strong bias to interpret NNV sequences as agent-patient-action. 

Hakuta also found that children strongly preferred SOV word order in production. 

He conducted a picture description task and an imitation task. The results indicated that 

children acquired control over ga before control over o. Out of 576 opportunities (16 
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pictures x 48 children) of picture description, there were only 13 instances of OSV active, 

14 instances of SOV passive and no instances of OSV passive sentences. The results of 

the imitation task also showed preference for SOV sentences and strong bias for the 

matching of first NP and -ga marking. While children imitated SOV active sentences 

with 100% accuracy, they displayed substantial difficulty (63.4% accuracy) with OSV 

active sentences. This difficulty was observed among children at a relatively old age as 

well. In the most frequent errors, the order of nouns in "O-o S-ga V" sequences was 

retained, but the particles were switched, resulting in "O-ga S-o V." The other common 

error was changing the particle on the first NP to -ga. 

Lakshmanan and Ozeki (1996) found similar errors in a 2-year old child's 

performance in an imitation task. In an investigation of the acquisition of scrambling, 

Lakshmanan and Ozeki did not find any OSV sentences in the child's spontaneous 

utterances over a four-month period; thus, they gave her an imitation task. The child had 

difficulty retaining the word order of stimuli (e.g., O-o S-ga tabe-ta), and altered the 

stimuli either by switching the MPs (in case of non-reversible sentences) or by omitting 

the case particles (in case of reversible sentences). 

This child never produced o overtly, and Lakshmanan and Ozeki related the 

absence of overt use of the accusative o to the lack of scrambling operation. They 

suggested that scrambling is probably not available prior to the age of 3 years old. The 

overt use of o was also suggested as factor for determining the ability to manipulate free 
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word order in Miyahara (1974). She states that, in her longitudinal study, the increased 

flexibility of word order was observed only after the acquisition of the particle o. 

Children rarely spontaneously produce OSV sentences in the above studies by 

Hakuta and Lakshmanan and Ozeki. Iwatate's data (1981) also supports this. He found 79 

instances of SOV word order utterances as opposed to 10 instances of OSV word order 

utterances in spontaneous utterances among five children aged 2;5 to 3;9. 

Goto (1989) also found that children strongly preferred to use SOV sentences. She 

gave children aged 2;6 to 5;5 a picture description task. She found that 99% of non

reversible pictures (i.e., events containing animate agent and inanimate patient) and 69% 

of reversible pictures (i.e., events with animate agent and animate patient) were described 

by SOV sentences. Table 2.2 sunmiarizes the frequency of SOV and OSV sentences 

observed in the studies reviewed here. 

Table 2.1: Frequency of SOV vs. OSV sentences in children's utterances. 
Study ARC N Task SOV OSV 

Iwatate (1981) 2;5 - 3;9 5 spontaneous (42 hours) 79 10 
Hakuta (1982) 2;3 - 6;2 48 picture description most of 

576 opportunities 
13 
/576 opportunities 

Goto (1989) 2;6-5;5 80 picture description 99% of three word 
non-reversible picture 
description 

1% of three word non
reversible picture 
description 

Lakshmanan & 
Ozeki (1996) 

2;2 - 2;6 1 353 
spontaneous utterances 

not reported none 

Otsu's (1993, 1994) study stands out from the previous study because he argued that 

children's poor performance in comprehending and producing OSV sentences was an 

experimental artifact. 
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He suggested that scrambling requires the object NP to be a discourse topic and that 

the referent needs to be mentioned earlier in the discourse. On this assumption, in a 

comprehension experiment, he provided another sentence before OSV stimuli in order to 

establish the referent as the discourse topic as shown in (2.61), and found that 3 to 4 year 

olds had little difficulty in comprehending the sentences. 

(2.61) Kooen ni ahiru-san-ga imasita. 
park duck NOM was 

Sono ahiru-san-o kame-san-ga osimasita. 
that duck ACC turtle NOM pushed 
'There was a duck in a park. A turtle pushed that duck.' 

Otsu (1993, 1994) also showed that children aged 3 to 4 years old could produce 

grammatical OSV sentences in a picture description task. In his picture description task, 

children were instructed to start their sentences with the NP referring to X in the 

experimenter's instruction, 'Can you tell me about this picttire? First, can you begin with 

XT. When the X is the patient NP, children's utterances were in one of the three types of 

gramimatical sequences in (2.62). 

(2.62) a. O-o S-ga V. 
b. O-o V. 
c. 0-0 V. 

L1 studies on the acquisition of Japanese case particles and (and OSV word order 

for that matter) do not provide a coherent picture. However, it appears that despite early 

emergence of case particles, the use of case particles remain unstable, especially when 

used in OSV sentences. 
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2.5.4. L2 Case Particle AcQuisition. 

2.5.4.I. L2 learners' difficulty with case particles. Studies that specifically focus on 

L2 acquisition of case particles are limited. More works can be found on the acquisition 

of particles of thematic/non-thematic contrast (e.g., topic marker wa vs. nominative ga) 

than on the acquisition of case per se. A number of researchers examined L2 acquisition 

of the nominative ga and the topic marker wa (e.g., Russell, 1985; Ichikawa, 1989; 

Sakamoto, 1994; Tomita, 1995; Yagi, 1998). Many of these studies concluded that in 

general ga was more 'difficult* than wa, and that some functions of ga were more difficult 

or later acquired than the other fiinctions of ga. 

Tomita (1995) adapted a "competition model" for purpose of analyzing L2 Japanese 

speakers' performance on a cloze test He looked at the means of errors, and found there 

were more errors for blanks that require ga, rather than those requiring wa. He 

manipulated two types of cues: local cues and global cues. He defined a local cue as a 

single lexical cue which signals a particle required (i.e., wa or ga), without any other 

conflicting cues, and a global cue as the existence of multiple competing cues. For 

example, according to him, in a sentence shown in (2.63), ga needs to be selected 

because a verb wakaru signals the requirement of ga (= local cue).'' However, while wa 

17 
Actually, it is also possible to use wa for the NP, kekka 'result,' in the sentence (2.63B) in a sentence-

level analysis, although the use of wa in this sentence (in a sentence-level analysis) is less likely than the 
use of wa in (2.64B). The difference between the likelihood of the use of wa in (2.63B) and that of (2.64B) 
is better characterized by a tendency for theme/object NPs to be contrastive when marked with wa, which is 
more salient than the topic wa, rather than global/local cues. 
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would be possible in a sentence-level analysis in a sentence shown in (2.64), ga is the 

required particle because an NP marked by this particle provides new information (= 

global cue). 

(2.63) A; audition doo dat-ta? 'How was the audition?' 
B: asita kekka wakarimasu. 

tomorrow results know-NONPAST 

'I will know the results tomorrow.' 

(2.64) A: kyoo, paatii ni ika-nai no? 'You aren't going to the party today? 
B: ee, tomodati uti ni ku-ru n desu. 

yes friend home DAT come NOMINALIZER copula 
'Right, it is that a fiiend is visiting me at home today.' 

He concluded that global cues presented more difficulties to the L2 learners of Japanese 

than local cues. The global cues required the consideration of discourse and pragmatic 

factors; thus, he found that theme vs. non-thematic contrasts were difficult for the 

learners. 

Most of the previous studies used (modified) cloze tests, and very few studies have 

used controlled spoken data. An exception to this trend was a series of studies by Doi and 

Yoshioka (1987, 1990) and Yoshioka (1991). Using spoken data, they examined three 

particles: the topic marker wa, and two case particles, ga and o. Based on the 

Pienemann-Johnston Model (e.g., Pienemann, 1989), they predicted that the topic marker 

wa would be the first to be acquired, because an L2 learner does not need to know the 

internal structxire of the sentence to place NP-wa at the beginning of the sentence. The 

structural positions of wa, ga, and o are schematically represented in (2.65). 
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(2.65) a. X wa (....(Subject) ga (Verb)...) 

b. (... (Object) o (Verb)...) 

Doi and Yoshioka administered an imitation task and a free interview. Twenty-

three L2 Japanese learners whose first language is English participated in an imitation 

task, and 24 participated in interviews. The data supported their hypothesis that wa was 

the first to be acquired. The results showed the accuracy order of wa> o >ga. 

Yagi (1992) examined the written data of 38 Japanese learners, mostly native 

English sfjeakers, and found that her data supported the accuracy order wa>o >ga 

proposed by Doi and Yoshioka. Moreover, Yagi (1998), reviewing studies involving 

acquisition of wa and ga, attributed the earlier acquisition of wa than ga to the universal 

topic-prominence in interlanguage (e.g., Givon, 1984). Her review of previous studies 

also showed that ga was consistently found more difficult or acquired later than o. 

The focus of many studies was accuracy rates (or error rates) with each case 

particle. Not many have examined whether or how the linguistic contexts, such as verb 

types or positions, affect the use of case particles. 

An exception to this indifference to contexts is Sakoda's (1998) investigation of the 

L2 use of de and ni. She paid special attention to the relation between the types of noun 

phrases and L2 learners' choice between de and ni, both of which are used for location. 

Sakoda offered an explanation for L2 learners' errors; that is, L2 Japanese learners may 

postulate a hypothesis shown in (2.66). She confirmed that her explanation could account 

for the patterns of errors. 
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(2.66) a. attach ni to NPs denoting positions such as mae 'front* naka 'inside'. 

b. attach de to NPs denoting types of buildings (e.g., syokudoo 'dining 
place' of names of places (e.g., Tookyod). 

Inaccurate use of ni and de was also reported by Kubota (1994), who conducted a 

longitudinal study of case particles involving two subjects whose LI was English. Her 

data consisted of spoken data, written data and cloze tests. She reported two most salient 

types of errors. Her subjects used ni where de was required, whereas de was rarely 

overused where ni was required. Also, the L2 learners overused o for such verbs as hair-u 

'enter* and a-u 'meet,* both of which require ni. Kubota suggested that this was due to L1 

interference, as these verbs are transitive verbs. Kubota also noted that while e 

'towards/to' in a simple verb predicate -e ik-u was accurately used, its use was inaccurate 

in a more complex predicate 'location e (patient/theme o) purpose ni ik-u 'go to.' She 

attributed this difficulty to the distance between the postposition e and a verb that takes e. 

The particle ga is often reported as more difficult than o, but this may only be true 

when wa (thematic/non-thematic contrast) is included in the analysis. It is not clear 

whether ga is still more difficult than other case, when thematic/non-thematic contrast is 

removed. Among other postpositions, the distinction bet\veen de and ni appears to be the 

last acquired. 

2.5.4.2. Case particles and word order among L2 learners. Most studies that 

investigated the interaction of case particles and word order among L2 learners were 

comprehension studies. In the study of L2 case particle acquisition, however, Doi and 
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Yoshioka (1987, 1990) predicted that L2 Japanese learners can productively use free 

word order as soon as they acquire ga and o. They did not directly test this, but Yoshioka 

(1991) found L2 Japanese learners repeated the canonical SOV sentences more 

accurately than OSV sentences in an imitation task. 

Many comprehension studies have concluded that L2 learners whose LI is 

English depend more on word order than on case particles when interpreting sentences 

despite the fact that word order does not provide reliable cues in Japanese as to which NP 

possesses the agent or patient role. It is the case particles that provide the reliable cues. 

Some researchers have adopted the Competition model (e.g.. Bates & MacWhiney, 

1989) and studied LI and L2 Japanese comprehension. The Competition Model assumes 

that form-function mapping that is based on the most reliable cues in a given language 

takes place in real time. Such cues include word order, inflection (i.e., case-marking) and 

lexical semantics (i.e., animacy of the NPs). Researchers found that native speakers of 

Japanese depended more on case marking than word order (Ito, Tahara, and Park, 1993, 

Sasaki, 1994). Although Sasaki (1994) also found that proficient L2 Japanese learners 

dep»ended more on case marking than on word order to interpret sentences, some English-

speaking L2 Japanese learners resorted to the Japanese canonical SOV order, and he 

attributed this tendency to meta-transfer of English word-order-based strategy. In other 

words, English speakers learning Japanese may employ a word-order-based strateg>' 

because that is the strategy that they rely on in the sentence comprehension of their LI, 
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although the specific word order which they adopt as canonical, SOV order, is not the 

English canonical word order. 

Koda (1993) studied L2 Japanese learners with three different Lis, and found that 

English-speaking and Chinese-speaking L2 learners of comprehended canonical word 

order sentences much better than non-canonical sentences, whereas Korean-speaking L2 

learners of Japanese comprehended SOV and OSV sentences equally well. Both in 

English and Chinese, word order primarily indicates the syntactic relation (i.e., subject, 

object) while in Korean, case particles provide reliable cues for syntactic relations. 

Therefore, Koda attributed this difference to transfer of the learners' LI processing 

strategies. However, language transfer involved here may be better characterized as a 

positive LI transfer of the use of case particles (i.e., L2 learners' use of L1 features 

which benefit them) among Korean speakers, rather than a negative LI transfer (i.e., L2 

learners' use of LI features which interferes with their L2 acquisition) of word order 

dependency among Chinese and English speakers, considering the fact that L1 Japanese 

children show word-order dependency as discussed above. 

Although the aforementioned studies found that L1 Japanese speakers and advanced 

L2 Japanese speakers depended on case-markers to interpret sentences, Sasaki (1998) 

suggests that this dependency may be only restricted to the contexts in which case 

particles consistently provide reliable cues. In the materials used in the above studies, the 

correlation between the case particles and semantic roles were consistent; that is, 

nominative ga consistently marked the agent of the action and the accusative o 
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consistently marked the patient. Sasaki (1998) found that, when the mapping between the 

case particle and semantic role were not reliable as in the sentences shown in (2.67), both 

L1 Japanese speakers and L2 Japanese learners depended on word order. The nominative 

ga marks the agent of the action 'writing a letter" in (2.67a), but does not mark the agent 

of the action 'making a call' in (2.67b). 

(2.67) (a) gorira ga raion ni tegami o kak-u. 
gorilla-NOM lion-DAT letter-ACC write-NONPAST 

'A gorilla writes a letter to a lion.' 

(b) inu ni pengin ga denwa o sas-eru. 
dog-DAT penguin-NOM phone-ACC do-CAUSATTVE-NONPAST 

'A dog lets a penguin make a call.' 

Word order dependency was also found robust among children learning Japanese as 

L2. Rounds and Kanagy (1998) found that English-speaking children learning Japanese 

as their L2 depended on word order in sentence comprehension and identified the first NP 

in non-case-marked strings as the agents of actions. The children also interpreted the first 

NP in case-marked O-o S-ga V sentences as the agent, ignoring the case particles. 

Both word order and the use of case particles play an important role in sentence 

processing strategies among L2 Japanese learners. However, to my knowledge, no studies 

have looked into L2 Japanese learners' production for the investigation of case particles 

and word order. Moreover, in many L2 studies, it is not clear whether L2 Japanese 

learners' dependency reflects their processing strategy or their knowledge, since L2 

learners' knowledge of word order and of case particles was not assessed using other 

procedures. 
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2.6. SUMMARY 

This chapter reviewed several important areas that are directly relevant to this 

dissertation research. First, studies in sentence production models were reviewed, with a 

special focus on two-stage lexical retrieval process hypothesis and on the behavior of 

open class and closed class elements that are distinct from each other. Subsequently, 

studies concerning Japanese adjectives/adjectival nouns and case particles were reviewed. 

They showed that ® adjectives and adjectival nouns are different in their grammatical 

properties, rather than their semantics, and thus are suitable to test a two-stage lexical 

retrieval hypothesis, and that ® case particles are essential closed class elements in 

Japanese whose linguistic status (i.e., whether they are case-markers or postpositions) is 

not entirely clear. 

The reviews of L1 and L2 acquisition studies of these elements, as well as some 

studies on case particle errors, suggest that an acquisition study integrating 

psycholinguistic theory of and techniques, with reference to LI baseline, can potentially 

make a substantial contribution to the field. 
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CHAPTERS 

METHOD SKETCH 

3.1. OVERVIEW 

Because the aim of this dissertation project is to link psycholinguistic theories of 

sentence production to the study of second language acquisition, first, grammatical 

encoding processes that occur during LI Japanese sentence production are investigated 

and subsequently L2 Japanese learners' sentence production processes are examined. 

In the investigation of L2 Japanese sentence production, the data and findings from 

LI sentence production processes are used to examine the interaction between L2 

learners' speech performance and language knowledge. This is to compare L2 

performance with L1 performance, rather than with L1 competence. According to Cook 

(1993), L2 research too often compared L2 performance (i.e., production data) with L2 

competence (i.e., what researchers believed as the norm of certain linguistic rules). 

Because of the objectives and the approach taken, this project necessarily involves 

several studies. The LI sentence production research consists of two studies to examine 

two distinctive types of processes that are both indispensable in sentence production. The 

L2 sentence production research involves multiple data collection methods to respond to 

a number of L2 researchers' recommendations to incorporate multiple methods (e.g., 

Nunan, 1992). It is also important to assess L2 participants' proficiency levels with valid, 

reliable measures. 
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Table 3.1 summarizes the studies herein and the methods adopted. The brief 

descriptions of the methods are discussed in the subsequent sections. 

Table 3.1; Outline of the studies. 
What is investigated Elements Method Subjects 

LI 
I. Open class elements; 
retrieval processes 

adjectives and 
adjectival nouns 

T ip-of-the-tongue 
experiment 

24 + 40 
Total; 64 LI 

2.1. Closed class elements; 
on-line selection 

case particles Naturally occurring 
speech errors 

n/a 
LI 

2.2. Closed class elements; 
on-line selection 

case particles Picture description 
experiment to elicit 
speech errors 

63 

L2 
3.1. Proficiency ACTFL OPI 

15 low 
10 mid 
6 high 

Total; 31 

L2 3.2. Proficiency SPOT 

15 low 
10 mid 
6 high 

Total; 31 

L2 
4.1. Open class elements 
and related morpho-syntax; 
on-line use in sentences 

adjectives and 
adjectival nouns 

Picture description 
experiment 15 low 

10 mid 
6 high 

Total; 31 

L2 

4.2. Open class elements 
and related morpho-syntax; 
knowledge 

adjectives and 
adjectival nouns 

Written assessment 

15 low 
10 mid 
6 high 

Total; 31 

L2 

4.3. Open class elements 
and related morpho-syntax; 
knowledge adjectives and 

adjectival nouns 

On-line sentence 
judgment 

15 low 
10 mid 
6 high 

Total; 31 

L2 

4.4. Open class elements 
and related morpho-syntax; 
lexical knowledge 

adjectives and 
adjectival nouns Word recognition 

15 low 
10 mid 
6 high 

Total; 31 

L2 

4.4. Open class elements 
and related morpho-syntax; 
retrieval processes 

adjectives and 
adjectival nouns 

Word Recall 

15 low 
10 mid 
6 high 

Total; 31 

L2 

4.5. Open class elements 
and related morpho-syntax; 
explicit knowledge 

adjectives and 
adjectival nouns 

Interview in English 

15 low 
10 mid 
6 high 

Total; 31 

L2 

5.1. Closed class elements; 
on-line use in sentences. 

case particles 

Picture description 
task experiment 

15 low 
10 mid 
6 high 

Total; 31 

L2 

5.2. Closed class elements; 
knowledge case particles 

Fill-in-the-blank test 

15 low 
10 mid 
6 high 

Total; 31 

L2 

5.3. Closed class elements; 
knowledge 

case particles 
On-line sentence 
judgment 

15 low 
10 mid 
6 high 

Total; 31 

L2 

5.4. Closed class elements; 
Explicit knowledge 

case particles 

Interview in English 

15 low 
10 mid 
6 high 

Total; 31 
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So that discussion of the results of each study is easier, the details of the data 

collection methods are explained in depth in subsequent chapters. This chapter introduces 

the methods of data collection and reviews the rationales behind them. 

3.2. LI RESEARCH METHODS: INTRODUCTION 

For this project, LI and L2 research dealt with two grammatical encoding 

processes. One process was the retrieval of grammatical information specified in a lexical 

entry (i.e., in lemma) of open class words; Japanese adjectives and adjectival nouns were 

the open class elements for this part of the investigation. It is assumed that the 

grammatical information of these open class words guides the selection and formation of 

closed class elements in sentences. The other grammatical encoding process investigated 

was the selection of closed class elements, which are case particles. These case particles 

play an indispensable role in sentences in Japanese. Although the specific case particle 

required in certain contexts often depends on the verbs or predicates being used, whether 

their selection is necessarily controlled by the grammatical requirement of verbs or not is 

an empirical question that is to be answered in this project. 

The examination of the retrieval of grammatical category information of adjectives 

and adjectival nouns used experimentally elicited tip-of-the-tongue (TOT) states, while 

the investigation of on-line case particle selection used both naturally occurring and 

experimentally elicited speech errors. 
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3.3. TIP-OF-THE TONGUE EXPERIMENTS 

3.3.1. Tip-of-the-Tongue (TOT) States. 

A tip-of-the-tongue (TOT) state is a state in which a speaker knows a word for a 

specific meaning, but in that occasion cannot produce it. The examination of TOT states 

makes important contributions to the study of lexical retrieval for two reasons. First, the 

nature of these states is evidence that each lexical entry includes at least two parts: its 

meaning and form. Second, it provides a way to study lexical retrieval processes. 

TOT states have been extensively studied in psychology (see Brown 1991, for a 

review). While naturally occurring TOT states have been studied by the use of diary 

procedures or retrospective questionnaires (Burke, MacKay & Worthley, 1991; Reason & 

Lucas, 1984), TOT states have also been induced in experiments. 

3.3.2. Experimentallv Elicited TOT States. 

Brown and McNeill (1966) introduced a paradigm for TOT experiments. They read 

definitions of words aloud to subjects to induce TOT states; then, the subjects who could 

not think of a given word provided information by filling in the response sheets. Brown 

and McNeill classified the resulting TOT states into two categories; a positive TOT and a 

negative TOT. A positive TOT is one for which the target word for the subject correctly 

fit the definition; hence, the participants' partial information could be scored as being 

accurate or inaccurate. A negative TOT, on the other hand, was a TOT for which a 

participant judged that the word read by the experimenter at the end of each trial was not 
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their target; thus, the partial information they provided could not be scored as being 

accurate or inaccurate. This differentiation between types of TOTs has been used in a 

number of later experiments, including the current project 

While Brown emd McNeill, as well as the other researchers who adopted their 

paradigm, have relied on written responses, Kohn et al. (1987) used spoken responses. In 

their research, they showed that interim oral responses represent a process by which the 

target word is being approached; thus, they concluded that these interim responses serve 

as windows on lexical retrieval processes. 

Vigliocco, et al. (1997) and Vigliocco, et al. (1999) have also used a TOT paradigm 

to examine the availability of syntactic information during TOT states. For the 

assessment of the availability of the syntactic information of English nouns (i.e., mass vs. 

count noun distinction), they asked their subjects to choose the appropriate linguistic 

context for a target word between two alternatives such as shown in (3.1). 

(3.1) (a) There is / There is a . 
(b) There won't be much / There won't be many . 
(c) There is some / There are a few . 

A similar method was adapted in the current project to examine the availability of word 

category information during TOT states for adjectives and adjectival nouns. 
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3.4. L1 SPEECH ERRORS 

Traditionally, there have been three primary ways by which speech production has 

been studied; studies of aphasic speech, studies of speech errors and those of temporal 

aspects of speech among non-impaired speakers. For this portion of the study, both 

naturally occurring and experimentally elicited speech errors were used to investigate the 

selection of case particles. 

Speech errors, or slips of the tongue, occur in normal speech. The occurrence of 

these errors is not random. Speech errors have been studied since Meringer and Mayer's 

research in 1885 and have provided evidence for the existence of the units, stages and 

mechanisms involved in speech production (e.g., Garrett, 1975; Fromkin, 1971) as 

discussed in chapter 2. 

3.4.1. Naturally Occurring Errors. 

In this project, two corpora of naturally occurring errors, Terao (1995a) and my 

unpublished corpus, were examined. The errors in these corpora were recorded when the 

researchers detected speech errors in spontaneous speech. These data motivated 

hypotheses regarding the selection of case particles and sentence production processes in 

Japanese. 

3.4.2. Experimentally Elicited Speech Errors. 

As revealing as naturally occurring speech errors are, they may not provide 

adequate data by which to test all hypotheses. Consequently, an experimental technique 
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designed to induce errors of case particles was also used in the current project. An on-line 

picture description task was designed to elicit a variety of verb types, some of which 

might not occur frequently during the collection of spontaneous data. Attempts were 

made to manipulate variables such as word order and verb types by the pictures to be 

described. These experimentally elicited errors augmented the natural error data. Such 

experimental errors data is less prone to the detectability problems discussed by Cutler 

(1982) that may be due to selective attention, hearing errors, or perceptual confusions as 

discussed. 

3.5. L2 RESEARCH METHOD: IMTRODUCTION 

3.5.1. Factors Relevant only to L2 Research. 

It is inevitable to include the assessment of at least two additional factors when 

studying L2 sentence production processes. One is each participant's proficiency level, 

and the other is their absence/presence of knowledge of each lexical item and the 

grammatical rules under investigation. While LI speakers' speech errors can shed light on 

L1 sentence production processes, errors found in L2 speakers' performance reflect both 

the state of their language knowledge and their mechanisms of production processes. In 

order not to confound these different sources of L2 errors, an assessment of L2 learners' 

language knowledge is requisite to the examination of language processes. 

I used two measures to assess the proficiency level of each participant; an oral 

proficiency interview (OPI) following the proficiency guidelines (Swender, 1999) by the 
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American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) and the Simple 

Performance Oriented Test (SPOT) developed at the University of Tsukuba. 

The L2 learners' knowledge of the distinction between adjectives and adjectival 

nouns and their knowledge of case particles were both assessed by computerized 

grammatical judgment tasks and by several paper-and-pencil tests. Each participant 

completed two grammatical judgment tasks; the stimuli in the first grammatical judgment 

task contained well-formed and ill-formed morphological formations of adjectives and 

adjectival nouns, and the stimuli in the second grammatical judgment task contained 

correct and deviant choices of case particles. 

The L2 learners' knowledge of morphological rules of adjectives and adjectival 

nouns was also tested by means of a fill-in-the-blank test. Their knowledge of each 

lexical item (i.e., its meaning and grammatical category) was tested by a word 

recognition test. The L2 learners' knowledge of case particles was also assessed by a fill-

in-the-blank test. Finally, after all the other tasks had been completed, each participant's 

explicit knowledge of adjectives/adjectival nouns and that of case particles were assessed 

in an interview conducted in English. 

L2 speakers' production of sentences containing adjectives and adjectival nouns and 

sentences containing case particles were elicited by on-line picture description tasks. In 

both picture description tasks, the participants described a series of pictures presented on 

a computer. The L2 on-line picture description task to elicit the use of case particles was 

similar to the LI picture description experiment mentioned in Section 3.4.2. For the 
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examination of L2 lexical retrieval processes of adjectives and adjectival nouns, a word 

recall task was administered; this was to obtain data that was equivalent to the 

aforementioned L1 TOT data. 

3.5.2. L2 Sessions and Chronological Order. 

L2 Japanese speakers participated in the tasks described in the previous section in 

three separate sessions. In (3.2), these tasks are listed in the order in which participants 

did them. 

(3 .2) Order of multiple tasks given to L2 Japanese participants. 

Day 1; Oral proficiency interview. 
Picture description task to elicit use of adjectives/adjectival nouns. 
Written meta-linguistic test. 

Day 2; Word recognition test of adjectives/adjectival nouns. 
Sentence judgment task (adjectives/adjectival nouns). 
Picture description task to eh'cit on-line use of case particles. 
Fill-in-the-blank test to assess the use of case particles. 

Day 5; Simple Performance-Oriented test 
Sentence judgment task (case particles). 
Word Recall task (lexical retrieval) of adjectives/adjectival nouns. 
Interview in English to assess meta-linguistic knowledge. 

Each session took about 45 minutes to 2 hours depending on the individual, with an 

overall average of approximately one and a half hours. The second and the third sessions 

were scheduled at the participant's earliest convenience. Most participants completed all 

three sessions within 10 days. The participants were paid for their participation. 
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3.6. ASSESSMENT OF L2 PRORCIENCY 

3.6.1. Assessment of L2 Proficiency. 

As mentioned previously, in L2 research, assessment of proficiency is fundamental. 

Thomas (1994) lists various reasons that L2 acquisition research needs to attend to the 

issue of proficiency, with the following two being of particular concern to the current 

project. First, in order to generalize findings from a particular group of L2 learners in a 

study, their behavior needs to be understood in light of their stage of acquisition, as 

different factors (e.g., LI interference) may play different roles during different stages of 

acquisition. Second, for cross-sectional research to shed light on a developmental 

sequence of language acquisition, it is crucial that sub-groups of participants whose 

behaviors are compared in a study are arrayed in a rational continuum of proficiency. 

Thomas (1994) concluded her survey of 157 L2 studies between 1988 and 1992 by 

stating that, despite its importance, the assessment of subjects' proficiency is sometimes 

inadequately performed. In the current project, L2 proficiency was assessed in ways that 

both allow generalization to L2 Japanese learners elsewhere, and enable adequate sub-

grouping within the population in the project The use of two methods ensured the 

reliability of the proficiency assessment 

3.6.2. ACTFL OPI 

The ACTFL Oral Proficiency Interview is a criterion-referenced proficiency-based 

test. Proficiency-based testing had its origin in the early 1950's when the Foreign Service 
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Institute (FSI) of the U.S. Department of State cast doubts on existing discrete-item 

testing procedures and developed a series of verbally defined levels of general 

proficiency in speaking (Clark and Clifford, 1987). Because the levels specified by the 

FSI had restricted ranges of levels, the Educational Testing Service and ACTFL modified 

FSI scales in the early I980's to make them more publicly acceptable and more useful in 

academic settings. Clark and Clifford acknowledged that OPI has been well researched 

for over 30 years. 

The ACTFL OPI has encountered some criticism, most notably from Lantolf and 

Frawley (1985, 1988, 1992). Their objections were primarily against a definitional 

approach to oral proficiency; they felt that the ACTFL Guidelines inadequately represent 

the construct of proficiency and impose the perspectives of the OPI developers on others. 

Although Latolf and Frawley have raised some important issues and have presented a 

principled theory of oral proficiency, they have not provided a feasible method of 

proficiency assessment to be used in place of OPI. 

Recognizing that OPI may still be in need of further research and more 

improvement, researchers have refined it over the past 40 years, and OPI is by far the 

most solid oral proficiency testing method today. The OPI used in the current project was 

based on recently refined guidelines (Swender, 1999; Breiner-Sanders, Lowe, Miles, & 

Swender, 2000). 

The current author attended a full OPI training workshop in 1989 and audited a 

workshop in 1998, and was an officially certified tester throughout the data collection for 
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this project (until January 2000), and is now in the process of re-certification. The OPI 

conducted during the data collection is what ACTFL classifies as "unofficial" OPI 

testing; in order to ascertain the reliability of the interviews, most (except for one 

interview with poor recording quality) were submitted to the ACTFL Testing Center for 

second rating. 

3.6.3. SPOT 

SPOT, or the Simple Performance-Oriented Test, was developed and used as a 

placement test at the University of Tsukuba in 1990, and a group of researchers in Japan 

and abroad have been studying and refining various aspects of this test (e.g., Kobayashi, 

1997, 1998). Ford-Niwa and Kobayashi (1999) summarized some of the findings fi^om a 

series of conducted research. 

SPOT consists of a series of isolated sentences printed on sheets of paper and an 

accompanying audio-tape. Sentences are written in Japanese orthography.'® Each 

sentence is missing one grammatical element or a part of a grammatical element, and a 

parenthesis with a blemk is provided for the missing element, as shown in (3.3). 

(3.3) a. Kinoo haha-ni sik-a( )re-masita. (missing element; ra) 
yesterday [my] mother-by scold-(passive) -past 

'I was scolded by my mother yesterday.' 

18 
Japanese has three writing systems; hiragana, katakana, and kanji. Most L2 Japanese learners learn 

complete sets of hiragana and katakana characters in a relatively short period of time, but L2 learners vary 
in their familiarity of kanji characters. Hiragana, which helps to read kanji characters, is provided on this 
test in order to help the test-takers. 
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b. tonari no hito (_} osie-te morat-ta n desu. (missing element: ni) 
next-GEN person-(DAT( explain-GER receive-past-that is 

'I had the person next to me explain it to me.' 

A test-taker's task is to write a single hiragana character in each blank while 

listening to the corresponding complete sentences on the tape. The sentences are read 

relatively fast and there is only a two-second interval between sentences. The tape 

ensures that the test assesses the test-taker's ability to process the language in real time. 

Test-takers must process both written and spoken sentences as illustrated in Figure 3.1, 

according to Ford-Niwa and Kobayashi (1999). 

(a) perception of 
individual sounds (c) comprehension • (d) reconstruction • (e) filling in 

and prediction and (short term) blank 
(b) following memorization 
written senfence 

Figure 3.1: Processes involved in SPOT. 

Research has shown that SPOT is an accurate and reliable integrative test (e.g., 

Kobayashi, 1997, 1998). The test scores correlate highly with a placement test at the 

University of Tsukuba that consists of listening, reading, vocabulary and script 

components. Thus, it appears that the test can reliably determine the overall proficiency 

of a test-taker. There are several different versions of SPOT. In the current project. 

Version B (referred to as Version 3 in Ford-Niwa and Kobayashi 1999) was primarily 

used. 
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3.7. METHOD TO INVESTIGATE L2 KNOWLEDGE AND USE; 
ADJECTIVES AND ADJECTIVAL NOUNS 

L2 knowledge of adjectives and adjectival nouns was assessed by a fill-in-the-blank 

test, a word recognition task, an on-line grammatical judgment, and an interview in 

English. L2 use of adjectives and adjectival nouns during sentence production was 

elicited in a picture description task. Furthermore, L2 retrieval processes of adjectives 

and adjectival nouns were examined by a word recall task. In what follows, these tasks 

are briefly explained, in the same order that they were given to the participants. 

3.7.1 • Picture Description Task to Elicit the Use of Adiectives/Adiectival Nouns. 

A picture description task was used to elicit sentences from L2 learners. The 

advantages of elicited production in LI research are discussed in Thornton (1996), and 

many of these advantages are pertinent to L2 research. Because the messages to be 

conveyed were controlled by pictures, there was no difficulty to interpret the speakers' 

intended meaning. Elicited production also makes it possible to obtain a large amount of 

data regarding target structures, which allows for robust (statistical) analysis. For these 

reasons, elicited production utilizing pictures and audio-stimuli (see chapter 6 for details) 

was used. There were three structxires involving adjectives and adjectival nouns: pre-

nominal modification, embedded clauses, and negation. 

Nunan (1992) noted that one needs to be cautious when interpreting data collected 

by an elicitation technique, since there is a possibility that observed patterns in data may 

be artifacts of the elicitation device. According to Nunan, the best way to overcome this 
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problem and to achieve validity and reliability is to obtain data from more than one 

source. Having had multiple sources of data, the current project reinforced the validity 

and reliability of the data by the extent to which the patterns observed in different tasks 

are similar. When patterns differed, performance details were examined to determine 

whether it was the nature of the task demanded or an artifact of the device which caused 

differing patterns. 

3.7.2. Metalinguistic Assessment. 

A short fill-in-the-blank test assessed each participant's morphosyntactic knowledge 

immediately after the picture description task. Four non-words that were constructed with 

some of the phonological or morphological characteristics of actual adjectives and 

adjectival nouns were given on the test Each participant was instructed to fill in the 

blanks to form a pre-nominal modifier, a predicate in an embedded clause, and a 

negative, using the non-words. This was done to assess the L2 participants' morpho

syntactic knowledge that was separable from particular lexical items. In other words, the 

use of non-words guarantees that participants' knowledge about a particular set of lexical 

items or their 'knowledge' based on memorized 'chunks' such as kiree zya nai '(it) isn't 

pretty' would not contaminate the assessment of the morphosyntactic knowledge. The 

idea is analogous to Berko's (1958) experiment which elicited new plural forms from 

children using novel words such as 'wug.' 
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3.7.3. Word Recognition. 

On the second day of paiticipation, a printed list of adjectives and adjectival nouns 

that the picture description task was designed to elicit was given to the participants. This 

was to assess their knowledge of each lexical item. They were instructed to give the 

approximate meaning of each word in English, and to identify the word category (i.e., 

whether the word is an adjective or adjectival noun) of each word by checking one of the 

two boxes on the right of each word. 

3.7.4. Grammaticalitv Judgment 

The validity and reliability of grammatical judgment data in L2 research has been 

questioned by a number of researchers (e.g., Chaudron, 1983; Ellis 1991), while others 

support the use of such data in L2 research (e.g., Gass, 1994; Mandell, 1999). 

"Grammaticahty judgment" is usually the method of investigation used in generative 

linguistics. The "grammaticahty" tested in such investigation is often a violation or a non

violation of abstract syntactic principles (e.g., "subjacency" or "Empty Category 

Principle"), and "grammaticahty"- "ungranmiaticality" contrasts rarely involve specific 

choices of grammatical elements. However, the deviance tested for in this task is not 

characterized by the violations of principles proposed in generative linguistics. It is much 

more concrete. The judgment task employed in this project involves the choice (or 

absence/presence) of surface granmiatical elements. The approximate English 

equivalents of the deviances tested for in this task might be such as the examples shown 

in (3.4). 
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(3 .4) negation of adjective predicates. 

(a) * The train not slow. 
(b) * The train doesn't slow. 

The type of deviance in short sentences like those used in this experiment is easy to 

detect Moreover, an effort was made to follow considerations that have been 

recommended for grammaticality judgment (e.g., Ellis, 1991; Cowan & Hatasa, 1994; 

Sorace, 1996) to the fullest extent possible in the judgment task. Chaudron (1983), for 

example, recommended validating the results by other measures of performance; such 

validation was also part of the research design adopted here through the incorporation of 

multiple tasks in the investigation of the same grammatical elements. 

In this grammatical ity judgment task, two blocks of stimuli were presented on a 

computer, and the items presented within each block were scrambled for each participant; 

thus, the stimuli were presented in a different order for each participant Participants 

entered their responses on the computer keyboard by pressing the 'y' key when they 

perceived a sentence to be structurally sound, the 'n' key for a structurally incorrect 

sentence, and the 'x' key if they could not decide whether the structure was correct or 

incorrect Both the participants' responses and their response times were recorded. Each 

stimulus was presented twice, once in each of the two blocks; this was to allow for the 

purpose of examination of consistency. 

In order to obtain the best performance possible from the participants, written 

stimuli, rather than audio stimuli, were used. Murphy (1997), for example, found that her 

subjects' performance differed, depending on the modality of presentation, and that her 
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subjects performed better when written stimuli were presented. Although she did not 

necessarily conclude that a task utilizing written stimuli is a better indicator of 

grammatical competence, it appears that written stimuli may have potential to elicit better 

performance from subjects. 

McDaniel and Caims (1996) discuss the use of props to make judgment tasks better. 

They recommended that experiments provide possible context (i.e., meaning) for subjects 

judging on sentences. In the judgment tasks used in the current project, pictures which 

illustrate the intended meaning of each sentence were presented along with the written 

sentences, for ease of judgment. 

3.7.5. Word Recall. 

A printed list of dictionary definitions in English for the Japanese adjectives and 

adjectival nouns that the picture description task was designed to elicit was presented to 

the participants, and the participants were then asked to recall the target Japanese words. 

These dictionary definitions in English are roughly the same as the translation 

equivalents, which Ecke (1996) found to be an efficient L2 TOT elicitation technique. 

Whenever the participants did not recall a target word, an information sheet was 

filled out by the experimenter for examination of the partial information of the target 

words available to the participants. These procedures were the same as the ones used in 

the L1 experiments. 
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The data from this task might not necessarily be directly equated with the TOT 

experiments for the native speakers of Japanese, because translation might reveal routes 

of lexical access which are different from natural retrieval processes which are initiated 

by concepts to be expressed (e.g., Groot, 1992). This depends on how lexical and 

conceptual representations are associated in the bilingual's memory. If LI word forms are 

associated with L2 word forms and if there is no concept mediation, translation tasks may 

not reveal natural word retrieval processes. However, Kroll and Curley's (1988) results 

support concept mediation, with an exception being novice subjects. Novice subjects, 

appear to use L1 equivalents as mediators to access L2 target words. Thus, for Japanese 

L2 learners who are intermediate or more advanced, one might agree that the lexical 

retrieval processes that are activated by English are similar to natural lexical retrieval 

processes to the extent that they are concept-mediated. 

3.7.6. Interview in English. 

Participants' explicit knowledge about the morphosyntax of adjectives and 

adjectival nouns was elicited in an interview conducted in English. Whether L2 learners 

can put their explicit knowledge into use when speaking spontaneously has been 

extensively debated. Krashen (1982), for example, maintains that during spontaneous 

spjeech L2 learners cannot use the explicit knowledge that is gained through formal 

learning. If he is correct, L2 speakers could only use their explicit knowledge to monitor 

or edit their utterances. Odlin (1986), however, argues that explicit knowledge is also 
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used to organize discourse and to monitor forms that are particularly important in 

communication. 

Due partially to dubious understanding of the role of explicit knowledge in L2 

sentence production and L2 acquisition, Seliger (1983) has some reservations in using L2 

learners' verbal reports concerning their own knowledge and behaviors. However, he 

acknowledges the utility and viability of L2 learners' verbal reports as data for generating 

hypotheses for future studies. In the current project, L2 learners' verbal reports on their 

explicit knowledge were used as indirect indicators of their knowledge and processing. 

3.8. METHOD TO INVESTIGATE L2 KNOWLEDGE AND USE: 
CASE PARTICLES 

3.8.1 • L2 Picture Description to Elicit the Use of Case Particles. 

Participants described a smaller number of pictures than in the LI picture 

description task and the pictures were simplified. These pictures were basically presented 

in the same way as in the L1 experiment, so that the elicited data are roughly comparable 

lo the L1 data. 

The variables manipulated were verb types and word order. The verbs used in this 

L2 experiment were more limited than in the LI experiment, especially for those L2 

participants with lower proficiency. Because the purpose of this portion of the study was 

the examination of L2 speakers' on-line use of the case particles and verbs that they 

supposedly knew, the items to be used were necessarily very limited. 
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L2 learners' utterances were tape-recorded and then transcribed. When they used 

intended verbs or synonymous verbs possessing the same syntactic requirement, the 

accuracy of the case particle following each NP was scored as 1 for 'accurate,' and 0 for 

inaccurate.' The details of scoring methods are discussed in chapter 7. 

3.8.2. Fill-in-the-Blank Test. 

A fiil-in-the-blank test was admim'stered to the participants immediately after the 

picture description task, during the same session. The test was constructed to assess the 

use of case particles in sentences containing the nouns and verbs which the picture 

description task was intended to elicit. This was to obtain L2 learners' responses that 

maximally reflect their linguistic knowledge. No time constraint was imposed on the 

participants. 

3.8.3. Grammaticalitv Judgment. 

A computerized judgment task similar to the one used for the assessment of the 

morphosyntax of adjectives/adjectival nouns was administered. The presentation of 

pictures depicting the sentence meanings played a more important role for sentences 

containing case particles used in this judgment task, as some sentences which were 

intended to be ill-formed could have been judged as a good sentence, if some unusual 

meanings were taken into consideration. For example, the sentence in (3.5) is ill-formed 

for meaning (a), but would be well-formed in the case of meaning (b). 

(3.5) akatyan o nonde imasu. 
baby ACC drink is 
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*(a) 'A baby is drinking (milk).' 
(b) '(someone) is drinking/swallowing a baby.' 

3.8.4. Interview in English 

Verbal reports were used by Tomita (1995) in his examination of the L2 speakers' 

acquisition of the case particle ga and the topic marker wa. He supported some of his 

speculations (e.g., that wa and ga were the most difficult particles for Japanese students, 

and that it was hard to receive input on their proper usage) by citing his subjects' verbal 

reports. Although some of the students' verbal responses he reports may be revealing, his 

use of the data also exemplifies the pitfalls of using verbal reports as data. For one thing, 

the subjects could have been just made aware of the difficulty of distinguishing between 

wa and ga by a cloze test which specifically required wa and ga (and no other particles). 

Thus, they might have been biased to report that ga and wa were the most difficult 

particles to distinguish between, when they were asked about the most difficult particles. 

He took the subjects' report (e.g., stating that particles were usually omitted in the input 

that they received) as factual, but their report may have only reflected their perception. 

Finally, in addition to tests of L2 learners' explicit knowledge of the basic functions 

of case particles, reports were elicited on strategies that they thought they might 

consciously employ during their use of case particles. However, their reports were not 

taken as direct evidence of their knowledge or behavior. They were used as collateral 

form of evidence to compare with the other data in this project. 
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CHAPTER 4 

L1 RETRIEVAL OF ADJECTIVAL AND ADJECTIVAL NOUN 

4.1. OVERVIEW 

Two TOT experiments were conducted to study the retrieval process of Japanese 

adjectives and adjectival nouns among Japanese native speakers. The primary purpose of 

the second experiment was to obtain additional data to supplement Experiment 1. 

However, the materials were slightly modified to reduce the burden on the participants. 

For the first exfieriment, some subjects took over two hours to complete their sessions; 

thus, the second experiment had a reduced number of items and some additional 

information provided with each stimulus, as discussed further in Section 4.2. 

4.2. METHOD 

4.2.1 • Participants. 

In the first TOT experiment, 24 LI Japanese speakers from the Ohio State 

University (ages 24-40, 18 females and 6 males) participated. In the second, 40 Japanese 

speakers from the University of Arizona and at the University of Wisconsin-Madison 

(ages 19-38, 27 females and 13 males) participated. Most of these participants were 

undergraduate or graduate students studying in the United States. These subjects were 

paid for their participation. 
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4.2.2. Materials and Procedures. 

Referring to two dictionaries, Sinmeikai Kokugo-:iten (Kindaichi et al., 1991) and 

Gendai Kokugo Reikai Zilen (Hayashi, 1989), thirty adjectives and thirty adjectival nouns 

were selected. These words were selected by the following criteria; ® they do not occur 

frequently in the language; (2) most native speakers would know them. The dictionary 

definitions were adapted, with slight changes for clarification, and typed in Japanese on 

sheets of paper. In the material development process, three Japanese native speakers were 

asked to recall target words by reading the list of definitions. Based on their feedback., 

some items were eliminated or replaced. 

The items used for Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 were not exactly the same. The 

total number of items were reduced from 50 to 40 in Experiment 2, and items which 

rarely induced positive TOTs in Experiment 1 were either discarded or replaced by other 

words for Experiment 2. During this process, reference was made to Gendai keiyoosi 

yoohoo ziten (Tobita Asada, 1991). The lists of intended targets (adjectives and 

adjectival nouns) are shown in App)endix 4A-1 and 4A-2. 

Participants were given a list of the definitions of adjectives and adjectival nouns 

written in Japanese. There were 25 adjectives and 25 adjectival nouns presented in 

Experiment I, while 20 of each were presented in Experiment 2. The participants were 

asked to retrieve the target words that fit the definitions. A sample of a definition is 

shown in (4. la); the complete list of definitions used in Experiment 1 is in Appendix 4B. 

In addition, an example sentence with a blank such as shown in (4.1b) was provided in 
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Experiment 2, in order to facilitate the participants' identification of the target words.'' 

The complete list of definitions and example sentences with blanks used in Experiment 2 

is in Appendix 4C. 

(4.1) An example of definition for the word uraraka (roughly means 'clear and 
mild, beautiful, bright', referring to a mce day or pleasant sunshine): 
[The gloss and the English translation was not included in the stimuli.] 

a. 
"taiyoo ga atatakaku tette, kimoti yoi yoosu" 

sun NOM warm shine-GER feeling good state 

'(it is) the state in which the sun shines warmly, and it makes one feel nice and 
comfortable.' 

b. r J 
" haru no hizashi ga suki da," 

spring GEN sunlight NOM like-cop "(I) like spring sunlight." 

The experiments were run individually. The participants stated the words that they 

believed were the words intended by the definitions. When a participant immediately 

gave the intended word, they were instructed to proceed to the next item; hence, there 

were no TOT data provided for that word by the participant. When a participant's 

response was not what was intended by the experiment, the experimenter asked whether 

the word that the participant had articulated indeed fit the description, or whether there 

was another word that would fit the description better. If a participant felt sure that the 

19 
Unlike noun targets that have been used in previous TOT experiments, the targets words used in these 

experiments have a large number of synonyms. Adding example sentences such as (4.1b) appears to have 
helped the participants retrieve the intended target words or reach TOT states in search for the intended 
target words more often, rather than retrieving or trying to retrieve words that are synonymous to the 
intended words. 
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word he/she provided precisely fit the definition, no fiirther questions were asked about 

that item. The participants were then instructed to proceed to the next definition. 

Otherwise, a participant was asked to give a target word that would fit the definition 

better. Thus, participants sometimes provided multiple words for one definition. 

Whenever the participants failed to retrieve a target word, the experimenter filled 

out an information sheet (see Appendix 4D). This sheet recorded the participants' partial 

information of the target words, concerning the items in (4.2) 

(4.2) Items on the data sheet. 
a. Rate how well you know the word on a scale of 1-5. 
b. Guess the grammatical category of the word; Adjectives or adjectival nouns 

(See below). 
c. Guess the number of hiragana"° in the word (if the word is to be written out in 

hiragana). 
d. Guess the orthography of the word; whether the word is commonly written in 

hiragana or kanji, and the number of kanji characters. 
e. Note any other information about the word. 
f Note any other words that come to mind. 
g. Determine whether the word the experimenter provides (after filling out all the 

other parts of the information sheet) is the word you had in mind. 

Responses to items (4.2c-f) were examined to assess the partial information about 

the word forms (e.g., phonological and orthographic) available to participants. The 

responses to (4.2c) were to assess whether participants had known the number of moras 

(i.e., timing units corresponding to the number of kana characters) of the target words. A 

•»C) 
Japanese has three writing systems: kanji, katakana, and hiragana. Both hiragana and katakana 

charaaers, which are collectively called "kana," represent sound (i..e, [Consonant +]Vowel) that 
corresponds to moras. Katakana are mostly used for words borrowed from foreign languages or for 
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mora, rather than a syllable, is the unit that is relevant for the analysis and processes of 

Japanese (e.g., Kubozono, 1989; 1999"'). To assess the availability of word category 

information, participants were asked to choose which sentence out of a given pair might 

be the appropriate 'fit' for the word that they were trying to retrieve in the four pairs as 

given in (4.3). As discussed earlier, adjectives and adjectival nouns have different 

morphosyntactic requirements; an adjective fits in sentences (la), (lib), (Illb), and (IVb), 

while adjectival noun fits in sentences (lb), (11a), (llla), and (IVa). 

(4.3) Sentences to elicit grammatical information of the words during TOT 

(Data sheets for LI Japanese speakers are written in Japanese orthography, and 
there was no English translation). 

1. (a) kute ii to omoimasita. 'Being , (I) thought it was good.' 
(b) de ii to omoimasita. 

II. (a) Amari zva nai desu. '(it) isn't very 
(b) Amari ku nai desu. 

III. (a) Zuibun ni narimasita. '(it) became quite 
(b) Zuibun ku narimasita. 

VI. (a) datta to omoimasu. '(1) thought (it) was 
(b) katta to omoimasu. 

onomatopoeia, hiragana is used for some content words as well as functional words, and kanji is used for 
(stems of) content words. 

In fact, Kubozono (1989) used speech error data to demonstrate the psycholinguistic reality of mora as a 
linguistic unit. Kubozono (1999) maintains that roles of mora are indispensable in Japanese, but at the same 
time he challenges the traditional view that syllables play no role in Japanese phonology. 
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Immediately af^er the participants provided all the information available to them about 

their target word for a given description, the experimenter provided the target words 

intended by the experiment. The participants were then asked to determine whether the 

target word that the experimenter provided was the word that they had intended to 

retrieve. 

4.2.3. Scoring Criteria. 

TOT instances were classified into two groups, "positive TOTs" and "negative 

TOTs," following the method established by Brown & McNeill (1966). The "positive 

TOTs" were TOTs for which participants agreed that their target words were the same as 

what the experimenter had intended. The negative TOTs covered two different situations: 

when the participant had no idea as to what the target would be and so made no attempt 

to search for any particular word; and when the participant was searching for target words 

that differed from those that were intended by the given definition. 

Caramazza and Miozzo (1997) distinguished between the two types of negative 

TOTs, and found that the subject's responses (i.e., partial information provided) during 

"don't know" (i.e., no idea) responses and those during TOT states for other words did not 

significantly differ. Thus, combining the two types of negative TOTs is experimentally 

indicated. 

The negative TOT responses served as a baseline for the analysis, following 

procedures used in studies in previous literature (e.g., Vigliocco et al. 1997). The primary 

difference between negative TOTs and positive TOTs is that in instances of positive 
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TOTs, the participants are in the process of retrieving target words that are identified as 

the words intended by a given definition. In instances of negative TOTs, the participants 

provide information by the partial retrieval of other words that are either synonymous to 

the intended words, or by genuine guesses. If guesses based on the meanings of the words 

described in the definitions helped the participants to provide an "accurate" response (i.e., 

responses that match the characteristics of the words intended by the experimenter), this 

would be effective regardless of whether the participants were experiencing positive 

TOTs or negative TOTs, and so would not contribute to an experimental difference. 

However, if there is any difference between the two kinds of TOTs, then it is due to the 

partial retrieval of a target word. 

To assess the availability of word category information to the participants, their 

responses to the sentences in (4.3) were examined. If their response matched the 

grammatical information of the intended target, then that response was rated as 1 for the 

grammatical category availability; otherwise, 0. 

For purposes of brevity, the information provided by participants that matched the 

properties of the target words intended by the experimenter is referred to as "accurate" 

information." 

Phonological information was coded as 1 for "available" or 0 for "not available" to 

examine whether and to what extent phonological information becomes available during 
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TOT states. This coding was also used to determine whether grammatical information 

became available without any retrieval of phonological information. In this case, 

responses during TOTs without any phonological information were examined by 

excluding the cases in which any phonological information provided by the participants 

matched the phonological information of the target words. 

The criteria used to determine whether a participant had any access to phonological 

information of the target word (i.e., whether a given response was 1 or 0 in terms of the 

availability of phonological information) were set with some caution, so as to address 

some coding problems. If a participant provided any of the information shown in (4.4) 

during a TOT state, then they were regarded as having accessed some of the target word's 

phonological information, and such a response was coded 1 for phonological availability. 

Responses where no phonological information was available (including the cases in 

which only one phonological segment was shared between the target word and any of the 

words provided by the participants) were coded as 0. 

The term may not be the most appropriate, especially for purposes of discussing the information which 
became available during negative TOTs in search of words that were different from the words intended by 
the experimenter. However, this term is commonly used in TOT literature. 
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(4.4) a. the number of moras^ that matches the number of the moras of the 
target word, 
b. segmental information (e.g., "I believe my target word starts with 'u'") 
that matches the phonology of the target word, 
c. other words that are phonologically similar to the target word 
(i.e.. If a word the participant provided shared more than one phoneme 
with the intended target word in the relevant positions, the word-initial 
mora, the middle of the word, or the word-final mora, the word was 
regarded as being a phonologically similar word.) 

As shown in (4.4), both the partial information that the participants explicitly provided 

and the phonological information contained in the words that the participants provided 

were considered. 

The criteria used to code whether the non-target words that the participants stated 

shared phonological segments with the target words that were intended by the stimuli was 

further specified as shown in (4.5). These criteria specify what were considered as being 

the "same" segments. Both phonological values and phonetic values were considered. 

When some segments are in complementary distribution, they are considered to share 

underlying phonological values. For example, segments [tsu] and [ta] are considered as 

sharing an underlying /t/ because [t] never occurs in an environment preceding [u]. Thus, 

if a subject provides a word containing [ta] in a word initial position for the target 

''3 
As far as adjectives are concerned, the inflectional element -i is clearly a bound morpheme, and native 

speakers generally include -i as part of the word when asked about the number of moras in an adjective. 
However, in the case of adjectival nouns, it is not clear whether native speakers would consider elements 
such as -na or -«/ as being bound morphemes (i.e., part of the words). Thus, when coding for whether a 
response matched the number of moras of the target adjective nouns, both numbers with and without the 
final elements were considered to match the number of moras of target words. For example, if the target 
word was uraraka(-na), both responses of 4 moras and 5 moras were considered to be [+1] for the 
availability of phonological infonnation. 
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tutumasii [tsutsumasii], then the subject was considered as having had one-segment worth 

of phonological information. 

(4.5) Criteria for sharing "phonemes". 
• 'ta' [ta] 'ti' Fchi] 'tu' [tsu] 'te' [te] 'to'[to] -> sharing /t/ 
• 'ti' Tchi] 'tya' [cha] 'tyu' [chu] 'tyo' [cho] -> sharing the segment [ch], 

• 'sa' 'si' Jshil 'su' 'se' 'so' -> sharing /s/ 
• 'si' Tshil 'sya' [sha] 'syu' [shu] 'syo' [sho] -> sharing [sh] 

• the moraic nasals /N/"^ such as [n;], [m:], and [T^:] were considered to be 
similar to [na] [ni] [nu] [ne] [no] (i.e., share one "segment" for the 
purposes of coding), but not to segment [m] with [ma] [mi] [mu] [me] 
[mo]^^ 

• If a single segment has a value of one mora (e.g., a 'null + vowel' (i.e., 
vowel without any consonants), it is considered as having more than a 
single phoneme. 

As stated in (4.4c), for words to be considered phonologically similar, they had to 

share more than one segment in a relevant position. That is, each segment needed to 

appear in approximately the same position as its counterpart did in the target word: the 

word-initial mora, the word-final mora, or the remaining middle part For example, if a 

participant provided the verb phrase tayori ni nar-u 'being worthy of trust/being able to 

count on' for the definition of the adjective tanomosii 'reliable/promising,' s/he was 

considered to have provided a phonologically similar response. This is because these two 

expressions share the two segments [t] and [a] in the initial position, and one segment [o] 

See Vance (1987) for the description of Japanese phonological system. 
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in the medial position. The "word-final positions" were identified using the criteria 

shown in (4.6). 

(4.6) Criteria for "positions": initial, medial and final positions. 

• Adjectives and sentence modifiers ending with adjectives: 
The final position of the stem (i.e., excluding'-/ ') was regarded as the 
final positions 

« Adjectival nouns, or sentence modifiers ending with adjectival nouns: 
The end of the dictionary form (i.e., not including 'na') was regarded as 
the final position. 

• Nouns or sentence modifiers ending with nouns: 
The end of the dictionary form (not including 'no' that is required in 
pre-nominal modifiers) 

• Verbs, or sentence modifiers ending with verbs: 
The parts excluding the last mora 'containing the tense-marker such as 
-ta' and -da for the past inflection, and -ru (for vowel verbs) and 
'Consonant +[u]' (for consonant verbs) for nonpast inflection. 

In addition, the instances where the participant retrieved their target words in the 

process of filling out the data sheet were regarded as having had access to lexemes, and 

those were excluded from the analyses that focus on the data without phonological 

availability. 

The coding of orthography guesses was liberal, in that if a word could be written 

either in hiragana or kanji without losing authenticity (i.e., without making the work look 

unnatural in terms of what a native speaker would write), then either response was 

regarded as accurate. 

Both moraic [m:] and [n:] are written as 'A/' in hiragana, which is usually romanized as 'n.' Thus, the 

morale [n:] (and [m:] arc not only phonetically similar to the consonant [n] in the moras such as 'na' 'ni' 'nu' 
'nc' and 'no,' but also they are commonly understood to be related. 
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4.2.4. Statistical Analysis. 

TOT data are notorious for the difficulty of their analysis (see Brown 1991); this is 

due to what Brown and McNeill (1966) called the "fragmentary data problem." Not all 

experimental definitions induce TOTs for the intended targets, and not all participants 

experience TOTs for provided experimental definitions. With the data of Experiment 1, 

which was reported in Iwasaki, Vigliocco and Garrett (1998), t-test and one-way analysis 

of variance (ANOVA) were used, with the mean of accuracy of responses as the 

dep)endent variable, and types of TOT (negative vs. positive) as the independent variable. 

Moreover, the percentage of responses that matched the grammatical categories of the 

target words among TOT instances without availability of any phonological information 

was computed for both negative and positive TOTs, respectively. The effect of types of 

TOTs on the mean of accurate grammatical responses was tested by ANOVA. 

Similarly, ANOVA was used in the current analyses, but both the subject means 

and the item means of accuracy of word category guesses were computed for both 

adjectives and adjectival noun targets, respectively, and for negative and positive TOTs 

respectively. For the subject analysis, a repeated measures ANOVA with within-subject 

independent variables of word category (2) X TOT type (2) was used, with the subject 

means as the dependent variable. For the item analysis, a mi.xed design ANOVA was 

used, with word category (2) as the between-item independent variable and TOT type (2) 

as the within-item independent variable. The dependent variable was the item means. 
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First, these analyses were separately conducted for the data from Experiment 1 and 2, and 

then analyses were conducted again for the merged data. The same procedures were also 

taken to analyze the data again, this time excluding TOTs with any phonological 

availability. 

In addition, in the analysis of the combined data from Experiment 1 and Experiment 

2, Wilcoxon matched pairs signed-ranks test and paired t-tests were used, using the mean 

of the responses for the choice of four pairs of sentences shown in (4.3) that was 

computed for each TOT instance. The mean response for grammatical category 

information was one of the following: 0, 0.25, 0.5, or 1. This last set of procedures was in 

accordance with Vigliocco, Vinson, Martin, and Garrett (1999). 

4.3. RESLXTS 

4.3.1. Results of E.\periment 1. 

There were 1200 lexical retrieval trials; these induced 151 positive and 556"^ 

negative TOTs. There were 493 instances where the participants retrieved either the 

intended target words or synonyms that they felt fit the definitions precisely. 

The negative TOTs were used as the control for the analysis. These TOTs included 

both the instances in which the participants had no idea what word the definition was 

intended for, and the instances in which the participants gave responses while searching 

^ In Iwasaki, Vigliocco and Garrett (1998), we reported that there were 557 negative TOTs; however, a 
recounting yielded 556 instances. 
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words other than the ones targeted by the experimenter. On the assumption that rating 

values of 1 for (4.2a) regarding their feeling of knowing represent the former type of 

negative TOTs, there were 296 instances of "don't know" response. On the assumption 

that rating values higher than 1 and disagreeing that the target word given by the 

experimenter was their own target represent a search for words other than the target 

words intended by the experiment, there were 260 instances of this type of response. The 

accuracy rate for guesses of word category during these two types of negative TOTs were 

47% and 50%, respectively. As reported in Iwasaki et al. (1998), as far as grammatical 

guesses are concerned, these two types of cases did not significantly differ from each 

other (t-test: t=0.78, df=535, p=.44). Thus, these two types were collapsed for the 

following analysis. 

The resF>onses to the grammatical fill-in-the-blank questions during positive TOTs 

matched the actual grammatical categories of the targets 74% of the time, whereas the 

resfxjnses during negative TOTs matched the information of the target word 48% of the 

times. 

Subject analysis. The calculated mean of all subject means were 69% and 50% for 

positive and negative TOTs, resjsectively, and 52% and 65% for adjectives and adjectival 

nouns, respectively. A repeated measures ANOVA revealed that the TOT type had a 

significant effect on the mean accuracy, F( 1,18)=10.54, p=.0045, while the word category 

did not have a significant effect on the mean accuracy, F(l,18)=3.11, p=.095. No 

significant interactions were found. This means that when participants were in positive 
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TOTs, they had access to the grammaticai information of their target words regardless of 

whether their target is an adjective or an adjectival noun, without having access to the 

complete form of the target word forms. 

Next, the TOT instances without arty availability of phonological information were 

analyzed. The accuracy of positive TOT responses (i.e., responses that matched the 

grammatical categories of the intended target words) was 61% for the adjective targets, 

and 75% for the adjectival noun targets. These were substantially higher than the 

accuracy of negative TOT responses, 15.5% for adjective targets and 44.3% for adjectival 

noun targets. 

This data set presented difficulty in terms of running a repeated measures ANOVA, 

due to the fact that only six subjects provided data for all four cells (i.e., positive TOTs 

for adjective targets, positive TOTs for adjectival noun targets, negative TOTs for 

adjective targets, and negative TOTs for adjectival noun targets). Thus, instead of a 

repeated measures ANOVA, a paired t-test was conducted for TOT types. The means for 

positive and negative TOTs were 65% and 50% respectively, but this difference was not 

found significant (t =1.52, df=17, p=.15). This means that although there was a tendency 

for the participants to provide accurate guesses about word category of their target words 

in positive TOT states without any availability of phonological information, this tendency 

was found to have no statistical significance. 

Item analysis. The calculated means of all item means were 72% and 50% for 

positive and negative TOTs, respectively, and 55% and 66% for the adjectives and the 
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adjectival noun targets, respectively. A mixed design ANOVA revealed that the main 

effect of the TOT type was significant, F(l,44)=27.41, p<.0001, whereas neither the main 

effect of the word category or the interaction effect was significant (F(l,44)=2.69, p=. 108 

F(l,44)=2.11, p>=. 1533). However, when TOTs with any phonological availability were 

excluded, the effect of TOT type was not significant (F(l,22)=1.78, p=.1956). 

In the item analysis as well, the tendency for participants to provide accurate guesses 

for their target words in TOT states was only confirmed when all the TOT instances were 

considered, but it was not significant when TOTs with any phonological availability were 

excluded. 

4.3.2. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT 2. 

Forty participants had a total of 1600 lexical retrieval trials; these induced 229 

positive TOTs and 611 negative TOTs."^ There were also 515 instances of the retrieval of 

the intended words, and 217 instances of retrieval of synonyms of the target words that fit 

the definitions just as well as the intended targets. 

The responses during positive TOTs to the grammatical fill-in-the-blank questions 

matched the actual grammatical categories of the targets 67% of the time, whereas the 

responses during negative TOTs matched the information of the target word 51% of the 

time. 

^ There were 28 cases for which recording of the participants' responses were incomplete, or missing. 
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Subject analysis. The calculated means of the subject means were 66% and 52% for 

positive and negative TOTs, respectively, 49% and 69% for adjectives and adjectival 

noun targets, respectively. A repeated measures ANOVA revealed that the TOT type had 

a significant effect, F( 1,32)= 13.95, p=.0007, and the word category also had a significant 

effect, F(l,32)=14.76, p=.0005. There were no significant interactions, F(l,32)=2.13, 

p=. 1544. The data indicated that the participants had access to word category information 

without access to the complete phonological information. Moreover, accuracy of guesses 

was significantly different depending on the word category of the target words. 

The TOT instances that occurred without any availability of phonological 

information were also analyzed. The accuracy of positive TOT response was 60% for 

adjective targets, and 65% for the adjectival noun targets. These were higher than the 

accuracy of negative TOT responses, which was 39% for adjective targets and 63% for 

adjectival noun targets. 

There were difficulties in running a repeated measures ANOVA, due to the fact that 

only ten subjects had provided data in each of the four cells necessary for this analysis. 

Thus, a paired t-test was conducted for TOT types. The mean accuracy for positive and 

negative TOTs was 60% and 47% respectively. This difference, unlike in Experiment 1, 

was significant (t = 2.47, df=29, p=.0197). Thus, it was found that the participants had 

access to word category information of their target words in positive TOTs, without any 

retrieval of phonological information. 
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Item analysis. The calculated means of the item means were 63% and 53% for 

positive and negative TOTs respectively, and 49% and 67% for adjectives and adjectival 

noun targets, respectively. A mixed design ANOVA revealed that the main effect of the 

TOT type was not significant, F( 1,26)= 1.62, p=. 1179, while the main effect of the word 

category was significant, F(l,26)=l.97, p=.0019. There was no significant interaction 

effect, F(l,26)=0.41, p=.5275. When TOTs with phonological availabilit>' were excluded, 

none of the effects were significant. 

In the data fi-om Experiment 2, the effect of TOT type was found to be significant 

only for the subject analysis. This effect was also found in the subset of data containing 

TOTs without any phonological information. In the item analysis, however, the efifect of 

word category type was significant instead. Regardless of whether the participants were 

in positive or negative TOTs, they were found more likely to guess that their target would 

be an adjectival noun. This tendency resulted in higher accuracy rates for adjectival noun 

targets and lower accuracy rates for adjective targets. 

4.3.3. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS 1 .\ND2. 

4.3.3.1. Overall Results. The data from Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 were 

merged for analysis. There were a total of 379 TOT instances. The numbers of positive 

and negative TOTs in the two experiments are shown in Table 4.1. There is no apparent 

difference in the distribution of types of TOTs between the two experiments. 
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Table 4.1: Frequencies of positive and negative TOTs for each target type. 
! 1 Positive TOTs Negative TOTs 
j Adjectives Adj Nouns Adjectives Adj Nouns 
1 Experiment 1 66 85 300 256 
1 Experiment 2 97 131 332 276 

Table 4.2 shows the proportions in which the partial information provided by the 

participants matched the information of the target words. Whether the participants' 

responses were made during positive or negative TOT states seems to have affected the 

accuracy of their guesses for the grammatical categories and orthography types. But this 

factor does not seem to have made a substantial difference in the accuracy of their 

guesses on the number of moras or for other phonological information. This could be 

partly because of the liberal coding criteria used to determine the availability of 

phonological information. 

Table 4.2. Proportion of guesses that matched the target word information. 
1 Positive TOTs Negative TOTs 

Adjectives Adj nouns Adjectives Adj nouns 
! Grammatical 63.0% 74.1% 40.2% 60.1% 
i categories 
1 Number of 24.2% 64.8% 20.7% 61.2% 
; moras 
i Orthography 74.4% 74.4% 53.9% 43.0% 
i Phonology 63.2% 56.0% 58.8% 48.5% 

There were a few apparent differences between adjective targets and adjectival noun 

targets. One difference was in the guesses for word category information in negative 

TOTs. As seen in the item analysis of Experiment 2 in Section 4.3.2, there was a 

tendency for the participants to guess that their target words would be an adjectival noun. 
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When the data from the two experiments were combined, this tendency was robust in 

negative TOTs; guesses were accurate 40% and 60% of the time for adjectives and for 

adjectival nouns, respectively. This tendency for adjectival noun guesses is further 

discussed in the subsequent section. Section 4.3.3.2. 

The other noticeable difference observed between the two word categories was 

accuracy in the guesses of number of moras in both TOT types. This difference, however, 

was very likely an artifact that was due to the ways in which accuracy was coded for 

mora; the coding of mora was more generous for adjectival nouns, while the coding of 

orthography was more generous for adjective targets as explained below. 

The coding of mora for adjectival nouns in Experiment 2 allowed both the exact 

number of mora (N) and the N+1 to be coded as 1. This was done in order to compensate 

for a tendency for the participant to include the copula na for the mora count when 

presented with the stimuli prepared for Experiment 2. In Experiment 2, an example 

sentence containing a blank " noun" was presented along with the definition of 

the target word. Because an adjectival noun requires the insertion of the copula, na, in 

pre-nominal modification, a participant's response concerning the number of mora of the 

target word might have included na, which consists of one mora. 

4.3.3.2. Availabilitv of grammatical category information. The data most relevant to 

this investigation is the availability of grammatical information during TOT states. Table 

4.3 and Figure 4.1 show the percentages and proportions of the participants' responses 

which matched the grammatical categories of the target words for the two types of target 
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words (i.e., adjectives and adjectival nouns) during positive and negative TOTs in each of 

the two LI TOT experiments. Figure 4.1 illustrates that the participants' guesses were 

more accurate when they were in positive TOTs than in negative TOTs, across both 

exfjeriments. 

Table 4.3; Accuracy of grammatica category guesses. 
Target Words Positive TOT Negative TOT 

Experiment I Adjectives 69.7% 41.3% 
Experiment 1 Adjectival nouns 77.1% 56.3% 
Experiment 2 Adjectives 58.5% 39.2% 
Experiment 2 Adjectival nouns 72.1% 63.7% 

; • PositiveTOT 

I • NegativeTOT 

Adj AN Adj AN 
Expl Expl Exp2 Exp2 

Experiment & Target 

Figure 4.1: Accuracy of grammatical category guesses. 
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The differences in accuracy between positive and negative TOTs were smaller in 

Experiment 2; the accuracy rates for adjectival nouns show a similar pattern for positive 

and negative TOTs. Small difference in the accuracy of guesses between positive and 

negative TOTs may be due to a stronger tendency for participants to guess that their 

target words would be an adjectival noun in the Experiment 2. Although the reasons for 

this tendency being stronger in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1 requires further 

investigation, it was nonetheless a tendency that was observed across the two 

experiments. Figures 4.2 show s the proportion of guess for Experiment I, and 4.3 show 

the proportion of guesses for Experiment 2, respectively. These figures illustrate 

participants' tendency to make adjectival noun guesses in both experiments. 

0.9 

S 0.6 

ATargtl 
Positive TOT 

AN Target 

• A Guesses 
• AN Guesses 

A Target 
Negative TOT 

AN Target 

Figure 4.2. Proportion of adjective guesses vs. adjectival noun guesses in Experiment 1. 
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A Target AN Target A Target AN Target 
Positive TOT Negative TOT 

Figure 4.3. Proportion of adjective guesses vs. adjectival noun guesses in Experiment 2. 

Subject analvsis. When the data from the two experiments were combined, the 

calculated means of the subject means were 67% and 51% for positive and negative 

TOTs, respectively, and 50% and 67% for adjectives and adjectival noun targets, 

respectively. A repeated measures ANOVA revealed that both the TOT type and word 

category type had significant effects: F (1,51)=24.84, p<.OOOI; F(1.51)=16.89, p<.0001. 

There was no significant interaction, F(l,51)=3.02, p=.0884. 

TOT instances without any availability of phonological information were also 

analyzed. Similar to that used for the separate analyses of Experiment 1 and 2 data, a 

paired t-test was conducted for TOT types. The means for positive and negative TOTs 

were 60% and 47%, respectively. This difference was significant (t=2.89, df=47, 

p=.0058). It was found that the participants had access to word category information of 

their target words in positive TOT states, and this was statistically significant for the 
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subject analysis even in the TOTs without any phonological information. Thus, these 

results indicate that LI Japanese speakers have access to lemma in TOT states even if 

they do not have any phonological information of the target words. 

Item analysis. The data from Experiment I and Experiment 2 were combined in two 

ways for item analyses. In one combination, all the items from both of the experiments 

were combined, including the items that were used only in Experiment 1 and those used 

only in Experiment 2. For the other combination, only the data of the items that were 

shared by both of the experiments were used. 

In the former data set, the means of the item means were 52% and 67% for negative 

and positive TOTs, respectively, and 53% and 65% for adjectives and adjectival noun 

targets, respectively. The mixed design ANOVA revealed that both the main effect of the 

TOT t>'pe and that of word category type were significant, F(1,54)=19.61, p<.0001; 

F( 1,54)=7.20, p=.0097. Moreover, the interaction effect was also significant 

(F( 1,54)=4.52, p=.038). When TOTs with phonological availability were excluded, none 

of the effects were significant. 

In the data set containing only the shared items, the means of the item means were 

69% and 53% for negative and positive TOTs, respectively, and 55% and 69% for 

adjectives and adjectival noun targets, respectively. Similarly, the mixed design ANOVA 

revealed that both the main effect of the TOT type and that of word category type were 

significant, F(l,31)=32.59, p<.0001; F(l,3l)=5.88, p=.0213. The interaction effect was 
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also significant (F(l,31)=6.84, p=.0I36). Again, when TOTs with any phonological 

availability were excluded, none of the effects were significant. 

Thus the combined data from Experiment 1 and 2 did not provide straightforward 

results as to whether the participants had access to word category information without 

any phonological information of target words. 

Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed ranks test A Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed ranks 

test was performed to assess the difference between responses made during positive 

TOTs, as opposed to those made in negative TOTs. The dependent variable for subject 

analysis was the proportion of accurate responses for each subject; for item analysis, it 

was the proportion of accurate responses for each item. Overall, the mean accuracy of 

responses during the positive TOT states was significantly higher than the control 

(negative TOTs), both in subject analysis and item analysis (p's <.0001). 

The same data were also submitted to a two-tailed paired t-test. The results showed 

that the difference between the mean accuracy for the grammatical category during 

positive TOTs and mean accuracy during negative TOTs was significant (t=4.19, 

p<.001). 

4.3.3.3. Availability of phonological information. Next, the availability of 

phonological information during positive and negative TOTs was compared. The overall 

availability of phonology was 59.1% during positive TOTs, and 54.1% during negative 

TOTs. Table 4.4 shows the means of the availability of phonological information for both 

experiments. 
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Table 4.4; Avai ability of phono ogical information. 
Experiment Target word Positive TOT Negative TOT 

Experiment I Adjectives 63.6% 53% 
Experiment 1 Adj Nouns 55.3% 36.7% 
Experiment 2 Adjectives 62.9% 64% 
Experiment 2 Adj Nouns 56.5% 59.4% 

Higher rates of availability of phonological information during positive TOTs than 

during negative TOTs were expected. As expected, overall rates of availability of 

phonological information during positive TOTs were higher than during negative TOTs 

in Experiment 1; however, the availability of phonological information during positive 

TOTs was slightly (but not significantly) lower than that for negative TOTs in 

Experiment 2. 

This somewhat puzzling result with regard to the retrieval of phonological 

information may be due to the liberal criteria for determining phonological information 

availability, coupled with the fact that the participants articulated a number of 

synonymous words for each definition. Because one of the coding criteria was whether 

any of a participant's retrievals was similar to the intended target word, the more words a 

subject retrieved, the more likely s/he was regarded as having had access to the target 

word's phonological information. 

A Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed ranks test was also performed to assess the 

differences between responses made during positive and negative TOTs. The dependent 

variable in this analysis was the availability of phonological information for each subject 
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and item. The differences were not significant for either the subject or the item analyses 

(p=0.28, p=0.57, respectively). 

The same data were also submitted to a two-tailed paired t-test. The results showed 

that the difference between the means of the availability of phonological information 

during positive TOTs and during negative TOTs was not significant (t=0.49, p=.627). 

The means of the accuracy of syntactic guesses made without any phonological 

information being available were also computed. For this, TOT instances excluding the 

cases where any phonological information was available were examined. Table 4.5 and 

Figure 4.4 shows the means of the accuracy of grammatical category guesses for the two 

experiments. The differences between accuracy during positive TOTs and that during 

negative TOTs were smaller than in all TOTs, especially in Experiment 2. 

Table 4.5: Avai ability of grammatical information. 
! Experiment Target word Positive TOT Negative TOT 
lExfjeriment 1 Adjectives 77.1% 37.4% 
i Experiment 1 Adj Nouns 72.4% 56.8% 
[Experiment 2 Adjectives 54.2% 35.3% 
i Experiment 2 Adj Nouns 64.7% 63.8% 
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• PositiveTOT  ̂
• NegativeTOT | 

Adj AN Adj AN 
Expl Expl Exp2 Exp2 

Experiment & Target 

Figure 4.4: Grammatical category guesses without phonological information. 

4.4. DISCUSSION 

Overall, the results showed that the grammatical category information of the target 

words became available to the participants during their TOT states, to a greater degree 

than did phonological information. In both the separate analyses of Experiment I and 2 

data, as well as that of the combined data, word category guesses for the target words 

were more accurate for responses made during positive TOTs than those made during 

negative TOTs. This was found to be statistically significant except for the item analysis 

of Experiment 2. 
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These results indicate that an LI Japanese speaker has access to the lemma before 

s,1ie retrieves the word form, and perhaps before having access to any phonological 

information of the target word. 

These results are compatible with the results obtained by Vigliocco et al. (1997), 

which examined the availability of grammatical gender in Italian during TOT states. 

Much like Italian grammatical gender, the category (i.e., adjectives vs. adjectival nouns) 

of a given word is not predictable from its meaning. This dissociation between the 

meaning and the morphosyntactic property of words enabled the investigation of lexical 

retrieval processes because the information with regards to the word category becomes 

available only if the lemma of the target word is accessed. This word category 

information is subsequently used by the Grammatical Encoder to compute the phrases 

involved. Whether the descriptive word to be used is an adjective or adjectival noun is 

not a trivial matter, since inflection is realized very differently between the two as shown 

as in (4.7). In (4.7a), the adjective okasi-i itself is inflected, whereas the copula da needs 

to be inserted for the adjectival noun yukai in (4.7b). 

(4.7) a. okasi-i to omot-ta. 
funny-NONPAST COMP think-PAST 
'(I) thought (it) is funny.' 

b. yukai da to omot-ta. 
funny coPLrLA-NONPAST COMP think-PAST 

'(I) thought (it) is funny.' 

This result is compatible with the two-stage le.>dcal retrieval proposal. However, the 

results do not provide sufficient evidence to support a sequentiality of two discrete stages 
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of retrieval. This was because among TOTs without any availability of phonological 

information, the word category guesses in positive TOT states were significantly accurate 

only in the subject analysis of Experiment 2 data. This may be partially due to the small 

sample of data that resulted from the liberal coding of phonological availability. 

Nevertheless, the results confirmed that speakers in TOT states had access to 

grammatical information of adjectives and adjectival nouns; this is despite the fact that 

the words and grammatical information under investigation are ftindamentally different 

from the words that have been investigated in previous literature. As such, this study has 

provided a basis for further investigation that could be built upon to draw definitive 

conclusions. 
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CHAPTERS 

LI JAPANESE SPEAKERS' CASE PARTICLE SELECTION 

5.1. METHOD 

5. L1. Naturally Occurring Errors. 

For the investigation of LI case particle selection, I examined corpora of naturally 

occurring LI speech errors of case particles. Terao (1995b) collected a total of 3200 

speech errors among Japanese native speakers by writing down errors that he 

encountered. Likewise, I also collected a total of 657 speech errors from 1994 to 1997, 

also by writing speech errors that I heard in face-to-face interaction, lectures, and on 

television. 405 particle errors from Terao's (1995b) corpus were combined with 180 case 

particle errors from my corpus. 

From these speech errors, marginal instances were excluded. These include 

utterances that appeared to have an error at the time they were recorded, but for which 

native speakers may not agree with their error status, in addition to instances where it is 

difficult to identify what the speaker intended to say. The exclusions of these marginal 

instances reduced the data to 557 speech errors. 

5.1.1.1 Procedures of analysis. The 557 errors were classified into major types of 

errors that have been observed in other languages (e.g., Garrett, 1975) as in (5.1) below. 

(5.1) Types of speech errors. 

a. "anticipation" and "perseveration" errors (also, called "copy errors") 
b. "substitution" (i.e., target particles are replaced by unintended particles), 
c. "addition" (i.e., a case particle is added where it should not be), 
d. "deletion" (i.e., a case particle is missing where it is obligatory). 
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e. "blends" (i.e., two case particles are mistakenly combined, 
f. "exchange" (i.e., two target particles have their positions switched). 

Anticipation errors are instances where a particle occurs in an earlier position as well as in 

the intended position, and perseverations are instances where a particle that has previously 

occurred correctly occurred again in a later position as an error. 

Furthermore, each error was also coded for the factors shown in (5.2). 

(5.2) Factors coded: 

a. target particle 
b. erroneous particle used 
c. distance (i.e., number of morphemes in between) from the predicate which 

determines the particle to be used. 
d. possibility as to whether the error can be alternatively attributed to the use of an 

erroneous predicate, rather than an erroneous particle. 

e.g.. "biiru GA mituke-ta no ne" may be a particle error if the target 
utterance was (i), or an error of the verb, if the target was (ii). 

(i) biiru o mituke-ta no ne. 
beer ACC find-PAST NOMINALIZER right '(you) found beer, right.' 

(ii) biiru ga mitukat-ta no ne. 
beer nom find(vi)-past NOMINALIZER right 'Beer was found, right' 

e. whether or not the erroneous particle follows the first NP in the clause. 
f. type of verb (e.g., transitive, unergative, unaccusative, stative predicate, etc) 
g. semantic roles of theNPs (e.g., agent, theme, location, etc.) 
h. similarity between the error particle and the target particle (i.e., phonologically 

similar, syntactically similar, both, or neither) 
Here, phonological similarity was defined as an overlap of one or more 

segments. Syntactic similarity was defined as whether the two particles were 
both case-markers or both postpositions. The particle ni was considered to be a 
case-marker when it was considered as being subcategorized by a verb, or 
being inserted by syntactic operations (e.g., causative, passives) 

The frequencies of error occurrence, under different conditions, were examined. 

Since the majority of the errors were substitution errors, the error distribution of these 
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substitutions was the focus of examination. Descriptive statistics as well as chi-square 

tests were used in the analysis of these naturally occurring errors. 

5.1.2. Experimentally Elicited Speech Errors. 

To further investigate some of the tendencies observed in the natiirally occurring 

errors that are to be discussed in Section 5.2, an experimental study was also conducted. 

Factors such as the occurrence of different types of verbs, word order, and animacy of the 

patient role NPs were controlled. 

Two pilot studies were first conducted; One was primarily to explore the feasibility 

of picture description as a task to elicit the use of case particles, and the other was to test 

the materials (i.e., pictures) and the procedures of the experiment. 

5.1.2.1. LI picture description pilot study 1. Twenty Japanese LI speakers 

participated in a pilot study during the LSA Summer Institute at Cornell University in 

1997. In addition, two graduate students participated at the University of Arizona in this 

pilot study. There were 25 picture drawings that were designed to elicit verb types shown 

as in (5.3). Participants were paid for their participation. 

(5.3) Types of verbs/events in Picture Description Pilot 1: 
a. transitive verbs (accusative objects) - animate object 

- inanimate object, 
b. transitive verbs that take ni (dative) for patient/theme NP, 

(e.g., kisu su-ru 'kiss,' a-u 'meet,' atar-u 'hit') 
c. transitive verbs used for events which can be described by indirect passive 

sentences with accusative NPs, 
e.g., otoko-no-ko ga otoosan ni tesuto o mi-rare-ta. 
boy NOM father by test ACC SEE-PASSRVE-PAST 
'The boy got his father look at his test (when he didn't want it to be seen).' 

d. intransitive verbs. 
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The pictures were drawn on paper and then photocopied. There were two versions 

of each picture; a black and white drawing, and a black and white drawing with one of 

the event participants highlighted in red. These pictures were in a three-ring binder, and 

the experimenter turned over each picture as soon as the participant finished describing it. 

The participants were instructed to describe the pictures as quickly as possible without 

omitting any of the items in the depicted events (e.g., actor, patient, location). In addition, 

instruction was given to start their sentences with an item that was marked in red, if there 

was any such marked item in the picture. The participants described the same set of 

pictures three times, in one of the following two orders; ® no marking - marking - no 

marking, or @ no marking- no marking - marking. Half the participants described the 

pictures in order ®, and the other half described the pictures in order 

Based on the responses of the participants in this pilot study, the pictures that did 

not elicit descriptions of the intended events were adjusted. It was found that some 

participants were bewildered when presented with a picture that had the affected entity 

(e.g., hamburger being eaten) marked. For this reason, it was decided that the 

experimenter would provide a scrambled sentence such as shown in (5.4) as a suggestion 

during a practice session for the second pilot study. 

(5.4) [a practice picture; a boy is showing his quiz to his father] 
tesuto o otoko-no-ko ga otoosan ni mise-te i-mas^^-u. 

test ACC boy nom father DAT show-GER is-NONPAST 
'A boy is showing his quiz to his father.' 

Japanese main and auxiliary verb contain endings for different styles; direct and distal. The direct style 
(or informal) is usually used when a speaker and an addressee have a close relationship, otherwise, the 
distal style (or formal) is used unless the predicates are in embedded clauses. The distal morpheme -mas- is 
not glossed in Chapter S due to the space constraint. 
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5.I.2.2. LI picture description pilot study 2. A computerized experiment was 

created using the SuperLab program (Cedrus Corporation), and a pilot study was 

conducted in order to make sure that the program and instructions were appropriate for 

the purposes of this study. Sixty test pictures were prepared; each of these pictures was 

presented twice, under different highlighting conditions, as will be discussed in the 

methods section of the main experiment (Section 5.1.2.3). Thus, each participant had a 

total of 120 opportunities for picture description. Ten LI Japanese speakers participated 

in this pilot study: five were graduate students and an instructor at the University of 

Arizona, and five were studying English in a study-abroad intensive program at the 

Center of English as a Second Language. 

Overall, 89% of the time, the events in the pictures were interpreted as intended, 

and 85% of the time their descriptions contained the verb types that the experimental 

pictures were designed to elicit. The participants interpreted most of the pictures (52 out 

of 60) as intended over 75% of the time during this pilot study. For the purposes of the 

current project, it was important that the participants' choice of verb types match the 

intended verb types. According to these participants' reactions to the pictures in this set, 

the pictures were further modified to improve their clarity. The items in the pictures (e.g., 

a girl, mother, baby, etc.) were also readily identified by the participants in the pilot 

study, and any variations in identification (e.g., whether to call a male person dansee 

'man', otoko-no-hito 'man' or kare 'he') were not relevant to the analysis. 
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There were a total of 70 particle errors, including some errors that were somewhat 

marginal. The most frequent errors were the overuse of ni. substituting for de{\6 errors), 

followed by the overuse of ga substituting for o (15 errors). 

5.1.2.3. Participants. Sixty-three LI Japanese speakers participated in the main 

experiment, 61 from the Kobe City University of International Studies and two from 

Kobe University. For this study, it was important to collect data from LI Japanese 

speakers who do not speak English on a daily basis. This is because use of case particles 

may relate to the possibility of passivization of a description of a picture. English and 

Japanese have been reported to use passive constructions differently (e.g., Watabe et al., 

1991). Some Japanese dominant Japanese/English bilingual speakers in the first pilot 

study used passive sentences for events which are not usually described by passive 

constructions in Japanese (e.g., IHambaagaa ga otokonohito-ni tabe-rare-masita. 'A 

hamburger was eaten by a man'). Inanimate subjects in passive sentences are more 

common in English than in Japanese. The fact that some of the LI Japanese speakers in 

the pilot used passive sentences with an inanimate subject might have been due to the fact 

that these Japanese speakers used English on a daily basis."' Hence, the main LI 

experiment was conducted in Japan. 

5.1.2.4. Materials. Sixty test pictures depicted different events requiring different 

verb types, as shown in (5.5). 

->9 
Although there have been no expenmental studies designed to elicit syntactic errors both from mono

lingual and from bilingual participants, a study which elicited phonological errors (Crow, I99I) obtained 
different results from predominandy monolingual speakers of English and of French, in contrast to LI 
English and LI French speakers who were bilingual. 
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(5.5) verb types: 

© transitive verbs that possess prototypical transitive properties, defined as the 
verbs which cause changes in the affected entity (Tsuno^ 1981, 1985, 1990), 
® transitive verbs that take o but are not prototypical, 
(D transitive verbs which take NPs marked with -ni (or -to) as patient/theme NPs, 
® unergative verbs (e.g., wara-u iaugh,' aruk-u 'walk' ne-nd "sleep'),^" 
® unaccusative verbs (e.g., tuk-u 'arrive,' tinbotu su-ru, 'sink' 
® transitive or intransitive verbs of intransitive/transitive pairs which are 
phonologically similar (and morphologically related) 

e.g., ak-u 'to open - intransitive', ake-ru 'to open something - transitive], 
® other verbs [e.g., sotugyoo suru. 'graduate' - this verb takes o ] 
® verbs that can be passivized to form an indirect passive construction with NPs 
with the accusative o. 

e.g., onna-no-hito ga otoko ni kaban o nusum-are-ta. 
woman NOM bag ACC man DAT steal-passive-PAST 
'The woman got her bag stolen by a man.' 

Each of the pictures was presented twice with different markings; one of the items 

in the event (e.g., the 'hamburger* in a picture in which a man is eating a hamburger) was 

marked with color, as shown in Figures 5.1 through 5.2 below. 

4? 

Figure 5.1: Marking variation 1. Figure 5.2: Marking variation 2. 

These different marking variations were designed to elicit sentences of different word 

order, as will be further discussed in the procedures section. 

">0 

Intransitive verbs can further classified into two types: unergative and unaccusative verbs. While the 
subject of unergative verbs is the subject both at different levels of derivation, the subject of unaccusative 
verbs are considered to be the object at the deeper level. See Tsujimura (1996), for example, for the 
definitions of unergative and unaccusative verbs. 
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The animacy of patient/theme NPs was also manipulated, so that some of the 

pictures could readily be passivized. By including these different verb types, the 

e.xperiments provided the participants with opportunities to produce NPs of different 

semantic roles having various grammatical functions (e.g., agent role as the subject with 

transitive verbs, theme role as the subject of unaccusative verbs). The lists of intended 

verbs and depicted events are in Appendix 5A. 'Pseudo-transitive' verbs are classified as 

either transitive verbs (e.g., K.uno, 1973) or intransitive verbs (e.g., Sugimoto, 1991). 

Two types of pictures (e.g.. Figure 5.3 and 5.4) that can readily be described by at 

least two alternative sentences as in (5.6) and (5.7) were included to examine the effects 

of competing sentence plans. In (5.6) a transitive verb ® is used, and in (5.7), verbs of 

intransitive/transitive pairs are used. 

Figure 5.3: Picttire used to elicit sentences in (S.6'> Figure 5.4: Picture to elicit sentences in (5.7) 

(5.6) passive/active alternatives: 

a. kodomo o okaasan-ga sikari-masita. 
child ACC mother NOM sold-PAST 

' The mother scolded her child.' 

b. kodomo ga okaasan-ni sika-rare-masita. 
child NOM mother-by Scold-PASSIVE-PAST 

'The child was scolded by the mother.' 
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(5.7) transitive/ intransitive (unaccusative) alternatives: 

a. osara o wat-te, otoko-no-ko ga okaasan-ni ayamari-masita/ 
dish ACC break(transitive)-GER boy NOM mother DAT apologize-PAST 
'Having broken a dish, the boy apologized to his mother.' 

b. osara ga warete, otoko-no-ko ga okaasan-ni ayamahamasita.' 
dish NOM break(intransitive)-GER boy NOM mother DAT apologize-PAST 

The dish having broken, the boy apologized to his mother. 

Errors such as (5.8b) below contrast in an important way with the errors such as 

shown in (5.9). Errors like those in (5.9) would be expected if the two alternative 

sentences in (5.6) and those in (5.7) became blended. The frequency of o errors in the 

description of pictures that can be described by two alternative plans was compared with 

the frequency of o errors for pictures that need to be described by unaccusative verbs. 

This was to determine whether the erroneous use of o could be attributed to competing 

sentence plans, to the theme role of the NP (e.g., the subject of an unaccusative verb), or 

to both. 

(5.8) a. Densya-ga tukimasita 
train NOM arrive-PAST ' the train arrived' - target sentence. 

b. Densya-O tukimasita. 
train ACC arrive-PAST 

(5.9) a. *kodomo O sika-rare-masita.^' 

^' Japanese has two types of passive constructions; direct and indirect adversative passives. The use of the 
accusative o as in (5.9a) is possible in 2m adversative passive, and in fact its analysis can be problematic in 
the analysis of spontaneous errors, unless the context makes it clear whether a speaker's intention was to 
indicate an adversative connotation or not. However, this does not cause a problem in the analysis of the 
utterances elicited in a picture description task, since each picture clearly specifies the participants in each 
event For example, it is highly implausible that the utterance in (i) below was intended as an adversative 
passive in the description of the picture in Figure 5.3. The use of adversative passive would require the 
speaker to regard herself as one of the participants of the event, that is, the participant who experiences 
adversity. In such indirect passive sentences, the entity expressed by an NP followed by O is generally 
possessed by the subject NP. 

(i) kodomo O okaasan ni sikar-are-ta. 
child ACC mother by scold-PASS-PAST 
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child ACC scold-PASsrvE-PAST 

b. *osara O warete 
dish ACC broke (Vi)... 

In (5.8b), the source of error is most likely to be the theme role of the NP, whereas in 

(5 .9) the errors could be attributed either to the theme role of the NP or to the fact that the 

intended message could be realized by alternative sentence plans. 

The characters in the pictures were made to look different in order to maximally 

discourage the use of topic-marker wa, as this topic-marker would become the preferred 

choice if the same figure (e.g., a young boy) repeatedly appeared and became 'the topic' 

of the descriptions. Figures 5.5 through 5.8 show some examples of'a girl' in the pictures. 

!l 
Figure 5.5: Girl 1' Figure 5.6: Girl 2 Figure 5.7: Girl 3 Figure 5.8: Girl 4 

5.1.2.5. Procedures. The experiment was run individually. LI Japanese speakers 

described, as rapidly as possible, a series of 120 pictures consisting of 60 pairs of 

differently marked pictures presented on a IBM compatible computer screen. These 

pictures were presented using SuperLab, as in Pilot Study 2. Each line-drawn picture was 

first presented without any color for 700 milliseconds, and then was immediately 

Direct passive reading: 'A child got scolded by the mother* (O is an error for this interpretation) 
Indirect passive reading: 'My child got scolded by the mother" 
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followed by the same picture, this time with one of the items marked with color. This was 

to give an opportunity to the participants to first view the depicted event without the bias 

of experimental manipulations. 

Participants were instructed to mention all the items in the depicted events, and to 

start their sentences with the colored item. For instance, in the case of the picture 

depicting the event of a mother scolding a child, if the child was highlighted with color, 

then participants were expected to start the sentences with 'kodomo...' (the child...). Each 

line drawing was used twice in the experiment, only differing by the items colored.^" 

They were also instructed to describe the pictures as quickly as possible. A timer was 

placed beside the computer to remind the participants of this instruction. 

Subsequently, the participants took part in a practice session consisting of three 

pairs of non-experimental pictures (i.e., pictures depicting 'introducing,' 'singing,' and 

'shouing'). The experimenter monitored each session in the same room. The experimenter 

reminded the participants of the instructions, if a participant repeatedly failed to follow 

the instructions. 

The duration of each picture presentation was measured; however, the onset of the 

vocal input was not measured, as the PC compatible version of SuperLab could not 

handle input via a microphone. 

This method as well as the metiiod used in the pilot study was inspired by Tomlin (1995). He used a 
video clip with two fish, one eating the other one. One of the fish is pointed to by a large arrow. His cross-
linguistic study does not report any Japanese data, but does investigate another SOV language, Burmese. 
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5.I.2.6. Procedures for analysis. Participants' utterances were tape-recorded and 

transcribed. The frequency of each error type was counted to determine whether ga was 

indeed the most frequently overused case particle. The frequency of each particle (e.g.. 

ga, o, ni, de) being substituted by another particle and the frequency of each particle 

erroneously substituting a target case particle were examined. 

Similarly to the naturally occurring error data, errors were analyzed by; ® the 

animacy and semantic roles of NPs followed by erroneous particles; <2) sentential 

position; @ verb/predicate types. To investigate the effect of animacy, the frequency of 

animate NPs involved in errors as compared to the frequency of inanimate NPs also 

involved in errors was analyzed. Likewise, the frequency of error occurrence with each 

verb type was examined to see if some verbs induced more errors than other verb types 

(relative to the percentage of each type of verb intended in the experiment). In the 

examination of the effect of semantic roles, the relation between the semantic roles of the 

NPs and the types of errors (e.g., ga replaced by o, o replaced by ga, etc.) was analyzed. 

5.2. NATURAL ERRORS: RESULTS 

5.2.1. Type of Errors. 

As mentioned earlier, 557 naturally occurring errors were classified by error type. 

Table 5.1 shows the number of errors by type. In Table 5.1, substitution errors and 

addition errors include anticipation and perseveration errors. In this chapter, anticipation 

and perseveration errors are collectively referred to as "copy errors" for brevity, unless 
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the distinction between the two is necessary in the discussion. In utterances with copy 

errors, there are multiple occurrences of the same particles. In such cases, one of the 

particles either appears to be incorrectly added to a position where no particle should be 

positioned, or appears to substitute for another particle. Thus, "copying" results in 

substitutions or additions. 

Table 5.1: Error types. 
Error Type TG corpus Iwasaki Total 
Substitution 343 149 492 
Addition 28 12 40 
Deletion 9 4 13 
Exchange 6 1 7 
Blend 1 0 I 
Shift 0 0(3)* 0(3)* 
Other 0 4 4 

387 170 557 
Note. There were no pure shifts (errors in which shifting was the only erroneous operation), but 
there were three instances in which an element shifted and substituted for another element. 

Copy errors may be very different in nattire from other cases of additions or 

substitutions in terms of error source; in the examination of substitutions, both analyses 

with and without copy errors were carried out. Assuming that "true" copy errors are 

errors caused by anticipating or persevering, what appear to be copy errors will be called 

"potential copy errors" in what follows. Table 5.2 shows the number of potential copy 

errors among all additions and substitutions. These potential copy errors include all the 

instances in which there are two occurrences of the same particle in the segments 

recorded, regardless of how distant the two particles are. Thus, what might be considered 

as a "pure" substitution error is regarded here as a potential copy error if the identical 

particle occurs in the same utterance. 
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Table 5.2. Potential copy errors. 
Number of 

Potential copy errors 
Remaining Errors 

Substitution 152 340 
Addition 21 19 

In addition to the error types listed in Table 5.1, there appear to be cases of 

"sentence blend errors" (i.e., errors caused by blending two alternative sentence plans). In 

the following, each error type is analyzed more in depth. 

5.2.2. Copy Errors. 

Before discussing each of the error types shown in Table 5.1, potential copy errors 

are examined. In order to distinguish between "true" copy errors and instances of 

substitution and addition (that are not caused by influence of another element in the same 

utterance), a well-motivated way to identify copy errors is sought. 

Nooteboom (1973) studied phonemic errors in Dutch and found that anticipation 

errors oumumbered perseveration errors, and that the distance between the source of the 

copying (i.e., the element that the error is copied from) and the errors did not generally 

exceed seven syllables. Terao's (1987) findings concerning copy errors of case particles 

are compatible with Nooteboom's findings. Terao found 45 copy errors out of a total of 

185 particle errors in his corpus. He found that in 74% of these 45 cases, the copy error 

and its source had one noun between them. He also found that 74% of the 45 cases were 

anticipation errors. 

Approximately 70% of the speech errors in this study (387 out of 557 errors) came 

from Terao's corpus; thus, tendencies similar to those found in Terao's observations 

(1987, 1995b) were expected. While Terao counted the number of words between a copy 
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error and its source, in the present study the number of morphemes were counted. This 

was due to the difficulty of defining a 'word' when the elements between a copy error and 

its source were not nouns. For example, the occurrence of case particles in a sentence 

creates problems for word counts, as these are not considered to be 'words': verbs also 

pose a problem, as they always occur with inflections. Hence, the number of morphemes 

was used as a measurement of distance.^ 

Among substitution copy errors, 84 out of 152 instances (55.3%) had a distance of 

one morpheme. There were very few cases in which the distance exceeded 7 morphemes, 

as shown in Figure 5.9. In this figure, negative numbers indicate the distance observed in 

perseveration errors, and positive numbers indicate distance observed in anticipation 

errors. The overwhelming frequency of the anticipation errors with a distance of 1 

morpheme between the source and error was observed. 

Both closed class elements and meaningful elements that productively partidpate in sentence generation 
or word creation were counted as one morpheme in this analysis. For example, commonly used complex 
nouns, including Sino-Japanese compounds, were considered as one morpheme, unless the morpheme may 
appeared to have been combined productively to create a word. For example, a word such as fyoositu 
(teach - room -• 'classroom') was counted as one, whereas kyuukei-situ (break - room -• "a rest room where 
one can take a break") would be considered as constituting two morphemes. 
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Figure 5.9: Distance between source particle and error particle bv number of 
morphemes in substitution copy errors. 

Examples of copy errors that resulted in substitutions are shown in (5.10). 

(5.10) a. natu ni Nagano de sigoto si-ta no 
summer in at work do-PAST 

'I worked in Nagano in summer." 

natu DE... natu m Nagano de sigoto si-ta no. (Iwasaki 156: distance—1) 

b. Kandata wa kumo o_tasuke-ta koto ga am., 
TOP spider ACC rescue-PAST that NOM exist 

'Kandata has had (an experience of) rescuing a spider before." 

Kandata wa kumo GA tasuke-ta koto ga am, kumo o tasuke-ta koto ga am. 
(Iwasaki 235: distance — 3) 

TOP spider NOM rescue-past that NOM exist 
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All the errors in which two instances of a given particle occurred were considered 

to have been possibly caused by either anticipation or persevering. 

In order to find a way of distinguishing between the errors that have occurred due to 

anticipation or perseveration and "pure" substitutions, the patterns of addition copy errors 

were examined to better understand the properties of copying. In addition errors, a 

particle occurred in a position where no particle should be used. Thus, the source of the 

intruding particle is likely to be the other occurrence of the same case particle in the 

utterance, more so than in substitution copy errors. In a substitution error, the intruding 

particle likely substitutes for the intended target particle as the result of other factors 

(e.g., semantic similarity, phonological similarity, etc.). 

There were 21 addition copy errors, examples of which are shown in (5.11). The 

distance between the source and the error in these errors was generally shorter than in 

potential substitution copy errors. In the majority of addition error cases, the distance was 

limited to one or two morphemes; in only three cases did the distance exceed three 

morphemes. The longest distance between the error particle and the source particle was 

five morphemes. The addition copy errors with distances exceeding three morphemes 

tended to be "copied" fi-om a source, crossing a clause boundary, as shown in (5.11 b). 

(5.11) a. kyonen GA, kyonen watasi ga tukat-ta no to onazi... 
last-year NOM last-year I NOM use-PAST one with same... 

(Iwasaki 253: distance—1) 
'(it is) the same as the one I used last year.' 

b. imaNOit-ta yoo na akutibitii no yoo na baai... 
(Iwasaki 548; distance— 5) 

now GEN say-past like COP activity GEN/COP like COP situation 
'In the situation where the activit>' is the one that I described...' 
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Based on this observation of addition copy errors, substitution copy errors exceeding a 

distance of three morphemes were excluded from the copy error category, and 

subsequently considered for analysis of substitutions. There were a total of 116 "pure" 

substitution errors. 

If anticipation and perseveration case particles errors occur late in the production 

system, their occurrence may be due to phonological similarities between the target 

particle and the intruding particle. This is because the phonology is encoded later on in 

the sentence production process. The possibility that phonological factors are related to 

the distance between the source and the error is examined; that is, the sources and errors 

in phonologically similar errors may be observed to occur closer together than 

phonologically dissimilar copying errors. The frequency of source and error particles 

being phonologically similar for different distances was examined. Figure 5.10 shows the 

results. In this figure, "+ phonological" indicates that there is phonological similarity 

between the target particle and the intruding particle that replaced it, while 

phonological" indicates that there is no phonological similarity. Phonological similarity 

was not particularly associated with either shorter distance or the most frequent one-

morpheme distance anticipation errors. The proportions of phonologically similar target-

error relationships were approximately the same regardless of distance. 
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Figure 5.10: Distance and phonological similarity between the source and error particles. 

5.2.3. Exchange Errors. 

The analysis of exchange errors has provided significant insight in the formulation 

of sentence production models. Garrett (1975) proposed two levels of syntactic 

processing (Functional and Positional levels) that were based primarily on the analysis of 

different types of exchange errors, especially word and stem exchanges. 

To recapitulate Garrett's observations and proposals that were discussed in chapter 2 

(Section 2.2), word exchanges almost exclusively involve words belonging to the same 

grammatical categories, and exchanged words are predominantly from the distinct 

phrases. Hence, these exchanges may be due to an incorrect assignment of the selected 

lemmas to the phrases. In contrast, stem exchanges that are insensitive to grammatical 
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category constraints are argued to occur as a result of the incorrect assignment of lexemes 

to the phrasal plaiming frames, where grammatical formatives such as inflection are 

specified. Interacting elements in these errors are usually in the same phrase. Garrett 

observed that purely syntactic morphemes, both bound and free, do not themselves 

exchange, and argued that they are intrinsic to frames. 

E.xchanges of case particles provide what are apparent violations to this latter 

restriction. There were seven errors in the current data that appeared to be exchange 

errors involving case particles. All of these errors in the data are given in (5.12). 

(5.12) What appear to be exchange errors. 

a. gamu teepu ^ kuti o husagi... (TG Corpus: 32) 
gum tape [NSTR mouth ACC close-GER 

'(s/he) closing (someone's) mouth with a gummed tape....' 

-*• a', gamu teepu O kuti DE husagi... 
gum tape ACC mouth nsfSTR close 

b. zyaiantu wa daburu puree ^ pinti o nori-koe-masita. 
The Giants TOP double play INSTR pinch ACC overcome-PAST (TG Corpus: 1406) 
'The Giants (a baseball team) overcame the pinch by a double-play.' 

b' . zyaiantu wa daburu puree O pinti DE, daburu puree de pinti o nori-
koe-masita. 

c. mazu, komugiko o dasiairu ^ toite ne. (Iwasaki: 582) 
first flour ACC soup stock INSTR dissolve AGR 
'First, (you) dissolve the flour in soup stock, right?' 

-*• c' mazu, komugiko DE dasiairu O toite ne. 
flour INSTR soup stock ACC 

d. reonarudo dabinti no kabe ni kiretu ga hait-ta no. 
Leonardo da Vinci GEN wall DAT crack NOM enter-PAST NOVfiNALiZER 

'(It is that) a crack appeared on Leonardo da Vincci's wall.'(TG Corpus: 1408) 
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-^d' reonarudo dabinti no kabe GA kiretu NI hait-ta no. 
wallNOM crack DAT 

e. me ni gomi ga hait-ta dake da. (TG Corpus; 1409) 
eye DAT dust NOM enter-PAST only COP 

'It is just that a dust got into my eye.' 

-*• e'. me GA gomi NI hait-ta dake da. 
eye NOM dust DAT 

f. kikenna zyootaini nari-masite... (TG Corpus; 1405) 
dangerous COP situaiton DAT/COP become-GER 
'having become a dangerous situation...' 

-*• f. kiken NI zyootai NA nari-masite... 

g. zitu ni samazama na ooki-sa no danbooru ga ari-masu. (TG Corpus: 2844) 
true various COP size GEN/COP carton box NOM exist-NON-PAST 
'There are carton box of quite a variety of sizes ' 

-*• g'. zitu ni samazama NO ooki-sa NA dan booru ga ari-masu. 

In the errors shown in (5.12a'-e'), two particles have been exchanged, including 

both case-markers (those that are typically considered to be a morphological realization 

of structural Case, such as the nominative ga) and postpositions (e.g., de). In the 

exchanges shown in (5.12f-g'), the elements exchanged are either case particles or forms 

of copula. If the case particles involved in these errors are purely syntactic morphemes, 

exchange errors such as (5.12a'-5.12g') appear to be incompatible with the proposal that 

purely syntactic morphemes are intrinsic to frames and thus do not exchange with one 

another. 

However, according to Garrett (1980) and Garrett and Kean (1982), prepositions 

behave much like major category words at the Functional level and behave like minor 
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category items at the Positional level. Thus, prepositions exchange with each other, 

observing the category constraints of major category elements as shown in the examples 

in (5.13). 

(5.13) a.... send for tickets AT two FOR the box office 

b. ...which was parallel, TO a certain sense, IN an experience-

In Japanese, as was discussed in Section 2.5.1 in chapter 2, it is debatable which 

particles are postpositions and which ones are case-markers. For example, the accusative 

o may be an inherent Case, as suggested by Fukui and Takano (1998) and Inoue (1997). 

If so, the accusative o is more akin to postpositions such as kara 'from' and de 'at' If this 

is the case, then, the exchanges in (5.12a'-5.12c') are exchanges of postpositions, rather 

than an exchange of syntactic morphemes. However, the nominative ga is unarguably a 

structural Case, and (5.12d') and (5.12e') cannot be regarded as cases of exchanging 

postpositions. 

Alternatively, one could assume that Japanese case particles across the board have 

properties that are somewhat like prepositions, then the occurrence of these exchange 

errors is accounted for. Garrett and Kean (1980) suggested that elements involved in 

exchange errors need to be heads of the phrases. 

There is yet another alternative. The word order in Japanese is relatively free; thus, 

the errors in (5.12a'-12d') could be exchanges of nouns or noun phrases, with their 

respective target sentences provided in (5.l4a-d). While the target utterances (5.12a), 

(5.12b), (5.12d), (5.12e) have the canonical word order of Japanese, we cannot determine 

if the speaker's intended utterances were canonical sentences, or scrambled sentences as 
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shown in (5.14a), (5.14b), (5.14d) and (5.14f). In the utterance shown in (5.12b'), the 

speaker corrected her/himself with the canonical word order version. It is possible that 

speakers may change the structures of the target sentence when correcting themselves. 

(5.14) Alternative targets for (5.12a'-e'). 
(The English equivalents for these are identical to those in (5.12)) 

a. kuti o gamu teep de husagi.. 
mouth ACC gum tape INSTR close 

b. zyaiantu wa pinti o daburu puree de nori-koe-masita. 
Giants TOP pinch ACC double play INSR overcome-past 

c. mazu, dasi de komubiko o toi-te ne. 
first, soup stock rNSTR flour ACC dissolve-GER AGR 

d. gomi ga me ni haitta dake da. 
dust NOM eye DAT enter only COP 

However, there are also other reasons to suspect that target utterances in (5.12) were 

not scrambled sentences. Unlike errors (5.12a-5.12e), a change of word order in (5.12f) 

would result in an ungrammatical sentence, as shown in (5.15f), and a word order change 

in (5.12g) creates a fundamentally different structure as shown in (5.15g). That is, while 

zitu ni samazama na ooki-sa no danbooru 'carton boxes of truly various sizes' has the [NP 

[NP [ADJN zitu ni samazama na] ookisa no] danbooru], the sequence zitu ni ooki-sa no 

samazama na 'carton boxes whose sizes truly vary' is a relative clause. 

(5.15) f * zyootai ni kiken na narimasite.. 
situation DAT dangerous become 

g. zitu ni ookisa no samazama na danbooru ga arimasu. 
true size GEN various COP carton box NOM exist 

'There are carton boxes whose sizes truly vary.' 
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Moreover, considering the low frequency of scrambled sentences (e.g., 0.74% of 

2,635 sentences according to Yamashita, in press), it is more plausible that the target 

utterances for errors in (5.12) were not scrambled sentences. Thus, it appears that case 

particles exchange each other; they behave like English prepositions during sentence 

production processes. 

5.2.4. Substitution Errors 

Substitutions were by far the predominant type of error in the current data. There 

were a small number of substitutions between a case particle and an element that is not 

generally regarded as a case particle (e.g., a question marker kd), these errors were 

excluded from further analysis. Also, 12 errors involved substitutions of na, which is 

considered to be a form of copula, rather than a case particle. These were also excluded 

from further analysis. After the exclusion of both these errors and the copy errors, there 

were a total of 357 substitutions. 

5.2.4.1. Copy errors vs. pure substitutions. Before proceeding to the discussion of 

analysis of substitutions, the comparison between the types of case pjarticles involved in 

copy errors and substitutions is discussed. Table 5.3 shows the relationship (i.e., 

similarity) between the target particle and the intruding particle. 

Table 5.3; The grammatical and phonological relationship between the target and error 
particles in substitutions and copy errors. 

i Grammatical 
Similarity 

Phonological 
Similarity 

Similar in 
Both 

No Similarity Total 

i Substitutions 236 7 21 52 316 
i Copy errors 54 16 21 22 113 
1 Total 290 23 42 74 429 

Note. 44 errors were not included; the syntactic status of intruding particles could not be 
determined. 
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It became apparent that substitutions more often involve syntactically similar particles 

(81.3%, including 'similar in both') than do copy errors (66.4%, including 'similar in 

both'). In contrast, copy errors tend to involve phonologically similar particles more often 

(32.7%, including 'similar in both') than substitutions (8.9%, including 'similar in both'). 

These results indicate that substitutions preserve syntactic properties while being 

insensitive to phonological similarity, whereas copy errors appear to have more to do 

with the phonological properties of the two particles. The result of a chi-square test was 

significant (x^3.61, df=3, p<.0001). 

5.2.4.2. Potential predicate errors. As briefly mentioned in the method of coding 

Section 5.1.1, many case particle errors can alternatively be considered as errors of 

predicate selection (e.g., verb substitution). Terao (1987) did not distinguish between the 

case particle errors that could be potentially analyzed as predicate errors and those that 

could not readily be analyzed as predicate errors. The current project conducted two 

analyses, one including potential predicate errors, and one without potential predicate 

errors. An error was coded as a potential predicate error if there was an alternative 

predicate that could express approximately the same message as the intended message, 

and if that predicate required the intruding particle. These potential predicate errors can 

alternatively be considered as being sentence blends. The error in (5.16) is an example of 

the type of errors that were coded as potential predicate errors. If Target 1 was the 

speaker's intended target, then the error was indeed a case particle substitution; however, 

if Target 2 is what was originally intended, then the error was due to a mis-selection of a 

predicate (a sentence blend). 
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(5.16) 

Target 1; iron na tomodati kara denwa ga at-te.. 
various friend from phone NOM there-is-GER 

'There were calls from various friends and....' 

Target 2: iron na tomodati ga denwa o kake-te ki-te.. 
various friend NOM phone ACC hang-GER come-GER 

'Various friends made a call to me and....' 

-»-iron na tomodati GA denwa ga atte...(Iwasaki 407) 

There were a total of 166 potential predicate errors identified out of 357 

substitutions. There were 24 cases in which the identification of alternative predicates 

was not readily possible (e.g., the recorded utterance was too fragmentary), or the choice 

of predicates was irrelevant to the choice of case particles. The error patterns observed 

within the 166 potential predicate errors and the error patterns observed within 167 non-

potential predicate errors were somewhat different from each other. For example. Tables 

5.4 and 5.5 show the frequencies of the three particles, ga, o, and ni as the target 

particles, and as the intruding pariicles in both potential predicate errors and those that 

were not potential predicate errors. 

Table 5.4; Frequencies of ga, o, ni as intruding particles in potential predicate errors and 
non-predicate errors. 

ga o ni Total 
Potential predicate errors 78 40 24 142 
Non-predicate errors 51 37 33 121 
Total 129 77 57 263 
Note. 15 instances were excluded, either because predicate was irrelevant, or the status as to the 
possibility of predicate errors was difficult to determine. 
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Table 5.5; Frequencies of ga, o, ni as target particles in potential predicate errors and 
non-predicate errors. 

j ga o ni Total 
1 Potential predicate errors 40 70 42 152 
1 Non-predicate errors 26 51 45 122 
1 Total 66 121 87 274 

The result of a chi-square test on the frequency distribution of errors approached 

statistical significance (x^ 5.55, df=2, p=.06), whereas the result of a chi-square test on 

the target particle frequency distribution was not found to be significant (x^2.8, df=2 

p=.25). 

5.2.4.3. Target particles vs. intruding particles. The analysis collapsed the 

potentially homonymous elements of the different functions of no, and those of ni. For 

example, the genitive no and the complementizer no were treated the same way, and the 

dative ni and copula ni were treated in the same way. This was in part because the 

different types of no or ni were not readily classifiable, in addition to the fact that it was 

not always possible to identify the function of the intruding particles. Table 5.6 and 5.7 

show the intruding (i.e., erroneously used) and target elements, with and without potential 

predicate errors. 
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Table 5.6; Target particles vs. intruding particles^"* (in errors including potential predicate 
errors) 

i Target particles 
1 Ra o ni no de e to kara made wa mo total 

i za 86 36 6 4 1 133 
1 o 41 26 5 4 1 3 1 81 

CO 
1 

i .a 
ni 13 28 3 14 1 2 3 64 CO 

1 

i .a no 9 6 7 2 1 25 
1 1 
I O. 

00 
de 2 5 14 2 1 24 1 1 

I O. 
00 e 1 1 • 1 J c 

! ^ to o 1 5 9 
1 2 
I -s kara 1 1 2 J 7 
1 ^ made 1 2 J 

1 wa I 2 1 2 6 
i mo 1 1 2 
1 70 128 90 18 23 4 4 7 4 5 4 357 

Note. Blank cells indicate frequency of zero counts. 
The inner box indicates the interaction of case particles that are often classified as case markers. 

Table 5.7; Target particles vs. intruding particles (in errors excluding potential predicate 
errors) 

i Target particles 
i 

Za o ni no de e to kara made wa mo total 

i 33 14 4 3 1 55 
1 a 15 18 5 1 1 1 41 

Vi u 
i .a 

ni 4 17 2 12 1 2 2 40 Vi u 
i .a no 6 2 6 2 1 17 
! i de 1 4 8 2 1 16 
i 00 e 1 1 

i ^ (o 3 1 4 
I 2 kara 1 2 3 6 c made ! 1 2 3 
1 1 wa 1 2 1 2 6 
1 i mo 1 1 2 
t 
1 . .J 30 58 48 15 17 3 4 5 4 3 4 191 

Note. Blank cells indicate frequency of zero counts. 
The inner box with double border lines indicates the interaction of'case-markers.' 

34 
In this dissertation, the term "intruding particle" is used to refer to erroneous particles in substitutions. 

.\nd the term "overused particle" is also used synonymously. 
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As Terao (1987, 1995a) found, the particles most commonly involved in these 

errors are the ones that are usually considered to be case-markers, such as ga, o, ni, and 

no. These errors do not usually involve the particles that are usually considered to be 

postposition as kara 'from' and made 'until.' If one simplistically assumes that ga, o, ni, 

and no are case-markers, out of all the substitutions with and without potential predicate 

errors, 74.5% (266 / 357 instances) and 65.9% (126 / 191) respectively were 

substitutions between case-markers. 

This high proportion of case-marker substitutions may be due to the operations by 

which structural case markers are inserted into sentences. This operation is not likely to 

be controlled by the concept, as the case-markers do not carry substantial meanings, 

unlike postpositions and topic-marker wa and mo 'also'. Alternatively, the high proportion 

of case-markers in substitutions may simply be due to the high frequency of use of these 

case particles in the language. 

Tables 5.8 and 5.9 show the grammatical types of the case particles involved in the 

substitutions, with and without potential predicate errors. The particle ni was classified as 

either a case-marker or postposition in these counts. In order to distinguish between the 

dative case-marker ni and the postposition ni, at first a reference was made to the 

classifications of Sadakane and Koizumi (1995); however, problems arose in determining 

which verb type a verb in a given error belonged to. Applying the syntactic tests that 

Sadakane and Koizumi used was also problematic, as there were too many instances in 

which judgment could not be made with confidence. Thus, in this analysis, the case 
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particles that are subcategorized by the verbs or inserted by syntactic operations (e.g., 

passive, causative) were considered to be case-markers. 

Table 5.8: 
Types of case particles involved in substitutions including potential predicate errors. 

Target 
case marker postposition wa, mo total 

1 1 
' 

' errors 
case marker 215 16 5 236 1 1 

' 

' errors postposition 27 13 1 41 

1 1 
' 

' errors 
wa, mo 4 1 3 8 

1 1 
' 

' errors 

total 246 30 9 285 

Table 5.9; 
Types of case particles involved in substitutions excluding potential predicate errors. 

Target 
case marker postposition wa, mo total 

errors 
case marker 97 10 J 110 

errors postposition 16 8 1 25 errors 
wa, mo 4 1 3 8 

errors 

total 117 19 7 143 

The results of the chi-square tests were significant for both tables (x^55.3, df=4, 

p<.0001; x^.52, df=4, p<.0001) although counts in the cells may be too small for the 

tests to be valid. The tables show that while the majority of errors were between the case-

markers, postpositions sometimes interact with case-markers. 

5.2.4.4. Default ga? The observation in this study that the most commonly overused 

particle was the nominative ga conforms to Terao's (1987, 1995a) observations. In the 

substitutions with and without potential predicate errors, 37.3% and 28.8% of the 

intruding particles were ga, followed by the overuse of o (22.7%, 21.5%) and then by the 

overuse of n/ (17.9%, 20.9%). The result of goodness-of-fit chi-test for the frequencies 

of ga, o and ni (133, 81, 64) as intruding elements in substitutions including potential 
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predicate errors was significant (x^27.9, df=2, p<.0001); however, the result for the 

frequencies of of ga. o and ni (55, 41, 40) as intruding elements in substitutions 

excluding potential predicate errors was not significant (x^3.1, df=2, p=.21). 

Perhaps due to this tendency to overuse ga, L1 Japanese speakers were least likely 

to substitute ga with non-target particles; ga was the least frequent target particle of the 

three particles in substitution errors. The result of goodness-of-fit chi-test for the 

frequencies of ga, o, and ni (70, 128, 90) as substituted targets in substitutions including 

potential predicate errors was significant (x^l8.1, df=2, p<.0001). However, when 

potential predicate errors were excluded from these substitutions, the resulting 

frequencies of ga, o, and ni (30, 58,48) was not significant (x^8.8, df=2, p=.01). 

In order to determine whether this tendency to overuse ga is related to the sentence-

initial NP position, frequencies of five particles {ga, o, ni, no, de) in sentence-initial 

positions and those in non-sentence-initial positions were counted. Tables 5.10 and 5.11 

show the frequencies of ga, o, ni, no, and de in sentence-initial positions and in non-

sentence-initial positions among the substitutions with and without potential predicates. 

Table 5.10; Frequencies of particles in sentence imtial/non-initial positions among 

ga o ni no de total 
Sentence Initial 98 54 47 14 15 228 
Non-sentence initial 33 26 17 10 8 94 

131 80 64 24 23 322 
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Table 5.11; Frequencies of particles in sentence initial and non-initial positions among 

• • 
ga o ni no de Total 

Sentence Initial 40 27 27 9 10 113 
Non-sentence initial 14 13 13 8 5 53 

54 40 40 17 15 166 

These tables show that errors tended to occur more often following the sentence initial 

NPs, regardless of the case particles that are intruding/^ However, the results of chi-

square tests were insignificant for both tables (x^3.8, df=4, p=.43; df=4, p=.61). 

Although the majority of ga errors followed the sentence-initial NPs (74.8%, 74.1%, 

respectively), the tendency for errors to occur after the sentence-initial NPs was also 

observed with other intruding case particles. 

Terao (1995a) also examined how often the erroneous particles following the 

clause-initial NPs were ga, and found that this occurred only 42 out of 87 instances 

(48%). In the current project, ga was only 43% of the sentence initial NP errors that 

included potential predicate errors, and 35.4% of the sentence initial NP errors that 

excluded potential predicate errors. Thus, the data did not provide evidence for 'the first 

NP + gd strategy, confirming Terao's finding as well. However, it may be possible that 

ga may be used as a default marker regardless of its position. 

5.2.4.5. Semantic roles and errors. Assuming a process that maps fi-om the 

conceptual relations in intended messages to linguistic relations (e.g., granunatical 

relations / choice of case particles), the most likely candidate for such a process in 

^ It should be noted, however, that tendencies observed within naturally occurring errors may merely 
reflea the unequal distribution of sentence types in spoken data. Thus, the fact that there are more errors 
that occur after the initial NPs may just reflect the hi^er frequency of sentences with single NPs. Besides 
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Japanese involve associating the semantic roles of referents in intended messages to the 

prototypical case particles for these semantic roles. For example, the agent role would 

likely be associated with the use of ga, the patient/theme role with o, and the locative role 

with ni. 

Although it is not always easy to identify the semantic roles of noun phrases, in this 

analysis, attempts were made to identify several semantic roles. Following Tsujimura 

(1996), the primary semantic roles used in the current analysis are agent, theme 

(including 'patient'), experiencer, location, source and goal. The theme role includes both 

an entity which undergoes transfer, and a change of state (i.e., a semantic role which is 

sometimes referred to as 'patient"). The theme roles were further divided into four roles: 

theme of stative predicates, affected theme with resulting changes, affected theme 

without any changes, and unaffected themes. 

Tables 5.12 and 5.13 show the intruding particles observed for each of the semantic 

roles in the substitutions, with and without potential predicate errors. The semantic roles 

whose occurrence was very infrequent were not included. The relation between the 

semantic roles and case particle errors can be examined in two ways; by examining 

whether each of the semantic roles occurred with particular case particles, and whether 

erroneously used particles tended to follow particular semantic roles. 

the faa that intransitive sentences often contain only the subject NPs, not all arguments are overtly 
realized. 
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Table 5.12; Semantic roles and intruding particles in the substitutions with potential 
predicate errors. 

ga o ni no de Total 
agent 17 10 5 2 1 35 
theme of stative predicate .5 18 2 6 2 31 
affected theme w/ change 23 2 5 1 2 33 J 

affected theme w/o change 31 14 17 5 4 71 
unaffected theme 31 12 9 2 0 54 
goal 10 9 1 4 5 29 
location 5 1 12 1 5 24 
Total 120 66 51 21 19 277 

Table 5.13: Semantic Roles and intruding particles in the substitutions without potential 
predicate errors. 

1 ga o ni no de Total 
I agent 1 6 2 1 1 11 
i, theme of stative predicate 3 8 2 5 2 20 
I affected theme w/ change 6 0 3 0 1 10 
i affected theme w/o change 11 6 9 2 2 30 
; unaffected theme 12 4 6 2 0 24 
1 .goal 6 7 1 '** 

J J 20 
1 location 5 1 10 1 2 19 
1 Total 44 32 33 14 11 134 

Semantic roles and case particles. The examination of each semantic role indicated 

that agent NPs were not strongly related to the overuse of ga\ likewise, theme NPs were 

not strongly related to the overuse of o respectively. However, there was a tendency for 

the locative NPs to be erroneously marked with «/, when the NPs actually required de. 

Naturally occurring errors may not be ideal for purposes of testing the effects of 

some semantic roles. For example, the reason why there are very few erroneous instances 

of ga marking agent NPs may be due to the fact that agent NPs are not always overtly 
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expressed. Or it may be due to the fact that, agent roles occur as the subject, when they 

are overtly expressed, taking ga most of the time. Only in some constructions, such as 

passives and verbs of giving/receiving, the agent NPs were realized as non-subject NPs. 

These are the constructions in which, the effect of the agent role can show up. 

The overuse of sa and agent role. Overall, ga tends to follow NPs of any semantic 

roles indiscriminately. There were instances of the erroneous use of ga for agent NPs 

both in passive sentences and in sentences with verbs of giving/receiving, however. In the 

corpora, there were nine instances of passive construction such as shown in (5.17a), and 

eight instances of construction containing verbs of receiving (mora-u or itadak-u) such as 

shown in (5.17b). 

(5.17) a. sensee ni 'yominasai' tte iwa-re-ta kara... (Iwasaki: 511) 
teacher by 'read it' that tell-PASSIVE-PAST because 
'because I was told to read it by my teacher.' 

-• sensee GA 'yominasai' tte iwa-re-ta kara... 

b. minasan ni wakete moratta mono o.. (Iwasaki: 492) 
everyone divide receive-past things ACC 
'(we will use) what everyone has divided (into groups)' 

minasan GA wakete moratta mono o.. 

The overuse of ga and animacv. Bock, Loebell, and Morey (1992) concluded that 

animate entities were preferentially bound to the surface subject in language use. In the 

current study, in the substitutions including potential predicate errors, 24.7% of the NPs 

followed by erroneous particles were animate NPs, 36.4% of which were followed by ga. 

Since the percentage of ga as errors in this set of data was 37.3%, the occurrence of 
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animate NPs followed by erroneous ga was proportionately no more frequent than the 

occurrence of animate NPs followed by other erroneous particles. 

However, the current data may not be adequate to pursue the relations between the 

animate roles and the overuse of ga, for a similar reason that it is difficult to examine the 

occurrence of errors of ga following the agent NPs. It appears that animate NPs ofren 

occur as the grammatical subject, and rarely as the granmiatical object The occurrence of 

animate NPs as the indirect object may not be as frequent as the subject (This is 

precisely the reason why it is reasonable to postulate a strategy to assign ga to the 

animate NPs.) 

The overuse of o and theme/patient role. Though not as frequent as overuse of ga, 

the frequency of the accusative o as the intruding particle (22.7% and 21.5% respectively, 

among the substitutions with and without potential predicate errors) was unexpectedly 

high. This was an especially large number, considering the fact that this o is not as 

perceptually salient as the other particles, and is probably subject to lower detectability 

since it consists of only a single vowel (mid back vowel [o]), coupled with the fact that 

this particle can be omitted rather freely. This particle may be especially difficult to 

detect following a word that ends with the vowel [o]. 

The overuse of o may be explained by a strategic mechanism that maps the theme 

role to the accusative. Unlike other particles, the accusative marker o has limited 

function, the main function being marking the direct object that has theme roles. This 

limited function may make the mapping between the theme role and the accusative o a 

reliable one; hence, the 'theme = accusative' strategy might be used. Although the 
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proportion of theme NPs that were marked erroneously with o were not high, this seems 

largely due to the more robust tendency to overuse ga, which is more insensitive to the 

semantic roles of NPs. 

69.7% (46/66) and 56.3% (18/32) of intruding o in the substitutions with and 

without potential predicate errors were following theme/patient NPs. Among the 

theme/patient NPs involved in the substitution errors, 24.3% and 21.4% were followed by 

o. These errors typically occurred in constructions containing predicates such as passive, 

intransitive verbs (which have the transitive counterparts), and stative verbs, as in 

examples (5.18a)-(5.18c) respectively. 

(5.18) a. sore ga kekkoo gokai sa-re-te i-ru. (Iwasaki: 516) 
that NOM often misunderstand do-PASsrvE-GER is-NONPAST 

'That is often misunderstood.' 
sore O kekkoo gokai sa-re-te iru. 

b. siai ga hazimar-u no ga okure-te sima-u n desu yo ne. 
(TG Corpus: 1476) 

game NOM Start(vi)-NONPAST NOMINALIZER NOM delay-GER end-up NONPAST 
NOMINALIZER ASSERT AGR 
'(The time) that game starts often gets delayed, right' 

-*• siai O hazimar-u no ga okure-te sima-u n desu yo ne 

c. koredake tuyoki no pichingu ga deki-ru to iu no wa... 
(TG Corpus; 1467) 

this much agressiveness GEN pitching NOM can-do-NONPAST that TOP 
'The fact that (he) can do such an aggressive pitching...' 

kore dake tuyoki no pichingu O deki-ru to iu no wa... 

The sentence shown in (5.18b) contains a verb that has a transitive counterpart In 

Japanese, there are a number of intransitive/transitive pairs which are phonologically 

similar and morphologically related (e.g., ak-u 'open' intransitive/ ake-ru 'open' 
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transitive), and the case particle may be prone to errors when used with these verbs. The 

verb hazimar-u in the example (5.18b) is an intransitive verb, and its transitive 

counterpart is ha-ime-ru. Instead of the 'theme = accusative' association, mis-selection of 

the verbs can be the source of such o substitution errors. These errors, as well as ones in 

(5.18a), were excluded from the substitutions without potential predicate errors, since 

these are precisely the errors that can alternatively be analyzed as the predicate errors. 

The sentence in (5.18c) contains a stative verb deki-ru which take ga for both the 

experiencer (in this case, the one who can do something) and the theme (what can be 

done). In this case, the theme was erroneously marked with o. 

These errors suggest some tendency for Japanese speakers to associate theme roles 

to the accusative o. Although the erroneous use of o in passive and unaccusative 

constructions can alternatively be explained by the theme NPs being "deep objects," the 

theme NPs in stative predicates cannot be explained in this manner. Perhaps, 'theme = 

accusative' association may be psychologically real, although the data does not provide 

sufficient evidence to claim that such association operates as a strategy. 

The Overuse of ni and location. Although the number of errors in which ni 

substitutes for the target particles is large both among substitutions with and without 

potential predicate errors (64, 40), these figures may not be surprising, considering the 

fact that all types of ni were collapsed in this analysis. M substitutes the postposition de 

relatively frequently (14, 12), many of which (12, 10) were locative. Conversely, de often 

substitutes ni (14, 8); however, the semantic roles of NPs in such cases were more 

diverse (e.g., agent, location, goal). 
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Both the postpositions de and ni are used to indicate locations; the difference is that 

the former is used for the location of activity, while the latter is usually used to indicate 

the location of existence. Thus, when a verb of activity is used de should be used. 

However, there appears to be a preference to use ni for the locative NPs. 

Case particle errors and transitivitv/directionalitv. Table 5.12 shows that the largest 

numbers of error frequencies are found for two semantic roles; affected themes without 

any changes, and unaffected themes. The similar observation can be made in Table 5.14, 

which shows the frequencies of each case particle as errors for different verb types in the 

substitutions that include potential predicate types. Seven verb types and five most 

frequent case particles are shown in this table. Semantic roles of NPs and verb types are 

inseparable, since prototypical verbs, for example, are defined as verbs which cause 

changes in the affected entity (=affected themes with changes). 

Table 5.14: Verb types and case particle errors. 
Vt 
proto
typical 

Vt 
no 
change 

Vt 
-require 
ni (or to) 

3-place 
verbs 

motion unerga-
tive 

unacc-
sative 

Total 
of all 
verbs 

10 42 3 6 J 0 2 96 
o ! 2 2 9 3 3 2 3 62 

3 20 0 4 1 3 2 44 
no ! 0 3 0 0 2 0 3 17 
de i 2 4 1 0 2 3 3 19 

Total j 17 71 13 13 11 8 13 238 
Note. The total number of errors of each case particle includes errors involving other 
verb/predicate types (e.g., stative, passive) that are not included in this table, the sum of the 
numbers in the seven columns does not match the total number. 

Overwhelmingly, transitive verbs that do not cause changes in the affected entity are the 

ones that most frequently occur with erroneous particles. This may be due to two possible 

reasotis. The first speculative reason for this distribution is uninteresting, but important to 
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consider. This distribution may just reflect the frequency of these verbs occurring in 

spoken Japanese. In other words, there may be far more tokens or types of verbs 

belonging to this category of verbs that are used in spoken Japanese. This is obviously an 

empirical question. 

Another possibility is that the degree of transitivity in the event, along with the 

directionality of action in an intended message affects on-line selection of case particles. 

Although generative linguists usually do not consider transitivity as a continuum 

construct, functional or typological linguists (e.g.. Hopper & Thompson, 1980; Tsunoda, 

1985) have regarded transitivity as continuum. Hopper and Thompson (1980) proposed 

the parameters for high and low transitivity. They associated high transitive events with 

several factors, such as volitional action, totally affected patient, and affirmative 

statements. Among these factors, Tsunoda (1985) argued that the affected entity that is 

undergoing changes defines what constitute the prototypical transitive verbs. 

The degree of transitivity is often related to the choice of case particles that verbs 

specify. Inoue (1986), for example, adopted Hopper and Thompson's proposal, and stated 

that the choice of nominative ga and accusative o for certain verbs (e.g., wakar-u 

'understand') depends on the transitivity expressed by the verb in a given context. 

According to her, when used for the patient/theme role NP, the accusative o is associated 

with a higher transitivity; ga with a lower transitivity. In addition, the current data 

suggest that ni is associated with events which are not clearly transitive, and which 

involve directional action. 
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The verb types that are most frequently involved in case particle errors are types 

whose transitivity is fuzzy, as reported in Iwasald (1999). It appears that verbs requiring o 

occur with erroneous ni or ga if their meanings in a particular message is lower in 

transitivity; conversely, the verbs requiring ni or ga may occur with erroneous o when 

their meaning is higher in transitivity. This effect of transitivity can account for many of 

the ni - o substitutions in the current naturally occurring errors (35/54). Examples are 

given in (5.19). 

(5.19) a. si-gatu made(ni) sono iciroku-o tassei-su-ru. 
April until(by) that record-ACC achieve-NONPAST 

'...achieving that record..until/by April' 

-*• si-gatu made sono kiroku-NI tassei-suru. (TG Corpus; 2593) 

SEMANTIC ROLES goal/patient 
VoLmoNALiTY volitional (-^transitive) 
AFHRMATION affirmative (+ transitive) 
AGENCY A high in potency (+transitive) 
AFFECTEDNESS OF O O not affected (- transitive) 

b. keikai ni monogoto ni taioo su-ru. 
nimbly things DAT cope do-NONPAST 
"...rumbly cope with things.' 

-*• keikai ni monogoto O taioo suru. (TG Corpus: 1620) 

SEMANTIC ROLE OF O goal/patient 
VoLmoNALiTY volitional (+transitive) 
AFFIRMATION affirmative (+transitive) 
AGENCY lower in potency (+transitve) 
I. AFFECTEDNESS OF O O affectexl, no change (+, -) 

Animacv and the overuse of ni. The dative marker is often associated with animate 

(e.g., volitional) NPs across languages (e.g.. Belle & van Langendonck, 1996; see also 
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Shibatani, 1976, for the choice between using ni and o with the causee in causative 

construction). However, much Hke the nominative ga, the frequency of the overuse of ni 

was not proportionately high for the animate NPs as opposed to the inanimate NPs. In the 

substitutions including the potential predicate errors, 24.7% of all the NPs were animate, 

and 23 .4% of the NPs marked by the erroneous ni were animate. 

5.2.5. Sentence Blends 

A number of potential predicate errors were also what is known as "sentence 

blends" (e.g.. Fay, 1982; Bierwisch, 1982). Sentence blends in the current data often 

involve passive constructions or verbs that have intransitive/transitive counterparts; errors 

shown in (5.20a) and (5.20b) are examples of such errors. Many of the other substitution 

errors discussed may also be the consequence of a blending of two competing sentence 

plans, as shown below. 

(5.20) 

a.sore O zyuusi sare-te i-nai koto o... (Iwasaki: 389) 

Target 1: sore ga zvuusi sa-re-te i-nai kotoo... 
that NOM attach-importance-to do-passive-GER is-NEG that acc 
'The fact that that is not regarded as important..' 

Target 1: soreo zyuusi si -te i-nai koto o... 
that NOM attach-importance-to do-GER is-NEG that acc 
'The fact that that (they) do not consider that as important..' 

b.hutatabi toonai koosoo ni hi O tuk-u osore ga aru. 
(TG Corpus; 2656) 

Target 1; hutatabi toonai koosoo ni hi ga tuk-u osore ga aru. 
again political-party-within strife DAT fire start(vi) fear NOM exist-NONPAST 

'Once again, there is a fear of a strife within the political party catching fire.' 
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Target 2; hutatabi toonai koosoo ni hi o tuke-ru osore ga am. 
again poiitical-party-within strife DAT fire ignite(vt) fear NOM exist-NONPAST 
'Once again, there is a fear of igniting strife within the political party.' 

Ga substitution errors include 78 instances of such possible blends (58.6% of all ga 

substitutions). M substitutions include 24 instances (37.5%), and the o substitutions 40 

instances (49.4%). 

Baars (1980) hypothesized that the primary source of all speech errors is plans 

which are competing for the intended message. His hypothesis is based on the 

assumptions in (5.21) (p. 45): 

(5.21) 

1. that very often in normal speech production, multiple plans are developed, 
although only one is to be ultimately used; 
2. that sometimes two correct plans of this kind will be forced into execution before 
one is clearly favored over the other; 
3. that this may cause a "fused" plan for production which is anomalous, and 
4. that this anomalous plan may fail to be edited in time. 

His claim that most errors are attributed to competing plans seems too strong. Although 

many case particle errors as in (5.20) could be attributed to the processes he describes, 

the close examination of sentence blends reveals that there are at least two distinctive 

types of sentence blends. The first type basically appears to involve the processes that 

Baars (1980) describes; two plans may have been simultaneously formulated and 

processed. Perhaps the manner of this type of sentence blend is approximately the same 

as in word blends. 
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The second type of sentence blend proposed is a combinatory process of monitoring 

and editing. Two possible targets of sentence blends usually share the beginning parts of 

the sentences such as in (5.22). 

(5.22) 

Target 1: kono hen ni i-ru to omo-u kedo.. 
this area LOC be-NONPAST that think NON-PAST but.. 
'I think I will be here, but..' 

Target 2; kono hen de urouro site-iru to omo-u kedo... 
this area LOC 'hanging' do-GER be that think NON-PAST but.. 
'I think I will be hanging around in this area, but..' 

-• kono hen NI urouro si-iru to omo-u kedo. (Iwasaki: 385) 

It seems that the speaker may have started out by executing one plan; then, while 

monitoring the beginning part, she/he may have edited the sentences for the purpose of 

clarification or elaboration in such a manner that the edited parts accommodate the parts 

that had already been uttered. The errors in (5.23) may also reflect such processes: 

(5.23) a. watasi no siki ni sitagat-te kure. 
me GEN command follow-GER give-iMPERATiVE 

'please obey my command.' 

-• watasi NI, no siki ni sitagat-te kure. (TG Corpus; 1557) 

b. demo ningen no tame ni wa yappari... 
but human for GEN benefit for after-all 
But for the benefit of human kind...' 

-•... demo ningen NI, no tame ni wa yappari...(TG Corpus; 1560) 

The errors in (5.23) could have resulted in correct utterances with less specific meanings; 

please obey me' and 'for the human kind....' if the speakers had not attempted to make 

their utterances to convey more specific messages. 
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In particular, many of the errors involving complex predicates such as passives and 

'verbs of receiving' may fall into this type. Many of these errors, such as the examples in 

(5.24) and in (5.25), may be explained by the processes in which simpler sentences are 

first executed, then later edited, in order to derive more complex predicates. 

(5.24) passive 

a. Target 1: kopii si-te tte watasi ni tanon-de .. 
copy do-GER COMP me DAxask-OER 

'(s/he) asked me to make a copy, and...' 

Target 2: kopii si-te tte watasi ga tanom-arete... 
copy do-GER COMP me NOM ask-PASsrvE-OER 

'I was asked tomake a copy, and..' 

kopii si-te tte watasi NI tanom-arete...(Iwasaki: 502) 

b. Target I; syokuba no hito ga ryokoo ni issyo ni ikoo tte sasot-te.. 
work-place GEN person NOM trip to together COP go-CONSULTAXrvE coMP invite-GER 

'Someone at her work invited her to go for a trip...' 

Target 2; syokuba no hito ni ryokoo ni issyo ni ikoo tte sasowa-re-te... 
work-place GEN person DAT trip to together COP go-coNSbXTATiVE COMP invite-PASsrvE-GER 

'She was invited by someone at her work to go for a trip...' 

-*• syokuba no hito GA ryokoo ni issyo ni ikoo tte sasowa-re-te... 
(Iwasaki; 518) 

(5.25) 'verb of receiving' 

Target 1: 
kore dake no okyaku-san ga kyuuzyoo ni ku-ru no wa kioku ni arimasen 
this many GEN spectator NOM stadium DAT come-NONPAsr NOMINAUZETOP memory DAT exist-NEG 
'! don't recall any occasions in which so many spectators came to the stadium.' 

Target 2: 
kore dake no okyaku-san ni kyuuzyoo ni ki-te itadak-u no wa kioku ni arimasen 
this many GEN spectator DAT st^um DAT come-GER recieve-NON-PAST NOMINALIZER TOP 
memory DAT exist-NEG 
'I don't recall any occasions in which so many spectators came to the stadium for 
us.' 
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kore dake no okyaku-san GA kyuuzyoo ni ki-te itadak-u no wa kioku ni arimasen 
(Iwasaki; 423) 

There is a reason to believe that the errors above are unlikely to be the consequence of 

blending two plans that have been simultaneously fed to the language processor. That is, 

both the errors of passives and the errors of 'verbs of receiving' are overwhelmingly uni

directional. In other words, there were very few instances in which speakers picked the 

beginning of a passive or 'verb of receiving' construction and inappropriately used the 

ending of sentence plans for simple sentences. For example, if blending was the primary 

source of errors, both error types (5.26) and (5.27) would naturally occur. But, in 

actuality, errors such as (5.26b) and (5.27b) are not observed. 

(5.26) mondai o hukun-de imasu. / mondai ga hukum-are-te imasu. 
problems ACC contain problems NOM contain-PASSIVE 

-• a. mundai O hukum-are-te imasu. 
-*• b. mundai GA hukun-de imasu. 

(5.27) minasan ga wake-ta mono o.. / Minasan ni wake-te morat-ta mono o... 

everyone NOM Sort-PAST things everyone DAT sort-GER receive-PAST things 

'those things that everyone sorted..' / 'those things that everyone sorted for me..' 

a. Minasan GA wake-te morat-ta mono o.. 
-• b. Minasan NI wake-ta mono o.. 

In the current data, there is one error that resembles (5.27b) as shown in (5.28). 

(5.28) minna karaakogare-rare-ru yoo na... 
everyone from admire-PASsrvE- NON-PAST like 

'kind of actress who is admired by everyone...' 

minna KARA akogare-ru yoo na...(TG Corpus: 1623) 

For a serial top-down sentence production model to account for the simultaneous 

forming of two plans, it must allow two alternative plans to be executed down to later 
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stages of processing. The second type of blending error, which may be better termed as 

'editing' errors, occurs if the model allows the incremental processes to add words or 

morphemes that fundamentally change the sentence's structure. In this view, the 

'erroneous' case particles in errors such as in (5.24) and (5.25) are the correct particles for 

the initial sentence plans. Thus, the problem is that the edited materials do not match the 

syntactic frames that were previously generated. 

Another point regarding sentence blend errors is that it may be problematic to 

discern between the two possible mechanisms that can result in errors such as (5.29a) and 

(5.29b), mechanisms based on either semantic roles (theme = accusative) or sentence 

blends. These examples may be the consequence of sentence blending, since the target 

sentences (5.29a) and (5.29b) may have been blended with sentences (5.30a) and (5.30b), 

respectively. 

(5.29) 

a. sore ga kekkoo gokai sa-re-te i-ru. 
that NOM often misunderstanding do-PASsrvE-GER is-NONPAST 

'that is often misunderstood.' 

-• sore O kekkoo gokai sa-re-te iru. 

b. siai ga hazimar-u no ga okure-te sima-u n desu yo ne. 

game NOM start(vi)-NC)N-PAST nominalizer NOM delay-ger end-up-NONPAST NOMINALIZER 
ASSERT AGR 

'(the time) that game starts often gets delayed, right' 

-*• siai O hazima-ru no ga okure-te sima-u n desu yo ne 

(5.30) 

a. sore o kekkoo gokai si-te iru... 

that ACC often misunderstanding do-GER is 

'(they) often misunderstand (it).' 
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b. siai o hazime-ru no ga okure-te ... 
game ACC Start(vt)-N0NPAST NOMINALIZER NOM delay-GER 
'Starting of the game delayed.' 

However, with more data, the analysis of the unaccusative verbs (which are by 

definition intransitive) without transitive counterparts may reveal which is the more 

plausible scenario. 

5 .2.6. Blend of Two Particles. 

Although blends are common among content words, especially nouns, they are not 

common among functional words or inflectional elements. To my knowledge, there are 

no reports of blending of function words in English, for example. Thus, it is no surprise 

that there was only one instance of what appears to be a blend error as shown in (5.31). 

This error involves made 'until* and ni 'to/towards,' both of which are meaningful 

postpositions rather than case-markers. 

(5.31) Blend of two particles. 

kakoo nooranda made/ni oyon-de... (TG Corpus: 2775) 
river mouth GEN Holland up to/to extend-GER 
'(It) extends up to the mouth of the river.' 

-• kakoo no oranda MANI made oyon-de... 

5.2.7. Absence of Shifts. 

Both bound morphemes in English and some words have been observed to shift to 

unintended positions such as shown in (5.32) and (5.33), taken from Garrett (1975). 

(5.32) a. he goes back to -• go backs to 

b. pull its genes down -• ...gene downs 
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(5.33) a. Who else did I think had left? Who did I think else had left? 

b. I've got something to tell you all. ..something all to tell you. 

c. If you can't figure out what that is ..figure what that out is.. 

Interestingly, there are no instances that look like pure shifis in the Japanese speech 

error corpora examined in the current project Albeit speculative, an explanation can be 

given for this. First, case particles do not possess characteristics of element that are 

typically involved in shifts. In English, shifts seem to involve either bound morphemes as 

shown in (5.32), or words whose linguistic environment is less strict as in (5.33). For 

example, out in (5.33c) can directly follow either the verb figure as in the sequence figure 

out the problem, or the noun as in a sequence figure that out. Case particles do not have 

either of these characteristics. They resemble prepositions (fi^ee morphemes) rather than 

inflections, and they always follow nouns. Shifts involving functional words such as 

determiners a and the and prepositions shift in English, which may be similar to Japanese 

particles in these characteristics, have not been reported. 

Second, case particle errors always observe the linguistic constraint that case 

particles always follow nouns. If this constraint is observed by shifts, they might end up 

looking like an omission and a substitution. If a shifted element is forced to land in a 

position following a noun, it may replace a case particle that follows a noun. In fact, there 

was an error which might have occurred this way. There were a total of three instances of 

such errors including the one shown in (5.34). 

(5.34) yon maru yon ^ sukuran-san ni at-te, teepu age-na-ku tya ike-na-i.. 
404 in Scurran Mr. meet-GER tape give have-to NONPAST 
'I need to meet Mr. Scurran in Room 404, and give him a tape.' 

"*• yon maru yon NI sukuran-san at-te, teepu age-na-ku tya ike-na-i.. 
(Iwasaki: 312) 
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5.3. NATURAL ERRORS; DISCUSSION 

This study scrutinized the corpora of Japanese case particle errors. Because case 

particles do not straightforwardly correspond to the linguistic elements in a well-

researched language like English, the interpretation of errors was not always a 

straightforward endeavor. 

This study attempted to answer such research questions as shown in (5.35). 

(5.35) ((1.8) repeated). 

(a) What are the general patterns of errors observed in naturally occurring case 
particle errors? What are the processes that these error patterns indicate? 

(b) What are the strategic mechanisms that native speakers employ to maximally 
achieve incrementality? 

(b l )  Do  semant ic  ro les  (e .g . ,  agen t ,  t heme ,  goa l )  p lay  a  ro le  in  the  
selection of case particles? 

(b2) Does animacy play a role? 
Is there an indication that Japanese L1 speakers tend to assign; 

• the grammatical subject to the animate participant in an event? 
• the dative object to an animate object? 

(c) Does a default case particle selection exist? If so, when is a default case 
particle selected? 

5.3.1 • Patterns of Errors and the Process of Case Particle Selection. 

It appears that the processes of case particle selection revealed by error patterns 

generally conform to the f\mdamental assumptions of the sentence production models 

proposed by Levelt (1989) and Garrett (1975, 1988). 

In particular, the difference between copy errors and "pure" substitutions suggests 

two levels of syntactic processing. As discussed in Section 5.2.4, the "pure" substitution 
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generally observes form constraint (i.e., the structural type of case particles), while being 

insensitive to phonological similarity. On the other hand, the intruding particles and 

target particles in substitution copy errors much more often involve phonologically 

similar particles. These copy errors are likely to be due to anticipation or perseveration 

of the source case particles, rather than to anticipation or perseveration of phonological 

segments, since case particles appear to be immune to segmental errors. One may argue 

that, due to the limited set of case particles and limited sets of consonants and vowels that 

exist in Japanese, it is probably that a segmental error will result in a case particle that is 

phonologically similar to a case particle that happens to be in the same utterance. 

However, there was no occurrence of non-particles which would have occurred as a result 

of segmental errors, and this shows that copy errors of case particles are not segmental 

errors which have happened to create non-target existing case particles. Thus, copy errors 

of case particles reflect a level of syntactic processing where phonological information is 

incorporated ~ the Positional level. Therefore, the difference between "pure" 

substitutions and substitution copy errors may be taken as evidence that these errors have 

distinct loci. 

Because "pure" substitution errors are insensitive to phonological similarity, the 

locus of these errors must be earlier in the production system. Moreover, there is some 

tendency for errors to be sensitive to the semantic roles of the NPs that the error particles 

follow. Hence, one can assume that the locus of "pure" substitution errors is the 

Functional level unless proven otherwise. The locus of substitution copy errors is perhaps 

the Positional level. 
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Explanation for lower frequencies of postposition errors and topic-marker wa errors 

may be found in linguistic analysis. Kuno (1973), for example, assumed that the 

nominative ga, the accusative o, and the dative ni are "inserted by transformations", while 

such postpositions as kara ('from') and the locative de ('in') are assigned in the deep 

structure of sentences. In other words, those postpositions are directly controlled by the 

message and by executive control. 

The high frequency of case-marker errors may be explained by a drive for 

incremental processing. Most of the time, a complete proposition that matches a message 

should be fed forward to the Formulator, and this information should trigger the search 

for needed lemmas, while at the same time starting to build sentence structures. Case-

markers are the particles whose abstract representations are most likely to be directly 

represented within syntactic frames. The syntactic information from selected lemmas and 

the structure building procedures are responsible for assigning the case-markers in the 

planning frames. 

This is the normal error-free scenario. But incrementality may force the 

fragmentary information in the Conceptualizer to be fed to the Formulator. When a 

referent in a message that corresponds to an NP and some of the rest of the message are 

available, the information may be forwarded to the Grammatical Encoder. (As reviewed 

in Chapter 2, works by Lindsley (1975) and by Schriefers et al. (1998) indicate that verbs 

may not necessarily be the part of advance sentence planning.) When this happens, the 

Grammatical Encoder may select the abstract representations of provisional case particles 

by means of some strategic mechanisms. 
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5.3.2. Strategic Mechanisms. 

Although the relevant evidence was not robust, there is some indication that 

Japanese speakers employ the following strategic mechanisms. 

(5.36) 

* a default ga insertion (regardless of its positions). 

• the use of case particles based on the semantic roles of noun phrases 
• theme = the accusative o 
• locative = postposition ni. 

In a normal error-free process, these mechanisms may not be called for. However, 

when a message segment that specifies a verb lemma is not fed to the Grammatical 

Encoder, or when the retrieval of verb lemma is delayed, these mechanisms may be used. 

5.3.3. Editing. 

Another strategic mechanism may be the editing of a later part of a sentence at the 

same time that its begirming is being articulated. Assuming that monitoring affects the 

output of the Formulator, this mechanism should also be employed when incremental 

processes have forced the beginning of the target sentence process without complete 

specification of the later parts that contain the predicate. 

Some of the errors that are defined as "copy errors" above show that Japanese 

speakers take advantage of the head-final feature by editing the later parts of a sentence 

while articulating it, for purposes of clarification or refinement. 

(5.37) a. watasi ni sitagat-te kure. 
me DAT follow-GER give-IMPERATTVE 
'Please obey me.' 

watasi NI, no siki ni sitagat-te kure. 
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b. demo ningen ni wa yappari... 
but human for TOP aAer-all 
'But for human kind...' 

demo ningen NI, no tame ni wa yappari... 

These errors may have been due to an intentional change of plan, and no is used to 

add some information to clarify the messages. This strategy may result in either a 

grammatical utterance (if a speaker adjusts the predicate to fit the beginning part), or an 

erroneous utterance (if a speaker decides to modify the content of the message). 

Many of these proposals are tentative, and need to be substantiated. As a first step, a 

picture description task was conducted. 

5.4. LI PICTURE DESCRIPTION EXPERIMENT; RESULTS 

5.4.1. Overall. 

There were a total of 336 descriptions with some deviant use of case particles. 

E.xcluded from this set were marginal errors^® as shown in (5.38) and a set of frequent yet 

peculiar errors involving a picture of a girl slipping on a banana peel, as shown in (5.39). 

(5.38) gakkoo o otoko-no-ko wa sotugyoo si-mas-ita. 
school ACC boy TOP graduate-PAST 
'The boy graduated from the school.' 

•^gakkoo KARA otokono ko wa sotugyoo si-mas-ita. (Participant 18) 
from 

These were use of case particles which did not sound good at first, but a few other LI Japanese 
informants and I agreed that the usage may be possible at least with some individuals. 
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(5.39) onna-no-hito ga banana no kawa de suberi-mas-ita. 
woman NOM banana GEN peel INST slip-PAST 

'a woman slipped by a banana peel.' 

-*onna no hito ga banana no kawa NT sube..banana no kawa de suberi-mas-ita 
(Participant 17) 

The target particle de 'with/by' was substituted by ni in the description of the same 

pictures in a total of 36 instances involving 22 participants. Yet, as the example (5.39) 

shows, the speakers often corrected this error (10 instances); in two instances, there was a 

long pause after the articulation of ni. 

After excluding errors like those shown in (5.38) and (5.39), there were 245 picture 

descriptions containing erroneous case particles. The average per participant was 3.9 

errors. A participant described 120 pictures; thus, there were about 3 particle errors per 

100 descriptions. 

The majority of errors were substitutions; 236 substitution errors. The remaining 

errors were 6 addition errors, 2 deletion errors, and one exchange error. An example of 

each is given in (5.40). There were no shift errors. 

(5.40) a. yama noueni otoko-no-hito ga tadori-tuki-masi-ta 
mountain GEN top DAT man NOM reach-PAST 
'The man reached the top of the mountain.' 

-»yama no ue ni WA, yama no ue ni otokono-hito ga tadori-tuki-masita 
T O P  (Par t ic ipant  1 8 )  

b. otoko-no-ko ga okaasan ni sika-rare-te nai-te imas-u. 
boy NOM mother DAT sold-passive-GER cry-GER was-past 
'Having been scolded by the mother, the boy was crying.' 

-^toko-no-ko ga okaasan 0 sika-rare-te nai-te imas-u. 
(Participant 30) 
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c. neko ga nezutni o tukamae-ta. 
cat NOM mouse ACC catch-PAST 
'The cat caught the mouse." 

-»neko O nezumi GA tukamae-ta. (Participant 27). 
ACC NOM 

5.4.1.1. Subject first vs. subject later. Each picture was presented twice, with 

different items highlighted. The participants were instructed to start their sentences by 

mentioning the highlighted item. In one condition, an item (i.e., agent NPs for most 

verbs) that was likely to be a grammatical subject was highlighted. In the other condition, 

an item that was likely be expressed as the grammatical object or an oblique NP (e.g., 

locative, or instrumental) was highlighted. In what follows, these two conditions are 

referred to as the canonical word order condition and non-canonical word order condition 

(although these terms do not precisely reflect the canonical/non-canonical status of 

sentences"^). 

167 of 236 (70.8%) errors occurred when describing pictures in non-canonical word 

order condition. Starting sentences with non-subject NPs seemed to cause more problems 

for participants. 

When describing non-canonical order pictures, some participants avoided using 

scrambled sentences by using relative clauses such as in (5.41a), or by using subordinate 

clauses (5.41b), rather than using a scrambled sentence such as in (5.42a) or (5.42b). 

When a verb is transitive, one can regard the subject-first sentence SOV as being the canonical, and the 
OSV as being non-canonical. However, when verbs are intransitive, what constitutes a 'canonical' sentence 
is questionable. It is more common for the subject to be placed after the locative NP-ni, (see Saeki, 197S, 
for text analysis and Kuno, 1971, for a theoretic^ argument for the locative NP placed before the subject). 
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a. sara o otosi-te wat-ta syoonen ga okaasan ni okor-are-ta. (participant 9) 
dish ACC drop GER bre^-PAST boy NOM mother by scold-PASsrvE-PAST 
'The boy who broke a dish by dropping it was scolded by his mother' 

b . osara o wat-te otoko-no-ko ga okaasan ni sikar-are-ta. (participant 12) 
dish ACC break-GER boy NOM mother by Scold-PASSIVE-PAST 

Having broken a dish, the boy was scolded by his mother.' 

a. sara o otoko no ko ga wat-ta. 

dish ACC drop GER break-PAST 
'The boy broke a dish.' 

b. sara o otoko no ko ga wat-te okaasan ni okor-are-ta. 
dish ACC drop GER break-PAST boy NOM mother by scold-PASsrvE-PAST 
'The boy broke a dish, and got scolded by his mother.' 

It appears that LI Japanese speakers do not frequently use the subject-first word 

order, and when forced to start with the patient/theme NPs, they tended to make errors. 

5.4.1.2. Units of self-ret)air. Assuming that the units involved in self-correction may 

reveal basic units of processing, units of self-repairs were examined. Participants 

corrected their own errors in 153 of 236 instances (64.8%). The smallest units of self-

repairs involved articulating correct particles alone as shown in (5.43), and a larger unit 

of self-repairs involved sequences of "NP + particle' as shown in (5.44) and the larger 

units of self-repairs as shown in (5.45). 

(5.43) isu no ue de akatyan ga nai-te i-mas-ita. 

chair GEN top on baby NOM cry-GER was 
'A baby was crying on the chair.' 

isu no ue NI ^ akatyan ga naite imasita. (Participant 5) 

(5.44) koohii o ueitaa ga kobos-ite simat-ta. 
coffee ACC waiter NOM spill-GER end-up-PAST 
'the waiter mistakenly spilled the coffee.' 

(5.41) 

(5.42) 
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koohii GA, koohii o ueitaa ga kobosite simatta.(Participant 51) 

(5.45) basu ni dansee ga not-te syuppatu si-ta 
bus DAT man NOM ride-GER start-PAST 

'The man having gotten on the bus, (the bus) started' 

basu DE dansee ga no., basu ni dansee ea notte syuppatu si-ta 
(Participant 60) 

The frequencies of these three types of repairs were 36 instances (23.5% of all the 

repairs), 109 instances (71.2%), and 8 instances (5.2%), respectively. Hence, it appears 

that the sequences *NP + case particles' were the important units of processing. Table 

5.15 shows the frequencies of the respective particles, as well as the units of the repairs. 

Interestingly, the nominative ga, which is the least meaningful particle, was corrected 

most often (89.5%); the particle ni, which is more meaningfiil, was corrected the least 

(49.9%). However, the frequency of self-repairs might be related to the location in the 

utterances where the errors occurred. Since the nominative ga often occurred following 

sentence-initial NPs, this might have contributed to the ease of noticing errors and to the 

feasibility of self-repairs. 

Table 5.15: The frequencies ol r self-repairs in different units. 
Repairs za o ni no de 
no repair 6 

(10.1%) 
20 

(35.1%) 
28 

(50.1%) 
12 

(48.0%) 
6 

(35.3%) 
particle 4 

(7.0%) 
16 

(28.0%) 
9 

(16.4%) 
2 

(8.0%) 
2 

(11.8%) 
NP + particle 45 

(79.0%) 
19 

(33.3%) 
15 

(27.3%) 
11 

(44.0%) 
8 

(47.1%) 
larger unit 2 

(3.5%) 
2 

(3.5%) 
3 

(5.5%) 
0 1 

(5.9%) 
Total 57 57 55 25 17 
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5.4.1.3 Multiple plans vs. single plans. Out of 120 experimental picture 

presentations, 46 pictures (46.7% of the stimuli) allowed multiple sentence plans; these 

pictures could readily be described by two alternative sentences. These pictures consisted 

of pictures with animate patient roles that could be described by active scrambled 

sentences or passive sentences, and of pictures with the patient roles, which could be 

described using either intransitive or transitive verbs of the transitive/intransitive pairs. 

Among the 236 descriptions containing errors, 93 instances (39.5%) were descriptions of 

multiple plan pictures. Apparently, multiple plan pictures were not more likely to induce 

errors than other pictures. 

5.4.1.4. Copy errors. There were a total of 78 descriptions that contained what 

appear to be 'copy errors.' These constituted 33% of all the substitutions, whereas the 

proportion of copy errors in the set of naturally occurring errors was 24.5% of the 

substitution errors. 

The proportion of the copy errors in the experimentally elicited errors, however, 

may have been artificially inflated. Since the participants were instructed to mention all 

the participants and items in the events, most of the time the participants' descriptions 

were complete sentences. This meant that when a substitution error occurred with the 

intrusion of ga for the object, for example, there was another occurrence of ga later in the 

description, making the substitution error (at least look like) an anticipation error. 

Because of the uncertainty that all the 78 "copy errors" indeed occurred due to 

anticipatioa'perseveration, both analyses with copy errors and without copy errors are 

reported below. 
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5A.2. Overall Patterns of Substitutions. 

Tables 5.16 and 5.17 show the intruding particles and target particles with and 

without "copy errors" respectively. In addition. Table 5.18 shows the data excluding the 

errors that occurred in the descriptions of multiple plan pictures. 

Table 5.16: Target particles vs. intruding particles (including copy errors). 
! Target particles 

o ni no de e to kara made wa other 
46 1 1 2 1 1 58 

o 25 1 13 7 5 58 
C/3 

*3 
ni 1 11 7 26 4 4 1 54 C/3 

*3 no 6 6 11 - , 2 25 
1 o. 
00 c 

de 1 14 1 1 17 1 o. 
00 c e 1 2 3 
1 o. 
00 c 1 

to 1 I • - V 1 
kara j 3 1 4 c made 0 
wa 5 S 3 16 

1 other 1 1 
37 73 48 22 37 0 4 5 0 7 3 236 

Note. The empty ce Is in this table and Tables 5.17-5.15 i indicate the zero count frequencies, and 
the inner box indicates the case particles which are most likely to be structural case-markers. 

Table 5.17: Target particles vs. intruding particles (excluding copy errors). 
Target particles 

o ni no de e to kara made wa other 

21 6 1 1 1 30 
o 21 6 5 6 4 42 

CA 
M CJ 

ni 11 5 24 4 4 1 49 CA 
M CJ no 4 4 10 2 20 
1 a. de 1 13 1 1 16 1 a. 

e 1 2 3 
to 1 1 

1 
kara 3 1 4 
made 0 
wa 5 6 3 14 
other I 1 

30 44 44 12 32 0 4 5 0 6 3 180 
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Table 5.18: Target particles vs. intruding particles (excluding copy errors and multi 
plans). 

Target particles 
o ni no de e to kara made wa other 

ga 8 6 1 15 
o 15 4 4 6 1 30 

C/3 

.2 

ni 9 4 22 3 3 1 42 C/3 

.2 no 1 2 7 1 11 
"d CO o. 
00 .c 

de 1 12 1 1 15 "d CO o. 
00 .c e 1 2 3 

"d CO o. 
00 .c 

to 1 1 
s w kara 2 1 3 

made 0 
wa 4 3 3 10 
other 1 

20 24 37 10 29 0 3 4 0 2 1 130 

Case-marker errors were more frequent than postpositions just as were naturally 

occurring errors; however, this may reflect the fact that many of the pictures did not 

require the use of postpositions in order to be described. Such differential frequencies of 

the use of these two types of case particles may have resulted in the different frequencies 

of errors. The differential frequencies of case-marker errors and postposition errors in 

naturally occurring errors may in part be due to the frequencies of the use of these two 

types of case particles. 

In the naturally occurring errors, it was observed that the overuse of ga was by far 

the most frequent. However, among the experimentally elicited errors, the overuse of ga 

was almost the same as the frequencies of overuse of o and that of ni. When copy errors 

were excluded, the frequency of overuse of ga was lower than the frequencies of overuse 

of o and ni. The frequencies of ga, o, and ni as errors among all the substitutions were 58, 

57, 54, and the frequencies of these particles as errors among the substitutions excluding 
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copy errors were 30, 44, 44. The results of the goodness-of-fit chi-test indicate that the 

frequencies were not significantly different from each other in both sets of errors. 

5.4.3. A Default Case-Marker? 

As reported in the preceding sections, the data from the experiment do not support 

the predominant use of ga as a default marker. The primary case-markers ga, o, and ni all 

occur as intruding case particles almost equally often. 

In order to examine whether there is any indication of any default marker associated 

with the sentence initial MPs, the frequencies of overuse of ga, o, ni, and no for the 

sentence initial vs. non-sentence-initial positions were examined. Tables 5.19 and 5.20 

show the frequencies of these four particles as intruding particles in the sentence initial 

vs. non-sentence-initial positions. 

Table 5.19; Frequencies of ga, o. ni, and no in sentence-initial vs. non-sentence-initial 

! sa o ni no Total 
Sentence initial 45 26 32 11 114 
Non sentence initial 13 31 22 14 80 
Total 58 57 54 25 194 

Table 5.20: Frequencies of ga, o, ni, and no in sentence-initial vs. non-sentence-
positions, without copy errors. 

ga o ni no Total 
Sentence initial 20 21 30 9 80 
Non sentence initial 10 21 19 11 61 
Total 30 42 49 20 141 
Note. 53 copy errors that involved these four particles are excluded from the data in Table 5.19. 

Table 5.19 shows a strong association between the sentence-initial position and the 

overuse of ga. The result of a chi-test is significant for this table (x^=14.8, df=3, p=.02). 
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However, when "copy errors" were excluded (Table 5.20), ga was no longer the most 

frequently overused case particle. 

5.4.4. Semantic Roles and Animacv. 

In this analysis, the number of semantic roles was reduced by collapsing different 

t>'pes of patient/theme roles to one patient/theme role in order to make statistical tests 

more feasible. Five case-markers are examined in depth since the other case particles 

were very infrequent. Tables 5.21 and 5.22 show the relation between semantic roles of 

NPs and the erroneous particles within substitutions including copy errors and within 

substitutions excluding copy errors, respectively. 

Table 5.21: Semantic roles and intruding case particles, including copy errors. 
sa o ni no de Total 

agent 1 7 1 8 2 19 
theme/patient 47 31 11 8 3 100 
location 4 3 25 5 9 46 
source 0 0 4 0 1 5 
instrument 0 3 4 0 0 7 
goal 3 1 0 2 0 6 
other 3 12 9 2 2 28 
Total 58 57 54 25 17 210 

Table 5.22: Semantic roles and intruding case particles, excluding copy errors 
Ra a ni no de Total 

agent 1 4 1 6 2 14 
theme/patient 22 28 9 6 3 68 
location 3 3 25 5 8 44 
source 0 0 4 0 1 5 
instrument 0 2 2 0 0 4 
goal 2 1 0 1 0 4 
other 2 4 8 2 2 19 
Total 30 42 49 20 16 157 
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The overuse of o was the most frequent when following the theme/patient NPs (54.4%, 

66.7%), and the overuse of ni was the most frequent when following the location NPs 

(46.3%, 51.0%). As observed in the naturally occurring errors, the overuse of ga did not 

seem to be related to the agent NPs. Instead, the overuse of ga was observed following 

the theme/patient NPs. 

If the possibility of 'the first NP-ga' strategy is indeed at work, and if it overrides 

the effect of semantic roles, then error patterns in non-sentence initial NPs may reveal the 

effect of semantic roles. Tables 5.23 and 5.24 show the frequency of each particle 

following non-sentence initial NPs of different semantic roles. 

Table 5.23: Semantic roles and intruding case particles, including copy errors, and 
excluding NPl errors. 

ga o ni no de Total 
1 2 0 3 8 

goal 0 1 0 1 0 2 
other 2 9 5 2 1 19 
Total 13 31 22 14 10 90 

Table 5.24; Semantic roles and intruding case particles, excluding copy errors, and 
e.xcluding NPl errors. 

ga a ni no de Total 
agent 1 2 0 3 2 8 
theme/patient 7 13 5 3 0 28 
location 0 J 6 3 5 17 
source 0 0 3 0 1 4 
instrument 0 1 1 0 0 2 
goal 0 1 0 0 0 1 
other 2 1 4 2 1 10 
Total 10 21 19 11 9 70 
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Sentence-initial NP errors and non-sentence initial NP errors will be referred to as 

"NPl errors" and "non-NPl errors" for brevity in what follows. 

5.4.4.1 • Theme/patient = o. In Tables 5.23 and 5.24, it is now apparent that o was 

the most frequently overused particle for the theme/patient NPs, after NPl errors were 

removed. However, another factor that might have affected the use of o was the 

formulation of multiple sentence plans (or predicate selection errors), which may have 

resulted in predicate selection errors or sentence blends. The comparison between the 

occurrence of overuse of o with two types of verbs is critical; unaccusative verbs which 

have phonologically similar transitive counterparts such as kobore-ru 'spill (vi)' and 

kohus-su -'spill-vt) and unaccusative verbs that do not have transitive counterparts such 

as tuk-u 'arrive.' If the semantic role matters more than the competition of two sentence 

plans, an equally frequent overuse of o should be observed for both types of unaccusative 

verbs. 

In fact, unaccusative verbs without phonologically and morphologically related 

counterparts induced slightly more overuse of o, rejecting the possibility that formulation 

of multiple plans was the primary source of the overuse of o rather than the semantic role 

of NPs. Of the 21 instances of overuse of o in substitution errors without copy and NPl 

errors, 6 occurred with unaccusative verbs without transitive counterparts, 5 occurred 

with unaccusative verbs which have transitive counterparts, and 5 occurred with verbs 

which require to or ni for the object NPs. 

(5.46) rooka o hasit-te i-ru syoonen ni sensei wa tyuui si-ta. 
hallway ACC run-GER is boy DAT teacher TOP wam-PAST 
'A teacher scolded a boy who was running in the hallway .' 
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-•rooka o hasitte ini syoonen O sensei wa tyuui sita. (Participant 50) 

(5.47) gohantubu ga otoko-no-ko no hoppeta ni tui-te-ite okaasan ga warai-masi-ta 

(cooked)rice-grain NOM boy GEN cheek DAT attach-is mother NOM laugh-PAST 

-^gohantubu O..gohantubu ga otokono ko no hoppeta ni tuiteite 
okaasan ga wara \varai masita (Participant 17). 

(5.48) a. ukekibati no hana/bara ga saki-masita 
planting-pot GEN flower /rose NOM bloom-past 
'The flower in the planting pot bloomed.' 

-»uekibati no hana O bara hana ukekibati no bara ga saki masita 
(Participant 19) 

b. umi ni hikooko ga tuiraku si-ta. 
sea to airplane NOM fall-PAST 'The airplane fell into the sea.' 

-•umi ni hikooko o tuiraku sita. (Participant 50) 

Of the 21 instances, there were 9 instances of erroneous use of o replacing ga as the 

target. Five of them occurred with unaccusative verbs that do not have phonologically 

similar transitive counterparts. There were an equal number (8 each for each participant) 

of stimulus pictures intended for descriptions containing unaccusative verbs and those 

without phonological counterparts. Furthermore, there were more pictures that could be 

described either by passive or scrambled active sentences (i.e., 37 pictures). Thus, the 

occurrence of 5 / 9 instances of the overuse of o with unaccusative verbs which do not 

have phonologically similar transitive counterparts indicates that the semantic role does 

seem to affect the on-line selection of case particles. 

5.4.4.2. Location = ni. As in the naturally occurring error data, a tendency for 

locative NPs to be followed by an erroneous use of ni was found. As mentioned earlier. 
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the overuse of ni was most frequent when following the location NPs: 46.3%. in 

substitutions that included copy errors, 51.0% in substitutions that excluded copy errors. 

The tendency of erroneous ni to occur following locative NPs was smaller, but was still 

observed when the NP1 errors were removed. 

There was also some tendency for locative NPs to be followed by erroneous ni 

rather than other particles (e.g., de). The proportion of locative NPs followed by 

erroneous ni was 21.in the substitutions, including copy errors, and 31.6% in the 

substitutions, excluding copy errors. However, when NPl errors were removed, the 

frequency of ni was approximately the same as the frequency of cfe; the overuse of ni for 

the locative NPs tended to occur with sentence-initial NPs. This suggests that ni is 

overused when a speaker initiates a sentence with a locative NP, without fully planning 

the predicates ahead, since the precise nature of the predicates determines the required 

particle for the locative NPs. 

5.4.4.3. Animacv. Much as in the naturally occurring errors, the effect of animacy 

was not observed in the experimentally elicited errors. Tables 5.25 and 5.26 show the 

frequencies of ga, o, and ni errors for animate and inanimate NPs respectively. 

Table 5.25; Animate vs. inanimate NPs (including co py errors). 
Ra o ni no Total 

inanimate 52 46 40 13 151 
animate 6 11 14 12 43 
Total 58 57 54 25 194 

Table 5.26; Animate vs. inanimate NPs (excluding copy errors). 
get o ni no Total 

inanimate 26 35 39 11 111 
animate 4 7 10 9 30 
Total 30 42 49 20 141 
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The frequencies of ga or ni following animate NPs were proportionately no higher 

than the other particles. However, it was found that the experimental materials used in the 

current experiment were not adequate for the purpose of testing the effect of animacy on 

error patterns. While the experiment included a number of items in which patient NPs 

were animate, those animate NPs occurred as the subject of the passive sentences. Hence, 

ga was the correct choice of particle. Very rarely, scrambled sentences were used. In 

other words, the effect of animacy was observed as creating a strong preference for 

passive sentences over scrambled sentences. 

5 .4.4.4. Transitivitv. Tales 5.27 and 5.28 show the frequency of each particle as an 

error for different verb types. Although these tables do not indicate the grammatical 

functions of NPs that were erroneously marked, as far as transitive verbs were concerned, 

the NPs involved were almost exclusively arguments (i.e., subject or object NPs), as it 

was only the pictures for intransitive verbs that included locative referents. 

Table 5.27: Verb types and intruding particles (including copy errors). 
Vt 
proto
typical 

Vt 
no 
change 

Vt 
ni. to 

unerga 

-tive 

unacc-

sative 

passive vt of 
vt/vi 
pair 

vi of 
vt/vi 
pair 

Other 

m 
no 
de 

total 

8 

0 
17 

15 

10 
II 

47 

25 
8 

25 

22 

36 

13 

27 

8 

16 

0 

0 

31 

0 

8 
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Table 5.28: Verb types and intruding particles (excluding copy errors). 
Vt Vt Vt unerga unacc- passive vt of vi of other 
proto no ni. to -dve sative vt/vi vt/vi 
typical change pair pair 

Ra 2 10 2 3 1 1 10 0 1 
o 1 4 8 4 10 7 1 2 5 
ni 3 9 6 22 7 2 0 0 0 
no 0 8 4 2 1 I 2 0 1 
de 0 2 J 4 5 1 1 0 0 

total 6 33 ">3 —J 35 24 12 14 2 7 

It is overwhelmingly the non-prototypical transitive verbs that were involved in 

errors of case particles. In naturally occurring errors, there were two types of errors. One 

of the observed error types was the use of ni for the object MPs requiring o when the verb 

was not a prototypical transitive. The other type is the use of o for the object NPs 

requiring ni. Although there were two errors belonging to the first, as shown in (5.49), 

there were no errors that belonged to the second type. One reason why there were few 

errors of the first type is partially explained by the exclusion of "marginal errors." For 

example, the verb okor-u 'get angry (at)/scold' was used both with ni and o, and it appears 

this verb is in flux or in a process of diachronic change. 

(5.49) 
otoko-no-ko ga onna-no-ko o migi-te de nagut-ta. 
BOY NOM girl ACC right-hand/arm INST hit-PAST 
'A boy hit a girl with the right arm.' 

-•otoko-no-ko ga orma-no-ko...NI migite de nagut-ta.(participant 54) 

Thus, although the occurrence of some errors seems to reflect the degree of transitivity, 

the current data did not sufficiently support the effect of transitivity. 
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5.5. LI EXPERIMENTALLY ELICITED ERRORS; DATA SUMMARY 

The types of errors observed in the experimentally elicited errors were not 

noticeably different from the types of errors observed in the naturally occurring errors. 

The vast majority of errors were substitutions. Also, no shifts were observed. There were 

also a number of copy errors, but it is suspected that the expjerimental procedure inflated 

the number of copy errors. 

It was found that the unit "NP + case particle' was the essential unit of processing, as 

self-repairs involve this sequence most of the time (71.2%). It may be that "NP + particle' 

is the unit that is predominantly used for incremental processing. 

In terms of word order, participants made more errors describing pictures for non-

canonical word order sentences. It appeared that L1 speakers strongly preferred canonical 

sentences to non-canom'cal sentences. 

The frequency of each particle error revealed that the overuse of ga was not as 

salient in the experimentally elicited errors. This suggests that the high frequency of ga in 

naturally occurring speech error data may, at least in part, reflect the frequency of 

linguistic factors such as verb types used in the spoken language. In the current 

experiment, the frequencies of different verb types were approximately the same, but this 

may not be the case for the actual spoken data. Certain verb types may be much more 

frequent than the other types. 
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However, among NPl errors, ga was the most frequent error. This leaves the 

possibility that ga acts as a default case-marker when incrementality requires the 

fragmentary information to be processed. 

There were mixed findings with regard to the possibility of mapping between 

concepts and case particles. There was a tendency for o to mark theme NPs when other 

particles were required, and a tendency for ni to mark locative NPs when de was 

required. However, animate NPs were not found to be erroneously followed by the 

nominative ga or dative ni. This was largely due to the fact the animate NPs were 

realized as subjects in passives most of the time. 

5.6 GENERAL DISCUSSION 

5.6.1 • Case-markers in Sentence Production Model. 

Before discussing the findings from the current study, processes of how case 

particles can be processed considering the sentence production model adopted here are 

sketched out. It appears that in an optimal situation in which a complete proposition is 

available in the Conceptualizer, case particles must be processed in one of the three ways, 

depending on the type of case particles. 

First, if a case particle is a meaningfril postposition, it is selected via direct mapping 

from content in the message fed from the Conceputalizer. These case particles must have 

lemmas. Second, the case particles that are required by verbs (such as ni, as in -ni a-u 'to 

meet [someone]') are selected by lemmas; more specifically, the information concerning 
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subcategorization that is contained within the lemma selects them. This is similar to the 

way that English to in listen to is selected. Bock and Levelt (1994) call this process 

'indirect election.' Third, when a particle fimctions as a case-marker, it is selected by 

categorical or phrasal procedures, its abstract representations are specified in the planning 

frames at the positional level. The loci of these three processes are illustrated in Figure 

5.11 below. The case particles in this figure are abstract representations of case particles. 

The current study assumed that processes illustrated above and in Figure 5.11 might 

be at work in error-free Japanese sentence production. One of the findings in the current 

study can apparently be explained by the processes above. Both in the current study and 

in Terao's (1987, 1985a) studies, case particles with salient meaning (e.g., postpositions 

such as kxira 'from' and made 'until') and such particles as topic-maker wa and mo 'also' 

did not participate in errors as frequently as what are often considered as 'case-markers.' 

This finding can be explained by the direct control on these meaningful case particles 

from the Conceptualizer. Alternatively, however, the difference of frequencies of errors 

of different types of particles may reflect the different fi^uencies of these particles used 

in spontaneous data or in the experiment. Thus, carefully controlled experiment 

focussing on this particular aspect is necessary to draw a definitive conclusion. 
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I. Direct Mapping 
e.g., 
(gakkoo) kara« 
(Suiyoobi) made. 

II. Indirect Election. 
e.g. _ U^jcel^on sum. 

FUNCTI 

III. Frames. 

PHONOLOGICAL 
ENCODING 

CASE/obj to output systems 

Figure 5.11: Case particle selection in a sentence production model. 

The finding in the current study that case particles across different types are 

processed like English prepositions does not appear to be compatible with the differential 

treatments of case particles that are regarded as postposition and the ones that are 

regarded as case maiicers. There were some indications that the selection of case particles 

including what are typically considered to be case-markers (or structural Case) were (at 
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least strategically) based on the semantics, in a manner approximately like the one 

described as 'direct mapping' in Figure 5.11. 

The behavior of case particles in sentence production reveal a fuzziness of the 

distinction between these two types of case particles that many generative lingiusts regard 

as clear-cut. Applicability of Garrett's (1980b) proposal, that prepositions are processed 

as open class elements at the Functional level and processed as closed class elements at 

the Positional level, to the behavior of case particles needs to be further investigated. For 

example, a question arises as to whether postpositions and case particles are processed 

similarly only at one of the two levels, but not the other or they are both processed 

similarly at both levels. 

The results of the current study also imply the ways in which sound forms of the 

case particles may be retrieved. Although case particles are immune to phonological 

segmental errors, the frequency of phonologically similar copy errors implies that sound 

forms of case particles that are available in the store may affect the case particle 

selection. This store must consist of case particles and some other closed class elements, 

because there were some substitutions of case particles by other closed class elements 

such as a question marker and a complementizer. But there were no instances in which 

case particles were substituted by open class elements. This is despite the fact that there 

are open class elements that are phonologically similar to case particles. For example, gu 

'content' and go 'Japanese chess' are similar to nominative ga. 
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5.6.2. Strategic Mechanisms. 

The processes discussed concerns ideal situations in which a speaker has a (near) 

complete proposition ready at a time, and lemmas are retrieved without delay. When 

these processes are not optimally carried out, strategic mechanisms play a role. One such 

mechanism may use the semantics in an intended message. When a lexical concept for a 

noun is fed to the Formulator before a proposition is, the Formulator checks to see if the 

semantic role of the noun in a fragmentary message can be identified. If it can be 

identified, then an abstract representation of a prototypical case particle for the semantic 

role {o for theme/role or ni for location/goal) is provisionally selected. If not, the 

formulator may provisionally assign the nominative to the noun. 

5.6.3. Natural vs. Experimental Data. 

This section compares the findings from naturally occurring data in the current 

study, and also in Terao (1995a) with the experimentally elicited data to evaluate one of 

Terao's (1995a) suggestions as to the causation of overuse of ga. Comparison of these 

tvvo types of data revealed that Terao's (1995a) suggestion, reviewed in chapter 2 

(Section 2.5.2) and repeated below in (5.50), is a plausible one. 

(5.50) ((2.55a) repeated) 
When the subject NP is phonologically null, ga is attached to the overt non-subject 
NP. 

Terao found that 51 out of 86 utterances containing overuse of ga did not have overt 

subject NPs. Tables 5.29 and 5.30 show whether an argument NP that each error particle 

should have followed was null or overt in the data used in the current study. 
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Table 5.29: Overt and null status of the NP that each particle should follow (with possible 

ga o ni 
overt 21 72 46 
null 106 8 17 

Table 5.30; Overt and null status of the NP that each particle should follow (without 

i ! za o ni 
1 overt i 10 32 25 
i null 1 39 4 8 

It is indeed the case that the overuse of ga occurs when the NPs that ga should 

follow (i.e., subject) are not overtly present, while this is not the case with ni or o. As far 

as ni and o are concerned, the absence of the overt NPs (e.g., direct object, indirect 

object) that these case particles should have followed did not necessarily increase the 

overuse of these case particles. Thus, Terao's suggestion seems plausible; however, with 

the naturally occurring case particle errors alone, one cannot conclude that the absence of 

overt NPs explains the overuse of ga, since this may just reflect the overwhelmingly high 

frequency of utterances with only one argument. 

There were some differences between the error patterns in naturally occurring errors 

and experimentally elicited errors, most notably the frequency of the nominative as an 

intruding particle. That is, although ga was clearly the most frequently overused particle 

in naturally occurring errors, this was not the case with the experimentally elicited errors. 

This may reflect the differences between the frequencies of sentence types in the natural 

spoken data and in the picture description in the experiment. 
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According to Ono and Sadler (1999), in 67% of randomly sampled 405 clauses, 

only 33% were transitive clauses, and 90% of the transitive clauses in Japanese 

conversation contained only one or no NP. Thus the frequent overuse of ga in naturally 

occurring case particle errors suggests that the overuse of ga is more likely to occur when 

the subject NP is phonologically null as in spontaneous spoken data, rather than in a task 

where the participants were instructed not to omit NPs, supporting Terao's suggestion. 

However, this does necessarily imply a tendency to overtly realize the nominative ga 

in a sentence even if there is no subject overt NP, which results in an overuse of ga. In 

the experimentally elicited errors, the overuse of ga was equally frequent for clauses 

containing the overt subject NP followed by ga and for clauses containing the overt 

subject NPs followed by wa. This is indicated by the frequencies of the overuse of ga in 

copy errors and in "pure" substitutions; examples of these are shown in (5.51). 

(5.51) a. copy error 
kuruma o otoko-no-hito ga naosi-ta. 
car ACC man NOM repair-past 
'a man repaired a car" 

-•kuruma GA, kuruma o otoko-no-hito ga naosi-ta. 

b. pure substitution 
buatui hon o otoosan wa yonde ita 
thick book ACC father top read-GER was-past 
'A father was reading a thick book.' 

buatui hon GA buatui hon o otoosan wa yonde ita 

In (5.51a) a subject NP followed by ga was part of the intended sentence plan. In 

(5.51b), there were no subject NPs followed by ga; the agent NP was realized as the topic 

followed by wa. If the cause of overusing ga is the force to realize ga somewhere in the 
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sentence when there is no subject NP to attach to, then more errors are expected for 

sentence plans that do not contain any subject NPs followed by ga, as in (5.51b). 

However, the overuse of ga was equally frequent in sentences as in (5.51a) and those as 

in (5.51b); there were 28 instances of the former, and 30 instances of the latter. Being 

able to find an overt subject NP to attach to in sentences such as (5.51a) did not 

necessarily reduce the errors. 

Thus, it was found that what matters is whether the sentence plan contains a 

subject/topic NP to be expressed overtly or not. But whether there is a subject NP to 

which ga can be attached in a sentence plan not does not seem to be relevant. 

The comparison between the naturally occurring data and experimentally elicited 

data provides stronger evidence for the plausibility of Terao's suggestion that ga is 

attached to the overt non-subject NP when the subject NP is phonologically null. 

5 .6 .4. Nature of Case Particles. 

While case particles (or in kakuzyosi in Japanese) were traditionally considered to 

constitute one linguistic class in Japanese linguistics, generative linguists proposed a 

distinction bet^veen case-makers (i.e., the realization of structural Case) and postpositions 

(i.e., equivalents to English prepositions, or realization of inherent Case). 

The current examination of errors with case particles revealed that they are 

processed more like prepositions in English than like other closed class elements such as 

the plural marker -s and inflection. For example, in English the only closed class 

elements that participate in exchange errors are prepositions and pronouns. Various case 
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particles in Japanese also participated in exchange errors. While inflection and the plural 

marker sometimes shift in English, prepositions have not been reported to shift Likewise, 

case particles in Japanese do not shift Interestingly, both the case particles typically 

considered to be structural case markers and the ones considered to be postpositions are 

processed like postpositions during sentence production. This goes against the analysis in 

the generative framework that distinguishes between structural case markers and 

postpositions. 

Moreover, there was some indication in the research reported here that the selection 

of case particles used each particle's prototypical meaning even in cases where the 

semantics was not very transparent For instance, the overuse of the dative ni for the 

verbs that require the accusative o was observed when the action expressed by the verb 

was directional and did not cause changes in affected entity. This selection of elements 

based on their semantic properties is more akin to the selection of prepositions than 

purely grammatical morphemes. 

These findings show that psycholinguistic data such as speech errors can provide 

psychologically real analysis of linguistic elements, which can in tirni inform linguistic 

theory. 
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CHAPTER 6 

L2 KNOWLEDGE AND USE: JAPANESE ADJECTIVES ADJECTIVAL NOUNS 

6.1. OVERVIEW 

In the preceding two chapters, L1 processes of sentence production were examined. 

This and the following chapters report the results of the L2 studies, in the perspective of 

what LI processes involve. LI results in this project will help to distinguish two 

important components of L2 acquisition of Japanese: knowledge representation and 

processing skills. 

This chapter emphasizes the results of six tasks: a picture description task, a written 

assessment test, a word recognition task, a grammaticality judgment task of sentences 

containing adjectives and adjectival nouns, a word recall task, and an interview in 

English. The picture description was administered first, followed by the written 

assessment test and a word recognition test, and then by the grammatical judgement task. 

Lastly, the word recall task was administered, followed by an interview in English. 

The methods are discussed in Section 6.2, in the order of which the tasks were 

administered. But the results of the written assessment test, and word recognition test are 

reported first in order to establish for the reader an approximation of the L2 Japanese 

learners' knowledge of Japanese adjectives and adjectival nouns. Then, the results of the 

grammaticality judgment task are reported before discussing the results of the picture 

description task and word recall. 
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I assume that the written assessment and word recognition test elicited the L2 

participants' knowledge to the highest degree, because they were able to freely go back to 

items on previous pages of the test and fully utilize their knowledge. In the case of the 

grammaticality judgment task, the participants were only required to make judgments 

about sentences, and were not required to produce case particles. This task provided the 

participants with an opportunity to use their linguistic knowledge to a greater degree than 

did the picture description task. The participants' responses during interviews conducted 

in English to ascertain what they knew about adjectives and adjectival nouns are also 

briefly reported on. 

First, the method of data collection is discussed in detail. Then, before reporting the 

results of L2 participants' knowledge and use of Japanese adjectives and adjectival 

nouns, the results of the assessment of participants' proficiency levels are reported in 

Section 6.3. 

6.2. METHOD 

6.2.1 • Picture Description Task. 

6.2.1.1. Materials and procedures. A series of pictures was presented on a computer, 

using the same SuperLab software that was used in the LI picture description task. Three 

lists of adjectives and adjectival nouns were made based on the words introduced in the 

three volumes of the textbook used at the University of Arizona (Jorden & Noda, 1987, 

1988, 1990, Japanese: the Spoken Language). The experimental materials consisted of 
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three sets of items; the first list contained 9 each of adjectives and adjectival nouns fi-om 

Part 1; the second list 7 each from Part 2; and the third list 4 each from Part 3. 

Pictures were prepared to elicit these 40 adjectives and adjectival nouns. 

Participatns who had finished only one year of Japanese, or whose Japanese proficiency 

was approximately at that level, were given only the first part of the experiment, which 

consisted of pictures for the first set of 18 words. Those who had studied Japanese for 

approximately two years were also administered the second part of the experiment, which 

included the second set of items. Those who had studied Japanese three or more years 

were additionally provided the third set. The pictures were drawn on paper first, scaimed, 

and then converted to PICT File format The lists of words and pictures used in this 

experiment are in Appendices 6A and 6B (6B-1 and 6B-2), respectively. 

Each picture was accompanied by an audio stimulus (System 7 Sound file), such as 

in (6.1) below. The stimuli (a-c) were designed to elicit three different structures: pre-

nominal modifications, an embedded clause, and negatives, respectively. 

(6.1) Sound stimuli and examples of expected responses. 

[for a picture depicting a loud, noisy person] 
a. Donna hito desu ka. 'what kind of person is (he)' 

Expected response: Urusai hito desu. 
noisy person COP '(He) is a noisy person' 

b. Sono hito, doo omoimasu ka. 'What do you think of the person?' 
Expected response: Urusai to omoimasu. 

noisy COMP think 'I think that (he) is noisy' 

c. [for a picture depicting a quiet person] 
Sono hito, urusai desu ka. 'Is the person noisy?' 

Expected response: Urusaku nai desu. 
noisy NEGCOP '(He) is not noisy' 
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In order to ensure that participants would use the expected structures, a practice 

session was administered. The first part of the practice session was the picture description 

task conducted in English, using three adjectives: big, interesting, and expensive. The 

audio stimuli used in this practice session are shown in (6.2). 

(6.2) Sound stimuli and examples of expected responses 
in the first, English part of the practice session. 

[for a picture depicting a big bag] 
a. 'What kind of bag is it?" 

Expected response; It's a big bag. 

b. 'What do you think of the bag?' 
Expected response: 1 think it's big. 

[for a picture depicting a small bag] 
c. 'Is the bag big?' 

Expected response: No, it isn't big. 

In the second part of the practice session, the same pictures (which depict big and small 

bags, an interesting and a boring movie, and a cheap and an expensive umbrella) were 

used. A red arrow appeared on the screen and pointed to the item to be described and the 

participants were asked to describe the pictures in Japanese, in a manner similar to their 

English responses. The experimenter gave the participants feedback as to whether they 

were following the instructions, by reminding them of the English sentences that they 

were expected to produce in the earlier part of the practice session, but did not provide 

feedback regarding the words or language they were using. The pictures and sound 

stimuli were first presented in a systematic order (i.e., in the order of pictures for ookii 

'big', omosiroi 'interesting' and takai 'expensive'), and then in pseudo-random order. 
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For the test session, the pictures and sound stimuli were presented in a pseudo

random order. The systematic manipulation used in the ordering of items was that the 

sound stimulus for negative constructions was always presented after the other two types 

of sound stimuli for each target word. The sound stimuli for negatives gave away the 

target words, as shown in (6.1c); thus in order to obtain the participants' responses of 

pre-nominal modification and of /^/-clause as the result of their own lexical retrieval, it 

was necessary to have the stimuli for negative responses presented last. 

Because it was predicted that not all pictures would be interpreted as intended in the 

on-line session, off-line elicitation was also planned. That is, immediately af^er the on

line session, the experimenter showed the pictures for which the participants did not use 

the intended words, benri 'convenient,' for example, and asked "Now, could you describe 

this picture again, using the word that means 'convenient* this time?" However, this was 

not done with all of these items, since the non-use of the target words could also be due 

to a lack of knowledge about these words. For example, if the participants did not 

recognize the target words upon hearing the audio-stimuli for the negatives that actually 

contained these target words, this was taken as evidence that the participants did not 

know the words. In such cases, no further attempt was made to elicit these words after the 

on-line session of the experiment 

6.2.1.2. Scoring and analysis. Participants' performances were tape-recorded and 

transcribed. If an utterance contained the target adjective or adjectival noun, then its 

accuracy was scored as 1 for "accurate," 0 for "inaccurate," and 0.5 for self-repairs where 

the speaker successfully corrected himselfTierself or the original utterance was correct 
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(i.e., of the two expressions one was correct). Otherwise, the data for a given item was 

considered to be "missing." The subject means were computed for each word category 

and structure combination, and then submitted to a mixed design ANOVA. The types and 

frequency of errors and self-repairs were also examined. 

6.2.2 Assessment of the Metalinguistic Knowledge. 

6.2.2.1. Materials. A one-page written test was designed to elicit participants' 

meta-linguistic knowledge of the morphosyntax of adjectives and adjectival nouns. An 

attempt was made to assess the morphosyntactic knowledge that was distinct both from 

the knowledge of morphological formation of each lexical item and from the memorized 

chunks (e.g., memorization of the whole negative phrases of particular words). Four non-

words were used. Arbitrary meaning was given to these non-words in English; the actual 

Japanese words that would express these meanings were not clearly adjectives or 

adjectival nouns. The Japanese equivalents of the English words used in the test would be 

expressions containing various categories and phrases. The questions used to elicit 

participants' morphosyntactic knowledge of adjectives are shown in (6.3a) and (6.3b). In 

(6.3a), the morphological formation "hikaku narimasita" made it clear that the word in 

question was an adjective, but only if the participant was aware of this morphological 

formation. In (6.3b), the word form ending "sii" made it clear that the word in question 

was an adjective. While adjectives typically end with this is not always the case; 

however, words ending with -sii are consistently adjectives. The questions shown in (6.3) 

are half of the actual items given to the participants. Equivalent questions to elicit 
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morphosyntactic knowledge of adjectival nouns were also constructed, and given on the 

same test. The actual test is shown in Appendix 6C. 

(6.3) 
a. Suppose that there is the word "hikai" which means "languorous" 
and that it is used as in "hikaku narimasita" r^ ̂ ^ X^fZo J ([he] 
became languorous). Change the form of this word to mean the following. 

• "(he) is not languorous." 
• "(he) is a languorous person." O' b. 
• "(I) think (he) is languorous." ^ 

b. Suppose you heard the word "mayusii" (^i^ UV^) which appears to mean 
"pretentious," for the first time. Change the form of this word. 

• "(he) is not pretentious." 
• "(he) is a pretentious person." 
• "(I) think (he) is pretentious" ^ 
• "(he) became pretentious" ^ 'J ^ \^fZa 

6.2.2.2. Scoring. For each structure (i.e., pre-nominal modification, negative, 

embedded clause) of each word category, there were two questions for each participant 

The means of the correct responses were computed for each of these combinations (word 

category x structure). A participant's knowledge of the structural formation for a given 

word category was scored as either 1 (correct responses for both two items), 0.5 (correct 

response for only one item), or 0 (incorrect responses for both). 

6.2.3.Word Recognition. 

The purpose of the word recognition task was to assess whether the participants 

knew the words' meanings, as well as the words' grammatical categories that the 

materials in the picture description task were designed to elicit. This was to determine 
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whether inability to describe some of the pictures in the description task was due to 

participants' lack of knowledge of the words necessary to describe the pictures, or was 

due to processing factors (e.g., inability to recall the words at the time of the experiment). 

A list of the words that were intended by the picture description task was given to 

the participants at the beginning of the second session. The participants were instructed to 

give an approximate meaning in English, and mark which of two grammatical categories 

that each word belonged to. The actual test sheet is shown in Appendix 6D. 

6.2.4. Grammaticalitv Judgment. 

Sentences representing both target and typical non-target use of adjectives and 

adjectival nouns were presented to the participants on the computer, also using SuperLab. 

The sentences were written both in Japanese orthography and in Romanization. In 

addition, a picture matching the sentence was presented along with each sentence, as 

shown in Figure 6.1. 

Osoi da to omoimasu. 

Figure 6.1: An example of a sentence presented in the judgment task. 
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The participants were asked to judge if the sentences presented were correct 

sentences by pressing the 'y' 'yes' key for grammatical sentences, and the 'n' 'no' key, for 

ungrammatical sentences; the 'x' key was used for sentences whose grammaticality they 

couldn't decide upon. In order to examine the indeterminacy of each participant's 

judgment, all items were used twice in the same experimental session. SuperLab recorded 

response times as well as the actual responses. 

Three adjectives (i.e., osoi-i 'slow*, yasasi-i 'easy', huru-i 'old') and three adjectival 

nouns (i.e., benri 'convenient', kiree 'clean', zyoozu 'skillful/proficient') were used in this 

task. The three structures in question, pre-nominal modification, negatives, and 'that-

clause' were included in the experiment. Examples of sentences used in this experiment 

containing yasasi-i 'easy' and benri 'convenient', are in (6.4)-(6.9). The complete set of 

items given to all participants is shown in Appendix 6E. The same set of items was given 

to participants of all proficiency levels. 

(6.4) Adjectives: pre-nominal modification - '(it) is an easy test.' 

a. hTf. yasasi-i tesuto des-u. (grammatical) 
easy-NONPAST test COPULA-NONPAST 

b. hTT. yasasi-i no tesuto des-u. (ungrammatical) 
c. yasasi-i na tesuto des-u. (ungrammatical) 

(6.5) Adjectives; negatives - '(it) is not easy.' 

a. U< yasasi-ku na-i des-u. (grammatical) 
easy NEG-NONPAST COPULA-NONPAST 

b. U< y *ttA/. yasasi-ku arimas-en. (grammatical) 
easy NEG-NONPAST 

c. . yasasi zya na-i des-u. (ungrammatical) 
d. yasasi zya arimas-en. (ungrammatical) 
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(6.6) Adjectives: "rAar-cIause" - '(I) think that (it) is easy.* 

a. . yasasi-i to oraoi-mas-u. (grammatical) 
easy-NONPAST COMP thnik 

b. ^5 . yasasi-i da to omoi-mas-u. (ungrammatical) 
c. yasasi-i omoi-mas-u. (ungrammatical) 

(6.7) Adjectival nouns: pre-nominal modification- '(it) is a convenient bag.' 

a. y ^tnii/uVTo benri na kaban des-u. (grammatical) 
convenient bag COPULA-NONPAST 

b benri no kaban des-u (ungrammatical) 
c. ^/u V a^a/u'CT. benri kaban des-u (ungrammatical) 

(6.8) Adjectival nouns: negatives - '(it) is not convenient' 
a. benri zya na-i des-u. (grammatical) 

convenient (COPLFLA) NEG-NONPAST COPULA-NONPAST 
b. y SitA/. benri zya arimas-en. (grammatical) 

convenient (COPULA) NEG-NONPAST 
c. . benri -ku na-i des-u. (ungrammatical) 
d .  y  <  y  * A / ,  b e n r i  - k u  a r i m a s - e n .  ( u n g r a m m a t i c a l )  

(6.9) Adjectival nouns: "//^/-clause" - '(I) think that (it) is convenient' 

a .  ̂ A , U b e n r i  d a  t o  o m o i - m a s - u .  ( g r a m m a t i c a l )  
convenient COPULA-NOWAST COMP think 

b. '<A/y . berui to omoi-mas-u. (ungrammatical) 

c. '<A/y8t>*f. benri omoi-mas-u. (ungranmiatical) 

6.2.5. Word Recall (L2 TOT Experiment). 

6.2.5.1. Procedures. A written list of dictionary definitions in English (fi-om a 

Japanese-English dictionary) for the Japanese adjectives and adjectival nouns targets that 

had been also used in the picture description task was presented to the participants, and 

they were then asked to recall the target Japanese words. The Progressive Japanese-

English Dictionary (Shogakukan), and a Japanese textbook, Japanese: The Spoken 

Language were consulted for English equivalents. Unlike the target words for Japanese 
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LI speakers, the meanings of the 40 target words selected for L2 Japanese speakers were 

straightforward. For this reason, dictionary definitions were often a list of English 

equivalents (e.g., "handy, convenient, ease-to-use" for a Japanese adjectival noun bertri). 

The list of these definitions is found in Appendix 6F. 

Whenever the participants did not recall a target word, the experimenter filled out 

an information sheet by questioning them to provide the partial information of the target 

words available to the participants. These procedures were identical to the ones used in 

the L1 experiments. For the assessment of availability of syntactic information (i.e., word 

category), participants were asked to choose the sentence with a blank (i.e., 'a' or "b") that 

would be most appropriate for the word they were trying to retrieve, one response for 

each of the four pairs of sentences shown in (6.10). The data sheets for L2 speakers were 

written in English and Romanization; the actual data sheet is in Appendix 6G. 

(6.10) ((4.2) repeated) 

Sentences to elicit grammatical information of the target words during TOT 

I. (a) kute ii to omoimasita. 'Being , (I) thought it was good.' 
(b) de ii to omoimasita. 

II. (a) Amari zyanaidesu. '(it) isn't very 
(b) Amari ku nai desu. 

III. (a) Zuibun ni narimasita. '(it) became quite .' 
(b) Zuibun ku narimasita. 

VI. (a) datta to omoimasu. '(I) thought (it) was 
(b) katta to omoimasu. 
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6.2.5.2. Pilot study. Seven advanced L2 Japanese speakers participated in this pilot 

study. The list of definitions used here differed from the one used in the actual test 

session. The pilot list consisted of both high frequency basic items and low frequency 

items. The participants accessed grammatical category information with an accuracy rate 

of 84.6% during 13 instances of positive TOTs (reported in Iwasaki, 1997). However, it 

was found that each participant had partial phonological information available during 

each of these 13 positive TOTs. Thus, it was not possible to determine whether advanced 

level L2 learners were likely to guess the word category of target words accurately, even 

if they did not have access to the phonological information of the words. 

6.2.5.3. Analysis. Each of the participants' responses to the grammatical questions 

shown in (6.10) was scored as 1 for "matching the experimental target" and 0 for "not 

matching the experimental target" The subject and item means for positive and negative 

TOTs were computed to test the effect of TOT types (i.e., positive vs. negative TOTs). 

Two analyses were done for subject analyses; in one analysis all the subjects were 

included, in the other the subjects who did not show accurate knowledge in the meta

linguistic knowledge assessment were excluded for the analysis. 

6.2.6. Interview in English 

A prepared set of questions such as the ones shown in (6.11) were used to assess the 

participants' explicit knowledge concerning adjectives, adjectival nouns. 

(6.11) Questions to elicit knowledge of Adjectives/adjectival nouns: 

a. Can you tell me what different kinds of descriptive words Japanese has? 
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b. Do you know how to make negatives of these words? How do you modify 

nouns using these words? How do you say "I think that... " using these words? 

c. Suppose that you just picked up the word yukai in a conversation with a 

Japanese friend. You figured out that the word means something like "joyous". 

Now the friend says Ano hito yukai desu net. How do you say, "no, he is not 

joyous" in Japanese. ...On what basis did you form the negative that way? 

d. Are these words easy to use? Why? 

6.2.7. Analysis of L2 Adjective/Adjectival Noun Data 

Two types of analysis were carried out. One is a quantitative analysis, across all 

participants, for the purpose of identifying general tendencies, and the other is a more 

qualitative analysis of individual participants. 

6.2.7.1. Across participants. The data from the picture description task and from the 

grammaticality judgment task were analyzed across all participants. The effects of 

participants' proficiency (i.e., high, mid, low), as well as other factors such as word class 

(i.e., adjective or adjectival noun), and structures (i.e., pre-nominal modificatioa, 

negative, embedded sentence) on the mean accuracy were tested by three-way ANOVA 

(3 X 2 X 3). This was a mixed repeated measure design, with the subjects nested in 

proficiency levels, and the structures nested in word categories. Additionally, the 

frequency of different types of errors for each lexical item was examined to see if 

particular words were prone to errors. 

A similar procedure as well as a multivariate ANOVA were used to analyze the 

grammaticality judgment task data. In one analysis, the effects of participants' 

proficiency, word class (i.e., adjective or adjectival noun), and structures (i.e., pre-
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nominal modification , negative, embedded sentence) on the correct percentage were 

tested by three-way ANOVA (3 X 2 X 3). In the other analysis, the effect of 

grammaticality of the items (i.e., whether the sentence was grammatical or not) and two 

presentations of the same stimuli (i.e., time 1 vs. time 2) were examined using a 

multivariate ANOVA. 

The correlation between the performance on the picture description task and the 

judgment task was also examined. This was done both across all structures and for each 

word category X structure combination, in order to assess what structure might be the 

most susceptible to processing factors during speaking (i.e., the lowest correlation). 

6.2.12. Within participants. The possible process-related sources of participants' 

errors were examined by studying the errors made by subjects who clearly appear to have 

the target meta-linguistic knowledge (observed in the meta-linguistic written test, 

grammaticality judgment, or English interview). Specifically questions such as shown in 

(6.12) are investigated. 

(6.12) 

a. Are the errors made by the participants who apparently possess the knowledge of 
morphosyntactic rules of adjectives and/or adjectival nouns due to not being certain 
about or mistakenly classifying the word category of particular lexical items as 
assessed by the word recognition task)? 

b. Are these errors due to word retrieval process, such as seen in the word recall 
task? 

c. What other performance factors hinder the accurate production of sentences? 

The answers to these questions reveal where the gaps between L2 participants' 

knowledge and their performance are. 
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6.3. PARTICIPANTS AND THEIR PROFICIENCY 

Thirty-one native English speakers who had studied Japanese for at least one year 

participated. Three of them had Japanese parent(s), but because they reported that they 

had not spoken Japanese until they received formal Japanese instruction, they were not 

excluded from this analysis. Other background information about each participant, such 

as the length of their Japanese language study and the length of time that they spent in 

Japan (if they had gone to Japan previously), is in Appendix 6H. There were nine female 

participants and 22 male participants, at ages ranging from 19 to 46, with an mean age of 

25.5 years old. They reported that they studied or had been studying Japanese for one to 

eight years, with the average being three years. 

During the first session, the participants were given oral proficiency interviews 

(OPI) conducted by the author, who was an officially certified tester at the time of data 

collection, and was in the process of re-certification at the time of data analysis. In the 

last session, the participants completed a Simple Performance Oriented Test (SPOT). All 

of the participants completed version B (Version 3) of SPOT, which was designed for 

beginning to intermediate level L2 Japanese learners; eight participants who scored 47 or 

higher on Version B also completed version A (version 2), which was designed for 

intermediate to advanced level L2 Japanese learners. 

On the basis of participants' performance in the oral proficiency interviews, they 

were rated as "low", "mid", and "high." The ACTFL scales have four major categories; 

novice, intermediate, advanced and superior. Within the first three major categories, there 
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are three sub-levels: low, mid, and high. Table 6.1. shows each participant's proficiency. 

Only those who scored higher than 47 took SPOT Version A test. 

Table 6.1: Proficiency of L2 participants. 
Gender OPI* Levels SPOTB Percentage SPOTA Percentage 

1 M N-M 1 23 38% 
2 F A-M J 53 88% 38 58% 
3 F I-M 2 40 67% 
4 F I-L I 29 48% 
5 M I-M 2 46 77% 
6 M I-L 1 30 50% 
7 M I-H 2 46 77% 
8 M S 3 58 97% 55 85% 
9 M N-M I 20 33% 
10 M A-L 3 49 82% 39 60% 
11 M N-M I 10 17% 
12 M A-M J 47 78% 38 58% 
13 M A-L J 52 87% 46 71% 
14 F N-H 1 34 57% 
15 M N-H 1 11 18% 
16 .M I-M 2 48 80% 34 52% 
17 F N-M I 6 10% 
18 F N-M 1 35 58% 
19 M N-H I 24 40% 
20 M I-H 2 54 90% 47 72% 
21 F A-H 3 58 97% 60 92% 
22 M I-M 2 39 65% 
23 M I-L 1 23 38% 
24 M I-L 1 31 52% 
25 M I-M 2 35 58% 
26 M I-M 2 29 48% 
27 M I-M 2 41 68% 
28 F N-H 1 28 47% 
29 F I-H 2 33 55% 
30 M N-M 1 11 18% 
31 M I-L I 24 40% 

Note. N, , and A strand for Novice, Intermediate and Advanced, respectively. L, M, and H stand 
for Lx)w, Mid and High, respectively. 

However, for the purpose of statistics, the number of proficiency levels was reduced 

to three. Those who were rated as Intermediate-Low or lower according to ACTFL 
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proficiency guidelines were categorized as "low" in this study, while those who were 

rated as Intermediate-Mid or Intermediate-High were categorized as "mid"; those who 

were rated as Advanced-Low or higher were categorized as "high." There were 15 

participants whose proficiency was rated as "low," 10 participants rated as "mid" and 6 

participants rated as "high." Table 6.1 shows each participant's proficiency. 

In order to examine the correlation between difTerent ratings, OPI scales were 

provisionally converted to a numeral scoring of 1 to 10, although this conversion may be 

misleading.The ratings for the current analysis based on the OPI scales, "low," "mid," 

and "high," were also converted to 1, 2 and 3. Pearson correlation test showed that there 

was d significant high correlation between the OPI ratings and the SPOT Version B 

(Version 3) scores, with a Pearson correlation efficient of 0.86 at p<.0001. There was also 

significant correlation between the ratings for the current analysis (low, mid, high) and 

the SPOT Version B scores, with a Pearson correlation efficient 0.84 at p<.0001. The 

Pearson correlation details are is in Table 6.2. These results indicated concurrent validity 

of the proficiency assessments used in this project 

38 
The ten levels from Novice-low to Superior were provisionally convened to 1 to 10; however, for 

example, the difference between Intermediate-High and Advanced-Low, which crosses a major category 
boundary, is assumed to be greater than the difference between Intermediate-Mid and Intermediate-High, 
which is within the intermediate categoiy. Thus, use of caution is recommended when interpreting this 
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Table 6.2: Pearson correlation coefficients, probability and number of observations. 
OPI 1 Ratings used 

1 for analysis 
SPOT 
Version B 

SPOT 
Version A 

OPI 0.92021 
<.0001 

31 

0.85680 
<0001 

31 

0.65956 
<0.0752 

8 
Rating for analysis 

j 
0.92021 
<.0001 

31 

0.83887 
<0001 

31 

0.28288 
0.4972 

8 
SPOT B 1 1 

i I 

0.85680 
<.0001 

31 

0.83887 
<0001 

31 

0.91160 
0.0016 

8 
SPOT A 0.65956 

<0.0752 
8 

0.28288 
0.4972 

8 

0.91160 
0.0016 

8 

6.4. RESULTS: KNOWLEDGE OF ADJECTIVES AND ADJECTIVAL NOUNS 

6.4.1 • Assessment of Metalinguistic Knowledge. 

Table 6.3 indicates the mean accuracy of the participants' responses (i.e., word 

fomis and closed class elements they filled in for the blanks) to metalinguistic assessment 

for each of the three proficiency levels. It seems that the more proficient the participant 

was, the more target-like their responses are, although this difference was minimal 

between the mid proficiency participants and the high proficiency participants. 

analysis, as a literal linear interpretation of the ratings of 1 through 10 may not accurately reflect the 
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Table 6.3 : Accuracy of responses in metalingiustic assessment by 
Proficiency Level Mean SD 

Low 61% 0.42 
Mid 74% 0.39 
High 75% 0.38 

jroficiency level-

However, the mean accuracy for each of the three structures under investigation for 

adjectives and adjectival nouns in Table 6.4 shows patterns that appear to be dependent 

on word category and structure. The same results are also shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. 

Only in the case of pre-nominal modification and embedded clauses of adjectival nouns, 

does the participants' accuracy appear to be correlated with their proficiency. 

Table 6.4: Accuracy of responses in metalinguistic assessment by proficiency and 
structure. 

t 
Adjectives Adjectival Nouns 

j Level 
j 

Modification Embedded 
clause 

Negatives Modification Embedded 
clause 

Negatives 

! Low 81% 71% 86% 45% 15% 68% 
Mid 75% 79% 86% 75% 58% 71% 

i High 75% 67% 92% 92% 67% 58% 

proficiency gmdelines. 
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Figure 6.2: Mean accuracy for adjectives in metalingmstic knowledge assessment 
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Figure 6.3: Mean accuracy for adjectival nouns in metalinguistic knowledge assessment. 

The mean accuracy of structures for adjectival nouns among low proficiency 

participants was found to be noticeably low. Many of the low proficiency participants did 
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not supply na in pre-nominal modification or da in embedded clauses, while higher 

proficiency participants tended to oversupply these elements. 

High proficiency participants' accuracy was unexpectedly low for pre>nominaI 

modification and embedded clauses of adjectives, and also for the negative construction 

of adjectival nouns. This was partly due to their tendency to oversupply such elements as 

da, and na. Perhaps, it is possible that this assessment did not adequately assess the 

participants' metalinguistic knowledge. More test items on this test could have helped to 

assess this knowledge more extensively. 

The mean accuracy for adjectival nouns was generally much lower than that for 

adjectives. This lower mean accuracy for adjectival nouns may be partly due to the fact 

that one of the questions that were designed to assess participants' knowledge of the 

morphosyntax of adjectival nouns required the participants to read the instructions 

carefully in order to respond correctly. Participants sometimes failed to respond correctiy 

to the item shown in (6.13a), even if they correctly responded to the other set of questions 

designed to assess participants' knowledge of the morphosyntax of adjectival nouns 

shown in (6.13b). 

(6.13) 
a. Suppose there is another word "kokai" (V"*) which means " indecisive" 
and that it is used as in "kokai ni narimasita" T^ ^ \^fz.o J ([he] 
became indecisive). Change the form of this word to mean the following. 
• "(he) is not indecisive." 
• "(he) is an indecisive person." i 
• "(I) think (he) is indecisive" 

b. Suppose you heard a word "kasame" ^ J6) which appears to mean 
"sleek" for the first time. 
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You want to say: 
• "(he) is not sleek." 
• "(he) is a sleek person." tN b 
• "(I) think (he) is sleek. 
• "(he) became sleek" ^ S X^fZa 

Thus, the mean accuracy of only the responses to the questions (6.13b) for 

adjectival noun and (6.3b) for adjectives was also computed; even so, the overall picture 

stayed the same, as shown in Table 6.5. High proficiency participants' accuracy for 

negatives was still low. 

Table 6.5: Mean accuracy of metalinguistic assessment by proficiency, word category 
and struaures. Responses to questions (6.3b) and (6.13b) only. 

Adjectives Adjectival Nouns 
Level Modification Embedded 

clause 
Negatives Modification Embedded 

clause 
Negatives 

Low 76% 78% 85% 60% 21% 87% 
Mid 1 80% 89% 91% 80% 63% 72% 
High i 83% 67% 100% 100% 67% 50% 

It was adjectival nouns that appeared to have presented difficulties for participants 

rather than adjectives. There were very few incorrect responses of overgeneration of NO 

for adjectives in this task, which allowed the L2 participants to use their knowledge 

without time constraints, contrary to an emphasis on this error type in the previous 

literature. This suggests that the locus of overgeneration of NO may not be the linguistic 

knowledge of the language learners. 

6.4.2. Word Recognition. 

This part of the investigation was concerned with whether participants knew the 

grammatical category of each lexical item, rather than with assessing the size of the 
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vocabulary of each participant, or their precision of semantic knowledge. Thus, only the 

responses concerning word categories of items with which the participants displayed their 

familiarity by writing down words' approximate meanings were examined. Mean 

accuracy was calculated both among the items corresponding to the smallest set of the 

basic items used in the picture description task, and also for all the words whose meaning 

the participants recognized. This was because the means of the accuracy for all of these 

items may unfairly indicate a low accuracy rate for the participants with a higher level of 

proficiency. They could recognize the more infrequent words, and thus their responses 

concerning word categories of these infrequent words would be included, thus giving 

them more chances to be incorrect. 

Table 6.6: Accuracy of word category in word recognition by proficiency level. 
Most basic 18 items All Items 

Mean SD Mean SD 
Low 94.2% 0.23 92% 0.27 
Mid 94.0% 0.24 94% 0.23 
High 93.5% 0.25 91% 0.29 

As shown in Table 6.7, participants were accurate in determining the word category 

of adjectives and adjective nouns across three proficiency levels, as long as they were 

familiar with (knew the approximate meanings of) the words. The mean accuracy of 

adjectives and adjectiv£il nouns among the set of basic 18 words was 94% for adjectives, 

and 92% for adjectival nouns. Similarly, the mean accuracy among all the item sets was 

96% for adjectives and 92% for adjectival nouns. Mean accuracy was slightly lower for 

adjectival nouns overall. 
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Table 6.7: Accuracy of word category in the word recognition by proficiency level. 
Proficiency Word category Mean Accuracy 

Smallest Set of Items 
Mean Accuracy 

All Items 
Low Adjectives 96% 94% 

Adjectival nouns 92% 91% 
Mid Adjectives 100% 1.00% 

Adjectival nouns 88% 89% 
High Adjectives 89% 88% (97%) 

Adjectival nouns 98% 94% (98%) 

High level participants' lower accuracy rate was due to one (among six) participant's 

responses. This participant had primarily studied Japanese through interaction with 

Japanese speakers in Japan, and experienced difficulties in classifying the two categories 

of the words because he was not aware of the different categories of words that 

correspond to English adjectives. When his data was excluded, the mean accuracy of the 

high proficiency participants was 97% for adjectives and 98% for adjectival nouns as 

indicated in parenthesis in Table 6.7. 

There were only four words (out of 40) that induced incorrect responses from three 

or more participants. These include one adjective, kitanai 'dirty, filthy' and three 

adjectival nouns, sizuka 'quiet,' genki 'healthy, energetic', and ymanei 'famous.' There 

appear to be two primary reasons why these four words were confusing; their 'i' endings 

(when written in Romanization, or written in hiragana) and the word category of the 

antonyms. The non-past inflection of adjectives ends with -/, and it is a form used in 

dictionaries. Thus, -i endings are often associated with this word category. The adjectival 

noun gerxki has 'i' at the end when written in Romanization (although it is written with # 

in hiragana; this cannot be an ending of adjectives), and yuianei (or yuumee) can be 

written with 'i' when written in Romanization and ends with 'i' when written in 
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hiragana. Because these words look like adjectives when written in Romanization and/or 

hiragara, this may be the reason for some of the confiisioiL The antonym of adjective 

kiianai is kirei (or kiree^ 'pretty, clean', which is an adjectival noun, and the antonym of 

adjectival noun sizuka is urusai 'noisy,' which is an adjective. (However, none of this 

confusion seems to have resulted in the inaccurate use of these words. For example, the 

[participants who incorrecdy categorized these words correctly negated these words.) 

6.4.3. Grammaticalitv Judgment. 

6.4.3.I. Overall. The participants' "not sure" responses were regarded as incorrect 

responses in this analysis, unless otherwise noted. Only seven participants used this key, 

and only two of them used it more than five times (among 126 responses). Table 6.8 

indicates the mean accuracy. In the parentheses, the means that exclude "not sure" 

responses are also noted. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show the percent correct for each structure 

of each word category by the participants' proficiency levels. 

Table 6.8: Mean accuracy of responses in the judgment task. 
Adjectives Adjectival Nouns 

Level Pre-nominal 
Modification 

Embedded 
clause 

Negatives Pre-nominal 
Modification 

Embedded 
clause 

Negatives 

Low 80% 
(83%) 

86% 
(89%) 

72% 
(75%) 

79% 
(80%) 

77% 
(79%) 

92% 
(95%) 

Mid 89% 
(89%) 

86% 
(86%) 

78% 
(78%) 

87% 
(88%) 

86% 
(86%) 

89% 
(89%) 

High 94% 
(94%) 

80% 
(80%) 

91% 
(91%) 

95% 
(95%) 

75% 
(75%) 

99% 
(99%) 
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Table 6.9 indicates the response time for each structure, sorted by proficiency level. 

Table 6.9: Mean RT of responses in the judgment task. 
Adjectives Adjectival Nouns 

Level Pre-nominal 
Modification 

Embedded 
clause 

Negatives Pre>nominal 
Modification 

Embedded 
clause 

Negatives 

Low 4280 3956 5638 4543 3902 4296 
Mid ! 4186 4301 5391 4076 3911 4759 
High 4622 5750 5379 4456 4655 4735 

Table 6.8 and Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show that the mean accuracy did not increase 

across all structures as participants' proficiency levels became higher. In particular, the 

higher proficiency participants did poorly when judging the grammatical status of 

embedded adjectives or adjectival noun predicates. 

The high proficiency participants' accuracy of responses for ungrammatical 

adjective sentences as shown in (6.14a), and for ungrammatical adjectival noun sentences 

such as in (6.14b) was only 58.3% and 50.0%, respectively. The correct grammatical 

forms are benri da to omoimasu for (6.14a) and osoi to omoimasu for (6.14b), 

respectively. Because the adjective osoi is inflected for tense, it should not be 

accompanied by a copula, but it appears that the high proficiency participants were either 

not certain as to when this da is necessary, or if da was required. 

(6.14) a. •benri to omoimasu. 
convenient COMP think-DiSTAL-NONPAST 

'I think that (it is) convenient' 

b. *osoi da to omoimasu. 
SIOW-NONPAST COPULA COMP think-DISTAL-NONPAST 

'I think that (it) is slow.' 
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When the "x-key (undecided) responses" were excluded, the level of proficiency 

actually negatively correlated with the accuracy of the use of adjectives in embedded 

clauses, as seen in Figure 6.6. 
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Figure 6.6: Accuracy for adjectives in judgment task bv proficiencv and structure: "x-
kev" responses excluded. 

The results of this task were submitted to a three-way mixed design repeated 

measures ANOVA, proficiency (3) X word category (2) X structure (3), with the 

dependent variable being the mean accuracy. In this analysis, subjects were nested in 

proficiencv' levels. The main effects of proficiency and word category were found to be 

insignificant, F(2,28>=0.73, p=.49, F(l,28)=1.26, p=.27. The main effect of structure 

approached significance level, at F(2,56)=2.6, p=.08. The interaction between proficiency 
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and structure, and that between word category and structure were found to be significant, 

at F(4, 56) = 2.89, p = .03, F(4, 129) = 3.84, p = .0004. 

Post-hoc analysis was conducted using a Tukey procedure, contrasting the means of 

accuracy of two different proficiency levels of each structure; this yielded 18 contrasts. 

17 contrasts were significant at p<.001, adopting the Bonferroni procedure by dividing 

the alpha level of 0.05 by 18. The one contrast that was not found significant was 

between the means of low and mid proficiencies for embedded clauses. 

Thus, the results indicated that L2 learners' accuracy in the judgment task depends 

on their proficiency level, the category of words, and structures of sentences. In 

particular, the high proficiency participants' accuracy of adjectives and adjectival nouns 

in embedded clauses was found to be the lowest These differences between proficiency 

levels for each structure of each of the word categories were almost all significant 

6.4.3.2. Indeterminacy. In this grammaticality judgment task, each stimulus was 

presented twice in one session, as mentioned in the methods section. Table 6.10 shows 

the mean accuracy and Table 6.11 shows mean response time for these two presentations 

of the test items. 

Table 6.10: Presentation and accuracy. 
i Presentation Mean Accuracy Standard Deviation 
j First time 87% 0.43 
1 Second time 90% 0.45 
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Table 6.11: Presentation and response time. 
Presentation Mean RT (seconds) Standard Deviation 
First time 5.56 5.09 
Second time 3.68 3.18 

Overall, participants performed slightly better and took a shorter time to make a judgment 

the second time that a sentence was presented. This was true despite some reports that the 

more they saw similar sentences, the more difficult it became for them to make 

judgments. 

Table 6.12 shows the mean accuracy and response times for grammatical and 

ungrammatical sentences, for each proficiency level. 

Table 6.12: Mean accuracy and RT for grammatical vs. ungrammatical sentences by 
proficiency level. 

Proficiency Grammaticality of 
stimuli 

Mean accuracy Response time 
(second) 

Low ungrammatical 80% 4.41 Low 
granmiatical 88% 4.76 

Mid ungrammatical 87% ^ 4.22 Mid 
grammatical 83% 5.07 

High ungrammatical 88% 4.65 High 
grammatical 93% 5.47 

Across all three levels, participants took longer to respond to grammatical 

sentences. The low and high proficiency participants were more accurate in responding to 

grammatical stimuli, but the mid proficiency participants were more accurate in 

responding to ungrammatical stimuli. 

Table 6.13 shows the patterns of responses for the two presentations, across all 

participants. For example, a '1-0' response indicates that a participant made a correct 
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judgment when a given sentence was presented for the first time, but did not make a 

correct judgment when the same sentence was presented again. Overall, a participant's 

responses for two presentations of the same stimuli remained constant 89% of the time. 

Table 6.13: Patterns of responses for two presentations of the same stimuli. 
Presentation 1 - Presentation 2 Frequency Percentage 

correct - correct '1-1' 1529 79% 
incorrect - incorrect '0-0' 201 10% 
incorrect - correct '0-1' 112 5.8% 
correct - incorrect '1-0' 102 5.3% 

The frequency of the four types of responses for grammatical sentences and for 

ungrammatical sentences was counted. Differences between the frequency of '0-1' 

responses and '1-0' responses would reveal if a significant level of learning occurred 

during the experiment (i.e., significantly more '0-1' than '1-0'), or if there were significant 

instances of possible fatigue (i.e., more 'l-O' than '0-1'). The differences of the frequency 

of these 'O-l'/'l-O' responses between grammatical and ungrammatical stimuli would 

reveal if the grammatical status of the stimuli (i.e. granmiatical vs. ungrammatical) 

affected the frequency of inconsistent responses. 

Thus, along with the effect of proficiency level, the effect of stimulus type (i.e., 

grammatical vs. ungrammatical) and the effect of response pattern type '1-0' vs. '0-1' on 

the frequencies of these inconsistent responses were computed by Multivariate ANOVA. 

Because there were more ungrammatical stimuli than grammatical stimuli to start with, 

the frequencies of the ungrammatical items were adjusted by the ratio of the number of 

stimuli that were included in the experiment. 
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It was found that the effect of the grammaticality of stimuli approached a significant 

level, at F=(l,28)=4.05, p=.0539. There were more inconsistent responses for 

ungrammatical stimuli. The raw numbers were 67.147; when adjusted by the ratio of 

grammatical vs. ungrammatical items, the ratio of inconsistent responses for grammatical 

and ungrammatical items was approximately 67:90. Thus, it was found that 

ungrammatical items tended to induce more inconsistent responses. However, the 

frequency of'0-1' did not significantly differ from the frequency of'1-0' patterns, F (1, 

28) = 0.39, p=.68. There was no interaction effect between proficiency level and the 

grammaticality of stimuli, and no interaction effect between proficiency levels and 

response patterns. 

6.4.4 Knowledge Reflected in the Participants' Responses during Interviews in English 

It was found that during their participation in this project, some of the participants 

occasionally noticed closed class elements that they had not been using (e.g., in the 

judgment task), or gradually remembered what they had learned previously. Thus, by the 

time of the interview conducted in English at the end of the three sessions, some of the 

participants could articulate morphosyntactic knowledge that they seemed unaware of 

during the first session. The questions shown in (6.11) repeated here as (6.15) were 

asked. 

(6.15) Questions to elicit knowledge of Adjectives/adjectival nouns (6.11 repeated); 

a. Can you tell me what different kinds of descriptive words Japanese has? 
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b. Do you know how to make negatives of these words? How do you modify 
nouns using these words? How do you say "I think that..." using these words? 

c. Suppose that you just picked up the word "yukai" in a conversation with a 
Japanese friend. You figured out that the word means something like "joyous". 
Now the fnend says "ano hito yukai desu ne!". How do you say, "no, he is not 
joyous" in Japanese. ...On what basis did you form the negative that way? 

d. Are these words easy to use? Why? 

The interviews nonetheless revealed that some participants clearly misunderstood 

the morphosyntactic rules of adjectives and adjectival nouns. Other participants did not 

know what the morphosyntactic rules should be. The response in (6.16a) represents the 

former case, and the response in (6.16b) represents the latter. 

(6.16) Question; How do you modify a noun using these words? 

a. takai hon, atarasii hon. 
(How about the other type of words?) 
kiree hon, the same, benri hon. 

b. If s just what feels most natural for me. Maybe for one word, there is a 
particular way that feels good, but no other forms feel that way for that 
word. With another word, maybe it'll feel good with two different ways. 
You are not sure if it's this or it's that. It's based on the pronunciation of 
the words. 

The responses in these interviews showed that most of the participants (27 out of 

31) were fairly certain about how to form negation, but were not certain about the other 

two structures, especially the formation of adjective/adjectival noun predicates in 

embedded clauses. 
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Most participants were aware that an over-reliance on -/ ending would sometimes 

lead them to the misclassification of a newly encountered word. Only four were confident 

that any descriptive words ending with 'i' (such as yukai that was presented in a question 

(6.14c)), were doubtlessly adjectives because they end with 'i'. Twenty-one participants 

correctly stated that there was a high probability that was an adjective because of its 'i' 

ending, but also felt that this assumption would have to be confirmed (e.g., by asking a 

native speaker which one sounds better, yukaku nai, or yukai zya nai). One participant 

incorrectly believed the distal copula desu could not be used with an adjective, and that 

yukai as given in a sentence yukai desu ne could only be an adjectival noun. (While the 

copula da does not occur with adjectives, the distal form desu does commonly occur with 

adjectives.) 

At least five of the participants were not aware that there are different types of 

descriptive words, when prompted, "There are at least two types of descriptive words that 

correspond to English adjectives, right?" and had a hard time explaining different 

morphosyntactic formations. This unawareness and inability to articulate morpho-

syntactic rules seemed to be reflected in their performance in the judgment task. While 

the mean of the accuracy in the judgment task across all the subjects was 84%, the mean 

for each of these subjects were 87%, 53%, 62%, 67%, and 60%, respectively. Except for 

the first participant, their means were much lower than the overall mean. 

The first participant of these five was exceptional in many different ways. He 

received formal instruction of Japanese eleven years ago, and has relied on his interaction 
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with Japanese to improve his proficiency during a total of four years spent in Japan. He 

was rated as a high proficiency speaker. Although he had no awareness of 

morphosyntactic rules, he had good intuitions as to how a given word should form certain 

structures. With this participant, probing of linguistic knowledge only seemed successful 

via the judgement task. Both the metalinguistic knowledge test and the word category 

classification in the word recognition task presented difficulties for him. 

6.4.S. Summary of Knowledge of Adjectives/Adjectival Nouns. 

Four tasks above, the metalinguistic knowledge assessment test, the word 

recognition, the judgment task, and the interview conducted in English showed different 

aspects of the participants' knowledge of adjectives and adjectival nouns. 

Both the results of the metalinguistic knowledge assessments and those from the 

judgment task showed that L2 Japanese learners' accuracy did not depend on their 

proficiency levels in a straightforward fashion. Whereas the accuracy rate of pre-nominal 

modification of both adjectives and adjectival nouns, and of the negation of adjectives 

was generally higher among participants of higher proficiency, for embedded clauses, 

their accuracy rate was lower. This was primarily due to their tendency to oversupply the 

copula da with adjectives, or to accept ungrammatical adjective sentences that contained 

da. 
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6.5. RESULTS: USE AND PROCESSES OF ADJECTIVES AND ADJECTIVAL NOUNS 

6.5.1 Picture Description Task. 

6.5.1.1. Overall. There were a total of 2994 opportunities for picture descriptions 

among 31 participants; however, there were a number of responses that were not usable 

for analysis. There were 312 instances in which the participants failed to follow the 

instructions, 835 instances in which they used a word that the pictures did not intend/^ 

and 199 instances of no response. In order to increase the sample size, responses that 

were elicited by the experimenter's cues immediately following the experiments were 

also included in the analysis. A total of 2190 utterances were analyzed. 

Table 6.14: Mean accuracy for each proficiency level for each structure 
Adiectives Adjectival Nouns 

Level Pre-nominal Embedded Negatives Pre-nominai Embedded Negatives 
Modification clause Modification clause 

Low 94% 95% 83% 40% 28% 91% 
Mid 89% 89% 91% 66% 71% 95% 
High 94% 78% 99% 95% 68% 100% 

Generally speaking, the patterns observed in Table 6.14 resemble the results of both 

the metalinguistic knowledge test and the sentence judgment task, in that the mean 

accuracy was not necessarily related to proficiency level. In particular, the mean accuracy 

39 These responses occurred mostly due to one of two reasons. One is that the participants interpreted the 
pictures in a way that was not intended. The other reason was the participants replaced more complex, 
lower frequent words with the words that they were most familiar with, perhaps because they didn't Imow 
the target words or they did not feel confident using them. For example, a long pencil, spacious room, and a 
thick book were all described using the wordooA?/ "big.' 
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of high level participants' responses for adjective predicates in embedded clauses is the 

lowest among all three proficiency levels. 

Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the mean accuracy of responses for each structural pattern 

by each of the three proficiency levels, for adjectives and adjectival nouns. Provided that 

the three proficiency levels mirror, to some extent, three developmental stages, these 

figures show that developmental patterns differ greatly between structural patterns. 

100% 

• Low , 
• Mid 
• HiRh 

Modification Embeded clause 

Structures 

Negatives 

Figure 6.7: Mean accuracy of each structural pattern, for adjectives, sorted bv 
participants' proficiency levels. 

These results were also submitted to a three-way mixed design repeated measures 

ANOVA, proficiency (3) X word category (2) X structure (3). The dependent variable 

was mean accuracy. Subjects were nested in proficiency levels, and structures were 
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nested in word categories. It was found that all of the main effects and interactions were 

significant; main effect of proficiency, F(2, 28)=5.66, p=.0086; main effect of word 
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Figure 6.8: Mean accuracy of each structural pattern, for adjectival nouns, sorted bv 
participants' proficiency levels. 

category, F(l, 28)=24.71, p<.0001; main effect of structure embedded in word category, 

F(4, 112)=14.90, p <0001; interaction of proficiency and word category, F(2, 28)=6.21, 

p = .0059; and interaction of proficiency and structure embedded in word category, F(8, 

112)=2.23, p=.0299. Because the interaction effects were highly significant, Tukey post-

hoc analyses were conducted; 18 contrasts were tested. 17 out of 18 contrasts were 

significant, by an alpha level of .0027, determined by Bonferroni procedure. As the 
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analyses show, the patterns observed above are robust The participants of different 

proficiency levels differed significantly from each other, depending on the structures. 

6.5.1.2. Analysis of error tvpes. Interestingly, although the overgeneration of NO is 

commonly reported in the literature, there were only 10 instances of overgeneration of 

NO; this is despite the fact that there were 697 pre-nominal modification responses out of 

998 opportunities. These ten instances involved seven adjectives, tooi 'far*, nagai 'long', 

aiarasii 'new", hurui 'old' haznkasii 'embarasiing', and urusai 'noisy'. There were two 

instances of atarasii, isogasii, and hazukasii. The ten instances come from eight 

participants, four of whom also incorrectly inserted NO for adjectives on the 

metalinguistic knowledge assessment test. But each of these four participants who might 

have believed that adjective pre-nominal modifiers require NO, used them only once or 

twice during the picture description task. There were more instances of overgeneration of 

NA, with a total of 15 instances. These errors involved five participants. 

Table 6.15 shows the breakdown of NO- and na-overusers by proficiency levels. 

6.15; Proficiency of participants who overused SO and na and frequencies. 
Overused Elements Proficiency 

Levels 
Number of 
over-users 

Number of 
instances 

NO 
Low 5 6 

NO Mid 2 3 NO 
High 1 1 

na 
Low 0 0 

na Mid 2 10 na 
High 3 5 
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None of the participants overused both na and NO. Thus, there was a total of 13 

participants who overused either na or NO, which was over one third of the participants. 

However, as shown in Table 6.15, the frequencies for this type of overuse were very low. 

It appears that such overuse for many of these participants were instances of'slips.' 

In contrast, the overuse of copula da shows a somewhat different pattern. Table 

6.16 shows the proficiency of participants who overused da. The low level participants 

did not overuse da as frequently as did the high level participants. Two high level 

participants overused da repeatedly. Because these two participants constitute one third 

of the high level participants (total = 6), this accounts for the low mean accuracy of the 

high proficiency participants for adjective embedded clauses. Thus, as far as adjectives 

were concerned, high proficiency participants did not perform as accurately as did the 

other levels of participant. As Figure 6.6 shows, the more proficient the participants were, 

the less accurate they became in producing adjective embedded clauses. 

Table 6.16: Proficiency of participants who overused da and frequencies. 
Overused Elements Proficiency 

Levels 
Number of 
over-users 

Number of 
instances 

da 
Low 2 4 

da Mid 3 13 da 
High 2 20 

Another commonly noted error is the use of -zya nai for negating adjectives. There 

were a total of 30 errors of this type. As shown in Table 6.17, most of these errors (26) 

were produced by seven of the low proficiency participants. 
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Table 6.17: Proficiency of partcipants who produced "Adjective zya nai" errors. 
Proficiency Number of Number of 

Levels users instances 
Low 7 26 

- zva nai Mid 3 4 
High 0 0 

Error types involving adjectival nouns predominantly consisted of the omission of 

required elements, such as na for pre-nominal modification and da for embedded clauses. 

There were 89 instances of the omission of na for pre-nominal modification, and 106 

instances of the omission of da for embedded clauses. 

Self-repairs. It appears that the participants did not make many errors (or tongue 

slips) that were due to processing factors. However, there was indication that some of the 

errors, such as the overuse of NO, were processing errors. An examination of the types of 

errors that were repaired by the speakers themselves also reveals processing errors. There 

were a total of 25 self-repairs, all of which are shown in Table 6.18. 

Table 6.18: Self-repairs. 
Word Category Structures Types of Correction Number of 

Instances 
negative zya ku 2 
modify no-* none 2 

adjectives none-* na* 1 
that da -^none 1 
negative ku zya I negative 

none -• zya 1 
adjectival modify none^ na 4 

nouns 
modify 

no na 3 
no-»^ none* 3 
na-* no* 1 

that none -• da 6 
Note. The corrections marked with * resuhed in incorrect sequences. 
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There were more self-repairs involving pre-nominal modification (14 instances) 

than there were for the other two structures including both repairs that resulted in 

grammatical sequences and those which resulted in ungrammatical sequences. 

6.5 2. Word Recall fL2 TOT ExperimentV 

6.5.2.1. Overall results. There were a total of 830 instances in which the participants 

retrieved the target words intended by the experiment. There were a total of 144 instances 

of TOTs including 53 positive and 91 negative TOTs. When the instances where any 

phonological information was available were excluded, there were 22 positive TOTs and 

58 negative TOTs. 

6.5.2.2. Availability of word category information during TOTs. Table 6.19 shows 

the participants' guesses concerning the categories of their target words. Figure 6.9 also 

illustrates this result. 

Table 6.19: L2 Learners' word category guesses. 
Positive TOTs Negative TOTs 

Adjective 
Target 

Adj Noun 
Target 

Adjective 
Target 

Adj Noun 
Target 

Adjective Guess 93 30 68 116 
Adj Noun Guess 23 78 48 132 

Unlike the LI speakers, there was no bias towards adjectival noun guesses. The 

proportions of adjective guesses and adjectival noun guesses were very similar in 

negative TOTs. 
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Figure 6.9. Proportions of adjective and adiectival noun guesses during TQTs. 

Subject Analysis. In order to examine the availability of word category information 

during these TOT states, the mean accuracy to grammatical questions was computed for 

each subject, for each TOT type. This mean accuracy was used as the dependent variable 

for a mixed design ANOVA, with proficiency level as the between-subject independent 

variable (3 levels), and TOT type as the within-subject independent variable (2 levels). 

The overall means of subject's means for negative and positive TOTs were 51% and 80% 

respectively. The main effect of proficiency level was not found significant, 

F(l,16)=2.70, p=. 1201, whereas the main effect of the TOT type was found significant, 

F(l,16)=5.23, p=.0362. There was no significant interaction effect, F(l,16)=0.10, 

p=.7531. 
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Because some participants did not know the morphosyntactic rules of adjectives and 

adjectival nouns, they might have had difficulty responding to grammatical questions for 

reasons irrelevant to the lexical retrieval processes. Thus, data from ten participants was 

excluded, and a paired t-test was computed. This time, the means of the subjects' means 

for negative and positive TOTs were 48% and 84%, respectively. The results of a t-test 

showed that the difference between these means was significant (t=2.45, df^l4, 

p=.0281). 

Item analysis. The mean accuracy of responses to grammatical questions was 

computed for each item, for each TOT t>'pe, across all subjects. The overall means of 

item means for negative and positive TOTs were 58% and 80%, respectively. A two-

tailed paired t-test was performed; the result showed that the difference of means was 

significant (t=2.35, df=18, p=.03). 

The results indicated that L2 participants had access to word category information 

during TOTs. This was found to be statistically significant for both subject and item 

analyses. Figure 6.10 also shows the results. 
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Figure 6.10: 
Accuracy of word category guesses for adjective and adjectival noun guesses. 

6.5.2.3. TOTs without any availability of phonological information. Much like the 

L1 data, the instances in which the participants had any phonological information (e.g., 

the number of moras and other segmental information) were excluded from the data. The 

number of TOT instances yielded 80. 

Subject analysis. The remaining data set was submitted to a mixed design ANOVA. 

The means of subject means for negative and positive TOTs were 58% and 65%, 

respectively. Only 11 subjects' data could be analyzed. The main effect of TOT type was 

not significant (F(l,9)=0.09, p=.721). The main effect of proficiency was significant 

F(l,9)=6.18, p=.0346; however, for this set of data, the number of participants and data 

for each proficiency level were very small, and it is difficult to draw any definitive 

conclusion about proficiency for this. 

A Target AN Target 

Target Word Categor) 
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Item analysis. The mean of accuracy of responses to grammatical questions was 

computed for each item for each TOT type across all subjects for this data set. The 

overall means of the item means for negative and positive TOTs were 59% and 66%, 

respectively. A paired t-test was performed; the results showed that the difference of 

means was not significant (t=0.94, df=10, p=.3694). 

This result was compatible with those for the L1 data. The results indicate that both 

LI and L2 speakers have access to lenmias, when they are in TOTs. Moreover, both LI 

and L2 participants had a tendency to guess the word category accurately even when they 

did not have any phonological information about the target words, although this was not 

found to be statistically significant in either L1 nor L2 data. 

6.6. KNOWLEDGE VS. USE. 

6.6.1 • Word Category Knowledge vs. Picture Description. 

As discussed in Section 6.4.2, most participants correctly classified the words 

whose meaning they recognized. The accuracy was 96% for adjectives and 92% for 

adjectival nouns. The picture description task elicited no errors from the participants who 

had shown their understanding of the morphosyntactic knowledge in the metalinguistic 

knowledge assessment, and yet mis-classified the words involved in the word recognition 

test In other words, there were no instances for which the error in the picture description 
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could be unambiguously attributed to the misclassification of the words being used. 

Thus, the source of errors should be found elsewhere. 

6.6.2. Word Category Knowledge. Word Retrieval Processes vs. Picture Description. 

One of the research questions was whether L2 Japanese learners' inaccurate use of 

adjectives or adjectival nouns can ever be attributed to the unavailability of the 

grammatical information of those words at an earlier stage of lexical retrieval, rather than 

to a lack of knowledge of the words or the related morphosyntactic rules. In other words, 

even if an L2 Japanese learner knows the category of their target word and the morpho

syntactic rules of the words belonging to that category, s/he may still make errors in using 

these words. This may be due to the retrieval process being too slow, or because an L2 

speaker cannot retrieve the lemma before the lexeme (i.e., there is no sharp distinction 

between the lemma and the lexeme in L2 lexicon. 

However, because the examination of this possibility requires extremely restrictive 

data, there \vas insufficient data to support or disregard this possibility. The necessary 

data should satisfy all of the properties in (6.17). 

(6.17) 
a. An L2 learner knows which category his/her target word belongs to 

(i.e., accurate responses on the word recognition for the word in question) 

b. S/he also knows the morpho-syntactic rules of the words in the word category. 
(i.e., accurate responses on the meta-linguistic assessment) 

c. Yet, s/he makes an error producing this word 
(i.e., inaccurate responses in the picture description task) 
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d. And s/he cannot recall the word immediately in the word recall task so that 
he/she would be in a TOT state. 

e. And they should be in a TOT state for the intended target (i.e., positive TOT). 

There were many reasons for the difficulties of data meeting the above criteria. For 

example, in the picture description, L2 participants had never used the words that they 

could not immediately recall in the word recall task, for the pictures designed to elicit 

pre-nominal modification or embedded clauses. Perhaps because the participants 

regarded this task as a speeded task, they may not have bothered to recall the exact target 

words. In many instances, the participants used approximate words (e.g., tiisai 'small' for 

USUI 'thin,' semai 'narrow' and mizikai 'short') 'or the negative of antonyms (e.g. nagaku 

nai 'not long' for mizikai 'short*, zyoozu zya nai 'not skillful' for 'unskilled', etc) when they 

could not recall the exact targets. 

This left only t\vo types of responses to be relevant; responses to stimuli for 

negatives, and to off-line cueing. There were two inaccurate picture description trials by 

one participant, which involved words for which he experienced a positive TOT in the 

word recall task. He had shown his understanding of morphosyntactic rules of both 

adjectives and adjectival nouns. The two words involved were an adjective, and an 

adjectival noun. This participant used -zya nai for the adjective, and -na zya nai for the 

adjectival noun. His word category guesses were 100% accurate for these words. Thus, if 

we assume that word category guesses during TOT states reflect access to lemma, these 

errors could not be attributed to inability to access the lemma. 
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There were five inaccurate off-line descriptions by three participants, involving 

words for which they had experienced positive TOTs in the word recall tasks. However, 

none of these three participants showed an understanding of morphosyntacdc rules in the 

metalinguistic knowledge assessment test. Thus, these five errors may be attributed to a 

lack of knowledge of morphosyntactic rules. 

The current study did not provide sufficient opportunity for a participant to use 

words for which they would experience TOTs. The fact that the participants were 

exposed to the same words in different tasks, such as word recognition might have 

allowed them to immediately recall words that they would not have been able to promptly 

recall otherwise. 

6.6.3. Metalinguistic Knowledge Assessment vs. Picture Description. 

The metalinguistic knowledge assessment was administered immediately after the 

picture description task. This was unlike the sentence judgment task, in which the 

participants' responses that diverged from their own responses in the picture description 

could partly be attributed to some learning that occurred after completing the picture 

description task. Thus, the patterns of errors in the picture description that were made by 

the participants who showed their understanding of the morphosyntactic rules of the word 

categories and structures reveal where performance factors hinder accurate sentence 

production. 
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There were 70 instances of errors in the picture descriptions made by the 

participants who knew the necessary morphsyntactic rules. Of these, 45 were errors in 

pre-nominal modification construction. There were 8 errors involving adjectives, and 37 

errors involving adjectival nouns. 

Among the adjective errors, half involved the overuse of NO; this error was made 

by four different participants (2 low, 1 mid and I high proficiency speaker). The words 

involved were tooi 'far* nagai 'long,' and hazukasii 'shy, embarrassing' (x 2). 

Two errors involved the -ku form of osoi^ 'late/slow" as shown in (6.18). 

(6.18) *oso-ku densya desu. (target; osoi densya desu) 
slow train COPULA-NONPAST 

'If s a slow train' 

Both of the two participants who made this error were low proficiency participants 

enrolled in the Japanese language program at the University of Arizona, where the 

adjective osoi was introduced in the textbook in the sequence; osoku natte sumimasen 

'(lit) I am sorry for becoming late.' Thus, it is possible that this sequence left them with a 

strong impression or perhaps they had been using the sequence as a formulaic expression 

and had not been provided sufficient opportunity to use this word in other contexts. The 

other two errors in the use of adjectives in pre-nominal modification involved the 

insertion of na and n (i.e., the participant tnight have started articulating na or no but 

caught this mistake before completing it). 

The 37 adjectival noun errors were made by 10 participants (3 low, 5 mid, and 2 

high proficiency participants). These errors consisted of 27 instances of the omission of 
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na, 9 instances of the erroneous use of no, and one instance of the erroneous use of ni. 

The low proficiency participants' errors were excluding the omission of na. The mid 

proficiency participants' errors consisted of 12 instances of omission of na, and 10 

instances of use of no. The high proficiency participants' errors consisted of 3 instances 

of omission and 1 instance of the use of ni in "sizuka NI hito desu." 

Although the small sample size makes it difficult to draw any definitive conclusions 

about performance factors, some tendencies were observed. There is a tendency for 

participants (especially among the low proficiency participants) to omit closed class 

elements despite having knowledge of the closed class element, which was na, in this 

case. There was also a tendency for the participants to use NO for both adjectives and 

adjectival nouns. In addition, the chunks that the participants were used to using (e.g., 

osoku) occurred in inappropriate contexts. 

6.6.4. Judgment Task vs. Picture Description. 

A comparison between the participants' performance in the picture description task 

and in the judgment task may reveal where the gap between their knowledge and 

performance is. A caution should be used in the interpretation of the data, however, 

because there is a possibility that some participants might have learned some aspects of 

morphosyntax of adjectives and/or adjectival nouns between the first and second 

sessions. Either the fact that they had performed two tasks involving adjectives and 

adjectival nouns in the first session, or the fact that the some of them might have attended 
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Japanese classes between the two sessions may have caused them to notice or realize 

some aspects of adjectives or adjectival nouns/'' 

The participants generally did better in the judgment task; the means of all the 

subjects for the picture description and the judgment task were 77% and 84%, 

respectively. There was a mild correlation between the scores of the two tasks (Pearson 

correlation coefficient 0.35, p<.0001). The correlation was higher for the items involving 

adjectival nouns (Pearson correlation coefficient 0.49, p<.0001) than those involving 

adjectives (Pearson correlation coefficient 0.32, p<.0015). 

In order to assess the magnitude of the differences between performances of these 

tasks, the difference of scores of two tasks were computed for each subject by subtracting 

the picture description the scores from the judgment task scores. Next, the mean for each 

structure, among each proficiency level, was calculated. Table 6.20 shows the results. 

There are at least two noticeable trends. One is that the low and mid proficiency 

participants' scores for adjectival nouns in the judgment task diverged drastically from 

their own scores in the picture description task. The other is that among mid and high 

One high proficiency participant said, during the interview conducted in English, that after the first 
session, he asked his Japanese roommate about the embedded clause construction of adjectives and 
adjectival nouns. He was forming the adjective and adjectival noun predicates in the same manner by 
adding da to these words; however, he felt that there might be differential treatments for adjectives and 
adjectival nouns. His score for adjectives in embedded clauses in the picture description task was 0%, 
whereas his score in the judgment task was 100%. For this reason, his scores for adjectives in embedded 
construction were not considered in the analysis. 
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proficiency levels, the participants' scores for adjectives (and slightly for adjectival 

nouns) in negatives in the judgment task were lower than in the picture description task. 

Table 6.20: Differences between scores of the picture description and judgment task. 
1 1 Adjectives Adjectival Nouns 
} Level 
1 

Pre-nominal 
Modification 

Embedded 
clause 

Negatives Pre-nonnnal 
Modification 

Embedded 
clause 

Negatives 

! Low -12% -8% 12% 44% 58% 2% 
! Mid 0 -5% -14% 26% 27% -6% 
1 High 0 -21% -9% 0 10% -1% 

Six low proficiency participants almost exclusively omitted na in this context 

during the picture description task; however, having been shown some sentences with na 

and some without na, they could often correctly judge that the sentences containing 

adjectival nouns with na were the grammatical choice. Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 

illustrate the participants' scores for adjectival nouns and adjectives in pre-nominal 

modification. These low proficiency participants were correctly judging that sentences 

containing adjectives with na were not grammatical. Despite the fact that these six 

participants used neither na, or no, both for adjectives and adjectival nouns, when being 

presented with adjectives and adjectival nouns with and without na or no, they displayed 

the knowledge regarding which word categories needed na and which required zero-

marking. 
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Figure 6.11: Low proficiency participants' scores for adjectival nouns in pre-nominal 
modification from picture description and judgment task. 
Note. The numbers of the participants are not the identification numbers used across this study. 
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Figure 6.12: Low proficiency participants' scores for adjectives tn pre-nominal 
modification, from the picture description and the judgment task. 
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Alternatively, the higher performance in the judgment task might have been due to 

the items used in the task. Only a subset of the picture description items (3 each of basic 

adjectives and adjectival nouns) were used in the judgment task. It is possible that some 

participants could conjugate some words primarily by remembering sequences, without 

necessarily knowing the morphosyntactic rules, and that they referred to the list of 

sequences in their memory when making decisions during the judgment task. 

Another trend, that the participants' scores for adjectives in negatives are lower in 

the judgment task, also deserves some attention. It was found that a number of 

participants accepted only one of the two possible negative formations of adjectives, 

shown in (6.19) as grammatical. This misunderstemding would not affect their 

performance scores in the picture description task, but it did lower their scores in the 

judgment task. Eleven participants almost exclusively considered only the form in (6.19a) 

as grammatical, and one participant considered only the form in (6.19b) as grammatical. 

(6.19) a. yasasiku nai des-u. 
easy NEGCOPULA-NONPAST 

b. yasasiku arimas-en. 
easy NEC NONPAST 

This tendency highlights participants' preference to accept only one form for one 

function (i.e., negation). When a language allows more than one alternative form for one 

function, L2 learners' knowledge may not store all the forms. This may be an area where 

the L2 participants' performance does not provide sufficient information about a lack of 

their knowledge representation. Their knowing only one of the two alternative forms 
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would not hinder L2 learners' performance. But this demonstrates a gap between the L2 

learners' knowledge and performance in that the performance is accurate and does not 

inform a researcher about a lack of their knowledge. This shows that a gap in the 

opposite direction from the premise of this dissertation (i.e., performance does not 

necessarily inform a researcher that L2 learners have certain knowledge) can also be 

found when L2 learners' language is assessed in multiple ways. 

6.6.5• Ret>orts obtained in interviews conducted in English. 

When the participants were asked if it is easy to use adjectives and adjectival nouns, 

some participants expressed difficulty with morphosyntactic formation. The responses in 

(6.20) represent participants' awareness about the difficulties in using adjectives and/or 

adjectival nouns. The report in (6.20a) reflects difficulties with the forming of a negative 

adjective, and the one in (6.20b) reflects difficulties with the forming of an adjectival and 

adjectival noun predicate in embedded clauses. The former was reported by a mid 

proficiency participant, and the latter was reported by a high proficiency participant 

These participants both articulated the appropriate morphosyntactic rules in question. 

(6.20) 
a. You mix them (adjectives and adjectival nouns) when you use them. 

Yeah, sometimes, like I say ookii zya nai... It's just so easy to say zya nai. 

b. I have a da problem, I put it in too many times, but I don't use it where it 
supposed to be. 
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6.7. DISCUSSION 

A series of experiments in this project investigated the knowledge and use of 

adjectives and adjectival nouns. It was demonstrated that the identification of 

discrepancies between L2 learners' knowledge and the use of adjectives and adjectival 

nouns is an extremely challenging task. There were no obvious phenomena that could be 

unambiguously attributed to sentence production processes (e.g., non-automatic 

processes, or processing strategies). 

Because lemma retrieval during the LI Japanese lexical retrieval process was 

revealed in chapter 4, it was hoped that a comparison between LI Japanese speakers' 

lexical retrieval processes and those of L2 speakers' would reveal some of the L2 

processing features that can lead to L2 speech errors involving adjectives and adjectival 

nouns. However, the L2 lexical retrieval process observed in a L2 TOT experiment (a 

word recall task) showed similarity to LI process rather than differences. Hence, L2 

learners' errors could not be attributed to L2 learners' lexical retrieval processes using 

only the currently available evidence. 

Overall, it appeared that L2 learners' performance in the use of adjectives and 

adjectival nouns (i.e., picture description task) patterned with their knowledge. It is 

possible, however, that the picture description task allowed the participants to focus on 

the forms of the language that they were using. Unlike in a spontaneous conversation, the 

participant could attend more to the language per se, rather than the content of the 
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message, and because of the experimental design, it was obvious to many participants 

that adjectives and adjectival nouns were being investigated in this task. This might have 

allowed them to best utilize their knowledge. 

Nevertheless, scrutiny of the data revealed some of the aspects of the use of 

adjectives and adjectival nouns that may be most susceptible to performance factors, 

rather than knowledge, as well as some developmental patterns. In the following, the 

knowledge and use of adjectives and adjectival nouns in three structures under the current 

investigation are discussed, integrating the results of the experiments. 

6.7.1. Pre-nominal Modification. 

As reviewed in chapter 2, in the studies of L1 and L2 development of adjectives, 

pre-nominal modification has been the most extensively studied. The focus of many of 

these studies is the overgeneration of NO. In this project, however, there were only 10 

instances of the overuse of NO involving lest materials, as reported in Section 6.5.1.2. 

There were 368 analyzable picture description utterances using target adjectives for pre-

nominal modification; the overgeneration of NO occurred only 2.7% of the time. 

When the instances in which the participants used non-target adjectives and 

adjectival nouns (e.g., ookii 'big' for a picture of a bag drawn to elicit benri 'convenient') 

were examined, there were more overgeneration errors. There were 11 more instances of 

the overuse of NO with adjectives, and there were also 9 instances with adjectival nouns 
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and 6 instances with adjective or verb phrases. It was found that many of the NO over-

users overgenerated NO for both adjectives and adjectival nouns, as shown in Table 6.21. 

NO for adjectives and adjectival nouns. Table 6.21; Overuse o 
Participant Target Target Non- Non- Total Total 

id A AN target A target AN A AN 
2 1 1 1 I 
3 I 1 I 1 
5 I 0 1 
6 1 1 0 
9 I 1 4 5 1 
11 1 6 3 3 4 9 
15 2 2 I 2 3 4 
17 I 1 0 
23 2 1 0 3 
25 1 7 I 7 
27 1 0 1 
28 4 I 0 5 
29 2 3 2 3 
30 1 1 0 
31 2 2 0 4 

As shown in Table 6.21, the four participants who overused NO for adjectives more than 

once (i.e.. Participants 9, 11, 15, 29) also overused NO for adjectival nouns as well. 

Thus, it appears that these participants used NO as a general connector the pre-nominal 

modification. A question arises as to whether these NO over-users overgenerate NO 

because they regard it as a general connector in their knowledge, or if they use it as a 

general connector during speaking, regardless of their knowledge that no is used only for 

nouns. The latter can be characterized as a default processing strategy for pre-nominal 

modifiers. 
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Of the four participants who tended to overuse NO, only one (i.e.. Participant 15) 

seemed to have overused NO despite his explicit knowledge; he correctly answered 3 our 

of 4 questions concerning pre-nominal modification in the metalinguistic knowledge 

assessment test, and could articulate the appropriate morphosyntactic rules during the 

interview conducted in English. The patterns of overuse of NO among the other three 

varied. Participant 9 used NO mostly for adjectives sugoi 'amazing,' tiisai 'small' and 

nagai 'long.' Participant 11 tended to indiscriminately use NO both for adjectives and 

adjectival nouns in pre-nominal modification. The overuse of NO by Participant 29 

seemed random; she sometimes used NO both for adjectives and adjectival nouns. From 

these observations, it appears that while the source of the overuse of NO could be 

attributed to knowledge for some L2 learners, but it could not be for others. 

As mentioned in Section 6.6.3, what was more noticeable than the overuse of NO 

was the omission of na for adjectival noun pre-nominal modification, especially among 

participants with lower proficiency. There were seven participants (6 low proficiency 

participants and 1 mid proficiency participant) who almost never used no or na (i.e., 

except for 1 or 2 instances of correct use or overuse of NO or na\ both for adjectives and 

adjectival nouns in pre-nominal modification. When presented with sentences in the 

judgment task. Participant 3, 18, 19 could judge that adjectival nouns without na were 

incorrect, and that adjectives without na or no were correct most of the time (67%; 67%, 

100%;83%, 100%; 100%, respectively). As mentioned earlier, this high accuracy may be 

due in part to the fact that the adjectives and adjectival nouns used in the judgment tasks 
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(i.e., 3 each) were basic items. However, Participants 18 and 19 also responded correctly 

to the pre-nominal modification question on the metalinguistic assessment test 75% and 

100% of the time, respectively. Thus, it may be that function words such as NA are the 

most vulnerable in that they are the easiest to forget and that L2 learners are most likely 

to fail to produce them, even if they have some knowledge of them. 

So far, this discussion has been limited to those participants who almost never 

produced na with adjectival nouns in pre-nominal modification. But there were also four 

participants who correctly produced na most of the time but omitted it 1 to 3 times. This 

indicates that the use of na in language production is vulnerable to a degree; that is, it is 

an item that the participants tend to omit inadvertently. 

The development of adjectives and adjectival nouns in pre-nominal modification, as 

observed in the judgment task performance, showed steady development. As a speaker's 

proficiency becomes higher, their accuracy becomes higher. Their performance in the 

picture description also showed a similar development pattern for adjectival nouns. 

However, the data for adjectives showed a rather U-shaped development The important 

difference between the pre-nominal modification of adjectives and that of adjectival 

nouns is that the latter requires the suppliance of the overt closed class element, na. There 

may be a stage in L2 Japanese development when L2 learners leam to produce na for 

adjectival nouns and no for nouns in pre-nominal modification, but can only 

inconsistently realize it in performance. 
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6.7.2. Embedded Clauses. 

The embedded clauses appear to be an aspect of morphosyntax that does not 

develop as proficiency becomes higher. Table 6.22 shows the use of da as opposed to the 

non-use of any closed class elements in the picture description task, for each participant. 

Each participant's accuracy of responses for the metalingustic assessment test is also 

shown. The participants marked with appear to have both an appropriate 

understanding of da and the ability to use it in the appropriate context most of the time. 

As the table shows, most low proficiency participants did not supply the copula da 

for both adjectives and adjectival nouns. It is possible that many of them were unaware of 

the existence of this element before they participated in the judgment task, despite the 

fact that this element was introduced in the first year of Japanese course at the University 

of Arizona if they had taken courses there. 

As their proficiency became higher, some participants started overusing da ( 

especially Participants 10,^' 29). As the table shows, there are noticeable individual 

differences. The infi'equent omission or overuse of da among those participants marked 

with may be explained by an inability to fully control the procedures to insert the 

copula during sentence production. 

41 
Participant 10 looks exceptional in this data set; however, one of the five Chinese native speakers who 

also participated in this project showed the same pattern. He was rated as a superior speaker in an unofficial 
OPI, and lived in Japan from age 12 on (until the age of 19, when he came to the US to study). 



Table 6.22; Suppliance of copula da in picture description vs. accurate responses in 
metalinguistic assessment for embedded clauses by individual p^cipants. 
proficienc>' id overuse of use of da correct use metaling metaling mean proficienc>' 

da for for AN of da A in AN in accuracy; 
A embedded embedded embedded 

clause clause clause 
1 0/8 0/7 - 50% 0% 25% 

4» 0/9 8/8 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Low 

6 0/7 0/7 - 100% 0% 50% 

Low 

9 0/5 0/6 - 0% 0% 0% 

Low 

11 0/3 0/7 - 0% 0% 0% 

Low 
14 0/9 0/12 - 100% 0% 50% 

Low 15 0/10 0/10 - 100% 0% 50% 
17 0/5 0/5 - 100% 0% 50% 
18 0/6 0/6 - 0% 0% 0% 
19 0/10 0/6 - 100% 0% 50% 
23 2/7 0/10 0% 100% 50% 75% 
24 0/7 0/5 - 50% 0% 25% 
28 216 7/7 78% 100% 50% 75% 
30 0/7 0/6 - 100% 0% 50% 
31 0/14 0/11 - 50% 0% 25% 
3 0/9 0/4 - 50% 0% 25% 
5 0/13 0/12 - 100% 0% 50% 

Mid 

7 2/16 14/17 88% 50% 50% 50% 

Mid 
16* 0/10 9/11 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Mid 20» 0/15 14/16 100% 100% 100% 100% 
22* 1/16 12/13 92% 100% 100% 100% 
25 0/12 0/11 - 100% 0% 50% 

26* 0/6 9/11 100% 100% 100% 100% 
27 0/9 0/8 . 100% 0% 50% 
29 5/15 10/10 67% 0% 100% 50% 

High 

2 0/16 1/12 100% 100% 0% 50% 

High 
8 0/3 4/4 100% 0% 100% 50% 

High 10 18/18 19/19 70% 0% 100% 50% 
12 0/19 0/17 - 100% 0% 50% 

13* 0/14 2/10 100% 100% 100% 100% 
21* 2/19 12/12 86% 100% 100% 100% 

Note. Bold numbers indicate the frequencies of da use. Instances involving other errors (e.g.. hayaku to 
omoimasu, kiree na to omoimasu) in the picture description task were not included. Thus, some of the 
participants used more adjectives and adjectival nouns than what this table shows. Participant 8 had 
exceptionally small numbers of analyzable instances, since he frequentiy failed to follow the instructions 
properly. 
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From a linguistic point of view, the absence or presence of da for adjectival nouns 

makes a fundamental difference, since IP is generated with the tense indicated by this 

copula. It is puzzling that many participants did not supply any copula. Although the 

element da is not typically introduced very early in the formal instruction of Japanese, 

another distal form of copula des-u is typically one of the first closed class elements that 

are introduced. The difference between da and des-u is formality or social distance; da is 

categorized as informal or direct, whereas des-u characterized as formal or distant. The 

marking of formality is applied to the predicates in matrix clauses, and predicates in 

embedded clauses are required to have direct^informal marking by default 

It was foreseeable that some L2 Japanese speakers would attempt to construct EP 

with the use of this familiar element des-u. However, there were no responses using this 

form as shown in (6.21), both in picture description task and the metalinguistic 

assessment test. 

(6.21) *kiree des-u to omoi-mas-u. 
clear copula-NONPAST comp think-distal-NONPAST 

Much as was the case for pre-nominal modification, when presented with sentences 

with or without da, many participants often correctly judged adjectival noun sentences 

with da as grammatical, and those without da as ungrammatical. Figure 6.13 shows the 

accuracy in the judgment task for adjectives and adjectival nouns in embedded clauses 

among the participants who did not produce da at all in the picture description task. If 

these participants' performance for the judgment task had been consistent with that for the 
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picture description task, one would expect that their accuracy would be 100% with 

adjectives (for which the use of da is ungrammatical), and 0% with adjectival nouns (for 

which the use of da is required), but this was not the case. 

Caution needs to be used when interpreting data from the judgment task, however. 

The participants were asked specifically not to review or look up the items that they had 

encountered, but this instruction was not given consistently after every session. Even if 

the participants had followed this instruction, it might have still been possible that they 

noticed certain aspects of the grammatical and lexical items under investigation while 

attending a Japanese class or conversing with Japanese fnends. 

Nevertheless, it is possible that some participants could at least recognize some 

grammatical forms, while not being able to actually produce any grammatical forms. 
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Figure 6.13: Accuracy of adjective and adjectival nouns in embedded clauses in the 
judgment task among the participants who did not produce da in the description task. 

6.7.3. Negation. 

Unlike the other two structures under this investigation, the participants generally 

showed steady development with the formation of negatives, assuming that the patterns 

observed in this cross-sectional study mirror L2 development. 

A question arises as to what makes the negation easier than the other two structures. 

The differential morphosyntactic rules for adjectives and adjectival nouns in pre-nominal 

modification and in embedded clauses can be roughly characterized as the apparent 

absence of closed class element with adjectives, and the presence of clearly overt closed 
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class element with adjectival nouns. Precisely speaking, adjectives do contain non-past 

inflection both in pre-nominal modification and in embedded clauses. However, this 

element -/ is most likely to be perceived as part of the word; an adjective including -/ 

(e.g., ookii) seems to be regarded as a unit that is parallel to English adjectives (i.e., big), 

for example. Participants' verbal description of morphosyntactic rules for pre-nominal 

modification seems to reflect such a perception. Participants described the 

morphosyntactic rules of adjectives as in (6.22). 

(6.22) a. It just connects directly (to a noun).. 

b. You just put it before a noun... 

c. Just adjectival and a noun. .. 

In contrast, they described the morphosynatictic rules of adjectival nouns as in (6.23). 

(6.23) a. You add ana... 

b. You have to put in a na between the word itself and the word 
modifies. 

Similarly, with embedded clauses, typical descriptions for adjectives and adjectival nouns 

are shown in (6.24) and (6.25) respectively. 

(6.24) a. You don't do anything but add - to omoimasu (I think that.)... 

b. Just put -to omoimasu.... 

(6.25) a. You add da which is desu ... 

b. put f/a before/o... 
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Whereas the rules associated with adjectives and adjectival nouns in pre-nominal 

modification and embedded clauses were perceived as the absence or presence of such 

elements as na and da, the negatives for adjectives and adjectival nouns seem to be 

perceived as requiring different elements depending on the word category: -ku nai for 

adjectives and -zya nai for adjectival nouns. This is probably because -ku is perceptually 

more salient than -i. Typical descriptions of negative formation for adjectives and 

adjectival nouns elicited in interviews are shown in (6.26). 

(6.26) a. ..add suffix -ku (for adjectives) .you add zya nai (for adjectival nouns)... 

b. ..ku nai, kunakkata (for adjectives), and ..Jiya nai, zya nakatta (for 
adjectival nouns 

Thus, it appears that the distinction between the absence and presence of a certain 

element is more difficult to acquire than the distinction between two forms, one form for 

one word category. However, the reason why this is the case requires more investigation. 

The error types for negatives indicate that there was a strong tendency to use -zya 

nai for negatives. Across all the participants, there were 29 errors of adjective negatives 

caused by using -zya nai (and also 9 instances of dewa nai*')', in contrast, there were only 

4 errors of adjectival noun negatives caused by using -ku nai. This might have 

contributed to higher accuracy in the formation of adjectival negatives (95%) than 

adjective negatives (90%). The negative copula -zya nai is not only used for adjectival 

4? 
" The form deva nai is a more formal version of -zya nai; it is more commonly used in writing. 
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nouns, but also for nouns; thus, the frequency of its occurrence (in and outside the class) 

might have been the reason for L2 learners' preferring its use. 

6.7.4. LI vs. L2 processes. As mentioned earlier, the comparisons between the 

results of LI TOT experiments and those of L2 TOT results did not reveal salient 

differences between LI and L2 lexical retrieval processes. As far as the availability of 

word category information was concerned, LI and L2 processes appeared to be very 

similar in that both L1 and L2 speakers guessed the word categories of their target words 

during TOT states. But whether they could access the word category information without 

retrieving any partial information of the target words or not was not clear. 

However, this finding does not straightforwardly lead to the conclusion that both 

the retrieval processes and representations of lexical entries are similar among L1 and L2 

speakers of Japanese. There are alternative explanations for the results. It is possible that 

L2 lexical entries are represented differently in L2 lexicon. For instance, L2 lenruna and 

lexeme may not be as discrete as L1 lemma and lexeme. In the L1 study, much of the 

partial phonological information of the target words were available as segmental 

information contained in the alternative, synonymous words that the LI participants 

provided; there were only a small number of instances where no phonological 

information was available. In the L2 study, the participants did not provide as many 

synonymous alternative words; yet, the number of instances without any phonological 

availability was also quite small (i.e., 22 instances of positive TOTs). This may indicate 
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that L2 Japanese learners often simultaneously accessed grammatical information and 

phonological information as the consequence of non-discrete lemma-lexeme structures. 

It is possible that the L2 learners did not always have the L1 lemma associated with 

LI lexeme in the representation of each lexical entry, and that nevertheless they could 

determine the word category information of the target words without retrieving the 

lemma. Jiang (2000) has suggested three stages of development for the representation of 

L2 lexical entries; © a stage at which an L2 lexical entry consists only of a lexeme, ® a 

stage at which the lemma for an LI equivalent of an L2 lexical item is copied and 

associated with the L2 lexeme, and (D the final stage at which the L2 lexical entry 

consists both of an L2 lexeme and its L2 lemma. Although L2 participants in the current 

study had access to the word category information of their target words during TOT 

states, their lexical representations could have been in Stage ® or (D. Their accuracy of 

word category information might have resulted from the use of their explicit iaiowledge 

of the target words (e.g., "I know that a word with this meaning was adjective."), rather 

than from the retrieval of the lemmas. 

In the sentence production model assumed here, lemma information is 

indispensable for sentence generation. If an L2 learner was lacking or unable to retrieve 

lemmas, a question arises as to how L2 learners generate sentences. McKee and Iwasaki 

(in press) provide possible scenarios that address this dilemma. They suggested that 

language leamers (LI or L2) adopt a default procedure suitable to linguistic environments 

that are least restricted, which would produce the fewest overt errors. 
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Additionally, in the case of L2 learners, explicit knowledge about the words and 

morphological rules associated with the words may be used to generate sentences, as 

suggested by Jiang (2000). As Jiang pointed out, the use of such explicit knowledge, 

which requires a conscious effort, may result in a less automatic realization of 

morphological rules. 
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CHAPTER? 

L2 KNOWLEDGE AND USE OF JAPANESE CASE PARTICLES 

7.L OVERVIEW 

This chapter emphasizes the results of three main tasks that investigated both L2 

knowledge and use of Japanese case particles. These tasks were a picture description 

task, a fill-in-the-blank test, and a grammaticality judgment task, in order of 

administration. The materials and methods are described below in that order; however, 

the results of the fill-in-the-blank test and the grammaticality judgment tasks are 

presented first to help place into context the discussion that follows concerning the results 

of the picture description task. This is to establish an approximation of the L2 Japanese 

learners' knowledge of Japanese case particles before discussing their processing 

mechanisms and strategies. In addition, the data elicited in interviews conducted in 

English are also reported in the last section. 

The picture description was designed to elicit sentence production for purposes of 

assessing the participants' on-line selection of case particles. During the picture 

description task, the participants described pictures with minimal preparatioiL, because 

each picture was presented on the computer in a pseudo-random order. 

L2 Japanese speakers' knowledge of case particles is assessed by their responses on 

the fill-in-the-blank test, by their performance on the grammaticality judgment tasks, and 

by an interview in English. The p.irticipants did not have any time constraints in 
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completing the f!ll-in-the-blank test, and they could freely go back to items on previous 

pages; thus, one could assume that they were able to fully utilize their linguistic 

knowledge during this task. The grammaticality judgment task did not require the 

participants to produce case particles; instead, they simply made judgments about the 

grammatical ity of sentences presented to them on the computer. Thus, this task also 

provided the participants with an opportunity to use their linguistic knowledge to a 

greater degree than for the picture description task. For yet further assessment of the 

participants' explicit knowledge of case particles, they were asked in English about their 

basic understanding of the Japanese particles, ga, o, ni, and de after they had completed 

all the other tasks. 

7.2. METHOD 

In what follows, the details of materials and procedures used in four tasks, the three 

main tasks, and a fourth, lesser task are discussed. These are a picture description task, a 

fill-in-the-blank test, a grammatical ity judgment task, and an interview conducted in 

English. 

7.2.1. Picture Description Task. 

7.2.1.1. Materials and procedures. The procedures employed in this task were 

similar to those used in the LI picture description task; however, the materials were 

modified to make the task more appropriate for L2 speakers of Japanese. The number of 
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items was reduced, and the pictures used in the picture descriptions were made simpler. 

For instance, a picture used in LI picture description shown in Figure 7.1 was replaced 

by a simpler picture shown in Figure 7.2 for L2 learners. 

Figure 7.1: L1 picture to elicit kaku 'write' Figure 7.2: L2 picture to elicit kaku 'write' 

Some pictures were replaced by new pictures that were designed to elicit more basic 

verbs (of the same verb types) than the LI counterparts. For example, a pictiu-e designed 

to elicit the verb age-ru 'raise' (i.e., a girl flew kite) was replaced by a new picture 

designed to elicit the verb ake-ru 'open' (i.e., a boy opening a door). 

Participants verbally described a series of pictures: 16 for those with low 

proficiency, 29 for those with mid proficiency, and 46 pictures for those with high 

proficiency. These were presented on a Macintosh computer. The smallest set of pictures 

was presented to participants who had studied Japanese for approximately one year. The 

intermediate set was presented to participants who had studied Japanese at least one and a 

half years, and/or who were approximately at Intermediate Low to Intermediate Mid 

levels. The largest set was given to participants who had studied Japanese at least for two 

and a half years, or who were approximately at Intermediate High or higher levels. Each 
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participant was given a set containing pictiires, many of which they could describe. A set 

larger than what the experimenter assumed they could comfortably describe was given to 

them; this was to eUcit as many verbs as possible from each participant. In the statistical 

analysis, only the items included in the smallest set was used unless otherwise noted. The 

complete list of verbs to be elicited is shown in Appendix 7A, and the pictures are shown 

in Appendix 7B. 

The verb types intended by the pictures in the experiment are shown in (7.1) below; 

most of these were also included in the L1 picture description experiment 

(7.1) verb types; 

(i) transitive verbs that possess prototypical transitive properties, defined as the 
verbs which cause changes in the affect^ entity (Tsuno^ 1985, 1991), 
(e.g., tabe-ru 'eat,' nom-u 'drink,' kak-u 'write') 
<2) transitive verbs that take o, but not prototypical (e.g, mi-ru 'watch,' kik-u 
'listen'), 
® transitive verbs which take NPs marked with -ni (or -to) as objects NPs 
(e.g., kisu suru 'kiss,' a-u 'meet,' nor-u 'ride') 
® motion verbs (i.e., ik-u, 'go' ku-ru 'come', and kaer-u 'return'), 
(D unergative verbs (e.g., aruk-u 'walk,' oyog-u 'swim,' ne-ru 'sleep') 
© unaccusative verbs (e.g., ar-u 'exist,' luku 'arive,' kuru 'come - with 
inanimate subject), 
® transitive verbs which have phonologically similar (and morphologically 
related) intransitive (unaccusative) counterparts [e.g., ak-u 'to open - intransitive', 
ake-ru 'to open something - transitive], 
® other verbs [e.g., sotugyoo suru. 'graduate' - this verb takes o ] 

Similar to the procedures adopted in LI picture description experiment described in 

Section 5.1.2.3, each black and white picture was first presented on the computer, for 1 

second for L2 study, without any added color. Then, one of the participants in the event 
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(e.g., the 'hamburger* in a pictiu-e in which a man is eating a hamburger) was marked with 

color, as shown in Figures 7.3 through 7.6 below. 

Figure 7.3: Transitive: Agent marked. Figure 7.4: Transitive: Patient marked. 

Figure 7.5: Intransitive: Agent marked. Figure 7.6: Intransitive: Location marked. 

The experiment consisted of two blocks of items, and each picture had one of its two 

highlighting/marking variations presented per block. Thus, there was one occurrence of 

each picture in both blocks, one of the two marking variations in the first block, and the 

other one in the second block. These pictures were presented in a fixed, pseudo-random 

order. These two different marking variations for each picture were designed to elicit 

sentences with two different word orders. In one of the word order conditions, the subject 

(i.e., the agent, except when occurring with unaccusative verbs) was highlighted. In the 
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other word order conditioa, the type of NP depiction highlighted depended on the verb 

type. The patient/theme role was highlighted with color in the case of transitive verbs, 

while the locative or other oblique role was marked with color in the case of intransitive 

v erbs. For example, when the verbs involved were transitive verbs, the agent was 

highlighted for one of the two presentations (as shown in Figure 7.3), and the patient was 

highlighted for the other presentation (as shown in Figure 7.4). When the verbs involved 

were intransitive verbs, the agent was highlighted for one of the two presentations (as 

shown in Figure 7.5), and the referent to be expressed as an oblique NP (e.g., location) 

was highlighted for the other presentation (as shown in Figure 7.6). I will use the terms 

SOV and OSV to refer to the Subject-Object-Verb word order and Object-Subject-Verb 

word order, respectively, and use the terms "subject first" and "subject later" to refer to 

Subject-Object (or Oblique)-Verb word order and Object (or Oblique)-Subject-Verb 

word order. 

Participants were instructed to start their sentences by mentioning the marked item 

first. L2 learners' utterances were tape-recorded and transcribed. Participants were also 

instructed not to omit case particles, and to explicitly describe all the major items 

depicted in the events. This instruction was made clear during a practice session 

consisting of three pictures indicating events whose description requires ditransitive verbs 

(i.e., giving, introducing, showing). The participants were not explicitly instructed to 

avoid the use of the topic marker wa (although they were instructed to avoid it in the fill-

in-the-blank test, as discussed in Section 7.2.2.1). However, an attempt was made to 
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discourage the use of wa; the characters (e.g., girls, boys, etc.) in the series of pictures 

were drawn so that each character looked different in order to discourage its use as a 

topic marker, as was mentioned in the discussion of LI picture description task 

procedures in Section 5.1.2.4. 

7.2.1.2. Scoring and analysis. The particle used for each NP in the participants' 

utterances was scored. Because one picture description contained two NPs, each 

utterance provided two responses. These responses were scored for accuracy. The 

responses were scored as 1 if they were correct, and 0 if they were not correct When 

participants corrected themselves, their responses were scored as 0.5. Failures to describe 

pictures at all (i.e., items skipped by the participants), incomplete responses, and 

responses containing unintended verbs were treated as missing data. However, if an 

individual described a given picture in one of the two word order conditions (usually 

SOV word order) using the target verb, then their failure to describe its counterpart in 

another word order condition (e.g., OSV) was scored as 0, rather than being considered 

missing data. 

The picture description task was designed to elicit simple active sentences. Non-

intended structures such as passives, relative clauses, or other complex sentences were 

considered as missing data for the current analysis. An exception was that awkward 

passives with inanimate NPs as the subject for non-canonical word order condition were 

scored as 0.5 if the participants were able to describe the same picture in canonical word 

order condition. 
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Mean accuracy was computed for each condition (i.e., verb type, target particle, 

word order, and proficiency levels of the participants). Then, the means of the scores for 

each condition (i.e., verb type X word order for each subject) within the smallest set of 

items (i.e., the items that participants with all three levels of proficiency received) were 

computed. Using these means as dependent variables, a three-way mixed design repeated 

measures ANOVA, proficiency (3 levels) X word Order (2 levels) X verb types (7 

levels), was computed to test the effects of these three variables. Because the smallest set 

of items did not include verb type d) shown in (7.1), there were seven levels of verb 

types. Subjects in this analysis were nested in proficiency levels. 

In addition, the fi^equency of incorrect use of ga and o was counted for each 

condition (i.e., verb type, position) among adl participants. In order to test the effect of the 

positions of NPs on the overuse of ga and o, 2 one-way ANOVAs were computed. The 

positions of the NP (2 levels) was the independent variable, and all the items were 

considered. In one ANOVA, the dependent variable was the frequency of occurrences of 

incorrect ga, and in the other, it was the fi'equency of occurrences of incorrect o. 

Furthermore, 2 two-way ANOVAs, position (2) X verb types (7), were computed; only 

the smallest set of items were considered. 

Response times (i.e., onset of utterances caught by a microphone and the total 

length of each screen display) were measured by SuperLab. However, these response 

times were not used for the current analysis for two reasons. First, SuperLab did not 

always display the first screen (with a picture without color marking) for 1 second, the 
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programmed length of time. Thus, the interpretation of both onset and the total length of 

time used for the picture description became problematic. Moreover, evidently, the 

response time was not only related to the manipulated conditions but also to the 

complexity of (events described in) and clarity of events in the pictures. 

1.2.2. Fill-in-the-Blank Test. 

7.2.2.I. Materials and procedures. The sentences in the fill-in-the-blank test 

contained the same nouns and verbs as those the pictures in the description task were 

designed to elicit This test was given to each participant immediately after s/he 

completed the picture description task. Much like the picture description task, there were 

three sets of items in this test: a set of 68 sentences for all levels, additional 43 sentences 

for mid and high level participants, and 62 more sentences for high level participants. 

The item set given to each participant depended on which set of pictures they had 

described earlier. The complete list of items presented to the participants, along with the 

instructions written on the sheet, is shown in Appendix 7C. For the quantitative analysis, 

only the smallest set of 68 sentences that every participant was given was considered. 

The eight types of verbs that the task was designed to elicit are shown in (7.1). In 

addition to these, passive sentences and intransitive verbs having phonologically similar 

transitive counterparts (e.g., ak-u) were included in the sets for mid and high proficiency 

participants. The verb types used in this test are shown in (7.2) below. This test included 

the same verb types as in the picture description and additional two types (D and ®. 
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(7.2) verb types used in the fill-in-the-blank test. 

® transitive verbs that possess prototypical transitive properties, defined as the 
verbs which cause changes in the affected entity (Tsunoda 1985, 1991), 
(2) transitive verbs ±at are not prototypical, 
(D transitive verbs which take NPs marked with -ni (or -to) as object NPs, 
® motion verbs (e.g., ik-u, 'go' ku-ru 'come'), 
(D unergative verbs, 
® unaccusative verbs 
® transitive verbs which have phonologically similar (and morphologically 
related) intransitive (unaccusative) counterparts [e.g., ak-u 'to open - intransitive', 
ake-ru 'to open something - transitive] 
® other verbs [e.g., sotugyoo suru. 'graduate' - this verb takes o ] 
(D intransitive counterparts of ®, 
® passive sentences included on in this task for exploratory purposes 

The printed set of the same pictures used in the picture description experiment was 

provided to participants, at the same time that they received the fill-in-the-blank test A 

few sentences with blanks were provided for each picture; these sentences were written in 

Japanese orthography along with Romanization. Examples of the sentences with blanks 

that go with Figure 7.7 are shown in (7.3). These included both sentences with two NPs 

and those with only one NP. 

igure 7.7: Picture for the example sentences with blanks shown in (7.3). 
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(7.3) Example sentences used in the fill-in-the-blank test. 

(English glosses and equivalents for the intended sentences were not included in 
the test given to participants.) 

(a)7]^•^^^_gfc^T•V^^i-o (INP) 
akatyan nonde imasu. 
baby drinking-GER is Tsaby _ is drinking e.' 

(b) (INP) 
miruku nonde imasu. 
milk drinking-GER is ' e is drinking milk.' 

(SOV) 
akatyan miruku nonde imasu. 
baby milk drinking-GER is 'A baby is drinking milk.' 

(d)^/^^_/7^^^^_^S^:^-C^V^^-ro (OSV) 
miruku akatyan nonde imasu. 
milk baby drinking-GER is 'A baby is drinking milk.' 

For each verb, at least two sentences were provided. Each of the two sentences 

contained two NPs. These two sentences reflect the two word order types that the two 

differently marked pictures in the picture description task were designed to elicit The 

subject was the first NP in one of the two sentences, and the non-subject NP (e.g., object, 

oblique) was the first NP in the other sentence. Since the examples in (7.3) above contain 

a transitive verb, nom-u 'drink,' the NPs used with the verb consisted of a subject NP and 

an object NP. These two NPs were presented in both Subject-Object-Verb (SOV) and 

Object-Subject-Verb (OSV) order. In the case of intransitive verbs such as aruk-u 'walk', 

the subject NP and oblique NP (e.g., location) were used in the sentence. These two NPs 

were presented in two orders: Subject-Oblique-Verb and Oblique-Subject-Verb. 
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In addition, many of the verbs were presented with one-NP (INP) as in (7.3a) and 

(7.3b); this was for exploratory purposes. Although the NP in the INP sentences had 

different grammatical roles (i.e., subject, object, or oblique) and semantic roles (i.e., 

agent, theme/patient, location, and cause) depending on the sentence, responses for all 

INP sentences were collapsed in the analysis, and were treated simply as responses for 

INP condition. Thus, there were three types of word orders in the analysis: INP, Subject-

first, and Subject-later sentences. 

L2 participants were instructed to fill in each blank with a particle, not to leave any 

blanks empty, and not to use topic-marker wa. The participants were also instructed to 

write two particles for a blank, if they felt there were two equally good particles for the 

blank. 

7.2.2.2. Scoring and analvsis. Like the scoring of the responses in the picture 

description task, the participants' responses in the fill-in-the-blank test were scored for 

accuracy, and the frequency of actual particles used was counted. Responses were scored 

as 1 if they were correct, and 0 if they were not correct. When participants supplied two 

particles (under the assumption that both were possible), the responses were rated as 1, if 

both were correct, 0.5 if one of the two was correct, and 0 if neither was correct. In cases 

where a participant did not write any particles in a blank, the responses were left as 

missing data. 

Similar to the procedure for the data from the picture description task, the accuracy 

rate was computed for each condition (i.e., verb type, target particle, word order, and 
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proficiency levels of the participants). Then the means of the scores for each condition 

(i.e., verb type X word order for each subject) were computed. Using these means as a 

dependent variable, a three-way mixed design ANOVA, proficiency (3 levels) X word 

order (2 levels) X verb types (7 levels) was computed to test the effects of each of these 

three variables. In this design, subjects were nested in proficiency levels. 

Furthermore, the frequency of each particle {ga, o, ni, de, e, to and kara) used in 

each blank across all 31 participants was counted for the smallest set of items. Similar to 

the picture description data, the frequency of ga and o in blanks where these particles 

were incorrect was counted within all the participants' responses. In order to test the 

effect of the positions of NPs on the overuse of ga and o, 2 one-way ANOVAs were 

computed. The position of the MP (2 levels) was the independent variable, and all items 

were considered. In one ANOVA, the dependent variable was the frequency of 

occurrences of incorrect ga, and in the other ANOVA, it was the frequency of 

occurrences of incorrect o. Furthermore, 2 two-way ANOVAs, position (2) X verb types 

(7), were computed; the set given to all participants was considered. Because the 

smallest set did not include verb types ®, (D, and (D, verb types had seven levels. 

Examples of NPl blanks where a ga is incorrect are blanks A and C in (7.4). The 

correct particles for the NPl blank A is ni, and the correct particle for blank C is o. 

Likewise, examples of NP2 blanks where o would be incorrect are B and D, where the 

correct particle to enter is ga. 
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(7.4) a. ginkoo A otoko-no-hito B ikimasu. 
bank man goes 

b. hambaagaa C otoko-no-hito D tabete imasu. 
hamburger man eating is 

7.2.3. Grammaticalitv Judgment. 

7.2.3.1. Materials and procedures. Sentences representing both target and non-target 

use of case particles in sentences with canonical and non-canonical word orders were 

presented to the participants on a computer, using SuperLab. The method used here was 

the same as the judgment task to assess morphosyntax of adjectives and adjectival nouns. 

Similar to the other tasks, the number of items presented to the participants 

depended on their proficiency level. They were presented with 72, 92, or 116 sentences. 

The complete list of sentences that were presented to the participants is shown in 

Appendix 7D. The experiment consisted of two blocks of items being presented to each 

participant. Each of the sentences was presented once in each block; thus, each sentence 

was presented twice in the experiment. For each participant, the items were individually 

randomized, so that each participant received the stimuli in a unique order. 

Each sentence was written both in Japanese orthography and in Romanization. A 

matching picture was also presented along with each sentence, as shown in Figures 7.8 

and 7.9. 
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fj: D* i: Z. 't X. A, #> S 

Onnu-nu-hito ga koo«n ni aruitc imasu, Tcrcbi o otokt>-no-ko ga mite imasu. 

Figures 7.8 and 7.9: Sentence presented along with matching pictures. Example 1. 2. 

Each verb was presented with several different types of inappropriate particles, in 

three word order conditions (i.e., INP, Subject-first, and Subject-later). Each verb was 

used in a number of stimuli; because an attempt was made not to make the task too 

lengthy, only a limited set of verbs was used. The smallest set of items addressed six 

verbs, representing five verb types. These six verbs are shown in (7.5). 

(7.5) Verbs in the grammaticality judgment task. 

® transitive verbs that possess prototypical transitive properties: 
noni-u 'drink,' 

(D transitive verbs that are not prototypical: mi-ru 'watch,' 
® motion verbs: ik-u, 'go'), 
® unergative verbs: aruk-u 'walk', 
® unaccusative verbs: ku-ru 'come (inanimate subject),ar-« 'exist, there-is' 

Transitive verbs that take NPs marked with -ni or -to as object NPs were not 

included. This was because the verbs in this type are fundamentally different from each 

other (e.g., some take either to or ni, some only take ni, and some others take either o or 
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ni), and because any generalizations based on the performance on one of these verbs 

would not be valid. 

The participants were asked to judge if a sentence was correct or not. They pressed 

the y key for 'yes' to indicate a grammatical sentence, the 'n' key for 'no' to indicate an 

ungrammatical sentence, and the 'x' key for 'undecided' to indicate when they could not 

decide the grammatical ity of a sentence. In order to examine the indeterminacy of each 

participant's judgment, the items containing the same grammatical deviance were used 

twice in the same experimental session. The SuperLab program recorded participants' 

response time, as well as their responses (i.e., 'y', 'n' or 'x'). 

Although participants could utilize their linguistic knowledge in the fill-in-the-

blank test, it was also a form of a production task. In contrast, the grammaticality 

judgment task, did not require any language production, and thus reflects the participants' 

knowledge of the language better than the fill-in-the-blank test. One drawback, however, 

is that the grammaticality judgment task was not given to the participants during the same 

session as the picture description task; each participant participated in the subsequent 

session at their earliest convenience.^' It is possible that the participants might have 

gained some knowledge about the items (e.g., verbs, case particles, word order) between 

the two sessions. Thus, the results should be interpreted with some caution. 

There was an average of 3-4 days between the two sessions. 
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1.2.3)2. Scoring and analysis. The correct responses for the grammaticality 

judgment task were coded as 1 and incorrect responses were coded as 0. The occurrence 

of "x" responses was very infrequent, as reported in Section 7.4.1. For quantitative 

analyses, "x" responses were coded as 0. The "x" key responses were analyzed as an 

indication of where the participants were indecisive. 

1.2.A. Procedures for Comparing the Picture Description Task and Fill-in-the-Blank test. 

In order to compare each participant's accuracy in the picture description task with 

their accuracy in the fill-in-the-blank test, the mean of each participant's responses for 

only a subset of items in the fill-in-the-blanks was computed. This was to exclude the 

participants' responses to the blanks in the sentences that contained verbs that they might 

not have known. In the fill-in-the-blank test, even if the participants did not know the 

verbs or structures in the sentences, they apparently guessed and wrote particles in the 

blanks in these sentences regardless. If a given participant actually produced an intended 

verb or its equivalent (belonging to the same verb type) during the picture description 

task, his or her responses to the blanks in the counterpart sentences in the fill-in-the-blank 

test were considered for comparison. 
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7.3. L2 KNOWLEDGE OF CASE PARTICLES: RESULTS OF THE FILL-IN-THE-BLANK TEST 

7.3.1 • Overall Accuracy 

Table 7.1 shows the mean accuracy of case particles for each proficiency level for 

the most basic, smallest set of items. The participants with mid proficiency did not do as 

well as the other two levels. 

Table 7.1: Accuracy rate br each proficiency level 
Proficiency levels of Mean Standard Deviation 

participants 
low 75% 0.419 
mid 71% 0.428 
high 86% 0.326 

Table 7.2 shows the mean accuracy of case particles for each word order type 

across the participants' three proficiency levels. Across all levels, the participants were 

not as accurate in filling in case particles for the non-canonical word order sentences. The 

effects of word order are ftirther discussed in Section 7.3.2 below. 

Table 7.2: Word order and accuracy. 
Word Order Mean Correct Standard Deviation 
1 NP only 81% 0.368 

Subject First 87% 0.321 
Subject Later 79% 0.383 

Table 7.3 shows the mean accuracy of responses for each verb type. The verbs with 

prototypical transitive properties have the highest accuracy (93.1%), followed by motion 

verbs such as ik-u 'go' and ku-ru 'come' (91.4%). The effect of verb types on target case 

particle accuracy is closely related to the effects of the semantic roles of NPs (Table 7.4) 
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or target particles (Table 7.5); thus they are discussed in the same section (Section 7.3.3). 

For example, motion verbs always occurred with the goal NPs (included in "location" in 

the analysis below), which usually require either ni or e 'towards/to.' 

Table 7.3: Verb types and accuracy. 
Verb Types Mean Correct Standard Deviation 
Prototypical transitive 93.1% 0.235 
Non-prototypical transitive 85.6% 0.335 
Pseudo-transitive (ni, to) 76.9% 0.399 
Motion 91.4% 0.256 
Unergative 75.0% 0.388 
Unaccusative 78.3% 0.373 
Transitive w/ counterparts 89.9% 0.492 
Intransitive w/ counterparts 66.5% 0.299 
Passive 49.3% 0.472 
Others 63.0% 0.470 

Table 7.4; Semantic roles anc accuracy. 
Semantic Roles Mean Standard Deviation 
Agent 90.1% 0.286 
Theme/patient 78.1% 0.400 
Location 70.9% 0.399 
Others 37.1% 0.443 

Table 7.5; Target particles and accuracy. 
Target Particles for blanks Mean Standard Deviation 

89.3% 0.296 
o 77.1% 0.409 
ni 62.5% 0.444 
either ni or e 90.4% 0.264 
either o or de 48.5% 0.432 
de 54.0% 0.435 
to or either to or ni 62.4% 0.470 
kara 55.6% 0.311 
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7.3.2. Word Order and Accuracy of Particles. 

7.3 .2.1. Across all participants. Table 7.6 shows the means of responses for each 

word order type, at each proficiency level. These are the means of responses to the 68 

sentences that participants of all levels were given on their tests. 

Table 7.6: Mean accuracy of fill-in-the-blank test 
Proficiency Mean Accuracy : Word Order Mean Accuracy 

All Sentences for 
Each Proficiency 

82.8% 
IMP 82.9% 

Low 82.8% Subject-first 84.2% Low 82.8% 
Subject-later 81.2% 

Mid 79.4% 
INP 80.1% 

Mid 79.4% Subject-first 87.7% Mid 79.4% 
Subject-later 69.3% 

High 89.7% 
INP 91.5% 

High 89.7% Subject-first 91.5% 
Subject-later 85.9% 

Across all three proficiency levels, participants' accuracy was higher for the 

SOV/subject-first sentences than for OSV/subject-later sentences. This was particularly 

the case with mid proficiency participants, whose overall mean accuracy for this task was 

lowest among the three levels. 

In Japanese, the Subject-Object-Verb word order is regarded as the canonical word 

order. Canonical word order, defined in this manner, is only relevant to sentences 

containing transitive verbs that take object NPs. For the purposes of comparing canonical 

word order in this conventional sense with non-canonical OSV word order sentences, the 

mean accuracy of responses for canonical and non-canonical word order sentences 
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containing six transitive verbs (i.e., the Japanese equivalents of 'drink,' 'watch,' 'write,' 

'listen,' 'eat,' and 'read') were also computed. These verbs were included in the smallest 

set of items, so all participants received these verbs on their tests (Table 7.7). The overall 

patterns of accuracy across the three levels remained basically the same as the ones seen 

in the previous analysis including all the verbs (i.e.. Table 7.6). 

Table 1.1: Mean accuracy for transitive verbs in fill-in-the-blank test 
i Proficiency Mean Accuracy Word Order Mean Accuracy 
j Low 

93.9% 
INF 93.3% j Low 

93.9% SOV 96.9% 
j Low 

93.9% 
OSV 91.3% 

Mid 
1 
i 
) 85.0% 

INF 90.8% Mid 
1 
i 
) 85.0% SOV 99.1% 

Mid 
1 
i 
) 85.0% 

OSV 64.5% 
1 High 
1 
i 
1 

95.1% 
INF 100% 1 High 

1 
i 
1 

95.1% SOV 100% 
1 High 
1 
i 
1 

95.1% 
OSV 85.4% 

That is, participants \vith mid proficiency did not perform as well as the participants with 

low or high level proficiency. This was particularly the case with non-canonical OSV 

sentences. This suggests that, for L2 Japanese speakers, sentences with the subject NPs in 

the first position may be more 'canonical' than sentences with a non-subject NP in the 

first position,^ regardless of verb types. The U-shaped development of OSV sentences 

observed in Table 7.7 is clearly seen in Figure 7.10 below. 

The subject NP as the first NP may not be a more frequent word order with intransitive verbs than the 
oblique location NP in the first NP. In a survey on written Japanese, for example, "Location-</e Agent-ga" 
sequence was reported to be more frequent than "Agent-ga Location-<i!?" sequence (59:25) Kokuritu 
Kokugo Kenkyuuzyo (1964) cited in Hayashi et al. (1982). 
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Figure 7.10: Accuracy of case particles in the fill-in-the-blank test with six transitive 
verbs in three word order conditions. 

A three-way ANOVA was computed using participants' proficiency (3 levels), verb 

types (7 levels) and word order (3 levels) as independent variables and accuracy of 

particles as the dependent variable. The results showed that the main effect of L2 

proficiency was not significant, F(2,28)=l.75, p=.19. But the main effects of other two 

variables were found to be significant, F(2,56)=4.76, p=.012 for word order and 

F(6,167)=13.72 pK.OOOl for verb types. The two-way interaction between word order and 

verb types was also significant, F (12, 313)=2.75, p=.001. None of the other interactions 

were significant. 

1NP 
SOV 
OSV 

Low Mid 

Proficiency 

High 

The effect of proficiency was found to be significant when all the items (except for passives) which the 
participants completed were considered. F(2,28)=7.22, p=.003. The effect of verb types was also 
significant, f(8,2II>=13.09, p<.0001. In this analysis, word order also had a significant effect, F(2,56) 
=5.80, p=.0051. The interaction between proficiency and word order was also significant F(4, 56)=2.800, 
p=.0342. But the interaction between vert) types and profidency was not significant (16,211)=1.04 
p=.4201. 
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1.3.2.2. Individual differences. Participants' responses on the fill-in-the-blank test 

indicate that their performance was not as accurate for the non-canonical sentences as for 

the canonical order sentences. This indicates that some participants may not have had the 

knowledge that "O-o S-ga Verb" sentences are acceptable in Japanese. There were 

substantial individual differences in this regard. Tables 7.8a and 7.8b show each subject's 

mean accuracy for the SOV and OSV sentences containing the six most basic transitive 

verbs (i.e., each score is a mean of 6 responses). At least five participants. Participant 16, 

25, 27, 29, and 12, may not have had any knowledge of "O-o S-ga Verb" sentences. 

Table 7.8a: 

participant 1 1 4 6 9 11 14 15 17 18 19 23 24 28 30 31 
SOV 1 11 1 1 .83 1 1 1 1 1 1 .92 .92 1 1 

OSV • 1 1 1 .83 .75 1 1 .92 1 1 1 .92 1 1 

Table 7.8b: 
Mean accuracy for SOV and OSV word order for mid and high proficiency participants 
Mid 
participant 3 5 7 16 20 22 25 26 27 29 2 8 10 12 13 21 
SOV 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

OSV 1 .83 1 .58 .92 1 .25 .83 0 .25 1 .83 1 .42 1 1 

The figure in Appendix 7E clearly shows individual differences regarding the accuracy of 

the case particles that they wrote in the blanks for the SOV and OSV sentences. Depicted 

is a plot diagram showing where each participant fell in terms of their accuracy for 

canonical word order sentences as opposed to the non-canonical order sentences 

(containing all the prototypical and non-prototypical transitive verbs). Numbers 1, 2, and 

3 indicate participants with low, mid, and high proficiency levels, respectively. The 
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diagram shows that participants were accurate when writing case particles in the blanks 

contained in the canonical word order sentences, regardless of their proficiency levels; 

however, several mid proficiency participants displayed an disproportionately lower 

accuracy rate for non-canonical word order sentences. 

In previous L 1 studies, it has been proposed that OSV construction is acquired as 

soon as the accusative o is acquired. In order to see if this was the case for the L2 

participants in this study, the mean accuracy for the blanks requiring o in canonical 

sentences were computed for each participant, as well as the mean of correct responses of 

non-canonical sentences containing transitive verbs. Figure 7.11 shows the results. 

:>, 
~ 

~ 
c.;, 
c.;, 

< 

120% 

100% 

80% 

60% 

40% 

20% 

0% 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 22 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Proficiency levels 

-+-accusative 
........... osv 

Figure 7.11: Each participant's accuracy in filling in o in SOV vs. accuracy in OSV 
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The participants were all quite accurate in filling the blanks with the accusative o in 

this context (i.e., canonical word order sentences with transitive verbs), and so it appears 

that their knowledge of the accusative o did not seem to be related to their knowledge of 

OSV sentences. 

7.3.3. Verb Tvpes /Semantic Roles vs. Case Particles . 

7.3.3.1. Overall. Although there is no one-to-one relationship between semantic 

roles and case particles in Japanese, there is some association between them. For 

example, in the materials used in this test, the agent was most frequently associated with 

ga except in the case of passive sentences, while location was mostly associated with ni 

(location of existence and goal), or de (location of activity). 

The agent NPs occurred with most verb types, although they did not occur with 

unaccusative verbs. The blanks requiring ga had the highest accuracy rate (89.3%), which 

was related to the higher accuracy rate of particles used for agent NPs (90.1%). The 

participants may have associated the agent role with ga. Although this association can 

help the participants produce correct sentences to some extent, it may result in errors 

sometimes. For example, the mean accuracy of the responses for the blank in the sentence 

shown in (7.6) was quite low (76.7%) across all participants. 

(7.6) sinbun kimasi-ta. 
newspaper _ come-past 'The newspaper came/was delivered.' 

The goal NPs mostly occurred with motion verbs (e.g., ik-u 'go,' kaer-u 'return'). 

The responses to items containing motion verbs had a higher accuracy, most likely 
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because the association between the goal NPs and the case particles ni and e is quite 

straightforward. Although one semantic role is associated with two particles, these two 

can quite freely be used alternatively. This explains the higher accuracy of responses to 

the blanks requiring either ni or e (90.4%). 

Two semantic roles, goal and location, were collapsed in this analysis.* Despite the 

high accuracy rates of participants' responses for blanks requiring ni or e, due to the low 

accuracy of responses to the blanks requiring de (54%) or either de or o (48.5%), 

responses for the blanks following location NPs had a lower accuracy rate (70.9%) than 

other semantic roles. This may be also due to participants' tendency to associate one 

particle to one semantic role. It appears that the participants associated ni with the 

location NP. The blanks following location NPs occurring with unergative verb required 

c/e; however, there were 92 ni responses to these blanks, while there were 110 correct de 

responses as well. However, de was rarely supplied in the blanks requiring ni. For the 

blanks following location NPs occurring with unaccusative verb which required ni, there 

were 253 correct ni responses to these blanks, and only 29 incorrect de responses. 

For each blank, the frequency of occurrence of each particle across 31 participants' 

responses was counted. The frequency counts of de and ni above are examples from this 

analysis. The maximum possible frequency of a given particle for any given blank in the 

set of items that was given to all participants would be 31 if every single participant had 
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filled that blank with the same particle. The maximum possible number of total responses 

for each blank would be 62, since all the participants could have listed two different 

particles for any given blank. 

Some noticeable tendencies of how the particles, ga, o, ni and de occurred both 

where they were correct as well as where they were incorrect, are reported. 

7.3.3.2. Occurrence of ea. The frequency of ga in blanks where it was correct was 

notably high, especially when it occurred in the first NP position. There were only two 

exceptions of verb types to this trend; intransitive verbs having transitive counterparts 

and passive sentences. For example, for the blank in (7.7a) that requires ga, there were 

11/24 (i.e., 45.8%) correct ga responses. Also, for the second NP of (7.7b) that also 

requires ga, there were only 9/21 (i.e. 42.9%). ga responses. 

(7.7) a. doa _ akimasita. 
door opened (vi) 

b. neko _ sakana _ tabe-rare-masita. 
cat fish eat-passive-past 

Target; neko ni sakana ga tabe-rare-masita. 
cat by fish NOM eat-PASsrvE-PAST 
'The fish was eaten by the cat' 

The low response accuracy rate for the blanks in the passive sentences is partly due 

to the fact that many participants had not yet learned the passive construction. However, 

some of the participants who had learned passive constructions also tended to fill in the 

46 
There weren't many clear cases of goal NPs other than those NPs that occurred with motion vertis. There 

were ambiguous NPs, such as eki ni tui-ta 'arrive at the station', where location and goal were combined 
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second blank in (7.7b) with o. Much like the association between the agent NP with ga 

and the locative NP with ni, participants may associate the theme NP with o. 

Incorrect ga responses tended to occur in the first NP position where o or ni should 

occur, regardless of verb type, as discussed in Section 7.3.4.6. 

7.3.3.3. Occurrence of o. The accuracy rate of responses for o was lower for items 

where object NPs are occurring with non-prototypical transitive verbs, such as seen by 

the second blank in (7.8a) than in prototypical transitive verb sentences. 

(7.8) a. otoko no ko onna no ko tataita. 
boy girl hit-PAST 'A boy hit a girl' 

b. otoko no ko gakkoo sotugyoo sita. 
boy school graduated 'a boy graduated from school' 

c. onna no hito kooen aruite imasu. 
woman park walking is 'a woman is walking in a park' 

There were only 3/11 correct o responses for the blank in (7.8a) (i.e., 27.3% 

correct). Also, the correct particle (at least in prescriptive grammar) for the second blank 

in (7.8b) is o, but there were only 9 / 29 o responses (i.e., 31%). Perhaps most 

noticeably, for the blank in (7.8c), which can take traversal o for 'path,' there were only 

3/43 o responses, although de responses were also regarded as acceptable for scoring this 

item. Among native speakers who participated in the LI picture description task reported 

on in chapter 5, o was the most preferred particle. That there were 43 responses means 

that many participants listed two particles for this blank. However, o was rarely one of 

under the location NP. 
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the listed particles. Instead, de and the incorrect ni were more often their choice of 

particles. 

Not surprisingly, incorrect o responses were frequent in the blanks occurring with 

pseudo-transitive verbs requiring ni such as in (7.9a) as well as in the theme/patient NP 

blanks for passive constructions, as mentioned earlier. For example, there were 13 

incorrect o responses, as opposed to 12 correct ni responses out of the 27 responses 

supplied for the verb kisu-suru 'to kiss' in the second blank shown in (7.9a). This error 

type is often explained by LI transfer from English (e.g., Kubota, 1994), since kiss in 

English takes a direct object^' 

Some other verbs that require ni, such as nor-u 'ride/gets on,' as shown in (7.9b), did 

not induce many instances of incorrect o. As is clear from the English equivalents given 

here, this verb can be considered either a transitive or intransitive verb. 

(7.9) a. onna no hito neko ^kisu simasita. 
woman cat kissed 'a woman kissed a cat' 

b. otoko no hito ^basu norimasita. 
man bus got-on 'a man got on a bus' 

Other pseudo-transitive verbs with which o rarely occurred were kekkon su-ru 

'marry' and a-u 'meet' as shown in (7.10). It was rather difficult to assess the use of case 

particles with these verbs that require io (or ni) due to the symmetrical meanings of the 

verbs. 
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(7.10) a. otoko no ko Kurinton aimasita. 
man Clinton met 'a boy met Clinton.' 

b. nihonzin amerikazin kekkon simasita. 
Japanese American married 'a Japanese married an American' 

Unlike the asymmetrical description in English, where one of the referents is realized as 

the agent, and the other the patient, the participants preferred to describe these events 

(i.e., marrying, meeting) symmetrically, such as "A boy and Clinton met." For such 

items, their choice of particles was either the correct to-ga^ or the somewhat awkward to-

to and mo-mo (i.e., "Both a boy and Clinton met"). This cannot be explained if LI 

interference is the major source of L2 Japanese speakers' errors. If L1 interference is 

robust, asymmetrical expression as shown in (7.11) may be preferred, and incorrect a 

responses would be ex|5ected in the blanks requiring to or ni. 

(7.11) a. a. otoko no ko ga_ Kurinton ni aimasita. 
man Clinton met 'a boy met Clinton.' 

b. nihonzin ga amerikazin to kekkon simasita. 
Japanese American married 'a Japanese married an American' 

7.3.3.4. Occurrence of ni vs. de. The participants seemed to have difficulties with 

the locative ni and the locative de. Table 7.9 below shows examples of blanks which 

require ni or de and the participants' choice of ni and de for those blanks. 

47 
However, there were also a number of errors that LI transfer cannot account for (e.g., overuse of ni for 

the object NPs of such veits as ker-u 'kick,' tatak-u 'hit' and okos-u 'wake (someone) up'). Such errors 
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Table 7.9: ni vs. de in the fill-in-the-blank test 
I 1 f 

i Required de ni 
1 a. 
1 
t 

konpyuutaa (ea) toire arimasu. 
compyuutaa bathroom there-is 

ni 3 21 

1 b. 
i 

akatyan (ga) kuruma imasu. 
baby car there-is 

ni 7 26 

! c. 
i 

densya (ga> eki tukimasita. 
train station arrived 

ni 2 15 

1 
1 

onna-no-ko (ga) kyoositu nete imasu. 
girl classroom sleeping is 

de 10 6 

i 

; e. 
1 

akatyan (ga) isu naite imasu. 
baby chair crying is 

de 5 7 

1 f 
! 

otoko-no-hito (ga) puuru oyoide imasu. 
man pool swimming is 

de 3 6 

The verbs, ne-ru 'sleep,' nak-u 'cry,' and oyog-u 'swim' were included in the set that 

was presented to high proficiency level participants. Despite the overall high proficiency 

of those who responded to these blanks, their choice of particles was often the incorrect 

«/, as shown in the above table. This overuse of ni where de is necessary confirms other 

researchers' findings (e.g., FCubota, 1994). Both the locative ni and locative de are 

introduced early^^ and at around the same time in the Japanese language course at the 

University of Arizona, yet the participants still showed a strong tendency to use ni rather 

than de. 

In short, it appears that there was a trend to associate one particle with one function 

or semantic role. The findings here support the One to One principle, which Andersen 

can alternatively be explained by the degree of transitivity and directionality of action (Iwasaki, 1999). 
The locative ni is introduced in Lesson 6 and the locative de is introduced in Lesson 7 in Japanese; the 

Spoken Language Part 1, which consists of 12 lessons. At the University of Arizona, students complete Part 
1 of the series of three volumes. 
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(1984) proposed as a principle of interlanguage construction. The accusative o was 

usually associated with the theme object, Ihe nominative ga was often associated with the 

agent, and the dative/locative ni with location, despite the fact that these were not 

necessarily the correct particles for these semantic roles. 

7.3.4.5.Transitive-intransitive pairs. Most of the transitive verbs that have 

phonologically similar intransitive counterparts also possess prototypical transitive 

characteristics. However, these transitive verbs having phonologically similar intransitive 

counterparts were treated separately because L2 Japanese learners' use of these verbs may 

differ from their use of other transitive verbs. 

The accuracy rate for the particles filled in for these verbs, however, was high 

(89.9%) when these transitive verbs occurred with two NPs. However, the accuracy of 

response for the one NP sentences was much lower (66.5%). This is largely an artifact of 

the ways accuracy was coded for the responses occurring with these verbs. Normally, an 

utterance such as *doa o akimasita would be considered incorrect because the intransitive 

verb ak-u is used with the accusative o, but it is not clear whether it is the case particle or 

the verb that was incorrectly used. An attempt was made to distinguish between the error 

of case particle and that of the verb, as will be described in the next paragraph. High 

accuracy of the 2NP sentences indicates that the participants were accurate to fill in the 

blanks for what they thought was a transitive counterpart In other words, they did not 

make many errors of case particles when there were two NPs. The low accuracy rate of 
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INP sentences further indicates that the participants had difficulty distinguishing between 

the transitive and intransitive counterparts. 

Both the transitive counterpart and intransitive counterpart of the pairs such as ak-

u ake-ru 'open' and sime-ru'simar-u 'close' were included on the test in order to assess 

their knowledge of the forms of these pairs of verbs. To determine whether the 

participants could distinguish transitive counterparts from intransitive counterparts, only 

the part of the verb forms shared by both transitive and intransitive verbs were given on 

the tests such as shown in (7.12c) and (7.12d). Otherwise, participants could tell that the 

verbs co-occurring with both the agent and the patient NPs were transitive counterparts. 

(7.12) a. doa akimasita. 
door open-iNTRANsmvE 

b. doa akemasita. 
door open-TRANsmvE 

c. otoko-no-hito doa a masita. 
man door 

d. doa otoko-no-hito a masita. 
door man 

The participants' responses in blanks occurring with one NP such as the sentences 

shown in (7.12a) and (7.12b) reveal the participants' knowledge of transitive/intransitive 

pairs. The mean accuracy rate of responses in such blanks was noticeably low (66.5%). 

This means that the participants may have been unsure as to which verbs of the pairs 

were transitive (or intransitive). This finding suggests, then, that if a L2 Japanese speaker 

makes a case particle error when using this verb type, the error may be attributed to their 
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lexical knowledge, rather than other factors such as retrieval of incorrect verb forms (i.e., 

retrieving the non-target counterpart of the pairs). 

One peculiar pattern of errors was observed in the responses of a number of 

participants. For example, out of the 26 participants who were given the set of sentences 

in (7.12), eight gave the responses shown in (7.13a). These responses resemble the 

passive construction shown in (7.13b). 

(7.13) (a) *doa GA otoko-no-hito M aKJmasita. 
doorNOM man DAT open-( intransitive )-PAST 

(b) doa ga otoko-no-hito ni akerare-masita. 
doorNOM man DAT open-passive-PAST 

In fact, the participants who gave responses such as in (7.13a) all correctly filled 

out the blanks in passive construction. It seems that the participants considered sentences 

with these intransitive verbs (which are unaccusative verbs) to be on a par with passive 

sentences. Since there should not be any sequences such as (7.13a) in the language input, 

they must have created this construction. 

7.3.4.6. Freguencv of incorrect ga and o. Table 7.10 shows the mean of the 

frequencies of erroneous ga and o responses across all participants for the blanks 

following a NPl or NP2, looking only at the blanks where a gar or o response would be 

incorrect 

Table 7.10: Frequency of incorrect ga and o in each position in the fill-in-the-blank test 
First NP Second NP 

incorrect ga 2.9 0.9 
incorrect o 1.0 1.2 
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Two one-way ANOVAs revealed that the effect of NP position was significant only 

for overuse ofga; F(l,102)=7.46, p=.0074, forga, and F(I,159)=0.31, p=.58 for o. 

Two 2-way ANOVAs, verb type (7) X position (2), were computed for the smallest 

set of items given to all participants. In one, the frequency of incorrect ga was the 

dependent variable; in the other, the frequency of incorrect o was the dependent variable. 

In the first analysis, the effect of verb and that of position were significant 

F(I,20)=12.87, p=.00l8 for position, and F(6,20)=2.93, p=.032 for verb types. The 

interaction between verb types and position was also significant, F(6,20)=5.07, p=.0026. 

In the second analysis, the effects of both position and verb types were insignificant; 

F(l,43)=1.66, p=.204 for positions and F(6,43)=0.04, p=.999 for verb types. This 

indicates that participants erroneously put ga in the blanks following the first NP, 

significantly more often than the blanks following the second NPs. However, there was 

no significant tendency for the participants to put o in the blanks following the first NP or 

the second NP. 

This indicates that participants erroneously filled ga in the blanks following the first 

NP, significantly more often than the blanks following the second NPs. However, there 

was no significant tendency for the participants to fill o in the blanks following the first 

NP or the second NP. 

l.ZA.l. Summarv of the results of fiH-in-the-blank tests. The results showed that, as 

far as the sentences in canonical word order were concerned, the participants displayed a 

substantial knowledge of case particles. However, the participants appeared to associate 
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one function with one particle; they did not correctly fill in the blanks that required 

particles being used for their less common functions. Also, participants preferred to use 

ga with the first NP in a sentence. 

7.4. L2 KNOWLEDGE OF CASE PARTICLES: 
RESULTS OF COMPLTTERIZED GRAMMATICALITY JUDGMENT TASK 

7.4.1 • Overall Accuracy Rates. 

Table 7.11 shows the accuracy rate of responses for the smallest set of items. Mid-level 

participants' responses for the canonical and the non-canonical word order sentences were 

not as different from each other as they were in the fill-in-the-blank test. There were only 

99 "x-key" responses for "undecided" out of 6108 opportunities. Only five participants 

used the "x-key" responses more than twice. In the following, "x-key" (i.e., "undecided") 

responses were regarded as "incorrect" 

Table 7.11: Mean accuracy in the judgment task 
Proficiency Mean Accuracy Word Order Mean Accuracy 

INP 79.6% 
Low 77.6% subject-first 78.8% 

subject-later 74.1% 
INP 80.2% 

Mid 80.9% subject-first 82.8% 
subject-later 79.5% 
INP 87.1% 

High 86.6% subject-first 87.8% 
subject-later 82.9% 
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The ANOVA'*' revealed that there was a main effect of verbs, and a main effect of 

word order on the accuracy rates of responses, F(5,140)=53.27, p<.0001, F(2,56)=6.98, 

p=.002; however, there was no main effect of proficiency, F(2,28)=1.76 p=.19. None of 

the interactions, proficiency X verb, proficiency X word order, and verb X word order 

showed any significant effect The results indicate that the participants' knowledge of 

non-canonical sentences such as "O-o S-ga Verb" is independent of their level of 

proficiency, although the higher the participants' proficiency levels were, the more 

familiar they appeared to be with such constructions as "S-ga e Verb" and "e O-o Verb". 

Table 7.12 shows the means of accuracy for both the first and the second 

presentations of the same stimuli. It appears that the participants did not change their 

judgment substantially over the course of the two presentations. 

Table 7.12: Mean accuracy of first presentation vs. second presentation. 
Presentation Mean Correct Standard Deviation 
First time 81.4% 0.25 
Second time 81.9% 0.24 

7.4.2. Response Time. 

Table 7.13 shows the means of response time for the smallest set of items for each 

level of proficiency. For some reason, the participants with mid-level proficiency were 

the quickest 

49 
A few types of combination of case particle and verbs were not used in three word order conditions. For 

example, the particle e, as in ginkoo e Udmasu '(pro) goes to the bank', or incorrect de in gakkoo de ikimasu, 
was only used in INP condition; this kind of stimuli were excluded for computing ANOVA. 
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Table 7.13: Response time for each word order and proficiency level. 
Proficiency Mean Response 

(second) 
Word Order Mean Response 

(seconds) 

Low 5.4 
IN? 4.4 

Low 5.4 subject-first 5.5 Low 5.4 
subject-later 6.0 

Mid 4.9 
INP 3.9 

Mid 4.9 subject-first 4.7 Mid 4.9 
subject-later 5.0 

High 5.7 
INP 4.1 

High 5.7 subject-first 4.9 High 5.7 
subject-later 5.6 

Table 7.13 also shows that participants tended to take longer to judge sentences with two 

NPs than those with one NP, and also took longer to judge OSV sentences than SOV 

sentences. 

Table 7.14 shows that that participants made judgments more quickly when the 

same stimuli were presented for the second time. 

A three-way ANOVA Proficiency (3) x Word Order (3) x Verbs (6) with the 

response time as the dependent variable revealed that proficiency levels did not have 

effect, F (2, 28)=0.01 p=.99.^ But verbs and word order had significant main effects, F 

(5, I40)=2.72 p=.022 and F (2, 56)=8.47 p=.0006, respectively. None of the interactions 

were significant. 

Even when all the items (except for passives) were considered, effect of proficiency was not found to be 
significant, F (2,28)= 2.58, p=0.0936. While the effect of word order approached a significance level, F(2, 
56)= 2.74, p= 0.0731, the effect of verb was significant F(8,195)=29.14, p<.0001. None of the 
interactions were significant. 
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Table 7.14: Presentation and response time. 
Presentation Mean Standard Deyiation 
First time 5.8 4.7 
Second time 4.6 11.5 

7.4.3. Indeterminacy 

7.4.3.1 • Types of indeterminacy. The "x-key" responses for "undecided" were one 

indication of indeterminacy. There a total of 99 such responses; 40 when stimuli were 

presented for the first time, 59 when the stimuli were presented the second time. 

Another indication of indeterminacy was inconsistent responses across two 

presentations of the same stimuli. As mentioned earlier, each sentence was presented 

twice (in different blocks) in the same experimental session. Table 7.15 shows the 

patterns of responses for the two presentations across all participants. For example, '1-0' 

responses indicate that a participant made a correct judgment when a giyen sentence was 

presented for the first time, but did not make a correct judgment when the same sentence 

was presented again. Each participant's responses for two presentations of the same 

stimuli remained quite constant; the participants' responses were the same 88.3% of the 

time. Thus, the participants were determinate with their decisions. 

Table 7.15: Patterns of responses for two presentations of the same stimuli. 
Presentation 1 - Presentation 2 frequency percent 

correct - correct '1-1' 2218 73.3% 
incorrect - incorrect '0-0' 456 15.1% 
incorrect - correct '0-1' 188 6.2% 
correct - incorrect '1-0' 165 5.5% 
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The frequency of the above four types of responses for grammatical and ungrammatical 

sentences was counted (within the smallest set of stimuli). Differences between the 

frequency of '0-1' responses and '1-0' responses would reveal if a significant level of 

learning occurred during the experiment (i.e., significantly more '0-1' than '1-0') or if 

there were significant instances of possible fatigue (i.e., more '1-0' than '0-1'). The effect 

of stimulus type (i.e., grammatical vs. ungrammatical) on frequency of inconsistent 

responses ('1-0' and '0-1'), and the effect of inconsistency type on the fr^equency of 

inconsistent responses was computed by Multivariate ANOVA. Because there were more 

ungrammatical stimuli than grammatical stimuli (92:52) to start with, the frequency 

counts for ungrammatical stimuli were adjusted accordingly. It was found that none of 

the main or interaction effects were significant. 

As far as the smallest set of items is concerned, the accuracy rates for participants' 

judgment of ungrammatical items were virtually the same as those for grammatical items 

as shown in Table 7.16. 

Table 7.16: Accuracy rates for grammatical vs. ungrammatical stimuli. 
Stimuli Mean Correct 

smallest set 
Mean Correct 
all items 

Low grammatical 78.4% 79.3% Low 
ungrammatical 77.2% 75.3% 

Mid grammatical 81.5% 83.5% Mid 
ungrammatical 80.5% 73.0% 

High grammatical 84.6% 87.3% High 
ungrammatical 87.7% 86.3% 
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This also suggests that their responses were quite determinate. If the participants were 

guessing responses with the assumption that half the items were grammatical, then they 

would have made more errors for the ungrammatical items, since the number of 

ungrammatical items was larger than that of grammatical items, as shown in Table 7.17. 

Table 7.17. Numbers of grammatical vs. ungrammatical items for each set. 
Item set Number of Number of 

grammatical items Ungrammatical items 
Low 52 92 
Mid 68 116 
High 88 142 

7.4.3.2. Where the indeterminacy was. There were a total of 396 inconsistent 

responses (i.e., a given participant responded to the same sentence differently for its two 

presentations), and 99 "x-key" responses. Among them, there were 34 overlaps, which 

were inconsistency involved "x-key" (e.g., "y" for the first presentation, "x" for the 

second presentation of the same stimulus). 

A question arises regarding which items induced indeterminate responses. Among 

the 72 items that were presented to all 31 participants, 59 items induced more than one 

"x-key" response or inconsistent response across two presentations. Items that induced 

zero or only one indeterminate response were not necessarily easy items, however. The 

sentences in (7.14) both induced only one instance of indeterminacy; however, the 

response accuracy diverged drastically. 

(7.14) a. akatyan ga miruku o nonde imasu. (98% accuracy) 
baby NOM milk ACC drink-GER is-NONPAST 
'A baby is drinking some milk.' 
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b. onna-nohito ga kooen o aniite imasu. (15% accuracy) 
woman NOM park ACC walk-GER IS-NONPAST 
'A woman is walking through the park.' 

The participants correctly judged the sentence (7.14a) as grammatical and incorrectly 

judged (7.14b) as ungrammatical with confidence. This is related to the finding in the fill-

in-the-blank that L2 learners prefer to associate one function to one particle. The 

participants associated the accusative o with the grammatical object or the theme role, 

and thus could not accept the use of the traversal o, despite the fact that such usage is 

introduced in the first year Japanese course at the University of Arizona, for example. 

There were four stimulus sentences that induced indeterminacy from more than 8 

participants (1/4 of the participants). These sentences are shown in (7.15). 

(7.15) a. *terebi ni otoko-no-ko ga mite imasu. 
TV DAT boy NOM watch-GER is-NONPAST 

b. *sinbun o uti ni kimasita. 
newspaper ACC home DAT come-PAST 

c. *uti ni sinbun o kimasita. 
home DAT newspaper ACC come-PAST 

d. toire ni arimasu. 
bathroom in exist-NONPAST '(a computer) is in the bathroom' 

The sentence in (7.15a) contains a non-prototypical transitive verb in OSV order, and the 

other three sentences contain unaccusative verbs. The participants correctly accepted the 

S-ga O-o mite imasu sentence with 98% accuracy, but also incorrectly accepted S-ga O
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ni mite imasu 39% of the time (= 61% accuracy). They became more inaccurate (57% 

accuracy) and indeterminate for the OSV sentence. 

The difficulty of judging the grammatical status of (7.15b) and (7.15c) can be 

attributed to a few related factors: unaccusativity of the verb, the inanimate NP sinbtm as 

the subject, and the theme role sinbun as the subject The participants' accuracy to 

correctly reject these sentences were 71% and 69%. Kageyama (1993) provided L2 

Japanese learners' overuse of o in the subject position of unaccusative verbs as evidence 

for unaccusativity in Japanese. According to him, L2 Japanese learners overuse o in the 

subject position of unaccusative sentences, but not in the subject position of unergative 

sentences. In the current data, the participants rejected "S-o V(unergative)" with 93% 

accurac>', whereas "S-o V(unaccusative)" was rejected with 74% accuracy. 

7.4.4. Types of Ungrammatical Sentences. 

There were a number of different types of ungrammatical sentences in the stimuli; 

the common types that were included in the stimuli, and accuracy rates for these types 

within the smallest set of items are shown in Table 7.18. The ungrammatical or erroneous 

parts of the stimuli or responses are capitalized for the rest of the chapter. 
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Table 7 18: Types of ungranunatical sentences and accuracy. 
1 correct ! stimuli Examples accuracy SD 
! ni or e 
\ 

i 

g<  ̂ ginkoo GA otoko-no-hito ga ikimasu. 
bank NOM man NOM goes 

90.5% 0.293 

1 de or o 
i 

ga kooen GA onna-no-hito ga aruite imasu. 
park NOM woman GA walking is 

85.2% 0.355 

1-
1 1 

go miruku GA nonde imasu. 
milk NOM drinking is 

95.7% 0.203 

o ginkoo O otoko-no-hito ga ikimasu. 
bank .ACC man NOM goes 

81.8% 0.386 

! 
j 

ni miruku NI akatyan ga nonde imasu. 
milk baby NOM drinking is 

94.6% 0.226 

1 de or o 
t 

ni kooen NT onna-no-hito ga aruite imasu. 
park woman NOM walking 

21.0% 0.408 

1 
1 
1 

de kuruma DE akatyan ga imasu. 
car (loc) baby NOM is 

72.8% 0.447 

However, it became evident that types of ungrammaticality characterized by the target-

error particle combination would not be revealing without the consideration of the verb 

t>'pes and word order. For example, the target o substituted by ni was rejected more 

accurately when the word order was canonical than when it was non-canonical; it was 

also rejected more accurately when the verb used was nomu (prototypical transitive) than 

when the verb was miru (non-prototypical transitive). 

7.4.5. Summary of Findings from the Grammaticalitv Judgment Task. 

The participants in the current grammaticality judgment task seem to have been 

determinate about their judgment However, the examination of the items that induced 

indeterminacy revealed where the participants' knowledge might have contradicted itself 

The inanimate NP in the subject position of unaccusative verbs was an example of 
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potential area of contradiction. Some participants associate the theme roles with o, but the 

grammatical subject with ga. 

Like the f!ll-in-the-blank test data, the results from the grammaticality judgment 

task indicated that, although L2 Japanese learners' knowledge of case particles develops 

as their proficiency becomes higher, their knowledge of case particles in the scrambled 

OSV sentences does not necessarily develop. The difficulty of judging scrambled 

sentences is still evident both in accuracy rates and in the response times across three 

proficiency levels. 

7.5. EXPLICIT KNOWLEDGE 
REFLECTED IN RESPONSES IN INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED IN ENGLISH 

The results of the fill-in-the-blank test and those of the grammaticality judgment 

task showed that the participants could determine the most appropriate particles for NPs 

in canonical word order sentences most of the time. In contrast, the participants showed 

some inaccuracy and indeterminacy for non-canonical word order sentences. In addition, 

they seem to have had difficulty with NPs that require particles used for their less 

common functions (e.g., traversal o), locative NPs that require de, NPs used with 

unaccusative verbs, and non-prototypical verbs (both the ones that require ni or /o, or 

those that require o). Some aspects of the participants' explicit knowledge concerning 

case particles elicited in interviews conducted in English elucidate their understanding of 

case particles, behind their inaccuracy and indeterminacy. 
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7.5.1. Word Order. 

At the time that these interviews were conducted, the participants had already done 

all the other tasks. Having completed the fill-in-the-blank test, the participants must have 

known that variation of the word order was somehow possible, because the fill-in-the-

blank test provided the sentences with different word orders. During the interviews, the 

participants who particularly had difficulty with OSV word order volunteered to talk 

about OSV word order when asked about the most difficult task in the sessions. 

Otherwise, they were asked if they had known that OSV word order was possible before 

this task. 

One participant still felt that OSV sentences (i.e., O-o S-ga V) are not possible in 

Japanese. Most others felt that they were okay, but they were not used to using them, as 

shown in responses such as in (7.16a) and (7.16b). Some felt that it was not the word 

order per se but the particles that should be used in OSV sentences that troubled them as 

shown in (7.16c). 

(7.16) 

a. (Interviewer; Is it okay in Japanese to start with the fish [to describe the picture 
in which the cat has eaten the fish]?) 
yes, it is, you can, but I always look for the simplest way of saying it and in the 
most straightforward way. 
(Interviewer. Did you know it before the sessions too?) 
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I knew that was possible. But I found it more difficult this time just because I 
hadn't spoken like that for so long. I just wanted to say it just directly, the simplest 
way. 

b. (Interviewer: Did you know that it was possible to start sentences with the 
object first?) 
Yeah. As long as you use the right phrase particles, it doesn't matter. 
I know it's possible, but it doesn't come naturally to say it that way. I just don't say 
it. But if I see it written, I know it is right. 
(Interviewer. You knew that these are possible before you participated in these 
sessions?) Yeah, I know. I think we learned it in class. 

c. (Interviewer What was the reason why the picture description was so 
difficult?) 
It was mostly phrase particles, again. Because I knew how to do it in one way, but 

then I try to inverse the order I wasn't sure if I needed to change the particles. 

From these responses, it appears that most participants knew that Japanese allows some 

flexibility of word order, even if they showed some difficulty in either producing OSV 

sentences in the picture description task (as reported in the next section), or in filling the 

blanks with the appropriate particles. 

7.5.2. The Particles Perceived as the Most Difficult. 

Many participants felt that ga and/or ni were difficult for them. Ten felt that 

deciding when to use ga as opposed to wa was the hardest Nine expressed that ni was the 

most difficult; four of them were particularly concerned with deciding between ni and de 

for location NPs. According to some, the problem of ga and ni was that they have many 

functions, as shown in statements in (7.17). The statements in (7.17a) concerns ga, and 

(7.17b) and (7.17c) concern ni. 
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(7.17) a. ga ...some of the uses I don't know. I know there are more uses that I 
don't know yet. 

b. ni I don't like because there are so many usages. 

c. (Interviewer why is ni so difficult?) 
I feel like in a way it's a kind of particle you resort to if you don't know 
that you can use any of the others, it's sort of like the fill-in particle, if that 
makes sense. And it's the one I associate with difficult verb stem endings 
like passives, causatives, that type of things. For some reason, I don't 
know why, I associate with ni having to be in there somewhere. 

7.5.3. "Basic" Understanding of Each Particle. 

The interviews attempted to tap into the participants' knowledge of case particles, 

ga, o, ni, and de. Obviously, it is not possible to elicit the participants' knowledge as a 

whole; even a linguist would have a hard time explaining the functions of these particles 

comprehensively in a short interview. Nevertheless, the participants' first approximation 

of each particle's fimction revealed what they consider the most basic, perhaps, the most 

fundamental characteristics of each particle. 

7.5.3.1. sa vs. o. Most participants associated ga with the "subject" or the agent of 

the action; however, what exactly was considered the "subject" by these participants was 

not clear. Likewise, most participants associated o with "(direct) object" or "whatever the 

action is being acted upon. It appears that the concept of "action" is fundamental. It is 

possible, however, that the participants' responses were biased due to the materials used 

in the project; states and events that do not involve "action" are difficult to depict in the 
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pictures. Thus, stative verbs were not included in the experiments. It would be important 

in future research to determine whether action is the key concept regardless of the 

experimental items presented. If it is the key concept, then difficulty with stative 

predicates (including adjective and nominal predicates) would be predicted. 

7.5.3.2. ni vs. de. Both de and ni are used for location in Japanese, but they are not 

interchangeable. As reported in Section 2.5.4.1 in chapter 2, L2 Japanese learners are 

known to have difficulty using these particles. 

It was found that all (except for one low proficiency participant who only used wa, 

ga and o) associated ni with concept or English equivalent that is related to location, goal, 

or destination. In contrast, for some participants, de was not associated with location. For 

seven participants (5 low, 2 mid level proficiency participants), ni was the only particle 

associated with location. They either did not know what de was for at all or associated de 

with "by means of X" or gerund of copula. 

The remaining 24 participants thought that both de and ni were related to location, 

but their understanding varied. A half of them drew a generalization of the usage of de 

such as "where action takes place" that would approximately enable the target usage. The 

other half characterized the difference between ni and de as "specific location vs. general 

location" or "in/inside vs. at". For many of these participants, ni and de seemed 

interchangeable in many contexts. 

The verbal reports from the participants revealed the possible sources of the overuse 

of ni for some participants were related to their knowledge of these particles. 
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7.5.3.3. ni vs. o. As reported in the results of the fill-in-the-blank test (Section 

7.3.3.3) and those of the judgment task (Section 7.4.3.2), there appeared to be some 

confusion between when the object NP should take ni instead of o. The participants who 

overused ni in any of the tasks were asked to draw a generalization as to when to use ni 

as opposed to o, if there were any. It was somewhat unexpected that none of the 

participants regarded the use of ni with the object NPs as lexically determined (i.e., 

whether the verb takes ni or o depends on the specific lexical items). It was found that 

many of them relied on the meaning of the verbs or actions. They associated the use of ni 

to such concepts as "exerting force on something," "motion/movement," "transmission of 

action," and "recipient of action". Also, one participant stated that he thought that ni 

should be used when action involved two "living things." 

7.5.3.4. Intransitive/transitive verb pairs. Twenty-six participants who studied 

Japanese more than three semesters were asked about these pairs, as these pairs are not 

introduced in the first year Japanese language course at the University of Arizona. They 

were asked whether the difficulty with these verbs was in memorizing which one of the 

pairs was intransitive and which one was transitive (i.e., to establish an appropriate 

lemma for each of the lexemes of the pair), or in using the right one on the spot (i.e., 

timely retrieval of the lexical items). The retrieval of the incorrect counterpart would 

result in what appears to be errors of case particles between ga and o. 

There was tremendous confusion concerning both the difference between transitive 

and intransitive, and with knowing which one of the paired counterparts was a transitive 
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verb (e.g., "the one that takes object"). There was also difficulty with memorizing 

phonological forms of these verbs because of the similarities of the verbs in the pairs. 

Eleven participants demonstrated their understanding by exemplifying at least one 

usage of each verb of the pair, aku 'open (vi)' and akeru 'open (vt).' Five of them did not 

perceive these verbs as being difficult. Only two participants specifically attributed their 

difficulty with these verbs to using them rather than memorizing them. 

From the participants' statements and demonstration of their explicit knowledge, it 

appears that errors involving intransitive/transitive pairs may stem from lack of 

appropriate knowledge concerning these verbs. 

7.6. RESULTS OF PICTURE DESCRIPTION TASK. 

7.6.1. Overall Accuracy 

Unlike the fill-in-the-blank test, there was a substantial amount of missing data in 

the data from the L2 picture description task. There were a total of 2084 response 

opportunities of picture description for the 31 participants. However, there were a 

number of non-responses (i.e., instances in which the participants skipped the items, 

saying wakarintsen 'I don't know': N=99), examples of incomplete utterances as shown in 

(7.18) below (N=61), use of unintended verbs (N=323), and unintended interpretations of 

pictures (N=221). 

(7.18) 
a. tegami...wakarimasen. (A picture of a girl writing a letter) 

letter... I don't know. 
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b. dish \va onna-no-ko... 
dish(English) TOP girl (A picture of a girl washing dishes) 

Table 7.19 shows the mean accuracy of case particles for each word order type 

across the three proficiency levels for the smallest set of items. In this task, the 

(participants were not as accurate when producing the case particles for the non-canonical 

word order sentences. The effects of word order are further discussed in Section 7.6.2 

below. The participants' accuracy for this task appears to be lower overall. 

Table 7.19: Word order and accuracy. 
Word Order Mean Accuracy Standard Deviation 
Subject First 84.0% 0.367 
Subject Later 59.5% 0.493 

Tables 7.20, 7.21, and 7.22 show the accuracy for each verb type, semantic role and 

target particle. 

Table 7.20: Verb types and accuracy. 
Verb Types Mean Accuracy Standard Deviation 
Prototypical transitive 71.3% 0.450 
Non-prototypical transitive 70.7% 0.456 
Pseudo-transitive (ni, to) 75.0% 0.435 
Motion 80.3% 0.399 
Unergative 75.7% 0.430 
Unaccusative 72.0% 0.451 
Transitive w/ counterparts 75.4% 0.432 
Others 60.0% 0.493 

Table 7.21: Semantic roles and accuracy. 
Semantic Roles Mean Accuracy Standard Deviation 
Agent 75.4% 0.431 
Theme/patient 70.3% 0.457 
Location 75.9% 0.429 
Others 45.2% 0.504 
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Table 7.22: Target particles and accuracy. 
Target Particles for blanks Mean Accuracy Standard Deviation 
Ra 75.1% 0.433 
o 67.0% 0.471 
m 69.7% 0.463 
either ni or e 84.2% 0.367 
either o or de 70.7% 0.432 
de 54.0% 0.461 
to or either to or ni 58.8% 0.507 
kara ! •  0 
Note. Only one participant used the verb ahureru 'flood'; he used kara 'from' (i.e., from the bath 
tub) correctly. 

7.6.2. Word Order and Accuracy. 

Table 7.23 shows the accuracy of case particles in the participants' utterances for 

each word order, broken down by each proficiency level. The differences between the 

accuracy of responses for the canonical sentences and non-canonical sentences were the 

greatest. 

Proficiency Mean 
Accuracy 

word order mean response 

Low 68.4% Subject-first 77.8% Low 68.4% 
Subject-later 58.0% 

Mid 74.1% Subject-first 86.6% Mid 74.1% 
Sid>iect-later 60.6% 

High 87.5% Subject-first 93.5% High 87.5% 
Subject-later 73.0% 

There were approximately twice as many non-responses (62 vs. 37) and incomplete 

utterances (40 vs. 21) for the "subject-later" (OSV) pictures as there were for the 

"subject-first" (SOV) pictures. There were also a number of passive sentence responses 
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provided by the participants for the OSV pictures. Many of the descriptions containing 

passives were ungrammaticai or anomalous, as shown in (7.19). For examples given 

henceforth, in the parentheses to the right of the examples is the identification of the 

speakers of the examples. 

(7.19) 
a. ano puuru wa otoko-no-hito ni oyog-are-masita.(Participant 8) 

that pool TOP man by swim-PASSiVE-PAST 

b. piano ga onna-no-hito DE hik-aRAre-te imasu. (Participant 12) 
piano NOM woman [NSTR play-*PASsrvE-GERUND is-NONPAST 

Not ail the participants produced OSV sentences for the pictures that were intended 

for transitive verbs. We have seen in the results of the other two tasks that the participants 

were less accurate when dealing with non-canonical word order than with canonical word 

order, and that at least five participants may not have had knowledge of scrambled "O-o 

S-ga Verb" sentences. Thus, non-production or inaccurate production of OSV sentences 

among these five participants would be attributed to their not knowing the option of the 

scrambled structures. 

Eleven participants (Participants 6, 8, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 23, and 25) 

produced none of the grammatical OSV constructions shown in (7.20)^'. 

(7.20) a. Object-o Subject-ga Verb 

The construction (7.20c) using the topic-marker wa for the subject NP has a contrastive reading for the 
subjea (e.g., A man ate a burger (but not a woman]), and does not seem as appropriate as (a) and (b) when 
there is no other animate participant to contrast with. A sequence "O-wa S-wa Verb" is also possible in 
some unusual contexts, but in the analysis of the current study, the two particles were both rated as 0.5, 
instead of 1 (correct). 
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b. Object-wa Subject-ga Verb 

c. Object-o Subject-wcsr Verb 

Three of those 11 participants were among the five participants who scored lower than 

60% in filling in blanks for OSV sentences containing the 6 basic transitive verbs. The 

other eight scored between 83% - 100%. These participants' responses on their fill-in-the-

blank tests suggest that they had some knowledge of scrambling, and their performance 

in the picture description task that diverges from their responses on the fill-in-the-blank 

tests is likely to be attributed to processing factors. (The other two participants who 

scored lower than 60% in the fill-in-the-blank test. Participants 27 and 29, did produce 

OSV word order sentences despite their low accuracy for OSV sentences in the fill-in-

the-blank test. Their low accuracy in the fill-in-the-blank test stemmed fi"om not knowing 

the appropriate particles for OSV sentences.) 

Many of these eleven participants used passive sentences such as in (7.19), relative 

clauses (which often sounded quite natural) as in (7.21), and multiple clause descriptions, 

as seen by the examples in (7.22). 

(7.21) a. kuruma o naosi-te i-ru otoko-no-hito, imas-u (Participant 13). 
car ACC fix-GER is man there-is 
'There is a man who is fixing a car.' 

b. ongaku o kik-u NO onna no ko ga i-ru (Participant 12) 
music ACC listen GEN woman NOM there-is 

'there is a girl who listens to the music.' 

(7.22) Ano hanbaagaa wa oisi-i kara otoko no hito wa tabe-te imas-u. 
(Participant 23) 

that hamburger TOP tasty because man TOP eat-GER is-NONPAST 
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'Because that hamburger is tasty, the man is eating it' 

There seemed to be some hesitation or reluctance to use "O-o S-ga Verb" 

constructions among some of the participants. Moreover, the participants whose 

responses on the fill-in-the-blank test suggested their knowledge of "O-o S-ga Verb" 

made a number of errors such as (7.23). There were a total of 18 instances of "O-ga S-o 

Verb" across seven of the participants (Participant 3, 6, 9, 10, 18, 21, 29) and a total of 16 

instances of "O-wa S-o Verb" across eight of the participants (Participant 6, 11, 16, 17, 

19, 20, 23, 27). This means that 13 participants out of 31 made at least one utterance such 

as (7.23a) or (7.23b). 

(7.23) a. Hon GA otoko-no-hito O yomi-masu. (Participant 3) 
book NOM man ACC read-NONPAST '(lit.) A book reads a man.' 

b. Hanbaagaa WA otoko-no-hito O tabe-masita. (Participant 6) 
hamburger TOP man ACC eat-PAST '(lit.) A hamburger ate a man.' 

There were responses that fit the pattern of (7.23a) in the fill-in-the-blank test as 

well; there were a total of 10 responses of "patient ga agent for transitive verbs, five of 

which were the responses of one participant (Participant 27). It appears that L2 learners 

use a NPl (agent)-ga NP2(patient)-o template. For L2 learners like Participant 27, this 

template may be part of his knowledge of Japanese. Apparently, most of the other 

participants use this template primarily for producing sentences in speech. This strategy 

may work well most of the time, because the agent role may be the most accessible and 

salient in the message to be conveyed. However, if for some reason the patient role 
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becomes more salient or accessible in the message, and if a L2 Japanese speaker attempts 

to plan a sentence with the patient role first, their utterances may be prone to errors. 

Besides the use of "NPl(agent)-ga NP2(patient>o Verb" schema, the participants 

seemed to have been using "NPl-ga" or "NP-2-o" schema independently as well, as 

showing in (7.24) and (7.25) respectively. 

(7.24) a. gyuuNIKU gyuunyuu ..GA akatyan wa nonde imasu. (Participant 24) 
beef, milk..NOM baby TOP drink is-NONPAST. (PIC. baby drinking milk) 

b. hanbaagaa GA otoko-no-hito ga tabemasu. (Participant 9) 
hamburger NOM man NOM eat-NONPAST. (pic: man eating a hamburger) 

(7.25) a. Kooen NI orma-no-hito O arukimasu.(Participant 16) 
park •at woman ACC walk-NONPAST (pic; woman walking in the park) 

b. uti ni otoko-no-hito O kaeriraasu.(Participant 20) 
home to man ACC retum-NONPAST (pic; man going home) 

In addition. Table 7.25 shows the mean of the frequency for erroneous ga and o for 

blanks, following the NPl and NP2, looking only at the instances where ga or o was 

incorrect; only the smallest set of items was included. The table indicates, for example, 

that for every NP used in the sentence initial position where ga was incorrect, one 

participant (of 31) on average used ga. 

Table 7.24: The positions of NPs and mean frequency of erroneous ga and o. 
First NP Second NP 

incorrect ga 1 0.28 
incorrect o 0.34 1.36 

This indicates that participants tended towards the erroneous use of ga for the first 

NP, and the erroneous use of o for the second NP. Two one-way ANOVAs revealed that 
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the effect of NP position was significant only for overuse ofga: F(l,102)=7.46, p=.0074, 

for ga, and F(l,159)=0.31, p=.58 for o. Two two-way ANOVAs, verb type (7) X 

position (2), were computed for the smallest set of items given to all participants. In one, 

the frequency of incorrect ga was the dependent variable; in the other, the frequency of 

incorrect o was the dependent variable. In the first analysis, the effect of verb and that of 

position were significant; F(l,20)=12.87, p=.0018 for position, and F(6,20)=2.93, p=.032 

for verb types. The interaction between verb types and position was also significant, 

F(6,20)=5.07, p=.0026. In the second analysis, the effects of both position and verb types 

were insignificant: F(l,43)=1.66, p=.204 for positions and F(6,43)=0.04, p=.999 for verb 

types. This indicates that participants erroneously put ga in the blanks following the first 

NP, significantly more often than the blanks following the second NPs. However, there 

was no significant tendency for the participants to put o in the blanks following the first 

NP or the second NP. 

7.7. L2 KNOWLEDGE VS. USE: 
FILL-IN-THE-BLANKVS. PICTURE DESCRIPTION 

Albeit a little too simplistic, the discussions in this section and next section assume 

that L2 participants' responses in the fill-in-the-blank test represent a closer 

approximation of the L2 participants' linguistic knowledge. 

As shown in Table 7.25, the accuracy was higher for the fill-in-the-blank test than 

in the picture description task. 
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Table 7.25: Overall acciiracy: the fill-in-the-blank vs. the pictiire description task. 
1 Proficiency Accuracy Accuracy 
1 
j 

in Fill-in-the-Blank in Picture Description 
Low 87.9% 74.3% 

1 Mid 80.8% 78.3% 
1 High 89.1% 82.6% 

The difference of two means of each participant (the effect of the task) was found to 

be significant by Multivariate ANOVA, F (1,28)= 13.05, and p=.0012. The interaction 

between the proficiency level and task type was also found marginally significant, 

F(2,28)=3.33, p=.05. 

As seen above, the participants tended to overuse ga in the first NP position, both in 

the fill-in-the blank task and in the picture description task. However, the tendency to 

overuse o in the second NP position was observed only in the picture description task. 

Table 7.26 shows the frequency counts of frequently observed differences between the 

responses in the two tasks. 

The differences listed in Table 7.26 involve the cases in which a given pariicipant 

accurately filled in the correct particle for an NP in the fill-in-the-blank test. For instance, 

the table shows that there were 37 instances where a given participant correctly filled in a 

blank following agent NP in the second NP position with ga, but incorrectly used o when 

describing a matching picture (i.e., the same verb, same word order condition). Three 

observations deserve attention. One is the patterns of the omission of ga and o. The 

second observation is the selection of case particles based on the canonical order NP 

positions in the picture description task. The third is the selection of case particles for the 
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object NPs of non-prototypical transitive verbs, which appears to be based on the 

mapping between the conceptual structure of the event and the case particles. This is 

related to the participants' understanding of o and ni for the object NP elicited in 

interviews conducted in English (see Section 7.5.3.3). 

Table 7.26. Frequently observed differences between the fill-in-the-blank and the picture 
description and t leir frequencies. 

Position Fill-in-the-
blank 

Picture 
Description 

Frequency 

AGENT NPl ga omission 32 
AGENT NP2 ga omission 28 
AGENT NPl ga o 12 
AGENT NP2 sa o 37 
AGENT NP2 Ra kara 12 
THEME/PATIENT NPl o Ra 27 
THEME/PATIENT NP2 o ga 9 
THEME/PATIENT NPl o omission 12 
THEME/PATIENT NP2 o omission 32 
THEME/PATIENT NP2 o ni 6 

Both o and ga were frequently omitted in the picture description task, especially in 

their canonical positions; ga was frequently omitted in the NPl position, and o was 

frequently omitted in the NP2 position. The omission of ga in the non-canonical NP2 

position was also frequent, whereas the omission of o in the non-canonical NPl position 

was not as frequent. It has been noted in the literature that o for the object NP is dropped 

when it is adjacent to the verb (e.g., Saito, 1985) and that ga for the subject of the 

unaccusative verbs (e.g., Kageyama, 1993) can be dropped. In the current data, o for the 

patient'theme NPs was dropped much more frequently when it was in NP2 position. 
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which is the position adjacent to the verb. While this may conform to the patterns of 

Japanese case-marker drop discussed in literature, the patterns of the omission of ga for 

the agent NPs (i.e., the subject of transitive verbs) cannot be explained because such ga is 

dropped regardless of its position. Kanno (1997) showed that L2 Japanese learners were 

sensitive to the grammatical principles that determine where the case-marker drop is 

possible in a grammaticality judgment task, but L2 Japanese learners' performance in 

speech appears to require other explanations. 

The frequency of the use of o in NP2 position in OSV sentences (N=37) where a 

given participant actually correctly filled in ga in the fill-in-the-blank test supports the 

existence of the canonical order template NP2-o strategy for production, discussed in 

Section 7.6.2. Likewise, the frequency of the use ofga in NPl position in OSV sentences 

(N=27) where a given participant actually correctly filled in o in the fill-in-the-blank test 

confirms the existence of the canonical order template NPl-ga. 

Moreover, the L2 participants' statements that were reported in Section 7.5.1 

indicated that they prefer to produce sentences in one simplest way. The simplest way to 

them appears to be the canonical word order sentence, which is "NPl-ga wa NP2-0 

Verb." The L2 learners' strategy based on linear word order may be "NPl-ga NP2-o 

template" strategy as a whole, or the combination of "NP-ga" strategy and "NP2-o" 

strategy. An individual L2 speaker may employ both of these strategies, or individuals 

may variably employ one of these strategies or both. This is another empirical question 

for further research. 
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Another strategy that seems to be at work in L2 sentence production is the selection 

of case particles for the NPs of the non-prototypical transitive verbs based on the 

conceptual structure of the events to be described. When the events to be described are 

directional activities involving two animate referents, participants were occasionally 

inclined to use kara for the subject NP and ni for the object NP for a subset of non-

prototypical verbs such as tataku 'hit,' keru 'kick' and tasukeru 'rescue.' A similar 

tendency for a participant to fill in ni for the object NP and fill in kara for the subject NP 

was also found in the responses of the fill-in-the-blank test as well (95 and 4 instances, 

respectively). However, it was found that even if a given partidpant correctly filled in o 

in the fill-in-the-blank test, there were times that s/he produced ni for the patient NP, and 

kara for the agent NP. 

The latter two trends are further discussed in the next section in relation to LI 

speakers' particle selection processes. 

7.8. L2 PROCESSING ERRORS vs. LI SPEECH ERRORS 

In chapter 5, LI Japanese speakers' on-line particle selection was discussed, and 

some strategic mechanisms that seemed to be employed by LI Japanese speakers were 

suggested. In order to compare L1 and L2 speech errors of particles, it was necessary to 

identifying L2 speakers' "slips" that occurred due to processing factors, rather than errors 

which occurred as the result of a lack of knowledge. 1 assume that the instances in which 

the participants' choice of particles in the picture description was different fr^om their 
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choice of particles used in the flll-in-the-blank test are L2 errors that are the most likely 

approximation of "slips." 

The most noticeable trends were discussed in the previous section. In this section, 

the differences between the choice of particles in these two tasks are further discussed, in 

relation to LI mechanisms proposed in chapter 5. 

7.8.1. Mapping Semantic Roles to Case Particles. 

One of the suggested mechanisms was the use of an association between semantic 

roles and the prototypical case particles that denote those semantic roles. Specifically, 

location NPs were often erroneously marked by ni even when de was required, and the 

theme/patient NPs were often marked with o even when other particles such as ga and ni 

were required. The possibility that L2 participants also employ this strategy is examined. 

For the location NPs requiring de, there were only 28 blanks that were correctly 

supplied with only de (instead of listing both de and ni) out of 215 blanks requiring de to 

which the participants responded. These NPs, that required only de (and not o), occurred 

with unergative verbs such as oyog-u 'swim' and ne-ru 'sleep' in the current project; this 

t>'pe of NP was not included in the smallest set of items. The 28 responses that correctly 

supplied de in the fill-in-the blank test come from the data of 12 participants out of all 

participants (5 low, 4 mid, 3 high level participants). However, two of the mid level 

participants appear to be overusing de\ they tended to use de in contexts where ni was the 

correct particle as well. 
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Under the assumption that the remaining 10 participants demonstrated their 

knowledge of the correct case particle in the remaining 23 cases, picture description 

responses to the items that matched these 23 instances (i.e., the responses using the same 

verb or synonymous verbs in the same word order conditions) were examined. Only in 8 

corresponding picture description responses was de correctly produced. In 9 cases, ni was 

erroneously used, and one of these erroneous responses was self-repaired. In three cases, 

the participants first correctly produced de, and changed these to the incorrect ni. In one 

case, ni was omitted, and in the other two cases, the participants produced passive 

constructions with the location as the subject (see examples in (7.19a)). It appears that 

L2 participants strongly associated location with ni at the knowledge level, as was 

observed in the tasks that assessed their knowledge. It seems that, due to this strong 

association, the L2 participants tend to overuse ni even in contexts where they knew that 

de was required. This is reflected in statements from two of the participants who correctly 

filled in de in the fill-in-the-blank test. 

(7.26) 

a. I realize you are supposed to use de. But I sometimes forget to use de and I catch 
myself. ..I tend to use ni. 

b. Like no naka de.. I don't know why I always want to say -no naka ni.. I am 
trying to really get myself not say that. 
(Interviewer you don't know why you want to say that?) Yeah, I don't I mean, 
there are cases where no-naka-ni is gonna be correct, like hako no naka ni arimasu, 
that's all right But like you are talking abstract things..no naka de.... 
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The sequence no-naka-ni (GENmvE-'inside'-w/) is often translated as "inside", and as he 

correctly puts it, it is correct in the sequence hako no naka ni arimasu '(something) is 

inside the box,' but would not be correct if it is the location of event or activity. 

The theme NPs requiring ga that occurred with unaccusative verbs were correctly 

supplied with ga most of the time in the fill-in-the-blank test. There were eight instances 

(by seven participants) in which the participants' choice of particle in the fill-in-the-blank 

test was ga, and the choice of particles used in the picture description of the same item 

was o. One of them was self-corrected. The other "slips" were three instances of ni, and 

five instances of omission. However, o slips also occurred with agent NPs. Putting aside 

one participant who consistently overused o (Participant 6), there were 13 instances in 

which the participants produced o for agent NPs, despite their correct choice of the 

particle ga for the matching items in the fill-in-the-blank test. This was due to the effect 

of position of NPs, as discussed earlier. Out of these 13 instances, 11 occurred with the 

second NPs. Thus, among L2 learners too, there seem to be some mechanism by which to 

choose case particles on-line by associating semantic roles with prototypical case 

particles. 

Furthermore, L2 speakers' slips based on the conceptual structure of the event 

discussed in 7.7 seems also related to this mechanism. In Section 7.7, we have seen that 

when the event being described involves directional activity, kara 'from' is sometimes 

erroneously used for the agent, and ni 'to/towards' is used for the patient. It seems that the 

agent is perceived as the source of the action, and the patient as the goal or recipient of 
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the action. Clark and Carpenter (1989) in fact found that children acquiring English as 

their LI make errors of usingfor by in English passive constructions, and attributed 

this to children's conceptualization of the notion of the source which is extended to the 

agent. This kind of conceptualization also seems to be operating among L2 Japanese 

learners, and even if they do not recognize kara 'from' as the possible case fiarticle for the 

agent of transitive verbs, sentence production mechanisms based on the semantic roles of 

NPs strategically may select kara while speaking. 

L1 Japanese participants' speech errors support this. It is very unlikely that Japanese 

L1 speakers' knowledge allow kara for the agent NPs and ni for object NPs. However, 

they do make such speech errors, albeit infrequently, as shown in (7.27) and (7.28). The 

spjeech errors in (7.27) are examples of the former, and the ones in (7.28) are examples of 

the latter. 

(7.27) a. inu ga otoko-no-ko KARA ker-are-masita. (NS pilot 2 Participant 3) 
dog NOM man from kick-PASSiVE-PAST 

'A dog was kicked by a boy.' 

b. *onna-no-ko wa otoko-no-ko KARA kata o tatak-are-te nai-te i-masu. 
girl TOP boy from shoulder ACC hit-PASSlVE-GER cry-GER is 
'A girl was hit by a boy on her shoulder, and is crying.' 
(NS pilot2 Participant 7). 

c. *onna-no-ko wa otoko-no-ko KARA tatak-are-te nai-te simai-masita 

girl TOP boy from ACC hit-P.\SSrvE-GER cry-GER end-up-PAST 

'A girl was hit by a boy and she ended up crying.' 

(NS Participant 52) 

(7.28) a. otoko-no-ko ga onna-no-ko NI naguri-masita. (NS pilot 1 Participant 1) 
boy NOM girl DAT hit-PAST 

'A boy hit a girl.' 
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b. okaasan ga kodomo NT sikari-masita. (NS pilot 2 Participant 3) 
mother NOM child DAT Scold-PAST 
'The mother scolded the child'. 

These kinds of speech errors occurred only with prototypical transitive verbs, but did not 

occur with prototypical transitive verbs such as taberu 'eat' or nomu 'drink.' 

7.8.2. Position of NPs and Case Particle Selection. 

In the LI speech errors obtained from the L1 picture descnption task, the erroneous 

use of ga appeared to occur more frequently with the sentence initial NP. Hence, both LI 

and L2 Japanese speakers are inclined to use ga for the first NP. Thus, L2 speakers' NPl-

ga strategy in Japanese sentence production cannot simplistically be attributed to LI 

interference, by attributing it to the fact that the subject is always the first NP in English. 

In contrast to L2 data, in the L1 data the erroneous use of o occurred in the position 

following first NPs much more frequently (27 instances) than in the position following 

second NPs (14 instances), however. This suggests that strategies in the form of "NPl-ga 

NP2-0 template" strategy as a whole or "NP2-o" is unique to L2 Japanese speakers. 

7.9. DISCUSSION 

A series of experiments elucidated aspects both of L2 knowledge of case particles 

and of L2 processes of case particle selection. 
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The results of the flll-in-the-blank test, judgment task, and interviews conducted in 

English indicated that L2 Japanese speakers tended to associate a given case particle with 

a single function or semantic role, supporting the One to One principle of interlanguage 

construction proposed by Andersen (1984). This was especially the case with low 

proficiency participants. As an example, the nominative ga was associated with agent of 

an action, o with the thing that the action is acted upon, ni with the location, and de with 

the instrument/means. Similarly, some low proficiency participants as well as one of the 

higher proficiency participants recognized onJy one word order (i.e., canonical SOV word 

order) as a possible word order to express a message in Japanese. 

The examination of the data from the picture description task and the comparison 

between each participant's performance on the fill-in-the-blank test and in the picture 

description task revealed some errors that were likely to be performance errors. The 

patterns of these performance errors indicated that even after the participants have 

learned the target-like characteristics of case particles, errors based on one to one 

association of case particle and semantic role persists. Also, even if the participants were 

aware of the flexibility of word order in Japanese, errors based on canonical word order 

persist as the result of a strategic mechanism. It appears that L2 Japanese speakers 

sometimes produce a case particle that is most strongly associated with the semantic role 

of the NP, or produce NPl-ga NP2-o Verb sequence even if they know that these would 

not be appropriate for the message to be expressed. 
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Are such strategies unique to L2 sentence production processes? A comparison of 

some of the L2 errors with LI speech errors revealed that speech errors that occur as a 

result of a mechanism based on semantic roles of NPs seem to occur both among LI and 

L2 Japanese speakers. In chapter 5,1 suggested that this strategic mechanism most likely 

occurs when, driven by incrementality, a speaker starts constructing a sentence without 

plamiing the whole predicate. Because a verb lemma has not been selected yet, a case 

particle needs to be tentatively selected by a strategic mechanism, regardless of the 

particle that the verb lemma specifies. A high frequency of L2 speech errors, even among 

those who appear to know what the target particle should be, may be due to L2 speakers' 

difficulty to retrieve verb lemmas. 

In contrast, a strategy of case particle selection that heavily depends on canonical 

word order was not found among L1 speakers (although L1 speakers also displayed far 

more ease in producing canonical word order sentences than non-canonical order 

sentences). However, it is premature to conclude that this is due to LI interference just 

because the participants' LI, English, has a rigid word order. 

According to Slobin and Bever (1982), a canonical sentence schema serves as a 

framework for the application of productive and perceptual strategies. They found that 

children cross-linguistically use a canonical sentence schema in sentence comprehension. 

As reviewed in chapter 2, L1 Japanese children also displayed a tendency to erroneously 

mark NPl with ga (Hakuta, 1982) and NP2 with o (Sano, 1977). The strategy that is 

based on canonical word order, therefore, is unlikely to be due to L1 interference. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

8.1. SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS 

This investigation was motivated by the premise that any performance data that 

we can observe, regardless of whether it is LI or L2 data, are necessarily the product of 

both speakers' underlying language knowledge and their capacity to process a language. 

This project first experimentally investigated the ways in which closed class elements in 

Japanese were processed during oral sentence production among LI speakers of 

Japanese. Subsequently, L2 syntactic processing was examined to shed light on the 

development of syntactic processing mechanisms, using the LI data as a baseline. 

8.1.1 • LI Grammatical Encoding. 

Two LI processes were examined. One was the retrieval of lemma (i.e., a 

syntactic component of lexical items) of adjectives and adjectival nouns; the automatic 

retrieval of lemma is indispensable for the realization of the closed class elements 

required for these two classes of words. The tip-of-the-tongue (TOT) experiments were 

used for this part of the investigation. The other process examined was the selection of 

case particles, which are an essential component of the Japanese language. L1 speakers' 

slips of the tongue, both in spontaneous speech and in a picture description experiment, 

were examined. 

It was found that word category information (i.e., whether a target word was an 

adjective or an adjectival noun) became available during TOT states, in which a LI 
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speaker could not retrieve the complete word form of their target word. This finding was 

taken as evidence that lemmas are accessed before complete word forms become 

available. While this finding supports a two-stage lexical retrieval hypothesis, which 

proposes that the lemma is retrieved before the lexeme, the evidence in this study was not 

sufficient to conclude that these two stages of processing proceed in a discrete sequence. 

The data also showed that syntactic information was ofWn available during TOTs without 

any phonological information, although the number of such TOT instances was small and 

did not yield statistically significant results. 

The examination of L1 speech errors involving case particles revealed that LI 

Japanese speakers appear to employ two strategic mechanisms during speaking. While 

the syntactic information in each verb lemma is indispensable when selecting appropriate 

case particles, incrementality does not always allow for the planning of whole predicates 

before feeding a fragmentary message to the Grammatical Encoder. What the patterns of 

speech errors revealed are two strategic mechanisms used to cope with this situation. One 

such mechanism is a mechanism that uses the semantic roles of the referent in the 

intended message. That is, a case particle that is prototypical for the semantic role of a 

given NP is selected. The other is the provisional use of the nominative ga, perhaps as a 

default particle. 

8.1.2. L2 Grammatical Encoding. 

L2 Japanese speakers' grammatical encoding was also examined, as well as their 

use and knowledge of adjectives/adjectival nouns and case particles. This was to see 
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whether L2 errors are somehow related to speakers' grammatical encoding processes. The 

L2 participants' proficiency levels were assessed by ACTFL Oral Proficiency Interview 

and SPOT (Simple Performance Oriented Test). 

8.1.2.1. L2 knowledge and use of adjectives and adjectival nouns. The L2 TOT data 

also showed that the word category information of the target words became available 

even when the participants could not recall the complete forms of their target words. 

Thus, if we assume that the L2 TOT data show L2 lexical processes, their lexical retrieval 

process was similar to the LI lexical retrieval process observed in the LI TOT data. 

Similar to L1 TOT instances, the number of L2 TOT instances where no phonological 

information was available was small, and the data did not provide sufficient data for 

meaningful statistical analysis. 

Overall, the L2 participants' performance in the use of adjectives and adjectival 

nouns during the picture description task reflected their knowledge of morphosyntax, as 

assessed by means of a metalinguistic knowledge test and a judgment task. For instance, 

those who incorrectly used NO for adjectives in pre-nominal modification on the 

metalinguistic knowledge test also often produced NO in the picture description task. The 

patterns of errors were similar across tasks. Although L2 learners' performance was 

expected to be substantially less accurate in the picture description than in other tasks 

such as the metalinguistic assessment test, this was not necessarily the case. It was 

speculated that the nature of the picture description task allowed the participants to focus 

on the form of the language that they were using, and thus to best utilize their linguistic 

knowledge. 
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There were a small number of what appeared to be "slips," such as the 

overgeneration of NO for adjectives in pre-nominal modification, and the use of -zya nai 

in the negatives of adjectives. However, such slips could not be attributed to the ways in 

which L2 speakers retrieve lemmas, as there was not sufficient data to verify this. 

In terms of general development of the knowledge/use of adjectives and adjectival 

nouns, the three structures under investigation (pre-nominal modification, embedded 

clauses, and adjectives) showed very different patterns. Participants' accuracy for 

negatives showed a steady progress for both adjectives and adjectival nouns across 

different proficiency levels. While participants' performance in the judgment task for the 

pre-nominal modification also showed a steady increase for both adjectives and adjectival 

nouns, adjective use was the least accurate among mid proficiency particip)ants. This was 

primarily due to the fact that many low proficiency fiarticipants did not produce na or no 

for either adjectives or adjectival nouns, whereas mid proficiency participants tended to 

use na and no more. Because the use of na or no for adjectives in pre-nominal 

modification would be incorrect, low proficiency participants' accuracy was high for 

adjectives, but low for adjectival nouns. In contrast, mid proficiency participants' 

accuracy was lower for adjectives than for adjectival nouns. The participants' 

performance, in both the metalinguistic knowledge test and in the picture description task 

showed that the accurate use of copula da for the predicates in embedded clauses was the 

last aspect to be learned/acquired by L2 speakers of Japanese. 

8.1.2.2. L2 knowledge and use of case particles. The approximation of L2 Japanese 

participants' knowledge of case particles was assessed primarily by their performance in 
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the fill-in-the blank test, while their use of case particles was assessed by their 

performance in the picture description task. The participants' performance was less 

accurate in the picture description task than for the corresponding items on the flll-in-the-

blank test Participants' errors in the picture description task whose matching items they 

had correctly answered on the fill-in-the-blanks were taken to be the approximation of 

slips, and the patterns observed in these slips were then compared with the LI speakers' 

speech errors. 

It was found that the L2 Japanese speakers tended to associate one function with 

one case particle, especially in the early stages of their L2 development (i.e., among 

participants with low proficiency, in this case). It was found that even among those who 

seem to possess the knowledge that there are multiple functions for a given particle (or 

multiple case particles for what appear to be similar but slightly different functions), there 

were errors (perhaps slips) due to an earlier one-to-one association between a certain 

particle and a function. For example, the overuse of ni for locative NPs is common 

among low proficiency participants, because they appear to know only one particle for 

location, ni. Those who know that de should be used for the location of an activity may 

still overuse ni, because ni has been so far strongly associated with location for these 

learners. Such slips resemble the speech errors of LI Japanese speakers that are the result 

of a case particle selection mechanism that is based on the semantic roles of NPs. 

Assuming that such LI mechanisms of case particle selection are used when verbs or 

predicates are not fully planned, L2 Japanese speakers' frequent slips can also be 

explained by a slower plaiming of predicates or a non-automatic retrieval of verb lemmas. 
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It appears, theti, that both LI and L2 speakers of Japanese may use a similar 

strategic mechanism; that is, they use a prototypical case particle for the NP when the rest 

of the sentence has not yet been fully plarmed. This implies that the key to the 

development of accurate performance among L2 speakers is the automatic retrieval of 

verb lemmas. L2 learners need to leam not to rely too heavily on this strategic 

mechanism. They need to suppress their heavy reliance on such a mechanism by 

automatizing their retrieval of verb lemmas. 

A strategic mecham'sm um'que to L2 speakers based on linear word order was also 

found. L1 speakers had a tendency to overuse ga for the first NP more often than for NPs 

appearing in other positions, but overuse of o was not based on its position. In contrast, 

L2 speakers' slips displayed a strong tendency to overuse ga for the first NP and o for the 

second NP. Because the same type of errors are reported among LI Japanese children 

(see Section 2.5.3 in chapter 2), it was concluded that this mechanism is the consequence 

of a universal strategy to use a canonical word order schema as a scaffold for the 

development of language processes. 

8.2. PSYCHOLINGUISTIC DATA AND LINGUISTICS 

Fromkin (1971) showed that LI speech errors validate the units of analysis in 

linguistics; that is, constructs such as phonemes and syllables were shown to have 

explanatory value in the study of speech errors and were therefore psychologically 

significant for real-time speech processing. In the present research, the patterns of case 

particle errors bear on the linguistic debate regarding the status of case particles. 
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Japanese case particles are equivalents of English prepositions as far as processing in 

sentence production is concerned. This is another example of how speech error study can 

generate a useful outcome that is informative to linguistics. 

8.3. PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 

Over the course of this study, it became apparent that L2 learners' slips, much like 

LI speech errors, are not random. These slips help to reveal L2 learners' processing 

strategies in the production of Japanese sentences. It was also found that these processing 

strategies were not separable from the L2 speakers' acquisition of knowledge. In other 

words, the areas that are difficult to acquire as knowledge are areas that also remain 

difficult to process, even after they are acquired as knowledge. 

The L2 speakers' strong preference for associating one form to one function was 

evidenced both by their knowledge and their speech errors. This tendency predicts that 

when new material is introduced to L2 learners, they will not easily leam it if it appears 

to have the same function as other material that they have previously learned. This may 

be especially true if the new material is not used as frequently as the previous material. 

Also, such tendencies predict that unless the newer, less typical item is reinforced in 

some manner, it will not even be used (even if L2 learners actually understood the 

function of this element at some point), and will perhaps eventually be forgotten. 

Thus, it is important to reinforce both the understanding and the production of such 

elements, so that L2 learners may attain target-like use of such elements. Among case 

particles, such items include the locative de and the traversal o. However, a question 
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arises as to whether it is indeed important to reinforce the use of infrequent items like the 

traversal o, or the use of the infrequent OSV word order. Many practitioners would 

perhaps agree that it is important for L2 learners to attain a target-like use of items such 

as the locative de, which is used and required relatively frequently by LI speakers. If so, 

then the continuous reinforcement of the accurate use of this case particle in instruction 

would prove beneficial for L2 learners. 

Moreover, it is useful for practitioners to be able to predict what items will present 

more difficulties for L2 learners in terms of processing skills. The understanding of 

sentence processing strategies, like the ones found in this research, will help practitioners 

to assess L2 learners' oral proficiency and provide them with appropriate feedback. It is 

important to keep in mind that not all of L2 speakers' errors reflect a non-target-like 

understanding of a language. 

8.4. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

Because LI and L2 language processes in Japanese have been largely unexplored in 

the previous literature, some aspects of inquiry in this project were necessarily 

exploratory. On one hand, the extensive examination of different aspects of grammatical 

encoding in both LI and L2 revealed a number of phenomena that had not been 

previously reported. On the other hand, some of the phenomenon could not be examined 

in depth by follow-up research when new techniques of data elicitation did not always 

provide a sufficient amount of data. Hence, while this research provided a number of 

interesting and significant findings, not all of these findings were conclusive. 
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The methods of L2 research were designed to assess each participant's performance 

across different tasks; however, it proved difHcult to obtain a sufficient amount of data 

from each participant for each of the several tasks. This was due to some unavoidable 

limitations. For reasons such as feasibility and the consideration of participants' fatigue, 

it was not possible for a given participant to complete all the tasks in one session. Even if 

a participant had completed all the tasks in one session, these tasks would have had to be 

ordered in some manner because a given individual could not participate in two tasks at 

the same time. This makes it difficult to assess a given participant's performance for 

different tasks. There is always the possibility that a participant who has completed Task 

1 will behave differently in Task 2 than if s/he had not completed Task 1 first In the 

current project, the focus of the analyses was the comparison of performances across two 

tasks completed in the same session; the picture description vs. the metalinguistic 

knowledge test for the examination of adjective/adjectival nouns, and the picture 

description task vs. the fill-in-the-blank test for the examination of case particles. The 

assumption was that this was the optimal solution in that it did not involve a drastic 

reduction of the number of test items by the inclusion of a large number of distracters in 

each task. Perhaps a larger research project involving more participants could determine 

whether the ordering of tasks indeed affects their performance, by reversing the task 

order for half the participants. 
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8.5. DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

As is evident firom the discussion of the limitations of the current research, research 

focusing on particular aspects of the processing mechanisms found in this study will 

further elucidate the details of each processing mechanism. A larger data set focusing on 

the assessment of each of these mechanisms will also allow for a more thorough analysis. 

Such a focus will also make it feasible for a participant to complete more tasks during a 

session and include sufRcient distracter tasks/items. 

8.5.1 • L1 Japanese Sentence Production Research. 

The experiment to induce speech errors from L1 Japanese speakers was an attempt 

that has not previously been made, with the exception of code-switching experiments. 

Further refinement of such experimental techniques will provide ways by which to 

further investigate LI sentence production processes. The LI picture description 

experiment used here did not induce as many case particle errors as had been expected; 

making the task more challenging (e.g., by adding another task that should be performed 

simultaneously) will make it possible to obtain more data. 

It will also be beneficial to extend this line of research to other languages that have 

an overt case-marking system, in order to test the general izability of the use of strategic 

mechanisms, as was suggested in chapter 5. 

8.5.2. L2 Japanese Sentence Production Research. 

A fhiitful direction of research would be the inclusion of L2 Japanese speakers 

whose LI is a language other than English, in order to determine whether any of the 
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processing mechanisms proposed here are observed across speakers of different Lis. 

The choice of the language that would provide the most useful data would depend on the 

mechanism that is to be investigated. As discussed in chapter 7, in order to determine 

whether a csmonical word order strategy in sentence production is universal, data from L2 

Japanese speakers whose LI allows for a flexibility of word order, such as Turkish, 

Russian or Korean would be the most fruitful. In addition, the comparison of L2 data 

between, for example, L1 Korean speakers and L1 Russian speakers or German would 

also shed light on the effects that the different manifestations of Case in their LI has on 

L2 development of Japanese case particles. While Korean has a case particle system 

similar to Japanese, Case in languages such as Russian and German are realized as word 

inflections. 

Moreover, research on the effectiveness of different instructional techniques for L2 

learners for the development of language processing skills will be highly desirable. More 

research that sheds light on the strengths and weaknesses of L2 processing skills, such as 

the present research, will point to the areas where instruction may be needed, and such 

efforts will help to develop increasingly effective instructional techniques. 
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APPENDIX 4A-1 

INTENDED ADJECTIVES 

Items In Japanese English Translation Experiment 
ortho_graphy 

1 asamasii ~~*l,l;\ base, ignoble, shameless, 1, 2 
despicable 

2 niganigasii lfk Gv' disgusting, bitter, irksome 1 
3 mugotarasii tr c~tr. ~ L-v' dreadful, merciless, cruel 1,2 
4 utomasii 5 <!: * l-lt' disagreeable 1,2 
5 yuyusii ~14> L-v' serious, grave, alarming 1 
6 kasimasii 10~ L- 't L-v' noisy, yacketyyak 1,2 
7 tanomosii :lit Gv' reliable, promising 1,2 
8 namamekasii t~ * ?/) 10~ L-v \ bewitching, seductive 1,2 
9 tegowai -=¥%tv' tough, formidable L,2 

10 soozoosu ~kGv' noisy, turbulent, out of kilter 1,2 
11 sesekomasii 1!-1:!".:: * L-v \ narrow, fussy 1 
12 tutumasii '0 ~.:Y* l, v' modest, humble, reserve<t frugal 1,2 
13 tegatai -=F~v' steady, sound, trustworthy 1 
14 araremonai ~bntt~v' unladylike, indecorous 1,2 
15 hanahadasii ~tt Gv' glaring, gross, blatant 1,2 
16 

.. . .. v"* v''£ L-v' irritating, annoying, hateful 1,2 tmatmasn 
17 kaigaisii 10~ v'iO~v' G v' diligent, brisk 1,2 
18 hugainai Mf Efl ~t~ lt \ cowardly, _good-for -nothing 1 
19 ikamesii v'IO~?h L-v' solemn, stem, dignified 1,2 
20 sewastnat -ttb Gt~v' restless, bustling 1,2 
21 kebakebasii ~ttivt~i Gv' showy, gaudy, tawdry, garish 1,2 
22 hutebutesii b '""C ~--c Gv' impudent, brazen-faced 1,2 
23 setunai ~t~v' sad and painful 1,2 
24 igarappoi v'ti~ l? 0 '£v' having a burr (throat) 1 
25 itamasii ~'tGv' pitifut tragic 1,2 
26 mernosii ?h'l Gv' valuable, notable 2 
27 ketatarnasii fttr.tr. * Gv' shrill, piercing, alarming 2 
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APPENDIX 4A-2 

INTENDED ADJECTIVAL NOUNS 

Items In Japanese English Translation Experiment 
orthography 

1 rihatu frj~ intelligent, smart, sensible 1 
2 syuutoo ml!tl scrupulous, careful 1 
3 nadaraka t.t.tt. &::> tJ:-.. gentle (slope) 1,2 
4 akeppiroge tm~t0JA~:f wide-open, outgoing, frank 1 
5 zyuukoo 11!1!¥ solid, dignified, stately 1 
6 tannen ft~ painstaking, detailed, careful 1,2 
7 tuusetu ftl!~ keen, acute 1,2 
8 syusyoo 1*JB1 commendable, praiseworthy, 1 
9 hututuka ~0..-::>tJ:-.. unrefined, inexperienced 1,2 

10 husidara b Gtt. ~ untidy, slovenly, dissipated 1,2 
11 antyoku ~lEI inexpensive!! easy 1 
12 sanman if!(~ lose, diffuse, haphazard, woolly 1,2 
13 teusu .:PitJ weak, shorthanded 1,2 
14 tyaranporan t?~bAA£i?:>lv irresponsible, sloppy 1 
15 tinpu PJ!~ common-place, hackneyed, trite L.2 
16 tnran ¥~~ lecherous, lascivious 1 
17 sinmyoo 1$WP unresisting, docile, meek 1,2 
18 nodoka {/) c'tJ)a peaceful, calm, tranquil 1,2 
19 sinratu $¥* biting, caustic t2 
20 tyati "0~~ cheaply-made, poorly- 1,2 

constructed, flimsy 
21 tanpaku i~ie lightly -seasoned, indifferent 1,2 
22 tinmyoo ~!& odd, eccentric, droll 1 
23 hub in brJiv poor, pitiful 1 
24 nagoyaka fn~tJ:-.. congenial, harmonious 1,2 
25 namahanka ~~ * ~j: lv tJ)a superficial, half-hearted 1,2 
26 uraraka 5 ~ t;,tJ:-.. clear and mild, bright 2 
27 katakuna tJ)a tr. < t.t. obstinate, stubborn 2 
28 ogosoka Jlf£tJ)a solemn, stately 2 
29 sinayaka L,l.t.~tJ:>. flexible, pliable,. pliant 2 
30 kenage ~tt.t. ~j' praiseworthy, laudable 2 
31 yantya ~lv~~ naughty, mischievous 2 
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APPENDIX4B 

DEFINITIONS FOR L 1 TOT EXPERIMENT 1 

Target Words Definitions shown to the participants. 

1 asamasii ~ ~ fC. t '(}~~<-c .. J!,Q ~r.JI.:tfJ:v"~-1-o 
~ ~].: L-lt' &~-. f:Ef{f~ ~-t.J~-$ Gv\o ( 1'"' ~~~*if-0 ) 

2 rihatu [ ~o:>1f.C0-=t-m ~ G -cf±HJ:~ ~±~ G -ctfv'~-1-o 
~13£ 

3 niganigasii ~C0$~~C0~~~ .. OO~<~<m?o E5K~G~?~A0 
ti k lrv' -c t ~~ft.< -c .. ::fttftrtk:tco (!kJ& .. *-I~fJ: ~~0 ) 

4 syuutoo -t dj. -r;;.;.. ~ -c? fT ~ Jffi lt' '"(.. 1* t:, 0) ft. v \ *li~ 
flU~Ij $.fjftj (¥!•) n~~ < fi~Jffiv'-cv'-c .. ~~i?ft.~'O)ft.v';fi-=fo 

(~tOOL ~lAt .. ffl~tt. ~-) 

5 nadaraka M*~n~~ ~ft.v':tl-=fo 
tt.tt. ~t.;)j 

6 mugotarasii AM~E~W*~~~~~L~~&bh~~~~hk~~EG 
t.rc.·~ t;, Gv" -c .. IE:fJHr.if#;tft.lt"!f*11itco ~~o (J~~O)~-J-ft. ~-o ) 

7 utomasii lf\~""('~Qo "Jif't G< ff..v\o VTb.f) Glt'o ?0~?t..-<--c .. 
5 t~ Lv' v"tctc. *ntt.v'o 

8 akeppiroge ~imtt. t;, t 0 tc.v'~0 -c ~ vtt.'IJ)j0 tc. ~ .. fiil~ t?ldj.~ ~ -r~c. 
OOtJ-0/A~:f $@][ ~ 5 ~-=fo 

9 yuyusii $}kG< t& 5 ~ ~ :6~~~ ft.v'o ~Q)j: iJ15 0 -c:to < ~ .. I&~ 
~~ Lv' Jl& G C0--J7J:...ft. v' ~ ~'c. ft.~ o <rJJm.. •~ft. E'> 

10 zyuukoo $4m(7)!f:J\~.. AFa,(!)f:E~tt. ~- t.J~lik G < .. f!tJI..(!)'&> G;:. !: o 
m~ ~- 0 G ~ G '"Cv'~ .. ~nfr.~""t -QAJt:.ffl'~m!t~l§:;t~~+o 

(f'f}itft. ~-) 

11 kasimasii {PJ).:/p.(!) G~"'- ~ .Pf;O~ L--c .. 5 .Q ~ v'o ( ~ < '[. iJ:. (!) Ao ) 
~ Lv' 

12 tan-nen ~-~[.*HJ'L'O)t_±~~t.&v' .. T$fr.fi 5 ~'to Jt;-.~]6~-c ... 
ft~ -cv'tlv'fC. T -Q~-To 

13 tsuusetsu %{< ~f[. G~-c~l;.Q~-=fo 
mi-IJ.J 

14 tanomosii [~fl:t.J~llt':6)j~r. t 5~~ ? -c?.. [ L- 0 7!1:... ~ L- -c v' -c.. *f*liiJIHr. tt. 
tc(J)'b Lv' ~ -t 5 -c?]v'~~ cv' 5 ~~ttJ: lJ 'r.tt..Q !:WH~~n.Q~ttio 

15 syusyou JL,:6~~tn~L0:6~~ G""Cv'.Q~ ~I> ~ttt~:f'~ .. ~Jt,f.:h~~o 
~~ 

16 namamekasii ~(J)A(J)~t.,~C0$~, ~~~h~~t;~~.Q&-=f~o ~~C0 
tt.~?hiP· Gv' ~ff!l~~~~[.f'£B"JitJJ;6~~Go ~0~ilt\o 
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17 tegowai ;flf¥~r.-t .Q c5i < --ct~n~t~n~Mf-ct~l;\~-=ftco 
.:¥5!\ll/\ 

18 hututuka [:;tfj~~+7tt~~iJ!f~ < ]fi~ Jffin~t~v'~-=fo 
~00~~ 

19 soozoosii (5Jlfrl~I5L T$ff:~~~t. 0 tr. ~ L--c]14!;'t~i1~t~v'~IHI~~~tr. 
Hk L-v' ~ ~C.~PTtl-=ffCo Pf~{fiJ!~~~'£ l,l;\o 

iltO~Hft iJ~::f*""f~'tff~ tJ~f~v'o 

20 husidara 1) tt. ~ L-:b~f~v'~-=fo 2) 6bffi1~N!kv'~-=fo 
~L-tt~ 

21 sesekomasii 1) ~-t~·--c~m,o!t~v'o 
ititt. '£ l-v' 2) $Ji0 i?iP~~, .A.~~tt.Qltiivr.~~~t--cv'.Qfl-=ftto tl:~:b~ 

t. itt. it L--cv'"C~ t t> ~~~~v'o 

22 tutumasii J!Jll~v'o ~.lLtr.f~v'""f~j{_&I)~~.Qo 1LfiOE L- <, L- c~n~ 
00'£ L-v" tf ~0 

23 tegatai 1) -t.Q t. t:b~it~~-- fB~~~~~v'o 
-=F~v" 2) I&~ i31 ~ lfi, if§~IO~l'~T .QfB~IO~f~v'o 

24 atyoku :=F*lvr.A.~<:~ -'5 t. to 
1i@ ntJ$~r.~'£it~ft{>;f.ij'Ffo ~~JJib ~~ <-. ~Jf{ff~ ~ ~o 

25 san man '£ c * ~ n~f~v\ ~*a ~~'t;O~~r:f:t"ttf, f±$~;: * c * t> (])'/~ 
ii~ v'**-=fo 

26 teusu .A.-=Fn~~+7tt~;:. co ~~-- !fo/.J&n~(b* t> t~v'::. ~0 
.:¥~ 

27 araremonai 3(f! c l,"(~j:~~ b L- < f~v'o (~~~~~l;~~TQo ) 
&b i?n tt~v' ~~ b L- < t~v'o tf#~r.3(t£(J)~*iv"~~.Q'*v'vr.MJ~n~t~v'~ 

~fr. J:: < fflv' .Q o 

28 hanahanadasii ~n~f±tf' l-v'o ""q' -1 "t" .A(J)~iJ~71<$.r;J.l:tco 
~-±t~~it~tt L-v" 

29 Tyaranporan (r:::lm) v'v"iJ~~:r 1v <:mt~f£~~ ~ *0 ( ~ Yjbt~ ~-) 
i? ~ e, lv~t i? lv 

30 imaimasii L-~ < ~r. ~ b :o 0 ~ tP ~ n tc. lJ .. L- "C ~ i? n --c, Hl.ll: 1t Gv 'o 
v"'*v'* l-v' if§.:F(J)'(}~·v,f±tr't~ .. I& t> JL& t.,(J)0~~~~v' § 7fO)~J&:t~ ~- ~ 

~mv'ffi L- -cf±, if§.:¥· §7t(J)f¥1£n~(J)0v'tr.v'~#.f'ttt.o 
31 chinpu -.5 < ~ v' t. c 0 ~ ~ ~n --cv'--c, :tot L-bJ;.n~~ t i?nt~v' 
~- ~-=fo 

32 in ran -~(J)1t6!), J;.~i?~f!A~~K-t:Oa 
~tSL :@: < =:Fn~0~t i?ttf~v'~-=fo 

33 kaigaisii ~(j~(j.L, lv':Oo 9l:a::to l, *-f~r., vttt.~f'vr. it0it cfi? 
n~" "n~ v, L-v' :tl-=fa 

34 sinmyoo v'0b (~*<!) (J)tmfi:n~i?~±.Ym~nt~v'~l~---
*lfltrP :to t ~~ L-v 'ti-=f o ('*Jmf~ (:. C a ) 
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35 hugainai tt. '£--::> -r ~ '"Cv' t>nt~v''l ~- ~r.Xl~±t!!n~f~v'o 
Jlrf.fEft~f~v' t~ ~ ~tt~v'o ~iJi~v'~l~-1\~:tlknif~v'o 

36 ikamesii JL.im (Jfi L--t: 5) "'(! .. Jli~ '? ~r:. < v'~ t;tco ~fRt~ c'iJ~~rJ L-
v 'iJ:.\Clb L-v' v'~ to ~EEA"J~~.Qo Jl(~ '? n~ttv'~l~- b (J)t <7) l-v'o 

37 nodoka l)~l,~~--::>k·t;.~ ~b~--::>k~~~~< .. -~~-~~ 
(J)EiP· f~flTo 

2)~~/b~J:: < -rJittbf~< .. :if< t*< tf~v'~To 
38 sinratu ~F~~;::~Jt& l-v'~o !fo/](1)§ v'1i .. t!t~:b~~IN.t L- <-c .. m~~r:.si 

$f* v'JFll~ (~W) 'd:-9- ;t .Q:f.l-To 

39 tyati ~0 ~£ < -rJt~ijt~:tlo ll*t~ t (J)fc 0 tr:. ~ .. ~~:b~-f?¥bf~J6:.\0 
~~1? tr.11J L--r.. ~v'~frffi:b~-9- ;t 6tLf~v':fti-To 

40 sewasii u~t~ll!trb~n~~~~v'o v'-t:"iJ~ L- < -c~~~;O:.\t~v'o (T .Q::: t 10~ 
11:-b L-v' 0~'0~' ~lit~ 0 -cv'oo ) -"J(J)jjf]~'f:lb~~b;v ~ .. ~(J)Ji'Jft 

~;::30 -r.. ~'t~;;0)6t~v'~To 

41 kebakebasii [v'-'51/'-?Mi11J tr.-rJoc· <~::f.~ .. ~~~~~ t;.(J)T o~:rtco 
~t~:!~tt! l,lt\ ~·~·w"_)v' '£~K.im-:fo tfbn~J: < t~ < im~o 

42 tan-paku !Jm$<1)~ t~JWn~~ 0~i' ~ L--cv'G~o ~$vr. ::ttb 6-9 .. 
~is ~ --::>ti ~ L--cv'o~-To (A;f.W .. ~13{) 

43 hutebutesii ~~IOC 0 -c(@~ < ~;t '"Cv'oo [~JI]t~ ~-/O~]~~~r:.~tl.Qjl t 
~-r~-c L-v' t~< .. -¥Mt#t;t~~-To 

44 chinmyoo c'::: C: ~~<~b.-:> -cv\-c .. :toiJ:\ L-v'~-=fo 
~WP 

45 setunai fll L- ~ .. ~ L- ~ .. ~ L- ~ft. ~""f .. ~/O~**Clb#~t t>no J: 5 ft.~ 
Wt~v' f4J~""f~Go (Jl ~v\ft, c'o ) 

46 hub in tJ~bv'-t:" 5 tt.~-To ~ tc. .. n:\~! 0 -r ~ 11) tr.v' ~ l~ .. 5 ~#!'to 0 

~100 

47 nagoyaka §{t#f 't iJ~M ~t fr 0 -c fl:l b v, ""f v, .Q ~0 ~L-~n~~tbn.Q~ 
t~c~n:\ -To ~ffftt. c' 0 

48 igarappoi (J)E~~~~11JL-if~~n.Q•t~o Q) )! ~r:. fiiJ iP. ~ 0 '/p JO:\ 0 tr. 
v'iJ~ ~ 0 ~£v' ~t-tco 

49 namahanka (~~~~ tlln~) lE~~~ .. -~~x<~fmo r:f:t~~ftfftfo 
ft. :t v:tlv tr~ 

50 itawasii 10:.\bv'-t:" 5 -r! j!.Q ';:: l,(J)t}ft.v'o lttltfi~c.±~t!tftv'o 
v'tr. '£ L-v' 
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APPENDIX4C 

DEFINITION FOR L 1 TOT EXPERIMENT 2 

Target Words Definitions shown to the participants. 

1 
nadaraka 

1) {ll~~n~~~~~v'f*ro 
2)~G ~ !=t~<, T? 0 l=TTiv~v'< ~:to 

t~tt.. t:J'h'-'-
#tHr.. JriJ n~ ~ -c M*;tn~~ < o 

2 ~ ~ ~;: b '(}~- < -c, j[Q ~r..tli*.fJ:v";fJ-To 
asamasii &btt, f:t~t~ ~-n~~ l-v"o ~~tl;fJ-f-o fl!!AO)~~~~ *. {> ::_ 
NJ~£L-v" ~~<, ~aO)~~K~~KbG~50)~~~~~-~ 

~~±M~ § Ml-r'1?~~-t Q J:: 5 tJ: !J1fCo 

3 .A.nntJ: l:'IO~~?¥.;tJ:~fr..1J~ L-tc 'J &vttn::.tc~ ~ tttc VJ tJ: E L-
mugotarasii -c, :n:m~r..lfii.f*.t~v"~li.~tco ~~~~Z:~r6~~p11.ft.t;fJ-f-o 
tJC.tc t:J Gv'~ 

-t-- 0) mn V')f:l:l~Hi ~ VJ tf: j:. tt 0 teo 

4 -t-m~~~O)-*O)*~Kb~j:.5J::5To 
yantya 
~lv~~ · ~=9:~iv"'*-tt.~c fAltco 

5 AO)&iT~ni*~ <, 5 Q ~ < '"(~~~J:~-f-o 
kasimasii ( ~ < '[.3(0)Ao ) 
~ l-v" 

jfpfttlff~f.i~ G -cv'~=9:tc ~~± 

6 ~•vr..*Wjt,O)¥£~~tkv', JL'~JbllJ-c, --c v 't.J. v" vz: -t .:o :tli-t-0 

tan-nen 
pt~ -t-"O)Jfilft_A(J) f± -~ VJ ~;: ~JL\ L- teo 

7 1i < ~vr. l,.;Tf. -c~ l;Q~-f-o 
tsuusetsu 
~WJ 00~0) Dv'iJ~;O::.f.t~ teo 

8 [~ftn~lv';O::.vr. ~ 1i-t-- 5 ~, [ L- 0 ;0~ VJ L--cv' -c, ~~*ftim~r.t.t 
tanomosii VJ -t-- 5 ~]v' iS~ v' 5 ~ ~ tc. J:: ~ vr.l.t Q <!: WJ#f ~ ft{) ~ ttto 
fcO)b Glt'~ 

~-1--~ lvn~v' t?--::> L-~ '"Clt'~lt'-c?Ttlo 



9 

10 

1 1 

12 

13 

14 

15 

namamekasii 
t" ~ 'ib tJ:-.. G lt' 

tegowai 
.=f.5iv' 

hututuka 
~007J~ 

soozoosii 
Qk l-lt' 

husidara 
~L-tc; 

tutumasii 
00"£ l,lt\ 

sanman 
~~ 

f§-=f.~c -t 0 ~ 5i < -cttn:-.ttn~JI-ct""';f;J~tco 
-~-~~b~~ ~~K~0~65o 

[::t~~~+Jttt~tJ~tt < ]f.f~ Jffi:b~ttv'4it~o 
5 i?O) M~ t i? 0 --c < non:-.tJ.o 

m.$~~tt'/1)/?~~t6nf\ ~~ttJ: 5To 
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fbt~J:t. ;_k<1)W/~rf:t~tJi/!P<1)~f£l::l*fi~C.fi < J: 5 f"-
_iJ:.fCo 

16 ~·~ A.:f.n~~+?tft ~ ~ o ~\Jflt~r.:ffe. L- '"Clt'oo 
teusu .=f.• livm~~n~n -r ~ 1fl:$<1)~rffi~rit"£ntco 

18 
hanahanadasii 
~:tttv±tttt. L-

"' 



20 
chinpu 
~~ 

21 
kaigaisii 
iJ:lov'iJ~v' ~v\ 

22 
sinmyoo 
*lflt!P 

23 
ikamesii 
v \'/.)). "11) L-" \ 

24 
nodoka 
(/) J;:'tJ~ 

25 
sinratu 
-$¥t 

26 
tyati 
t:>~t:> 

27 
sewasii 
"ti-b l-v' 

417 

~r.J.~rJ. G -cv'Go 9f~j0 G *wf~[,. 1t--J-t!" c!::fi 5 ~ '£o 

~~(/) IJJ~1JN ~ ~~~Jt\ GfC.o 

l)~G-t!-~0~-t~ ~b~0~-~~~<-- -~~-~~ 
ft;tio 
2)x~ii~J:. < -cl\bft<,. ~< t*< tttv'**-=fo 

___ m~~~~~jO <Go 

~r~'[::f.~ Gv'~o !JWO) ~ v\li-. ffi:tW;O~:¥-Mt G < -c, ;f§:¥-~~5!i 
v'*~~ (BtW) ~lfX.Q*i-=fo 

i:-O)~ffnli*~i')¥.;~[ ttt~~T .Oo 

!:Ji0 ~£ < -cjt~ft~o *_[*f~ b (/)f(. 0 f'C. ~-. ~JliJ~~pf~iJ~0 
tr:."'J G -c, ~v'iWflffin~lf X. bhftv't.i--1-o 

i:-lvft ii 1tJ (J) 5 t:>~iJlv'fr. < t~v'o 
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28 [v'-3v'6Mi~ tc."ClO,l:' < i**~-- ~£~~~t;<7)T.Q~~tco 
kebakebasii l:'~'"Jlt\~~fC.~*o £/i;_J:: < ft_ < ~*o 
~t~i~t~·J l.,lt\ 

fltf;(~j: -ts <!)~lin~ PJ ~ tt o 

29 !f!Q$<1)~ L:>~=>'*'IJ~ ~ ~ ~'! ~ L, -cv'GtJo !fm$ ft: C. tcb ~ i\ 
tan-paku ~ ~ ~'! ~ L, llt'G~~o 

r&rs 
Tv'~lv f£~<DJ...tco 

30 § 7}<1)~p~~[fy·f~C. .. ~~Ul ~ "C~::t < ~~tz "(lf\Go 
hutebutesii -~-KbG*5<D~~~Kmb~.QJ::5~ 
b--r~-c l_.,l,t\ 

llt~i ~ll~M~rnr~ito 

31 ~ G ~, ~ t., ~, ~ G ~ t~ l:'~, ~n~*«f~#~t ~tLG J: 5 t~m 
setunai #Ji?~(bQo 

Wtt.v' {Jtf;(~r.i-t'"t Q ~~,lt'v±, ~ ~ ~'IJ~tt.'IJ~~ tc.o 

32 ~#fi?n~WHtif~ "Cfrl ~ v''1:v'G~o il t..,.ij.n~~ t; ~n.Q~ 
nagoyaka ~0 ~Mtt.l:' o 
tt.C-~;6)4 

~a~~ .5t~i~~ ~OO~QJI:f:t~fibntc.o 

33 (13Jmll~ ~ JID;69 IEl?&~~' fAt~~j"{<!f*~o J:f:t~¥-~o 
namahanka 

?clvt~ 1a:J~'1: t (})~ ~ ~ l ~j:l,t\~J-ft_lf\o ft.* ~ilv '/))4 

34 'IJ:\Vv'..f- 5 '1: j!Q ~[. l_.,(J)tfft.lt'o JWJfR~r_.t~.kft.v'o 

itawasii 11JS $it{~, ~ < (])J...#rt'IJ~~bn "Clt'Go v'tc. * Gv' 

35 :;t!ij;6~1Jl~ < Jffi ~ '"(' m#f't J: v'~-7-o 
uraraka 
5 ~ (?'IJ)4 ~(]) B iE t..,n~T~ teo 

36 11!~ ~ fc. < 1t' 'll:' wxJJiiin~ <b ~ --c.. itt!~ EE fi1J T Q ~+ o 

ogosoka 
:to C.'-t'IJ~ ~~~± #1m m ~r. mtu i? '"( lt \ tc.o 

37 ~~mc.~tc~~%(})•+~~<-c .. ~•~~J::5~ 
ketatamasii 
~ttctc. * Gv' fltvi '!t -1 v ~ (f){f -c!' § ;6~ ~ ~ tc. 0 
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38 ~ft~ktt~M~~~~~,·-~-~~~~~5~ 
sinayaka 
Lf~~iP fft~~±Bf!~~ 5 t~ ro~ G -cv'Go 

39 mebosii I&!? l::~f-~fllfi~~~~ ~? ~0 
~~£ L-v' 

!Y A:O)ifE-~;: ~ Q)f±~ ~ ;tJ~tc. ~ 0 ""Cv''/J4ntco 
40 kenaga ~tt~-rmt~ ~-~Slv'~~~~1::~1r!Mn~~ L-~ 5 ~ L--cv'~~ 

~t~~~j' -f-o 

flt~~im~O)-BJm~ ~ ~ x.~~t -3 3{1'£fco 



APPENDIX4D 

DATA SHEET FOR Ll TOT EXPERIMENTS 

~- No._ 

( 1) ;iEf'!Q)l;Jiafho~~-(J)~b:O~ '? :t-t!O~o 

1 2 3 4 

(I) (a) < "'(, lt "lt" C:: J~t 0 teo (a) 
(b) ~- lf\lf\C::,%\01t 0 (b) 

(II) (a) tb'i'? t':-~f~lt\0 
(b) ii!>'i'? < fJ:v"o 

(Ill) (a) ~?t < f,t.0fCo 
(b) r;li?t ~[f,t.--:>f'C.o 

(IV) (a) ti. 0 tc C:: It!- ? o 
(b) iY"'0 fr. C:: §,5o 

• ~ (/) <~ ~ v' f3-&ntN.> '? :t-t:O~: (t.t.v") 1 

5 

___ < '""(", lf\J\>fC0fCo 
---~" v'.J\>ft-':::> Ito 

2 

2 

___ 0 

(b) <!::' AJ~O~ n~tJ:, :t t~:J:ti!Jtf:bi.A 0 "'Cv"G t }i~J,v' 'i"f:b:-.o 
~if, ~f(/) ($7}<1)) ~fJ: <!::', {iiJ;Q:l., ,'!f,lt\~;b~~'iT:b~o 

2 

1. _____ _ 2. ____ _ 3. 

( 6) ;iE~(J)g~, MJ,lt'~¥$n~tJ:t L-tr..:b~o ?iv'/v'v'.:t 
(7) ~®~n--cv"fci;Jialf~, ~~~ft:b!J&v'ili-t:-5 c:: L-'""Cv'fclftaftf:ilf.flt;~L.-tt/0:-.o ~t;/Jl? 
( 8) fiiJ;O:\~;bt"J~t''fc.::. tt.t.e='~ '? 'iT/0:\o 
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APPENDIX 5A 

EVENTS AND VERBS INTENDED BY PICTURES IN 
LI EXPERIMENT 

• 

Marked Items 
in Block I 

Marked Items 
in Block 2 

verb 

1 a: cat b: fish eat tabe(-ru) 

2 b: child a: mother scold sikar(-u), okori-u) 

3 a: boy b: girl hit tatak-u, na^uri-u), but(-u) 

4 b: dog a: boy kick ker-u 

5 a: cat b: mouse chase tukamaei-ru) 

6 b: thief a: policeman arrest taiho-suru 

7 a: mother b: daughter wake someone up okos-u 

8 b: bird a: hunter aim at nera(-u) 

9 a: hunter b: bird shoot ut(-u) 

10 a: men b:injured person carry hakob-u, karugi-kom-u 

11 b: baby a: mother hold dakko(-suru), dal^-u) 

12 a; policeman b: girl help/save taskuke-(ru), suku(-u) kyuuzyo-
su(ru), kyuusyutu-su(ru) 

13 b: TV a: boy look/see mi(-ru) 

14 a: boy b; girl's skirt flip mekur(-u). 

15 b: boy's tooth a: dentist pull nuk(-u) 

16 b: boy's head a: old woman pat nade(-ru) 

17 a: man b: woman's 
purse 

steal nusum(-u) tori-u), uba(-u), 
hittakuri-u) 

18 a: boy b: baton, girl hand watas-u 

19 a: boy b; dish break vt. war(-u) [vi. ware-(ru)]. 

20 b: vase a: girl drop vt. otos(-u) [vi.oti-(ru)] 

21 a: boy b: trousers make dirty vt. yoj^ossf-u) [vi. yofiore(-ru)] 

22 b: rice grains a: boy attach vx.turer(-u)[v\.tuk(-u)\ 

23 a: man b: chopsticks break vt. or(-u) [vi. ore-{ru)] 

24 b: coffee a: waiter spill vt. kobos(-u) [vi. kobore(-ru)] 

25 a: girl b: kite raise/rise vt.aRe(-ru) [vi. agari-u)] 

26 b: car a: man repair vt. naos(-u) [vi. naor(-u)] 

27 b: milk a: baby drink nom(-u) 



28 

29 

30 
31 
32 
33 

34 

35 
36 
37 

38 
39 

40 

41 

42 
43 

44 
45 
46 

47 

48 
49 

50 

51 

52 
53 

54 
55 
56 

57 
58 
59 

60 
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a: man b: hamburger eat tabe( -ru) 

b: book a: man read \om( -u) 

a: boy b:TV watch mi(-ru) 

b: dishes a: girl wash ara(-u) 

a: woman b: piano play hik(-u) 

a: man b: key look for saga5(-u) 

b: letter a: girl write kak(-u) 

a: boy b: school graduate sotugyoo(-suru). de(-ru) 

b; radio a: girl listen to kik(-u) 

a: woman c: park walkaruk(-u) {scmpo-su(ru)J 

c: stage a: woman dance odori-u) 

c: bench a: old woman sit suwar(-u), kosikaej-ru) 

a: boy c: hallway run hasiri-u) 

c: chair a: man laugh wara(-u) [oowarai-su(ru)J 

a: baby c: chair cry nak(-u) 

c: classroom a: girl sleep ne(-ru) [inemuri-su(ru)} 

a: man c: pool swim oyoii(-u) 

b: dos c: ball hit atari-u) 

a: woman b: cat kiss kisu-su(ru), tyuu-su(ru) 
*not kisu o suru 

b; bus a: man ride norf -u) 

a: man b: mountain climb noboii-u) 

b: professor a; student meet a(-u), dea(-u) 

b: boy a: girl fi ght kenka-su( ru ) 
•not kenka o suru 

b: man a: woman part with wakare(-ru) 

a: smger b:sumo wrestler marry kekkon-su(ru) 

c: station b: train arrive tukj-u), tootyaku-su(ru) 

b: mail box c: letter come ku-ru 

b: ship c: sea sink sizum(-u), tinbotu-su(ru) 

c: sea b: airplane fall oti(-ru), tuiraku-su(ru) 

c: banana peel b: girl slip suberj-u) 

b: child c; stone fall korob(-u) 

c: bathtub b: water flood ahure(-ru) 

b: rose bud c: pot bloom sak(-u) 
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APPENDIX 6A 

ADJECTIVES AND ADJECTIVAL NOUNS USED IN L2 STUDY 

i  

JSL Set 
1 

Set 
2 

Set 
3 

A  1 1 hurui old IB • 

i  A  2 atarasii new IB • 

A  3 yasasii easy 3B • 

A  4 muzukasii difficult 3B • 

A  5 hayai early, fast 9A ^ • 

A  6 osoi late, slow 9A • 

A  7  mizikai short 9A • 

A  1 8 nagai long 9A • 

A  ! 9 isogasii busy 9A • 

A  1 10 tooi far 13A • 

A  ! 11 katai hard, stiff, tough 15B • 

A  1 12 yawarakai soft, tender 15B • 

A  I 13 hazukasii shy, embarrassed 19B • 

A  1 14 mezurasii amazing, surprising, unexpected. 19B • 

A  1  15 usui thin (not thick) 23B • 

A  16 semai cramped, narrow, small (of area) 24B • 

A  17 unisai noisy, harassing, a nuisance 26B • 

A  18 kitanai dirty, squalid, obscene, sordid; stingy 28A • 

A  19 akarui light (not dark) 30B • 

A  20 kurai dark 30B • 

A N  1 dame no good 2A • 

A N  2 kiree pretty, beautiful, lovely; clean 2A • 

A N  3 zannen regrettable, too bad, a pity 2A • 

A N  4 benri convenient, handy, easy-to-use 4A • 

A N  5 huben inconvenient 4A • 

A N  6 zyoozu skillful, skilled 9A • 
• 

A N  7 beta unskilled, poor at 9A • 

A N  8 raku easy, comfortable, relaxed 8A • 

A N  9 taihen awful; terrible 9B • 

A N  10 hi ma free, having time 13A • 
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A N  11 ben strange 13A • 

A N  12 genki pep, vim, high spirits; peppy, vigorous 148 • 

A N  13 taisetu, 
daizi 

important; valuable, important 13A, 
16A 

• 

A N  14 yuumei famous, notorious 20B • 

A N  15 rippa splendid, magnificent, great, eminent 20B • 

A N  16 nigiyaka lively; bustling; prosperous 21B • 

A N  17 sizuka quiet, calm, placid 26B • 

A N  i 18 sinsetu kind, considerate 28B • 

A N  19 kantan simple 29A • 

A N  20 hukuzatu complicated 29A • 

Note. 
Participants who were Novice level or who studied Japanese for only 1 year received set 
A items. Participants who were Intermediate low - mid or who studied Japanese for more 
than 1.5 years received Set A and B items. Participants who were Interm^ate High or 
above, or who studied Japanese for 3 years or longer received Set A, B, C items. 
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APPENDIX 6B-1 

PICTURES FOR L2 ADJECITVE/ADJECTIVAL NOUN PICTURE DESCRIPTION 
- ADJECTIVES -

Adjective 1: hurui 'old' 

IP' ~ 
I 
; / 1' 

& 

/ / 

1 

Adjective 2: atarasii 'new' 

;55J / / 

Adjective 3: yasasii 'easy' Adjective 4: micukasii 'difficult' 

PL E» 

lO -fr> 

1  

—^3 ;̂— 7 7^  ̂

/  w 'SV / 

Adjective 5: hayai 'fast' Adjective 6: o.yo/ 'slow' 
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Ad.ective 7: mizikai 'short' 

Adjective 10: tooi 'far' 

Ad.ective 11: katai 'tou h' Ad.ective 12: yawarakai 'tender' 
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Adjective 15: usui 'thin' 

EEB 
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· ective 20: kurai 'dark' 
----------------~ __.- /-r-T ---;,._ 

-;'.J~Ld_'§:"'"' 
~\"''· 
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APPENDIX 6B-2 

PICTURES FOR L2 ADJECTIVE/ADJECTIVAL NOUN PICTURE DESCRIPTION 
ADJECTIVAL NOUNS 

Adjectival noun 1: dame 'no ood/broken' Adjectival noun 2: kiree 'clean' 

~~~-J 

Adjectival noun 3: zannen 'too bad, a pity' Adjectival noun 3: zannen- negative 

Final Score 

~[@ 
UofA UCLA 

Adjectival noun 4: henri 'convenient' Ad"ectival noun 5: huben 'inconvenient' 



Adjectival noun 6: zyoozu 'skilled' 

Adjectival noun 8: raku 'nice and easy' 

Adjectival noun 9: taihen 'awful/serious' 

Adjectival noun 7: heta 'unskilled' 
__ ... 

/ttl:-ltl~t.-"t". 
( ._....,.;-_;"Actf!.vit-9. 
I b:l!:t.-tt8:.$;r;: 5 ~<'6~1 

I 
ff~"t"~llflv.t:':. 

tfjj -=:?ID:;I;:~~i:ID"t' 

·a:.$:11tt k!~l.t:':Pt.>tl>'!' 

lt:"!J". B;f::il!6)·~ 

c.-ct>l!v~'«· 

Adjectival noun 9: taihen - negative 

430 
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Adjectival noun 10: hima 'free/having time' 

Adjectival noun 11: hen 'stran e' Adjectival noun 12 : genki 'vigorous' 

\ f / 

Adjectival noun 13: daizi 'important' Adjectival noun 14: yuumei 'famous' 
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Adjectival noun 15: rippa 'eminent' Adjectival noun 15: rippa -negative 

Adjectival noun 16: nigiyaka 'lively' Adjectival noun 16: nigiyaka- negative 

Adjectival noun 17: sizuka 'quiet' 

r 
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Adjectival noun 18: sinsetu 'considerate' Adjectival noun 18: sinsetu - negative 

Adjectival noun 19: kantan 'simple' Adjectival noun 20: hukuzatu 'complex' 

i 
, ^^1 : 

kl ̂  I£3̂ = i w< 
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APPENDIX 6C 

ASSESSMENT OF MORPHOSYNTACTIC KNOWLEDGE 

1. Suppose that there is a word "hikai" which means "languorous" and 
that it is used as in "hikaku narimasita" TK L-^to J ([he] became 
languorous). Change the form of this word to mean the following. 

• "(he) is not languorous." 
• "(he) is a languorous person." ^ 'C'f'o 
• "(I) think (he) is languorous." <1::^ 

2. Suppose there is another word "kokai" which means " indecisive" and 
that it is used as in "kokai ni narimasita" T9 ̂ Uifco J ([he] became 
indecisive). Change the form of this word to mean the following. 

• "(he) is not indecisive." 
• "(he) is an indecisive person." tN i 
• "(I) think (he) is indecisive" o 

3. Suppose you heard a word "kasame" (36^ $ i6) which appears to mean "sleek" 
for the first time. 

You want to say: 
• "(he) is not sleek." 
• "(he) is a sleek person." t 
• "(I) think (he) is sleek. jo ^ 
• "(he) became sleek" L^fCo 

4. Suppose you heard a word "mayusii" which appears to mean 
"pretentious" for the first time. Change the form of this word. 

You want to say; 
• "(he) is not pretentious." 
• "(he) is a pretentious person." 
• "(I) think (he) is pretentious" 
• "(he) became pretentious" ^ ̂  ^ L-lfeo 



5. Which of the following pairs of grammatical terms are you familiar with? 

Choose one pair, and use the terms to determine the class of words in 1-4 above. 

Adjectival, vs. na-nominal, i-adjective vs. na-adjective, keiyooshi (%~~1U) vs. 

keiyoodooshi (%~!JPJ~PJ). 
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Classes of words in 1-4. 1. ____ , 2. ____ , 3. _____ 4. ____ _ 
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APPENDIX6D 

WORD RECOGNITION TEST 

Name: Date: 
Please supply the meaning of each word, skipping the words you don't know. Also, check the box 
of word category for each word as follows: 
Class A: adjectival, i-adjective, keiyoushi (~?G~) 
Class B: na-nominal, na-adjective, keiyoudoushi (~?@;JW~) 

Please write the meaning of the words. ClassA class 8 

#1 
b< 

raku 

#2 
t-9> ?~v' 

yuumei 

#3 
.r-...lv 

hen 

#4 
tct?-f 

zyoozu 

#5 
-tt'£ lf\ 

semai 

#6 
.r-...fc.. 

heta 

#7 
~~ l-v' 

yasasri 

#8 
b< '25'0 

hukuzatu 

#9 
~tr. b Gv' 

atarasii 

#10 
~yfb l-v' 

mezurasii 

#11 
IP·Ivtr.lv 

kantan 

#12 
;to-t:-v \ osoi 

#13 
~if;O::. l-v' 

hazukasii 

#14 
Glv-lt-0 

sinsetu 

#15 
'0'£ 

him a 

#16 
~i~lf\ 

hayai 

#17 < bv' 
kurai 
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r #181 I £>:b~~ lt\ 
akarui I 

~ 

#19 

T 

I 
I I 

lJ --:::>~i 
rippa 

-

- - - -
#20 

':f lv~ I 
genki 

-
#21 I 

~'lvtllv 
zannen I -- l - - -

#22 
~:h,lt\ 

kiree 
I 

#231 

t 
G'"f:b~ 

sizuka 

#241 

1--

taisetu, daizi 

-

I tt lt\ '{; 
-

1 #25 
1-- I 

C: :to l;\ tooi 

#26 
I 

:b~tr:.v" 
katai 

I 
I 

-

....._ - -
#27 

b.rZ/v 
huben 

'--
#28 

I 
I 

.ij. '{; :6~ lt \ 
mizikai 

__.., 

>---- - -1 

#29 
b~v" I 

hurui 

'---
#30 l 

vt~'~:b~ 
nigiyaka ,- I 

1 

#31 
fr:.ltV'-..../v 

taihen 
- f----

#321 fiT:b~ Gv" 
muzukasii 

--
#33 

t~;b}.lt\ 
nagai 

[ #341 ~tr:.f~lt\ 
kitanai 

I 
-

l -
#35 

.rZ/vlJ 
benri 

-- - - ---- -
#36 

?~~lt\ 
urusai 

1-- _I -
#37 

~bb:b~lt\ 
yawarakai 

#38 
I tt'IJ 

dame 
I 

#39 
v'i:-ZJl G v" l isogasii l 

-

- -
#40 

L_ I 
5 Tv" 

usui 
I - I I _j 
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APPENDIX6E 

SENTENCES USED IN GRAMMA TICALITY JUDGMENT 

WORD STRUCTURE GRAMMATICAL ACTUAL SENTENCES 

STATUS 

1 AN negative grammatical ~tLt' C~~t '"l"To 
kiree 

2 AN negative grammatical ~tJ.t \ (.;~(i; £) £1tlvo 
kirei 

3 AN negative ungrammatical ~tl,t \< f~t \-c!To 
kirei 

4 AN negative ungrammatical ~tJ.t \ < (i; £) *1tlvo 
kirei 

5 AN negative grammatical 1"{/v £) (.; ~~t \""C:'To 
benri 

6 AN negative grammatical r{Jv £) C ~iF.>£) * "tt lvo 
benri 

7 AN negative ungrammatical 1"{/v ') < ~ t \ -c!"t 0 

benri 

8 AN negative ungrammatical r{Jv £) < (i; ') £1tlvo 
benri 

9 AN negative grammatical ..t!J=.C~fctt \""C:'j"o 
zyoozu 

10 AN negative grammatical J:=J=. (.;~(i; 'J £"ttlvo 
zyoozu 

11 AN negative ungrammatical _t~< f~t \-c:To 
zyoozy 

12 AN negative ungrammatical J: =J=. < 6; £) £it lvo 
zyoozy 

13 AN pre-nominal grammatical ~tLt \f~;t7 ..fA "l"To 
kiree modification 

14 AN pre-nominal ungrammatical ~tl.t \;t 7 ..fA "l"To 
kirei modification 

15 AN pre-nominal ungrammatical ~tJ.t\O);f-7 ..( A-c:To 
kirei modification 

16 AN pre-nominal grammatical r{lv £) fJ.fJ"lfi.lv7:9 0 

benri modification 

17 AN pre-nominal ungrammatical 1"{/v £) 0) IJ"l l'ilv '1."9 0 

benri modification 

18 AN pre-nominal ungrammatical "'lv £J IJ..,ti.lv"l"T o 

benri modification 

19 AN pre-nominal grammatical C .t? "ff~ B*i!-c!To 
zyoozu modification 

438 
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20 AN pre-nominal ungrammatical u .t ? 9 B *~""rT o 
zyoozu modification 

21 AN pre-nominal ungrammatical u-t ?9(!)B*m""t:To 
zyoozu modification 

22 AN embedded grammatical ~tU\ft:cm~'*To 
kiree clause 

23 AN embedded ungrammatical ~.ttL 'c.IH '*To 
kirei clause 

24 AN embedded ungrammatical ~ft.~ \j!~ \*To 
kirei clause 

25 AN embedded grammatical "'lv u tf. c m ~' * T 0 

benri clause 

26 AN embedded ungrammatical r{/v U em~ '*To 
benri clause 

27 AN embedded ungrammatical ~lvUJlH,g""9 .. 
benri clause 

28 AN embedded grammatical u.t ?9t.:c}ll~'*To 
zyoozu clause 

29 AN embedded ungrammatical u.t ?9cJli~'*To 
zyoozu clause 

30 AN embedded ungrammatical U,t ?-f}!i~\*To 
zyoozu clause 

31 A negative grammatical -o< t~~ 'l:"t 0 

hurui 

32 A negative grammatical iS<~') *"ttlvo 
hurui 

33 A negative ungrammatical iS u"\bt~~ 'l:T .. 
hurui 

34 A negative ungrammatical iS I; "\b ~ ') *tt lv .. 
hurui 

35 A negative ungrammatical iS t' < t~ ~ ''"t:'"t o 
hurui 

36 A negative grammatical ~ ~ L, < ti. ~ \ '"'C'"t 0 

yasaii 

37 A negative grammatical ~~ L, < ~ ') *"ttlvo 
yasaii 

38 A negative ungrammatical '\b ~ t., ~' G "\b ti. ~ ''1:9 o 
yasaii 

39 A negative ungrammatical '\b~ t.,~' u"\b ~ 'J *t! lv .. 
yasaii 

40 A negative ungrammatical ~~ L,~ '< f.I.t \l:9o 
yasaii 

41 A negative grammatical E-'f < f~~ \'"'C'To 
osoi 
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42 A negative grammatical s~< ~ u *1tlvo 
osoi 

43 A negative ungrammatical s~ t;~t~t '~To 
osoi 

44 A negative ungrammatical s~ c~~ 'J *t!lvo 
osoi 

45 A negative ungrammatical s~t '< ~t '~To 
osoi 

46 A pre-nominal grammatical JSt\*~To 
hurui modification 

47 A pre-nominal ungrammatical ii t \<7)*~9 0 

hurui modification 

48 A pre-nominal ungrammatical i5"t\f~*~To 
hurui modification 

49 A pre-nominal grammatical -'P ~ t., t '7 .A. t-- -"C:9 o 
yasaii modification 

50 A pre-nominal ungrammatical ~~ l.,t \(J)7".A, t---r'To 
yasaii modification 

51 A pre-nominal ungrammatical ~~ (..,t \f.J."T.A. 1'-"C:To 
yasaii modification 

52 A embedded grammatical E~t\.!Si-r'9o 
osoi clause 

53 A embedded ungrammatical s~t \(J)tlfi~t" o 
osoi clause 

54 A embedded ungrammatical S~t\f~111J~To 
osoi clause 

55 A embedded grammatical "2i~'cJlU'*To 
hurui clause 

56 A embedded ungrammatical iS~ \f;:c!l!t '*To 
hurui clause 

57 A embedded ungrammatical iS~ \Jl!t \£To 
hurui clause 

58 A embedded grammatical ~~ t.,~'cm~'*To 
yasaii clause 

59 A embedded ungrammatical -'P ~ t., t 't.= c ,1l~H '*9 o 
yasaii clause 

60 A embedded ungrammatical -'P~ l.,t\Jit~\*9o 
yasaii clause 

61 A embedded grammatical s~~ \c,[t~ '*9o 
osoi clause 

62 A embedded ungrammatical t:>~t,t.=cmt'*To 
osoi clause 

63 A embedded ungrammatical s~~,m_t'*-To 
osoi clause 
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APPENDIX 6F 

DEFINITIONS FOR L2 WORD RECALL 

A  I hurui old 

A  2 atarasii new 

A  3 yasasii easy 

A  4 muzukasii difficult 

A  5 hayai early, fast 

A  6 osoi late, slow 

A  7 mizikai short 

A  8 nagai long 

A  9 isogasii busy 

A  10 tooi far, distant 

A  11 katai hard, stiff, tough 

A  12 yawarakai soft, tender 

A  13 hazukasii shy, embarrassed 

A  14 mezurasii amazing, surprising, unexpected. 

A  15 usui thin (not thick) 

A  16 semai cramped, narrow, small (of area) 

A  17 urusai noisy, harassing, a nuisance 

A  18 kitanai dirty, squalid, obscene, sordid; stingy 

A  19 akarui light (not dark) 

A  20 kurai dark 

A N  1 dame no good 

A N  2 kiree pretty, beautiful, lovely; clean 

A N  3 zannen regrettable, too bad, a pity 

A N  4 benri convenient, handy, easy-to-use 

A N  5 huben inconvenient 

A N  6 zyoozu skillful, skilled 

A N  7 heta unskilled, poor at 

A N  8 raku easy, comfortable, relaxed 

A N  9 taihen awful; terrible 

A N  20 hima having free time, of leisure 

A N  11 hen strange 
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AN 12 genki pep, vim, high spirits; peppy, vigorous 

AN 13 taisetu, daizi important; valuable, important 

AN 14 yuumei famous, notorious 

AN 15 rippa splendid, magnificent, great, eminent 

AN 16 nigiyaka lively; bustling; prosperous 

AN 17 sizuka quiet, calm, placid 

AN 18 sinsetu kind, considerate 

AN 19 kantan simple 

AN 20 hukuzatu complicated 
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APPENDIX 6G 

DATA SHEET FOR L2 WORD RECALL 

Participant # Word #_ 

1) Rate how well you know the word; 

Don't know it On the tip of my tongue 

1 2 3 4 5. 

2) Chose among the following contexts the ones in which you could use that word: 

(I) "(It's) not very 

a) Amari zyanai. 

b) Amari ku nai. 

(II) "(It) became quite " 

a) £̂5)" K.ti.otc.o Zuibun ku natta. 

b) iZ-tiiofZo Zuibun ni natta. 

(Ill) "(I) think it was 

a) dattatoomou. 

b) a katta to omou. 

(II) " Being , it is good/ it is troublesome." 

a) < kuteii. / kute komaru. 

b) deiiy ^de komaru. 

• Level of confidence: 12 3 

3) Guess the number of characters (length of the word) if you would write the word in 
hiragana. 

• Level of confidence: 12 3 
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4) Any guess about the orthography? 

a) Written in kanji? How many? Sound? Shape? 
Can you write part of the word/character? 

b) Guess as many characters as possible (and their position). 

• Level of confidence; 1 

5) Any guess about the sounds (and their position)? 

• Level of confidence: 1 

6) Report all the words that come to mind. 

7) Do you know it? Yes / No 

8) Was the given word the word you were thinking of? Yes / No 

2 3 

2 3 
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APPENDIX 6H 

PARTICIPANTS INFORMATION 

ID 1 gender age length of study length of stay in Japan textbooks used * 
1 i M 23 2 years 0 JSL 
2 F 26 6 years 9 months 2 years 2 months unpublished text 
-V J F 21 3 years 7 weeks JSL 
4 F 28 2 years 2 months 7 months JSL 
5 M 21 3 years 9 weeks JSL 
6 M 20 1 year 4 months 0 JSL 
7 M 32 8 years 4 years IMJ, JSL 
8 M 36 5 years 5 years IMJ, other 
9 M 22 1 year 5 months 7 years 9 months JSL 
10 M 22 4 years 2 months 2 years JSL, other 
11 M 21 1 year brief visits only JSL 
12 i M 46 8 years 1 year 2 months not sure 
13 1 M 3 years 5 months JSL 
14 F 20 2 years 0 JSL 
15 1 M 20 2 years 0 JSL 
16 M 22 3 years I month 3 weeks Yookoso, JSL 
17 F 19 1 year 6 months 0 JSL 
18 F 25 2 years 6 months 0 Learn Japanese 
19 M 23 3 years 2 weeks JSL 
20 M 28 3 years 1 month 0 Yookoso, JSL 
21 F 26 8 years 4 years 4 months IMJ 
22 M 28 3 years 1 year 6 months JSL, other 
23 M 21 2 years 5 months 0 JSL 
24 M 32 2 years 4 months 5 weeks JSL, other 
25 M 28 ^ 1 year 3 months 2 weeks JSL, other 
26 M 21 2 years 2 months 0 JSL 
27 M 20 2 years 4 months 0 JSL 
28 F 28 1 year brief visits JSL 
29 F 28 2 years 3 years 3 months 

(JaDanese mother) 
JSL, other 

30 M 22 2 years 4 months 
(Jaoanese mother) 

JSL, Learn Japanese 

31 M 27 2 years 3 months 
( Jaoanese parents) 

JSL 

Note. JSL-Japanese: The Spoken Language, IMJ - Introduction to Modem Language. 
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APPENDIX 7A 

VERBS INTENDED FOR L2 CASE PARTICLE PICTURE DESCRIPTION TASK 

Verb : verb JSL A' B C 
Type 

1 eat tabe-ru lA I  ̂ 1 ; I 

2 drink nom-u lA ^ 2 2 2 
3 \ eat tabe-ru (animate object) lA 3 ^ 3 

4 write kak-u 7A 3 : 4 4 : 
5 ; watch mi-ru 5B ; 4 5 5 
6 ' listen kik-u lOB 5 6 ' 6 
7 : read _vom-w 12A 6 ^ 7 : 7 i 

8 (2) wash ara-u 17B 8 ; 8 i 
9 \ help/save taskuke-ru, kyuuzyo-suru 178 9 i 9 
10 (2> wake someone up okos-u 21B 10 10 

11 (D : scold (sikar-u), okor-u 22B : 11 i 11 

12 ; look for saga-su 24A 12 12 
13 play hik-u 26A 13 

14 hit tatak-u 26B ; ^ 14 ; 
IS kick^'er-u not in JSL 15 
16 catch tukamae-ru not in JSL 16 : 
17 • meeta-M l lA ; 7 ! 13 ^ 17 ^ 
18 ; ride nor-u 19B 14 18 ; 
19 kiss kisu-sutu, tyuu-suru Not in JSL 15 i 19 i 

20 \ climb nobor-u Not in JSL 1 20 

21 i go ik-u lA i 8 ^ 16 i 21 

22 ! come ku-ru lA 9 i 17 22 i 

23 : return kaer-u 7A ' 10 18 i 23 ' 

24 ® walkaruk-u 7B 1 11 1 19 24 
25 (D \ sleep ne-ru 19B ! 1 20 i 25 ' 

26 , ® : swim oyo^-u 26B i 1 
26 

27 (D i laugh wara-u 29B i 1 27 ; 
28 : (D 1 cry nak-u 29B i 

1 
i 28 1 

29 : (D ! run hasir-u Not in JSL I i 29 ! 
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30 : come ku-ru (inanimate subject) lA 12 21 30 

31 exist-inanlmate ar-u 4A 13 22 ; 31 

32 exist-animate/-ru i 7A ; 14 : 23 : 32 

33 : arrive tuk-u I 16B ; : 24 1 33 ; 

34 sink tinbotu-suru / sizum-u NotinJSL 5 i 34 : 

35 fall oti-ru/(tuiraku suru) i 26A 35 : 

36 slip suber-u Not in JSL 36 
37 ® flood iahure-ru) Not in JSL : 37 : 

38 Tcpidrnaos-u/ naor-u 13A/I3B 25 i 38 1 
39 open akeru 16A 26 39 

40 i close simeru i 16A 27 40 1 

41 ; drop otos-u/oti-ru 26A 41 

42 ® : break war-u/ware-ru : not in JSL 1 42 

43 ® breakor-u/ore-ru not in JSL 43 : 

44 ® spill kobos-u/ kobore-ru not in JSL : 44 
45 graduate de-ru, sotugyoo-suru ; (9b) 27A 15 28 45 : 
46 ® marry kekkon-suru lOB : 16 29 46 

Note. 
Set A: 
For participants who were Novice level or who studied Japanese for only 1 year. 
Set B: 
For participants who were Intermediate low - mid or who studied Japanese for more than 
1.5 years. 
Set C: 
For participants who were Intermediate High or above, or who studied Japanese for 3 
years or longer. 
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APPENDIX 7B 

PICTURES FOR L2 PICTURE DESCRIPTION TASK 
FOR CASE PARTICLES 

1. taberu 'eat' 2. noma 'drink' 

3. taberu 'eat' (animate) 3. kaku 'write' 

o> 

5. miru 'watch' 6. kiku 'listen to' 
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7. vomu 'read' 8. arau 'wash' 

9. rasukeu 'help/rescue' 10. okoru 'wake (someone) up' 

11. sikaru /okoru 'scold' 12. sagasu 'search/look for* 
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13. hiku 'play (musical instrument)' 14. tataku 'hit' 

15. keru 'kick' 16. tukamaeru 'catch' 
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19. kisu suru 'kiss' 20. noboru 'climb' 

21. iku 'go' 22. kuru 'come' 

iWnLLS FAKCrOl  

I  i  1 '  I *~i  
/ v\ '• ' j w L_J jl 

rĵ \̂  

23. kaeru 'return' 24. aruku 'walk' 
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25. neru 'sleep' 26. oyogu 'swim' 

27. warau 'laugh' 

opw 

28. naku 'cry' 

1 '  1  

29. hasiru 'run' 30. kuru 'come (inanimate)' 
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31. aru 'exist-inanimate' 32. iru 'exist-animate' 

33. tuku 'arrive' 34. sizumu 'sink' 

35. otirultuiraku suru 'fall' 36. suberu 'slip' 
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38. naosu (vs. naoru) 'repair* 

40. simeru (vs. simaru)' close' 

42. waru (vs. wareru) 'break' 
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43. oru (vs. oreru) "breakClong solid substance)' 44. kobosu (vs. koboreru) 'spiir 

45. kekkon suru 'marry' 46. sotugyoo suru, deru 'graduate' 
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Practice item 1; miseru 'show' Practice item 2: svookai suru 'introduce' 

Practic item 3: ageru/purezento suru 'give/present' 
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APPENDIX7C 

FILL-IN-THE-BLANK TEST 

Please supply particles (phrase particles/joshi) in the blanks below to complete sentences to 
describe the relevant pictures. Do not use wa~ and do not leave any slots blank. When more than 
one particle fit the blanks, please write the alternative particle in the right column. Please skip the 
items with '*' if you are not familiar with the verbs/structures. If there are other verbs or 
structures you are not familiar with, please skip them as well. 

Picture Sentences Other particles 

1. 1. ~ jp t:> ~ lv_M\Iv (! v \ i: -t 0 --
akatyan nonde imasu. 

2. ~ Jvti_M\Iv (!lt\i:To 
~-

miruku nonde imasu. 

3. iffit:> ~ lv_ ~ ;vtl _M\Iv -r!v\ i: -to --•-.--
akatyan miruku nonde imasu. 

4. ~ Jv 7 _71ft t:, ~ lv_~lv -r! lt \ '£ i"" o __ , __ 
miruku akatyan nonde imasu. 

2. 1. !J!J(J)J-,._ n~x. ~~"to --
otoko no hito kaerimasu. 

2. 5 'b_n~ *- ~ i: -to --
uti kaerimasu. 

3. ~ (/) ;.._ 5 'b_n~ *- ~ i: -to --·--otoko no hi to uti kaerimasu. 

4. 5 t:>_~(J)J-,._n~;t ~ i:i""o --·--
uti otoko no hito kaerimasu. 

3. 1. :tol:~~ 
:!J!J (J)-=f_J{!. '"( '"( lt \ '£ -t 0 --
otoko no ko mite imasu. 

2. ::;- v t:'_J{!. '"( v' i: -t 0 

--
terebi mite imasu. 

3. ~ (J)-=f_-T v t:'_J{!. --c v' i: -to __ , __ 
otokonoko terebi mite imasu. 

4, ::;- v e·_!J!J (/)r_. Jt --c v' i: -t 0 - ·-· ---
terebi otokono ko mite imasu. 

4. 1. 
:tolva a-t ~.g 

-9:. (J) J..._~ v, --c v' i: -to --
onna no hito aruite imasu. 



5. 

6. 

7. 

2. 

3. 

;:?*-.lv 
0 ~--&iJ 9 v \ -c v \ 'i: To 
kooen aru1te 1masu. 
fl:. (f) A_01il_~ 9 v \ -c v \ 'i: To 
onna no hi to kooen arui te imasu. 

4. 0 ~-fl:. (/) A._&iJ 9 v \ -c v \ 'i: To 

1. 

2. 

3. 

kooen onna no hi to arui te imasu. 

~lvf~ '-
9:. (/)r_tfv \ -c -t -to 
onna no ko kaite imasu. 
-ctJ~]f. 

-=F~_tfv\-cv\~To 
tegami kai te imasu. 
fl:. (/)r_-=F~~-•" \ -cv \ -t -to 
onna no ko tegami kai te imasu. 

4. -=Fkt£_-JJ:. (/)r_ffv \ -c "\ -t -to 
tegami onna no ko kaite imasu. 

1. 

2. 

3' 

4'. 

3. 

4 

~-::>;:? 

~~-/:Bj:: L,teo 
gakkoo demasita 

~(/)r_~~-t±i~ L,teo 
otoko no ko gakkoo demasita. 

~~-~(J)r_t±i'i: L,feo 
gakkoo otoko no ko demasita. 

-t;-0~-J:? 

~ (J)r_.$~ 1.., 'i: 1.., teo * 
otoko no ko sotugyoo simasita 

~~-$~ 1_, 'i: l-teo * 
gakkoo sotugyoo simasita. 

5. ~(J)r_~~-.7c0~, J: ? 1.., 'i: L,teo * 
otoko no ko gakkoo sotugyoo simasita. 

6 ~~-~(/)r_-{-0~, .t 51..,* L,feo * 
gakkoo otoko no ko sotugyolo simasita. 

1. 

anna no ko kiite imasu. 
2. 7 ~;t-_ljfjv\-cv\'i:To 

razio kiite imasu. 

onna no ko razio kii te imasu. 
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4. 7 y_:t-_f;:. (J)r_~lt' -cv' ~To __ , __ 
razio onnanoko kiite imasu. 

8. 1. :roe:.:. '0-C: v' 
~(/)A h~~To ----
otoko no hito ikimasu. 

2. ~/v'C..? 

~fr ~-=j~~To ----
ginkoo ikimasu. 

3. ~(/)A_ &lH-r_q-r~ ~To __ , __ 
otoko no hi to ginkoo ikimasu. 

4. ~ff-~(J)A_ h~~To __ , __ 
ginkoo otoko no hi to ikimasu. 

9. 1. :tote.. '0-t tr. 
~(/))..~ ~.r:::-cv'~To --
otoko no hi to tabete imasu. 

2. /"\/' /{-j.J-~-~A. -cv'~To --hanbaagaa tabete imasu. 

3. :!13 (J) ;.. __ /, /' /"-7J - __ 1\ A. -c v' ~To __ , __ 
otoko no hito hanbaagaa tabete imasu. 

4. /"\/' /{-jj'-__ ~(/)A __ _J~A. -cv'~To _, __ 
hanbaagaa otoko no hito tabete imasu. 

10. 1. t:l:Jvti:v' ~ 
%~-*~ 1...--fC.o --
sensei kimasita. 

2. ~J::?l..-0 

~~-*~1...--fC.o --
kyoositu kimasita. 

3. )'G~--~~-*~ 1...--fC.o __ , __ 
sensei kyoositu kimasita. 

4. ~~-)t~-*~ GfC.o __ , __ 
kyoositu sensei kimasita. 

11. 1. :::l/'to.::t.-::$7_ ~~~"to --konpyuuta arimasu. 

2. r-1 v_<b ~~To - · -
to ire arimasu. 

3. :::r/~.::t.-?r_r-1 v_<b~~To _, __ 
konpyuuta to ire arimasu. 

4. r-1 v_:::r/'~.::t.-?r_~~~To __ , __ 
toire konpyuuta arimasu. 

12. 1. :roe:.:. ,... <b 
:!'J30)r_ ~lt'~ Gfco --
otoko no ko aimasita. 

2. ::7 !J /' r /_~lt'~ Gtc.o --
Kurinton aimasita. 
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3. J}(J)::;-_:7!) / }-- /_~v\~ Gteo __ , __ 
otoko no ko kurinton aimasita. 

4. 7 !J / t- /_~0)::;-_~v\~ Gteo __ , __ 
otoko no ko kurinton aimasita. 

13. 1. :to~;: \.}~ ct 
~(/)A Mflv'"fv\~To --
otoko no hito yonnde imasu. 

2. flA, 

*-Melv '"fv\ ~-to --
hon yonde imasu. 

3. ~(/)A * _Mflv'"fvY£To __ , __ 
otoko no hito hon yonde imasu. 

4. * -- ~(/)A __ Melv '"fv\~To _, __ 
hon otoko no hito yon de imasu. 

14. 1. frJlA, t;A, ~t-? ;:A, 

8 ;$:A----*"5tzl G ~ G teo --
nihonzin kekkon simasita. 

2. {.::.A, 

7;. !J 7J A---*5tzl G~ Gk.o --
amerikazin kekkon simasita. 

3. 8 ;$:A_7 j. !J 7J A__,~fzl L-~ G teo __ , __ 
nihonzin amerikazin kekkon simasita. 

4. 7;. !J 7JA_8-*A_*5fz~G~ Gteo __ , __ 
amerikazin nihonzin kekkon simasita. 

15. 1. 
l..,A,~A, ~ 
~~___?fE-£ Gteo --
sin bun kimasita. 

2. S ij___?fE'£ Gteo --
uti kimasita 

3. f)fflfl_S b_*~ Gteo __ , __ 
sin bun uti kimasita. 

4. S ij_*Hflfl___?fE '£ LJco __ , __ 
uti sin bun kimasita. 

16. 1. 
'&>t.J>. 

lffib ~ lv_v'-£ -to --
akatyan imasu. 

2. < ~'£_v\'£To --
kuruma imasu. 

3. lffilj~lv_< ~'£_v\'£To --·--akatyan kuruma imasu. 

4. < ~'£_:;ffiij~lv_v\'£"9o __ , __ 
kuruma akatyan imasu. 
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II 

Picture Sentences Other particles 

17. 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

18. 1. 

2. 

3. 

19. 1. 

2. 

3. ;JO~:: ::::. 
~<7)-=f_ F7_ (b_'t ~fco 
(please fill the third blank too) 

4, 

20. 1. 

2. __ , __ 
21. 1. 

2. 

3. 

22. 1. 

2. 



3. 

23. 1. 

2. 

3. 

24. 

25. 1. 

26 

27. 1. 

2. 

28. 1. 

2. 

3. 

<o-t 
$_fl ;tQ_'"( V \'~To 
(please fill in the second blank to complete the verb) 
:to~::: D~ 
J}ij(})}...._$_fl:tQ~'""(lt\'£To 

(please fill in the third blank to complete the verb) 
:to~::: 0~ 

lfi _J}ij (j) J...._fl ;tQ_"( ltY~ To 
(please fill in the third blank to complete the verb) 

:tolvlt v-~ 
fJ:.()))...._'£ c'_L,_£ L-tco 
(please fill in the third blank to complete the verb) 
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4. 
~E_-J;:.(J)j..._ L-_~ L-fC.o 

__ , __ 
(please fill in the third blank to complete the verb) 

III. 
30. 

2. 

3. tolvf.t ::: 
-!;:. (J)::;.._'IJ).; lf.lv_;to_~ L- fc.o 

(please fill in the third blank to complete the verb) 

4. 
(please fill in the third blank to complete the verb) 

31 

2. 

32. 

__ , __ 

33. 1. 7ffi i? ~ lv_tt.v \ -c v \~To 

34. 1. 

2. 

35 

36. 1. 
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3. ry::;:--7_:::1-l:::-_ -:.~~ -~Gfco __ , __ 
4. :::1-l:::-_ry::;:--7_ -:. ~l' -~Gfco __ , __ 

37. 1. :!13 0)-=f_f;:. 0)-=f_tc tc v' -c ~To __ , __ 
2. !x O)-=f_:!13 0)-=f_ tc tc v' -c ~To __ , __ 

38. 1. :!13 0) .A_to J: v y·~ v' ~To --
2. /-Jl-r_;Jo J: v \ ~v' ~To --

3. :!13 0) A_ /-Jv_;Jo J: v \ ~ v' ~To __ , __ 
4. /-Jv_:!13 <7) .A_to J: v y·c=' v' ~To __ , __ 

39. 1. !J:.<7)-=f_T.rZ t:J ~ Gfco --
2. -'"7"7" (<7)n~t>) __ T.rZ t:J ~ Gtco --
3. !;:. 0)-=f_ -'"77 (O)n~t>) _T.rZ t:J ~ Gtco __ , __ 
4. -'"77 (O)n~t>} _-k(J)-=f_TA: t:J ~ Gtco __ , __ 

40. 1. ~O)A_V b-0 "(lt\~To --
2. ~ ..-:> 2: "'C A.t_t> b..-:> "'Cv'~To --
3. ~O)A_~ ..-:> 2: -c lv_t> b..-:> "Cv'~To __ , __ 
4. ~ 0 2: -cAt_~ 0) .A_ t> b -0 -cv' ~To __ , __ 

41. 1. to2: b_t>n~ Gtr.o --
2. =JO 2: i?~t> t:J ~ G feo --
3. ~O)-=f_;Jo2:b __ V_~Gko __ , __ 

(please fill in the third blank to complete the verb) 

4. i02: b_:!ijO)-=f_t>_~ Gfco __ , __ 
(please fill in the third blank to complete the verb) 

42. 1. tl-:. __ :n:f Ji-_01?~ ~X.~ G teo __ , __ 
2. PT~_:td.C_"YIJ~~X.~ Gteo __ , __ 
3. :td.-:._tlf~_0n~~x. bn~ Gtco __ , __ 
4. PT~_:td.C_0n~~X.bn~ Gtco __ , __ 

43. 1. fJ.:(J)A_.l::·7 /_'0-v'"Cv'~To __ , __ 
2. !:::"7 J _!;:.({)).._ '0-v'"'Cv'~To __ , __ 

44. 1. :!ijO)).._fi G--:>"'Cv'~To --
2. ~1?-_viG..-:>"Cv'~To --
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3. J:J <7) A_J.;.. ~_?J: l..- '0 '"(lf\ '£To __ , __ 
4. J.;..~-~<7)}.._ ~J: l..--?'"(lf\~To __ , __ 

45. 1. J.;..f_~~n -cv\'tTo --
2. to~-5-~~n '"(ltYi:To --
3. J.;..f_to~b-~~n-rv\'i:To __ , __ 
4. to~6_J.;.f_~~n-rv\'tTo __ , __ 

46. 1. iO ~i l..-_jO ~ £ l- teo --
2. to~i t.-_ton '£ t.-tc.o --
3. ~<7) J,._jO ~i l..-_;Jo_'£ l..- teo __ , __ 

(please fill in the third blank to complete the verb) 

4. to~i l-_J3 <7) A _;to_£ l-teo __ , __ 
(please fill in the third blank to complete the verb) 
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APPENDIX7D 

SENTENCES USED IN THE CASE PARTICLE JUDGMENT TASK 

•S=Subject, O=object, Loc=location, Vt= transitive verb, Vi=intransitive verb, Vpass=passive . OK . al * . al =grammatic = ungrammattc . 

VERB WORD GRAMMA SENfENCES Sm 
TICALITY 

ORDER 

1 sv OK ~!> ~ lvtJ~fJ.Iv "t:L' ~To A 

2 nomu ov * iffi!> ~lv~tXIv-rL '*To A 
1-----

3 'drinnk' SOY OK i}fi!;,~JvfJf2_)'v? ~jX/v~L '*To A 

4 SOY * iffi!> ~ lvtJ~ 2. J'v? r::txlv "t:t '*To A 

5 sov * i}f..!;, ~/vtJ~2.J'v? tJ~fX/v~L '*To A 

6 OY OK 2.J'v? ~f*/v~L \£To A 

7 OY * 2.J'v? tJ~!*Iv~L '*To A 

8 OY * 2. J'v? r::M!Iv-rt' *To A 

9 OSY OK ~J'v? ~iffi!> ~lvtJ!fXIv~L' *To A 

10 osv * ~ J'v? tJ'f:;ffi"S ~ lvtJft;:.Jv ~L' *To A 

11 OSY * 2. J'v? r;:~t;;, ~ lvtJ~txlv-r::t' *To A 

12 miru sv OK JJ (J)=ftJ! Ji "1:" L' *To A 

13 'watch' sv * ~(])=f~.Jt l:"L '*To A 

14 SOY OK Jfj(])={-fJf7 v t: ~ .Jt "1:" L' *To A 

15 sov * ~(J)=ftJ17 v t:tJ!Jt l:L' *To A 

16 sov * ~(J)=ffJ~7 v t:'r;:.Jt TL '*"to A 

17 ov OK 7 v t::'~Jt Tt '*To A 

18 ov * 7 v t:tJ!Ji -ct' *To A 

19 OSY * 7 v t:'f;:Jt TL '*To A 

20 osv OK 7 v t:~~(J)-=f-tJt.Jt l:L' *To A 

21 osv * 7 v t:'tJf~(])=ftJf.Jt Tt '*To A 

22 osv * 7 v t::l::~(])=f-IJ~Ji l:"L '*To A 

23 aruku SY OK tJ:.(J)A.tfltJ;: L 'TL \ * 't" o A 

24 'walk' SY OK tJ:.(])A.~tP:L 'l:"L \£To A 

25 SLocV OK :tl:(J)A.tJf~lll~~L \TL' £To A 
1-----

26 SLocV * :tl:(J)A.fJf~tll (;:~t \TL' £To A 

27 SLocY * :tl:(J)A.fJf~(ilfJf~L \TL' *9 o A 

28 LocV * ~IIIIJf~L \TL \£9o A 

29 LacY OK ~lii~~L 'TL \£To A 
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30 LocV OK ~~~~~~ \"'C(, '*To A 

31 LocV * ~[il f::~~ \"t"~ \*To A 

32 LocSV OK ~~~~3(<7.>AtJt~~ '"'t"~ '*To A 

33 LocSV * ~1111::~<7.>AtJ~~(, '"'t"L '*To A 

34 LocSV * ~IIJ1Jf3(<7.>A1Jf~L '"'t"~ '*To A 

35 iku sv OK JJ<7))..1Jfft~ *To A 

36 'go' sv * JJ<7.>A~fi~*To A 

37 SLocV OK JJ<7))..1Jfiiftf::ft~ *To A 

38 SLocV * ~<7.>A.t.Jfi!ft~ft~ *To A 
1---

39 SLocV * Jl(J)AtJtififttJtft~ *To A 

40 LocV * jfttftJfft~*To A 
f---

41 LocV OK jlftl'\.ft~ *To A 

42 LocV OK jlft f:: ft ~ * 1" o A 

43 LocV * jlft~ft~*To A 

44 LocV * ~IHl"~h~*To A 

45 LocSV OK iliff r::JJ <7.> AfJtft ~ * 1" o A 

46 LocSV * jftft ~ ~<7.> AtJtft ~'*To A 

47 LocSV * itHi tJf ~ <7.> Affifii! '* 1" o A 

48 kuruu sv OK *Jf61JtJf** L-~o A 

49 'come' sv * fJillfJ~** L-f.::o A 

50 (inanimate SLocV OK JljiHJtJf? !> r::** L..t.::o A 

51 S) SLocV * ifiM~? !> r::** L-t.::o A 

52 SLocV * ifillfltJf? !>tJf** U f.::o A 

53 LocV OK ? !> r::** L-t.::o A 

54 LocV * ? !>tJf** L-t:o A 

55 LocSV OK ? !> r::JJiMffi** L-t.::o A 
t----'--

56 LocSV * ? !> f:::JTrHJ~** Ut:o A 

57 LocSV * ? !>tJf:JiflfJtJf** (...f.::o A 

58 aru sv OK ::J / t: .::I. -~-tJf~ ')*To A 

59 'exist' sv * ::J /I:: .::I.-~-~~£) *To A 

60 SLocV OK :J / t: .:1. -~ -tJt t--~ vi::~ £J *"To A 
r---
61 SLocV * ::J / t: .:1.-~-~ t-- -1 v r: ~ u * 1" o A 

62 SLocV * :J / t:: .:J. -~ -tJ$ J-.-{ 1./-c:'~ £)*To A 

63 SLocV * :J/t:.:~.-~-~ t--~ 1/~i>U*"To A 

64 SLocV * ~/t:.::L-~-tJfJ-.-{J/~~£)*To A 
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65 LocV OK 1'--1' l/(::d; '.J *To A 

66 LocV * 1'--1' l/'"(.l~d) *To A 

67 LocV * 1'--1' vtJ~d!> v *-To A 

68 LocSV OK t-1'v~~~e~-~-ffid!>V£~o A 
r---

69 LocSV * 1'--1' l/1:::~ ~ l: .::1. -~-~d; '.J £To A 

70 LocSV * 1'--1' l/'"(.1~ ~ e ~ -~-tJ!d!> tJ £-To A 

71 LocSV * 1'--1' l/'"(.1~ ~ e .::1. -~-~d!> tJ *To A 

72 LocSV * 1'--1' l/f)~~ ~ l: ~ -~-~d; £)*To A 

73 naosu lNPVT OK ~(J)}...fJff.;.13 {..,~~'*To B 

74 l(naoru) lNPVI * ~(!),A.f)~t~13::> ""(~ '*~0 B 

75 'repair' SOVT OK ~(J)}...f)f:$~~13 {..,""(~'*To B 

76 SOVI * ~<1)}...tJ~Jl~f.l.~S::> ""(~'*To B 

77 OVT * Jfif)~f~S {..,""(~\£To B 

78 OVT * !f!~f~13{..,""(~\£To B 

79 OVI * Jt! tJt fJ: 13 ::> --c ~' £To B 

80 OVI * -~f.l-13 ::> ""(~ '*~ 0 B 

81 OSVT OK -~~(J)}...f)~fJ:1.) {..,""(~\£To B 

82 OSVI * -~~CJ.)AtflfJ:S::> --c~ '*To B 

83 akeru SVT OK ~CJ.)}...f)fd;ft~~ \£To B 

84 l(aku) SVI * ~<7)}...f)f~~ \""(~\£To B 

85 'open' SOVT OK ~CJ.)AtJt t: 7 ~ ~ rt-c~ '£ ~ 0 B 

86 SOVI * ~<1)Atfl t:7 ~~~'~~'*To B 

87 OVT * ~7fJ~~It"t"~ '*To B 

88 OVT OK ~ 7 ~ d; lt"t" ~ \ * T 0 B 

89 OVI (OK) t:?f)f~~ \""(~\£To B 

90 OVI * t:7~~~ \""(~\£To B 

91 OSVT OK ~ 7 ~ ~(/)}...f)f~ f:J"""(~ \£To B 

92 OSVI * t: 7 ~~(J))...tJfdS~ \""(~\£To B 

93 taberu sv OK n~tJt:&:"'"C~' £To B 

94 (animateO) sv * t.J.~~-"'""(~ \£To B 

95 'eat' sov OK n~tJt~ fJ\fJ:~~""--c~ '*To B 

96 SOVPASS OK t>. ~ r:: ~ fJ\fJ:fJtfl."' t> n ~ ~ '* 1'" 0 B 
1---

67 SOVPASS (*) n~ 1:::~ tflt~~~"'t>.tt ~~'*To B 

98 SOVPASS * n~tJt~ fJ\t~~:a:"' t>n -c~ '*T 0 B 

99 ov * ~ f)\f~tJfjt"' ""(~ \ * T 0 B 
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100 ov OK ~ tJ~t.I.~ttl'{-c~ '*T., B 

101 osv * ~ tfl f.I.tJf tJ.;:: ~ tt I'{ -r ~ \ * 1" C) B 

102 OSVPASS OK ~ tJ., f.I.tJf tJ.;:: I:. .I'{ t> tt. -c t '* 1" o B 

103 OSVPASS (*) ~ tfl 16. ~ tJ.;:: r:.tt I'{ t> tt. -r L' * 1" 0 B 

104 OSVPASS * ~ tJ., !.I.~ tJ.;:: tJf ~I'{ S tt. -r L '*To B 
105 okosu sv OK Sf&~ lvtJft:>;:: l/CL' *To c 
106 'wake sv * SHl~/v~to;:: ~"'CL '*To c 
107 (somone) sov OK SHl~/vtJ~;::ct>~s;:: ~-rt'*To c 
108 up' sov * sH: ~ JvtJt;:: c t> t:.s;:: ~ -c P * -r 0 c 

f----

109 SOVPASS OK Sf&~ lvt:.;:: c t>tJfS;:: ~ tt. ""CL '*1" o c 
110 SOVPASS * t:>H: ~ 1v r:. ;:: c t> ~a;:: ~ tt. -c t' * 1" 0 c 

1-----

111 SOVPASS * Sfe~ /vtJf;:: ct>~s;:: ~ tt. ""CL '*To c 
112 ov OK ;:: ct>~s;:: ~-rL '*To c 
113 ov * ;:: C t)tJ~S;:: ~""((,\*To c 
114 ov * ;:: c.' t> t:. s ;:: ~ -c L' *To c 
115 OSVPASS * ;:: ct>~SH!~ lvt:.s;:: ~tt. "t"L '*To c 
116 OSVPASS * ;:: ct>~t:>Hl~/vtJft:>;:: ~tt. "t"L '*To c 

Note. Please see Appendix_ for three sets of items. 



APPENDIX 7E 

PLOT OF NONCANONICAL'CANONICAL 

Accuracy for Noncanonical Word Order 
100%-^ 1 

2 
1 

32 

iO-

1 
1 
2 

22 

1 

1 

92 

1 

9 

60 ' 

40'  

20r  

2 2  

0 . 0  + -

0 0  

(7 obscn ations hidden) 

20'v 40°fe 60^ 80^ 

Accuracy for Canonical Word Order 

100% 

Note. Symbol is value of proficiency. 
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